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Abstract

This is an ethnographic study of the creation of a particular type of standard enterprise software package: Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) systems, which support wide-ranging organisational functions within large and medium sized enterprises. Drawing upon the Social Shaping of Technology perspective and recent related attempts to theorise the Biography of Artefacts, this thesis addresses the under-researched area of ERP system development and ERP system support. In providing a system vendor’s viewpoint, it seeks to overcome current shortcomings in social research, notably from Information Systems and Organisational Studies, which focus almost exclusively on a user organisation perspective. Mostly concentrating on the moment of implementation, existing studies do not help us to better understand the software producer’s viewpoint or to find explanations as to how ERP systems are produced and supported in such a way that they can meet the specific requirements of their highly diverse users (the current market leader SAP had over 12 million users (2008)). Overall, we have very limited understanding of what happens within software package laboratories and how such organisations organise their relationship with their wide and diverse user base throughout the different phases of the product life cycle.

Addressing this gap in the social study of software packages, this research offers an ethnographical insider’s perspective of the day-to-day working practices within one of the world’s leading ERP system providers, encompassing both its development and support functions. Based on rich ethnographic data, the study demonstrates first, how a supplier manages its relationship with its diverse user base during the moment when the system re-enters the vendor’s circle of responsibility through the software packages support channel. The sophisticated and mature mechanisms and policies are highlighted, which allow the vendor - not without challenges – to accommodate competing exigencies of its user base at this moment of product life cycle. Second, this research highlights how the software development phase is organised, by empirically describing and analysing
Abstract

from a social viewpoint, the software development process during a period of organisational change, in which the vendor reorganises itself in search for a new way to respond to the expectations of the market. Third, the account reveals unexpected communitarian behaviour amongst software developers at all levels, demonstrating the social character of programming, a feature which has not been adequately recognised by current studies in this area. Fourth, overall, this study highlights the need for a change of the current research agenda in social software package research towards a vendor organisation’s perspective, if we aim for a more complete understanding of the social aspects such type of technology.
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To my parents
and to the developers of the vendor's labs.
Twas the night before implementation and all through the house,
not a program was working not even a browse.
The programmers hung by their tubes in despair,
with hopes that a miracle would soon be there.
The users were nestled all snug in their beds,
while visions of inquiries danced in their heads.
When out in the machine room there arose such a clatter,
I sprang from my desk to see what was the matter.
And what to my wondering eyes should appear,
but a super Programmer (with a six-pack of beer).
His resume glowed with experience so rare,
he turned out great code with a bit-pusher's flair.
More rapid than eagles, his programs they came,
and he cursed and muttered and called them by name:
On update! on add! on inquiry! on delete!
on batch jobs! on closing! on functions complete!
His eyes were glazed-over, fingers nimble and lean,
from weekends and nights in front of a screen.
A wink of his eye, and a twitch of his head,
soon gave me to know I had nothing to dread.
He spoke not a word, but went straight to his work,
turning specs into code; then turned with a jerk;
And laying his finger upon the "ENTER" key,
the systems came up and worked perfectly.
The updates updated; the deletes, they deleted;
the inquiries inquired, and closings completed.
He tested each whistle, and tested each bell,
with nary unbend, and all had gone well.
The system was finished, the tests were concluded.
The users' last changes were even included.
And the user exclaimed with a snarl and a taunt,
"It's just what I asked for, but not what I want!" (author unknown)
Chapter 1: Introduction to This Thesis
1.1. Introduction

*Things should be made as simple as possible, but no simple.*  
*(Albert Einstein)*

When the first computer program was written by Ada Byron, a friend of Charles Babbage, the inventor of the analytic engine in the 1840s (cf. Tolle 1992), the idea of computers touching upon almost every aspects of our lives was a mere vision. Indeed, since Ada Byron’s first program, there have been many developments within computer programming, technology and society, against a backdrop of the industrial revolution and two World Wars, which have contributed to the advancement of computer technology, both hardware and software-related. Today’s computer programs are widespread and much more complex than those of the nineteenth century and, only in very rare cases, are produced by only one person. More often, development teams, perhaps involving hundreds or thousands of programmers, work together to build complex applications.

To orchestrate these many developers, can be a challenging task, as Kraft (1977) shows us in his timely account on software development. The early software industry appears to have struggled with finding formal mechanisms to manage the experts and the production process respectively. Large scale projects tended to run over time and budget, producing questionable results with the software developers being empowered by their often unique, and to managers ’mysterious’, expertise (Friedman 1989). The first noted suggestion for a solution to these problems was published by Royce (1970). The author approaching the topic from a managerial viewpoint and drawing on his own programming experiences, came to the conclusion that large scale development projects cannot be organised in the two common phases, ‘analysis’ and ‘coding’. Instead, a more complex process was considered necessary, extending and splitting these phases into smaller and thus easier to control, steps. Inspired by the industries urgent needs for a solution,
following Royce, many more suggestions for ‘best practice’ software development management were, and still are coming forward (cf. Chapter 2).

Whilst the software development process appears to have become more complex since the times of Ada Byron, in that more people have to be orchestrated in order to build a functioning program, simultaneously, the number of software users increased. Over the years, software became available to more users, with a particular increase in user numbers with the emergence of terminal computing, facilitated by the Client-Server Architecture in the 1980s (Woods 2003). With more users, the management of user requirements became more complex and important, in particular, since not only the numbers but also the type of user changed. Software was no more only applied by the few experts with limited access to highly valued and protected main frame computers. With terminal computing, people with other professions, such as manager and sales assistant, were now using computers – a situation which provided an ongoing challenge in regards to the design of the software (Grudin 1991; Winograd and Flores 1994).

Although managing the competing exigencies of a user base can be difficult, an increase in user numbers also offers enormous potential. Software production is labour intensive and expensive; however, to re-produce or adapt existing code for different usage in other applications or contexts can be (depending on variables such as the programming style and underlying software architecture) relatively cheap. To capitalise on the high demand, it became part of software producing companies’ strategies to apply tools to facilitate re-using code with minimum effort. In this context, there are two types of software producers, which can be clearly distinguished in their reaction to these changes: bespoke software providers and standard software package providers. Bespoke software providers produce customer specific programs, which can be used by one or a few organisations. In this context, re-usage of code is limited to the re-usage of standard functionalities. The applications as such are not designed to be translated into different contexts,
but to fulfil the requirements of one or few organisations. Standard software providers, in contrast, address a wider user base, aiming to provide a product, which is generic enough to fit into many organisational contexts (but specific enough to, at the time, respond to the user organisation’s key requirements). Thus, not only standard functionality is re-used but entire applications are ‘recycled’. An example of the latter model is Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) systems, a specific type of standard software, often also related to as ‘Enterprise Software’, ‘Commercial Off the Shelf’ (COTS) product or generally as ‘Software Package’. ERP system providers offer applications, which can potentially handle all of an organisation’s business processes and work flows, with added customising tools, allowing the re-selling of systems to multiple, heterogeneous organisations (Pollock and Cornford 2005).

ERP systems are not a new or unexpected development, but a phenomenon which can be traced back some years. With a general growth in software package production, triggered in the 1960s with IBM unbundling the software from their hardware, an industry focusing on licensing applications evolved (Light and Sawyer 2007). Within this broader trend (which included also Computer Aided Design (CAD) applications), a type of sub-industry emerged which focused on organisations struggling with integrating and running multiple bespoke systems, each fulfilling different functions, in the production area: Facilitated by the emergence of a Common Business Oriented Language (COBOL) and vast improvements in computing memory, the first generation of Manufacturing Requirements Planning (MRP) systems emerged out of existing stock and inventory control systems in the manufacturing industry in the late 1960s (Webster and Williams 1993) and
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1 For this thesis, Quintas’ (1994) definition of ‘user organisation’ is used. Quintas (1994) defines: “A ‘user organisation’ is one that does not generate income from the sale of software or other IT Products and services, but uses IT systems in order to achieve its objectives” (p: 45). Referring to Quintas’ (ibid.) definition of ‘user organisation’, the following definition for ‘vendor organisation’ has been derived and is used within this thesis: “A ‘vendor organisation’ is one that generates income from the sale of software or other IT Products and services.”
were soon declared as ‘state of the art’ (Chung and Snyder 2000; Mabert 2007; Orlicky 1975). Further developments, including the inclusion of events on the shop floor into the production schedule in the 1970s, earned MRP systems the title, MRP II (Manufacturing Requirements Planning II). Expanding further, until the 1980s, MRPII remained the leading product for large scale organisations in search of more integrated software products (Yurong and Houcun 2000).

With the emergence of Client-Server Architecture in the late 1980s (MRP and MRP II were based on Monolith Architecture), a new generation of software products evolved, which were based on MRPII, known in the in United Kingdom as ‘Computer-Aided Production Management’ (CAPM) systems (Webster and Williams 1993). Being one facet of what was widely known as Computer Integrated Manufacturing (CIM), the notion of CAPM soon disappeared. However, the idea of an integrated organisation remained and is mirrored in what is known today as Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) Systems, a term coined by the Industry Analyst Gartner Group (Wylie 1990).

Today’s ERP systems are complex software packages, built with the vision, not only to incorporate ‘production’ related data and functionality, but to reflect an entire organisation’s processes within one software system. With the ongoing automation of business processes, supported by the widespread exploitation of ERP systems, the market in which ERP vendors act is forecast to grow – despite the global financial crisis (Garbani 2009). Already in 2000 more than 60% of organisations relied on this type of software package and it is seen as de facto standard for any large multinational company (Hanseth and Monteiro 1998; Meissner 2000; Parr and Shanks 2000; Pollock and Cornford 2005; Woods 2003). Addressing large organisations with their software system, we find two companies, SAP and Oracle, dominating the
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2 For a discussion on the different definitions of CIM, see Boaden and Dale (1986).
3 Products named ‘MRP systems’ can still be bought. Whilst having similarities with their predecessors, these systems are much more advanced. The earlier definition of MRP systems appears not to be suitable for such products.
market, partially a result of their many merger and acquisition (M&A) activities, in particular in 2006 (Jacobson et al. 2007). Whilst these activities were aimed at reducing the number of competitors (Jacobson et al. 2007), today, we find a shift in M&A patterns: Complementing growth is now the desire to expand the product portfolio, resulting in organisations such as SAP and Oracle targeting smaller organisations, which provide business solutions in niche markets (Garbani 2009).

ERP systems and their predecessors have been discussed by practitioners and academics for many years, with a notable increase in interest in the late 1990s, leading to a total number of ERP related publications in academic journals between 1997-2000 of 189 (only five of these count for the early years, such as 1997) (Esteves and Pastor 2001). Moon (2007) has identified a further 313 ERP related articles published between 2000 and 2006 (as of 31 May 2006). With such an interest in the topic already, it may appear to be a rather superfluous task to add another study to this collection. However, if we look more closely at the existing literature (see Chapter 2), we find that, despite the numerous studies, there is a substantial lack of diversity which prevents a more comprehensive understanding of the phenomenon, ERP systems. Whilst we find, for instance, multiple articles highlighting the struggles of the local user organisation to implement the generic software package (implementation studies), there are far fewer articles about how these systems are procured. Even less research can be found on how these systems are produced within the software labs; how the individuals, the team, the project and the organisation are shaped by and shape the software package. Overall, we find that ERP related studies (1) focus upon the moment of implementation, emphasising the struggles between the local user and the global system and that (2) the user organisation’s viewpoint dominates, even when other parts of the product life-cycle are investigated (for instance, the software package support phase). This focus on the user organisation’s
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4 Targeting small and medium sized organisations, we find other players dominating, such as Sage Group, Microsoft, Infor, Lawson and Epicor (Jacobson et al. 2007).
viewpoint and, therein the implementation phase, appears to have two main effects on our understanding of ERP systems:

On the one hand, the multiple existing investigations provide a detailed and needed user perspective on the often tense relationship between the user and vendor organisation during the moment of system implementation. ERP systems are complex and yet highly standardised, built on the basis of particular “best practice” assumptions, which are founded in the belief that each organisation has the same core functionalities and thus can be implemented in multiple contexts (Laforest 1997). Whilst we find today, that indeed standard software is widely used and that there thus must be some kind of common functionality across organisation, this was not always thought to be the case. Indeed in particular in the 1990s, many of the more critical social science academics believed that standard systems would not succeed (Berg 1997; MacLaughlin et al. 1999; Webster and Williams 1993). It appeared at the time that there was such as a ‘mismatch’ between the local settings and the standard technology that fitting them to the idiosyncratic needs of the many different user organisations would be possible but only with significant and unacceptable tradeoffs. Unsolvable tensions were said to develop – a belief, which was strongly supported by a line of implementation studies, reporting on failed projects and problems. Hanseth and Braas’s (2001) account reflects, what has been the tone of many studies:

The idea of the universal standard is an illusion just like the treasure at the end of the rainbow. Each time one has defined a standard which is believed to be complete and coherent, during implementation one discovers that there are elements lacking or incompletely specified while others have to be changed to make the standard work, which makes various implementations different and incompatible – just like arbitrary non-standard solutions. (Hanseth and Braa 2001: 261)

Whilst such a critical viewpoint has been central for many years, if we take a more historical view on implementation studies, we find that over the years, different types of, and more nuanced implementation studies have emerged.
The first accounts published, were, indeed, ‘success stories’ rather than critical accounts. Written by standard system software vendors or affiliated organisations, the first studies reporting upon ERP systems, did so in a very positive way showing the advantages of ERP standard solutions (such accounts can still be found, in particular on the WebPages of ERP vendors and consulting organisations). Following this early vendor rhetoric was the academic literature, often but not always taking on a more critical viewpoint. Giving voice to the user organisations in describing the implementation phase more critically, were in particular researchers from Science and Technology Studies, Information Systems research and Organisational Studies. Offering detailed and analytical accounts, the studies highlighted the tensions between the generic systems and the local organisation during the implementation phase (cf. Hanseth and Braa 2001; Pollock and Cornford 2004; Tolsby 1998), back then, a missing perspective. In particular, in more recent times, research emerged, coming from academics that appear to have moved on from discussing the pitfalls of global solutions or their possible inability to reflect local settings. Instead, these studies focus on how to best ‘survive’ the implementation phase (Akkermans and van Helden 2002; Bingi et al. 1999; Esteves and Pastor-Collado 2000; Gosh 2002; Holland and Light 1999; Holland and Light 2003; Hong and Kim 2002; Motwani et al. 2005; Somers and Nelson 2001; Sumner 2000). For these authors, it is no more the question whether systems can be applied widely or not, but how best to manage what appears to have been accepted as the inevitable tensions that arise when ERP systems are implemented.

The current imbalance governing the field of ERP system research becomes most visible in comprehensive literature reviews such as those provided by Esteves and Pastor (1999), Esteves and Bohorquez (2007) and Moon (2007). Only a visual comparison between the authors listed under the point ‘implementation studies’ with the other areas of the product life cycle, demonstrates with undisputable clarity the current disproportions. Only lightly scattered and slowly emerging, we find, for instance, research
occupied with software package design, development, procurement and support. If we aim to understand ERP systems more fully, however, we cannot continue to focus only on the single moment of implementation (even though access to such sites might be easier, the material found more sensational). There is a need to investigate other phases of the product life cycle in more detail.

When approaching ERP systems, equally, we cannot continue to focus solely on the user organisations’ viewpoint, as it is the case with the majority of current studies, but need to ask how these systems are shaped by the vendor organisations throughout their life cycle. It is the technology producing organisation, which is reflected in the technology (Kidder 1982) and whose role, across the product life cycle, needs to be understood. This includes phases such as product development, support services and sales. In short, there is a need to investigate all areas of the product life cycle and in doing so, take into account not only the user organisations’ but also the vendor organisations’ experiences, policies and practices.

1.1. Aim of This Research

The aim of this research is to address some of the gaps in current literature, and more specifically, present a widely neglected vendor organisation’s viewpoint on ERP system development and support. The study provides, from a social perspective, first hand and also first time insights, into the practice and policies of one of the biggest ERP system vendors worldwide. Based on ethnographical fieldwork data, this thesis offers a more comprehensive understanding of how work is organised in such settings, and thus, how the technology producing organisation as well as the user-vendor relationship is shaped by and shapes the technology. In shedding light on the system development and system support phase, the study demonstrates that it is only if we broaden our view and aim to understand the technology producer, that we can more fully comprehend the phenomenon of ERP
systems: a complex but yet widely spread standard software system, which success has been declared earlier as likely as finding a treasure at the end of the rainbow (Hanseth and Braa 2001). More specifically, this thesis highlights:

*How does an ERP system provider manage the challenge of serving a highly diverse and geographically dispersed user base?*

Maintaining a positive relationship with the user organisation does not stop where sales and implementation efforts do; the management of the user-vendor relationship spans the entire product life cycle, including the moment of ERP system support. It is when problems are reported by the user organisation and thus the system re-enters the vendor organisation in its customised and often modified form, that relationships are constantly re-defined. Whilst current literature provides us with some impressions on how the user organisations experience this critical moment (Light 2001; Nah et al. 2001), the vendor's site and with this the way the vendor is organised internally, to handle the multiple, often highly individualistic and urgent problems, reported from the user site, is, as yet, a mystery.

Research question one addresses this gap in literature and shows, how one of the biggest ERP vendors worldwide, manages this challenge. The findings highlight, for the first time, the complex nature of the user-vendor relationship at this stage of the product life cycle and, in particular, demonstrate (1) how the vendor manages to organise support for the thousands of, often highly complex, requests for help through various mechanisms of dis-embedding and re-embedding problems and (2) the challenges associated with providing online support for such complex technologies and geographically dispersed users.
How does an ERP system provider, from a social perspective, organise its product development phase?

The business model of ERP system providers is based on the assumption that software can be developed in such a way that it can travel from one setting to another, with minor adaptation efforts. The underlying belief is that organisations have similar core functionalities, which can be supported by (a slightly modified version of) the same system (Laforest 1997). It can be speculated that the development of such systems differs from other types of software development, where only one or few organisations are addressed (Keil and Carmel 1995) and thus, that also the social accounts from bespoke system development such as Kraft (1977) and Friedman (1989) cannot be translated into these settings. However, despite the financial success and the still growing market of standard software packages, what we currently find in literature are studies occupied with bespoke system development, and dominating, accounts on the more managerial aspects of software development such as the Waterfall process (Royce 1970), the Rational Unified Process (Kruchten 1999) or the many methods summarised under the umbrella of Agile Software development methods, such as Scrum (Schwaber and Beedle 2001) or XP (Beck and Anders 2004), all aiming to provide a framework, which shall help to develop software more effectively.

Only very few studies (Carmel and Sawyer 1998; Cusumano and Selby 1997; Cusumano and Smith 1995; Sawyer 2000a; Zachary 1994; Zachary 1998) address the social aspects of software package development such as how people actually work in such settings, including an individual, team, organisational and cultural perspective.

Whilst both types of research are insightful, the latter studies occupied with the social aspects in software package labs are still small in number, there are few providing ethnographical detail, and many generalise from their studies about the wide range of standard software packages rather than addressing possible particularities of ERP system development. As yet we do not know what the challenges in such settings are, where a dynamic market with
competing exigencies of different stakeholders build a complex environment and where thousands of programmers need to be orchestrated. As Wellman states, it appears that “how people work is one of the best kept secrets in America” (cited in Suchman, 1995: 1) and, as it seems, not only there.

The lack of research in this area is highly surprising. How can we aim for understanding ERP systems, which are generic but yet equipped with customising features, if we do not know how work is organised in such settings, how the technology is developed? How can we theorise upon and impose management methods, if we do not understand who these developers are and how they work? How can we set out to understand the phenomena ERP systems, if we build our understanding on what is happening within ERP vendor labs on few studies and assumptions? Overall, it appears that parts of the field have moved towards an attitude in which the shaping of the technology through the technology producer has become ‘uninteresting’ and possibly ‘unimportant’ – an attitude which needs to be challenged. Addressing the current shortcomings in academic literature and arguing that there is a need for an ERP system specific sociology of software development, this research provides a unique social-organisational perspective on the efforts of an ERP vendor to succeed in the competitive and dynamic ERP system market. In particular, the findings reveal (1) the attempts of a leading organisation to change its development process and product respectively, to regain market share, (2) the struggles at different organisational levels in handling this change, and (3) the unforeseen consequences of such change on the informal work organisation, and therein, on the flow of knowledge.

1.2. Structure of the Thesis

To address the aforementioned issues, this thesis is organised into seven chapters.
This first chapter, the introduction, is followed by Chapter 2, the literature review, setting the theoretical grounds for the later discussion of the collected data (Chapter 4, 5, 6, 7). Particular attention is given to empirical accounts of ERP system development and support and the conceptual literature related to the Social Shaping of Technology perspective.

Chapter 3 is divided into two sections. The first section is dedicated to an ethnographic tale, introducing the North American software labs in which this research took place and with this, sets the context for the ethnographical data presented. The second part of Chapter 3 presents a theoretical introduction and discussion of the research design.

Chapter 4 is concerned with ERP system support. Split into two sections it highlights how an ERP system provider manages the relationship with its diverse user base, during the moment of software package support. The first part is devoted to an ethnographical description of the ERP system support division, presented from the viewpoint of a vendor’s support employee. Themes such as the work organisation and policies, which determine the moment at which the ERP system ‘re-enters’ the vendor’s organisation through the support channel, are highlighted. In the second part of Chapter 4, the presented ethnographic data is discussed, giving particular attention to the formal and informal work practices when solving complex user problems sent from anywhere in the world.

Chapter 5 focuses on ethnographical data collected within the ERP system development department. Aiming to reflect the events at the site studied, the chapter highlights the vendor’s changing strategic direction, the impact of this change on the day-to-day working practices, as well as the software developers’ reactions.

Chapter 6 is dedicated, firstly, to an analytical discussion of the data presented in Chapter 5 and secondly, sheds light on the intriguing
connections, found between the software support teams (Chapter 4) and developer teams (Chapter 5). The data reveals a, by current literature yet unnoticed, surprising communitarian spirit within the software labs, which at times, expands and even embraces the user.

Chapter 7, the concluding chapter, provides a summary of this research as well as highlights the key contributions. This is followed by a discussion of the limitations of the research as well as a proposal for future investigations, the latter focusing, in particular, on ongoing changes with regard to software architecture and its possible impacts on social research.

1.3. A Note on Style

There are many different styles of writing, each reflecting both the discipline and personal preference. There are three stylistic elements used within this thesis, reflecting a personal preference and are briefly explained below:

First, the fieldwork data presented within this dissertation has, apart from orthographical errors, not been modified, unless indicated otherwise. I decided against grammatical corrections in any form, because I felt it would take away important details, reflecting the spirit and atmosphere of this global organisation with its multinational teams and customers. Second, instead of describing and analysing what has been found at the research site using notions such as ‘the researcher’ or ‘the informant’, I include myself as a vendor’s employee, who is actively shaping and being shaped by the surroundings. In acknowledging the close connection between myself, in the roles of participant observer and intern, with the field, I present the relationships in the way they were arranged, instead of pretending a distance, which was not aimed for nor existed (cf. Chapter 3). Thus, notions such as ‘I’
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5 When quoting support messages sent between the vendor and user, orthographical errors made by the parties involved were not corrected, since these errors reflect the tone and thus the user-vendor relationship at a particular point in time.
and ‘my colleagues’ can be found in this work. Third, to facilitate reading, I decided to use only the male word form, where gender specific terms had to be used. Naturally, the male form represents both genders, male and female.
2.1. Introduction

Software presents a challenge because it is, in many ways, an atypical technology; indeed, we may question whether it is a technology at all since it is generally regarded in intellectual property law as being equivalent to literary works. It is easy to see why this is so: software is “written” in a variety of languages. Without the hardware on which to run, software is merely lines of code. However, what distinguishes software from literature is that when installed in a computer it becomes a “virtual machine” – a tool or machine that we experience as a word processor, drawing tool or database. (…) Software is code that creates virtual machines that do things, and it gets just about everywhere. (Quintas 1994b: 29)

This thesis is about software, a very particular type of technology or as Quintas (1994) calls it, an “atypical technology” (p: 29). It is technology, which, on its own, is mere text, not an artefact which can be switched on and off or modified in order to achieve a different goal (cf. De Laet and Mol 2000). As such, software appears to be a passive technology, acting only as a text – unless brought into contact with hardware. Together with hardware, software becomes a “virtual machine” (Quintas 1994b: 29), an actor which influences our day-to-day lives. Thus, software is not only an ‘atypical technology’ but also an ‘atypical text’, which does not necessarily shape or is shaped by society through the reader but rather by being read, interpreted and enacted through the machine.

This type of atypical technology has been the subject of much academic research across disciplines. Various conceptual and empirical work, related to the production and use of software, has, for instance, been carried out within Science and Technology Studies (STS). Looking at software from a very broad and interdisciplinary perspective, and aiming at exploring and explaining the phenomenon of how social, political and cultural values shape and are shaped by technology, STS is a very wide field, which, in many cases, also crosses academic boundaries and includes research from other disciplines. Like all interdisciplinary research, a broad and cross-disciplinary view on a particular topic, provides a rich picture, with the same topics being looked at from
multiple angles. Combining the different accounts, a bigger picture establishes itself, which allows comprehending the object or situation observed in a much more ‘multi-coloured’ way than non-interdisciplinary research could do.

Whilst such a situation is fortunate in many ways, for the researcher working in an interdisciplinary field, the vast amount of viewpoints and literature, also from interfacing disciplines, can be overwhelming not only in terms of numbers of articles but also, in trying to understand the different viewpoints. Whilst, for instance, Sociologists can read technical literature from Computer Sciences, the question is can they also understand what is said. In short, what has to be the basis for selecting relevant literature in interdisciplinary research, is the question of understanding. In the case of this thesis, literature from disciplines such as Management, Computer Science and Sociology (besides STS literature) was chosen, reflecting my own interdisciplinary background, allowing such understanding (see Chapter 3).

Providing an overview on the selected literature from the different disciplines, the following chapter is divided into two sections, one occupied with an empirical viewpoint on ERP system production and one with a conceptual view. The first section, highlighting more empirical literature, presents an introduction to the literature on commodified software and more specifically, ERP systems. Adopting a life cycle perspective (according to Pollock and Williams (2008)), existing accounts are categorised into five phases: design, development, procurement, implementation and support. Whilst all phases are reviewed, the development and support phase is discussed in more detail, being at the heart of this dissertation.

6 The notion ‘life cycle’ is used and interpreted in different ways. For instance, when discussing the life cycle of packaged systems, Carmel (1993) does so in the context of software development, including the different software development methods, such as Waterfall or Spiral model and defining these as life cycle. Other authors suggest different and borderer categories. Esteves and Pastor (2001) use a life cycle suggested by Esteves and Pastor (1999) consisting of adaptation and decision, acquisition, implantation, use and maintenance, as well as an evolution phase. For this thesis, Pollock and Williams (2008) notion on life cycle has been found to be most appropriate.
In the second section, conceptual literature is reviewed, highlighting different concepts emerging from within Science and Technology Studies, in particular those related to software production, and therein to commodified software.

2.2. Locating Enterprise Resource Planning Systems in Social Research: An Empirical Perspective

Embedded in the broader field of standard software package research, Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) systems have only recently become the subject of increased academic interest. Whilst ERP systems are dominating the market and gradually evolved over the years (see Chapter 1), it is only since the late 1990s and early 2000, that ERP system research has become a more active research field (Botta-Genoulaz et al. 2005). Even though literature is available, as the following review will show, today’s research is often unspecific, in that it fails to distinguish between ERP systems and other types of standard software. Whilst in certain areas we find a clear focus (for instance, in cases where authors report upon software implementations), in others authors do not distinguish between different types of software and generalise from their ERP specific account towards standard software and vice versa. In some literature, it even remains unclear which type of standard software package has been investigated. Arguing throughout this thesis, that there is a need to distinguish not only between custom made and packaged software, but also between different types of standard software packages, within this chapter ERP system specific literature has been prioritised.

2.2.1. ERP System Design

In order to understand the phenomena surrounding a new technology, we must open the question of design – the interaction between understanding and creation. (Winograd and Flores 1994: 4)

The design of a system determines the satisfaction of the user organisation and has a significant impact on the software’s productivity, quality, and costs,
throughout the entire product life cycle (see also Curtis et al. (1988)). Whilst this is the case for all types of software, the additional challenge for software package producers is that not only one, but many, heterogeneous users in different organisations need be satisfied with a particular design. But, how to design a system, which responds to requirements of a specific user organisation and at the same time, is generic enough to be used in different organisational settings?

In Information Systems literature on software package design it is mainly the question of whether user requirements should be included or not, which dominates the discussion. Whilst some authors argue that generic solutions suppliers are actively keeping users at a distance (and thus do not include user requirements), in an attempt to avoid becoming too tied to a specific user organisation, and produce a system, which is unsuitable for the wider user base (Bansler and Havn 1996; Williams et al. 2005) others found that user involvement was of such significance, that also generic solution providers should not act disconnectedly (Carmel and Becker 1995).

Salzman and Rosenthal (1994), following the first school of thought, argue that users should be kept at distance at any point of the product production phase, since user involvement would instead of helping, confront vendors with an unmanageable amount of requirements, which cannot be understood or translated meaningfully into the technology. The authors state that:

> Even if they try, through their own marketing experts, to understand the needs of a major customer, they generally lack the necessary detailed operational knowledge of their customers’ industry and way of doing business. (p: 204)

An argument also related to the difficulty of translating user requirements, was made by Wagner and Newell (2004), who outline the problem of having different views, depending on which users are asked. Again, it would be a question of contextual variables, which would make the interpretation of requirements potentially challenging, since each requirement has to be
looked at in its own context (such as the role of the user, the political motivation as well as any possible individual agenda).

Grint and Woolgar (1997) (see also section on Social Constructivism 2.4.2) referring to the quality of requirements, ask the question whether the accounts given by the users really reflect the users' needs. The authors argue, that a user might not yet know what is (technically) possible and what might be future requirements for the system, deriving from environmental factors, such as politics or the user organisation’s own industry.

Disregarding these discussions on quality and if it would be meaningful at all to include the user, we find Keil and Carmel (1995), building on Grudin (1991), implying that users should be included in the design process. Critically discussing the use of direct (developer-user) and indirect (intermediaries - user) links in software development, the authors conclude that the more direct links are used, the more successful the software product. With too many indirect links in place organisations are said to be in danger of not fully comprehending the user's needs, since intermediaries might lack the technical understanding to comprehend user requirements to their full extent. Thus, misunderstandings are said to be common in such settings. An argument also supported by Curtis et al. (1988), who pointed to the same problem in large scale bespoke system development several years before.

In this context, an additional point has to be taken into account: ERP systems exist for many years (both of the market leaders for instance had already started in the 1970s), and are not developed from scratch (Pollock and Williams 2008). Thus, even if managing to collect and translate user requirements correctly, the vendor might be unable to implement the ideas. ERP systems are often historically grown, having unchangeable core functionality which cannot be modified without risking errors in other parts of the system. As such, design does not take place in a “green field” but has to complement existing code.
Whilst the authors differ in their conclusions on whether, and if so, how, users and their requirements should be included in the design process, we find an interesting argument in Salzman and Rosenthal (1994) discussing who can be actually considered as being \textit{responsible} for a misfit between the local organisation and the global system. Whilst the majority of existing studies dealing with the moment of implementation imply that vendors did not make enough efforts to design a system which fits with user requirements, the authors argue that the task and responsibility of matching the generic software and the local organisation is to be left to the implementing party and \textit{not} with the vendor or the implementing organisation. In cases where a fit cannot be achieved through the efforts of the implementing experts, the authors suggest that the user organisation should become more flexible and adapt to the system (rather than the vendors developing more flexible systems).

The literature on the design process is interesting in that it not only discusses how user requirements should be taken into account when designing standard software. It also questions of whether user requirements should be included at all, in the light of the potential lack of knowledge on the users’ side, as well as the possible translation problems between the local and the software vendors.

Following the design stage, is the development phase in which the user requirements are (or not) translated into the software on a day to day basis.

\textbf{2.2.2. ERP System Development}

Erran Carmel (1993) notes that if we look at software development, we need to distinguish between bespoke system development and software package development, as both differ in the environmental, organisational and process dimension. Summarising Carmel’s process and organisational dimension, existing literature in the field of ERP system development (and packaged
software development respectively), has been arranged into two dimensions: an environmental and an organisational dimension (including Carmel’s ‘Process dimension’).

### 2.2.2.1. The Environmental Perspective

Research summarised under the category ‘environmental perspective’, is work occupied with factors shaping the surroundings in which software package organisations act and which are thus almost unchangeable from within the organisation: the nature of the product, the stakeholders and the industry.

#### The Nature of the Product

Software differs from other types of commodities in that parts of it can be reused to a large extent (Pollock and Williams 2008), that it can be reproduced with almost no additional costs (Kruchten 2005) and that it can be sold as a product or as a service (Woods and Mattern 2006).

If we concentrate on the first point, we find that reusing software has been common practice for many years. Already during the time of sequential and unstructured programming, parts of code were stored in code libraries or simply on the programmer’s computer waiting to be re-used (Pollock and Williams 2008). Followed by procedural programming and eventually Object Oriented programming evolving out of the earlier programming principles (Sammet 1991), the idea of reusing code became more and more concrete. Whilst in procedural programming functionality was arranged along loops and conditions and with this could be copied and reused elsewhere (with a different condition or loop), Object Oriented programming goes one step...
further, and by encapsulating parts of coding, offers complex functionality, available to anyone with access to the often publicly shared code libraries (for instance, Java Code libraries). Whilst all software producing organisations profit from such development, it is the software package industry which went one step further and embraced the principle of re-using code as a business model (Pollock and Williams 2008).

Not only do software package providers re-use parts of coding, they also re-use large parts of their systems by ‘translating’ them into other sectors (see for instance Cornford and Pollock’s (2003) and Pollock and Williams’ (2008) description of such a translation in the context of a software package for higher education). As such, investment into the development within one area can also be capitalised upon in other areas. Already taken into account when developing the system, packaged software vendors can spread the risk of an investment into different areas, a risk avoidance strategy which is necessary not only to generate additional value but also, to survive as an organisation even if the new product is not accepted by the market. Unlike bespoke system development, the development of standard applications is not pre-financed from the user organisation. The software vendor has to finance the development of the entire system upfront (Carmel and Sawyer 1998). As such, software package vendors are dependent on the market accepting the product and the possibility of translating code into other areas. An idea which goes along with the attribute of software, that re-production costs of software are insignificant (Kruchten 2005).8

Another specific characteristic of software is that it can be sold as a product, which is handed over to the customer or as a service hosted by the vendor organisation. If hosted by the vendor organisation the service can be requested by the user organisation through a data connection, such as the

8 Such a business model can be highly risky in situations like the 2008 global financial crisis. For example, the market leader SAP announced, that due to a fall in sales, revenues for already developed functions are not meeting expectations and thus cost saving measures need to be implemented (Computerwoche 2008).
Internet. Depending on the pricing model, the user organisation might pay by traffic, amount of requests or a monthly /yearly fee. If the service is handed over to the user organisation, it is the user organisation’s responsibility to handle and maintain the service (or to sign up for a support contract with the vendor). Again, different pricing models can be applied. Many other business models are feasible such as, for example, a combination of bought and ‘rented’ services (Woods 2003). This particular characteristic of software provides software producing organisations with choices many other technology selling organisations do not have.

The Stakeholders
One of the definitions for stakeholders is that a stakeholder is “a person with an interest or concern in something” (Oxford English Dictionary 2009). Generally, for standard software providers, various parties can be stakeholders: persons with an interest or concern in something, amongst these being the employees, the investors and the media. Whilst all organisations have to keep their different types of stakeholders satisfied, in the context of standard software production, there are stakeholders, which, without having any investment in the company, are crucial for the organisation’s success: analysts, market research organisations, reference clients and the media (Carmel and Sawyer 1998).

As highlighted earlier, buying an ERP system is a huge, long-term investment for an organisation and how to come to a decision upon which product to buy is a multi-actor effort (Pollock and Williams 2008). Because of the financial impact and strategic importance, organisations consider carefully which systems to buy. Often not knowing what to purchase, user organisations turn to analyst reports, reference clients, newspaper reports and other organisations running ERP systems, to find help with their decision making process. As such, ERP system vendors are under constant scrutiny by investors, stock-holders, analysts and the media, creating a highly competitive industry in which many different groups, who often follow
different interests, shape the public’s and with this, the user organisation’s opinion and buying decision (Carmel and Sawyer 1998; Sawyer 2000a).

**Industry Rivalry**

The third environmental factor is the competition in the market and with this the industry rivalry (Porter 1980). In the ERP market we find intense industry rivalry, which is partially expressed and rooted in the fight by ERP software vendors for the best publicity (Carmel 1993; Carmel and Sawyer 1998) and also in the nature of the packaged software production process. Whilst in bespoke system development, competition is high during the initial ‘betting phase’ (when the user organisation decides on who is offered the contract to develop the system), the software package market competes on the basis of already developed functionality. A commodity is offered to the market, which needs to be unique and different from the competitor’s to catch the user organisation’s interest and produce a ‘wow’ effect (Deifel, 1999). With this, software package vendors are reported to be constantly running against time, to keep up with the competitors’ innovations, but at the same time, to be offering something new, something which catches the user organisation’s eye and with this, allows the organisation to differentiate itself from its competitors (Carmel 1993; Carmel and Sawyer 1998; Dube 1998).

To keep ahead of the competition, we find different strategies amongst different organisations. If we compare, for instance, the biggest rivals in the market (2009), SAP and Oracle, we find heterogeneous approaches to creating a differentiation effect. Whilst SAP is known for following the more traditional route of organic growth, the in-house development of new product features (SAP Annual Report, 2006), and only occasionally acquires other organisations (the acquisition of ‘Business Objects’ being seen as the exception (Wang and Bartels 2008)), Oracle has become well-known for its shopping activities to gain a competitive advantage through providing new features. Following the “Oracle's Mergers and Acquisitions philosophy“ (Oracle 2008) a list of acquisitions made over the years in order to get
involved in new markets and to offer new products, can be found on the Oracle homepage (http://www.oracle.com/corporate/acquisition.html). The list presents us with names of previously well-known organisations in the software package market, such as PeopleSoft (acquired in 2005), Siebel (acquired in 2006) and BEA (acquired in 2008). With PeopleSoft having taken over JD Edwards before being bought out by Oracle, Oracle today appears to incorporate what used to be the major competitors in the ERP and market for both SAP and Oracle.

**The Organisational Perspective**
The organisational perspective, in the context of this thesis, embraces literature occupied with work organisation in software producing labs. Within this area, we find three streams of work: (1) research concentrating on how software developers should work together, including suggestions on different management methods, (2) research focusing on the implementation of such methods and how the managerial practices are shaped by, and shape the local organisation and (3) how software package developers work together in such settings.

**How Software Developers Should Work**
If we look more closely at the first stream of literature, on how software developers should work together, a substantial body of literature can be found, discussing how various methodological approaches evolved, such as the Waterfall model (Royce 1970), the Spiral model (Boehm 1986), and Agile Software Development methods (Agile Alliance 2008b). These methods suggest guidelines and rules to organise the software development process most effectively.

One of the earliest models for managing software developers, the Waterfall Method (Royce 1970), emerged during a time when projects were constantly running over time and producing questionable results, whilst the tradability
factor of expertise in the software industry was on a high\(^9\). For the management of software companies, this was a most unfortunate situation in which the idea of de-skilling and re-distributing expertise was hoped to reduce the dependency on certain experts. The Waterfall process, responding to the demands of time, was quickly accepted in the hope that with having a more complex and rigid process in place, a more static and controllable environment could be created. Since Royce (1970), various other methods have made their way into literature, such as Boehm (1986) and his ‘Spiral model’\(^{10}\), as well as later developments, mostly based on engineering approaches (Kruchten 2004), all seeking to overcome the earlier method’s pitfalls.

In the late 1990s, influenced by object orientation, evolutionary development and internet technologies, a different type of software management method evolved out of what was known as the ‘agile movement’ (Abrahamson et al. 2003; Strode 2006)\(^{11}\). The agile movement aimed at moving away from the engineering traditions, considering software as a new and special type of product development, which cannot be organized by drawing on engineering methods. Different methods evolved under the umbrella of agile software development, such as SCRUM and Extreme Programming (see also Chapter 5).

---

\(^9\) See also Saviotti (1998). Saviotti (ibid.) argues, that the tradability value of expertise depends on the cost of acquiring expertise, and the demand for it. Rare expertise is more valuable, can be sold at a higher price and puts employees in a more powerful position.

\(^{10}\) The classical Spiral model (Boehm 1986) emphasises the importance of iterative development. The idea of the Spiral model was to define requirements in as much detail as possible, create a preliminary design and develop a prototype. Following an evaluation of the prototype, these steps are to be repeated until the product is finished. In its original design, the Spiral model suggests iterations with a duration of 6 month to 2 years.

\(^{11}\) The notion of agile software development (which Friedman (1989) would possibly characterise as an approach which emphasises responsible autonomy) serves as an umbrella term, which embraces various methods such as Extreme Programming and Scrum. Whilst differing slightly, all methods summarised under the umbrella term follow the same set of values: “Individuals and interactions over processes and tools, working software over comprehensive documentation, customer collaboration over contract negotiation, responding to change over following a plan” (http://www.agilemanifesto.org/).
Implementation of Software Development Methods

A second stream of literature in this area is occupied with the implementation of such methods. Dube (1998), for instance, presents a picture of a struggling software package provider in an attempt to implement a new, less hierarchical management approach. Describing the problems associated in detail, Dube (ibid.) comes to the conclusion that a change of method can be difficult for an organisation, in that it influences all parts of an organisation. He suggests that, thus, such moves have to be planned carefully (even if the market demands an urgent change) and that in particular the transformation of measures of control has be planned and watched carefully.

Whilst Dube concentrates on problems associated with a change of management practice, other authors, such as Paulisch and Volker (2002) discuss the idea of implementing mixed methodologies. Paulisch and Volker (ibid.), report upon Siemens’ practices on combining agile with more traditional methods. Barrett (2004), drawing on work by Storey (1985), Hyman (1987) and Friedman (1989), shows how, in the case of a small Australian Software company, the management moves successfully between different management practices simultaneously, depending on the task the employees are responsible for. The idea of mixing methodologies has also been discussed in more general terms by authors such as Truex et al. (2000), Williams and Cockburn (2003), Barrett (2001), Boehm (2002), Adler and Borys, (1996).

Most interestingly, in this regard, is also Fitzgerald’s (1997) work. Besides showing how methods are applied and mixed, Fitzgerald (ibid.) found a strong correlation between applying methodologies and the project manager’s experiences. Inexperienced project managers were found to use predefined approaches more frequently whilst more experienced project managers are said to avoid using methodologies. Following these two phases of first following and later reject a method, Fitzgerald (ibid.)found that with the experience growing, project managers move back towards the usage of
methodology, however only to evaluate which features of which methodology is most applicable for a specific context and, on the basis of this evaluation, mix and adapt different methodologies.

Equally occupied with the implementation of software methodologies, but from a different perspective in that the authors also discuss the usefulness of such methods in general, we find Sawyer and Guinan’s (1998) account. Sawyer and Guinan (ibid.) question the need for methodologies particularly when it comes to relating methods to team performance. Whilst acknowledging the usefulness of project management methods to reduce variability amongst developers and to bring developers together (for example, in form of meetings), the authors conclude that management methods are no suitable indicator for team performance. Instead, the authors suggest, more research should be carried out on the social aspects of software development, which are considered as a far more significant indicator for team performance than methods.

Interestingly, similar findings and suggestions are found in Curtis (1988) ten years earlier. Even though writing from the perspective of large scale bespoke system development, the authors found that software development tools and practices had “disappointingly small effects” (Curtis, 1988: 1284) on software quality and team productivity. Instead, the authors suggest, investigating software production as a behavioural process¹², putting the human and organisational aspects of software development at the centre of attention.

Overall, the historical development of software methods, emerging in particular form Management related literature, and the correlated social studies carried out by authors such as Kraft (1977) and Friedman (1989), highlights the apparent struggles of producing this special type of technology.

¹² The behavioural model the authors suggest, consists of several layers which should be investigated in order to understand the productivity and quality of software production: Individual (programmer), team, project, company and business milieu level.
The still evolving new concepts on managing the experts and the production cycle respectively (such as agile software development), show that industry and academia have still not found appropriate tools to manage this relatively new type of work.

How Software Developers Work in Packaged Software Labs

The third stream of literature presenting an organisational perspective on software development is occupied with the working practices within software package labs. One of the most interesting studies occupied with how developers work within software package producing labs can be found in Carmel and Sawyer (1998). Focusing on the settings in software package development in general terms (studies exclusively investigating ERP development are non-existent), the authors, referring to Bach (Bach 1995a), found a working culture, which was determined by an individual and entrepreneurial climate, characteristics which are said to be rooted in the history of the industry. Carmel and Sawyer (ibid.) argue that the software package industry is relatively young, representing many of the entrepreneurial characteristics, such as long hours, but with high rewards, and therefore, is more attractive to risk-seeking, career-oriented and aggressive individuals. It is these individuals who then shape the organisational culture within a team or sector, initiating new employees and conditioning them to existing rituals. These characteristics, which are said to differentiate software package teams from their counterparts in bespoke system development, have also been found and supported by Cusumano and Selby (1997), Carmel (1997), Dube (1998) Sawyer (2000a). Such is the consensus that had developed around this view that it is difficult to find literature that refutes or problematise these characteristics.

One account which does so, although not explicitly, is Zachary (1998). Having investigated Microsoft when building the product Microsoft NT, Zachary

---

93 In his article, Bach (1995) argues, that it is only through the efforts of motivated, heroic developers, that a project can succeed. He argues, that the importance of process is overemphasized and that aspects related to team and people do not get enough attention.
draws a picture of a different software package developer, who is team oriented, swearing alliance to the team leader (rather than to their CEO). Zachary underlines the role team work plays in such settings, in which the body of knowledge is said to change too fast to be documented and thus, knowledge needs to be nurtured and shared within teams. In regard to the characteristics of the developers, Zachary writes:

If the success of a software project depends on the vitality of its teams, what is the principle that holds many teams together across distances and corporate objectives? It is not the unrestrained selfishness and individuality, which is often viewed as the American ideal of teamwork. Nor is it the consensus approach for which the Japanese were lionized in the 1980s. (p: 64)

In indirectly questioning earlier accounts on individualistic behaviour (surprisingly, he does not reference any of the above discussed authors), Zachary describes, how Microsoft seemed to have created an environment of “Armed Truce”, within which, developers united in teams, are constantly at war with other teams. Consensus was found to be not desired but seen as unhelpful with the team being the most important part of a developers working life. Concluding, Zachary emphasis the rise of the importance of teams and argues, that this will lead to the greatest shift in corporate power in which bosses will be no more authorities but facilitators and politicians.

**Discussion**

The reviewed literature provides us with an interesting picture on the complexity of software production. What stands out, particularly in the organisational perspective section is, that whilst we find many accounts theorising how to best manage software developers, only few researchers appear to be interested in the way developers work together, their working culture and informal practices, a condition already pointed out more than twenty years ago by Curits (1988) in the context of large scale bespoke system development and ten years later by Sawyer and Guinan (1998) referring to software package development. Before managerial methods can be used sensibly within the specific settings of software package production, we need
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to first understand how work is done in these labs (Ailon 2006; Bach 1995a; Barley 1996). Whilst authors such as Sawyer (1996), Cusumano and Selby (1997), Carmel and Sawyer (1998), Dube (1998), Sawyer and Guinan (1998), Zachary (1994; 1998), Sawyer (2000a), Sawyer (2000b), make attempts to introduce us to software package labs, future research is needed, carried out in different settings, as well as at different sites, and by other researchers approaching the topic from different angles (for instance through ethnographic workplace studies), providing new perspectives.

In comparing results, we might find that a differentiation between standard software packages produced for a mass market (such as Microsoft Office) and complex enterprise systems (such as Oracle’s ERP system) suggests itself as useful. Current social studies of software package development appears to be too generic in that the notion of software packages and the related discussions incorporate, in most cases, all types of standard software packages. Cusumano and Selby (1998) for instance, introduce us to a paper called ‘How Microsoft develops software’, missing out on distinguishing between the different types of products developed within the organisation studied, ranging from spreadsheet software to ERP systems, which require very different approaches to project management14. Hence, it might not only be ‘Sync and Stabilise’ (cf. Cusumano and Selby 1995) that we find at this organisation, but also other types of methods. Many other authors follow similar broad categorisations (see, for instance, Carmel and Sawyer (1998) introducing us to ‘software package teams and what makes them different’).

Whilst this generic approach is useful in the light of the limited research available, with the field growing, we need to re-consider the suitability of this

---

14 A confidential report on project management practices within Microsoft carried out by the vendor studied (and with agreement from Microsoft) reveals, that there is no one answer to Microsoft’s project management practices. Depending on the type of software and team, different techniques are applied. The introduction to the report reads: “It is important to note that no two Microsoft divisions do things the same way. The development process the Office group would describe would be different than the process for MSN or for Windows or for Business Solutions. The same is true for user experience or metrics.” (vendor confidential report 2005).
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categorisation for the future. There is, in short, a need for a specific and comparative sociology of ERP systems.

Having outlined in detail the area of ERP system development, in the following, literature related to ERP system procurement is reviewed.

2.2.3. ERP System Procurement

If we continue our journey through the different stages of the product life cycle, we arrive at the procurement and sales phase. ERP systems are implemented in many organisations – SAP alone had more than 12 million users in 2008 (SAP AG 2009). Deciding to buy and implement large scale standard software package, such as ERP systems, is a big investment for an organisation, giving the procurement process as well as the implementation process high visibility within the organisation. In the light of the number of organisations going through procuring complex standard software products, as well as the significance of such an investment not only in terms of resource but also impact on the existing processes and culture, it is surprising how little attention the procurement process has received.

If we look for reasons for what looks like disinterest, we find Pollock and Williams (2008), providing us with rather practical motives. The authors argue that the wide neglect of the procurement phase might be rooted in that the procurement of ERP solutions takes place infrequently and the first decisions are taken ‘invisibly’ to the outside, on a senior management level (see also Harwood 2002; Sawyer 2001). The time needed by Social Scientists to first know about a procurement project and then negotiate access, is often too great. By the time the researcher arrives at the site, the procurement phase is already in its late stages. Tied to limited information on the early stages of the procurement process, researchers can consequently only provide an incomplete picture, which is then often included in other studies occupied with the implementation of the recently procured system (MacLaughlin et al.
1999). From what we learn from the research available is that the procurement of ERP systems appears to be fundamentally limited by the technology being a complex ‘Black Box’, difficult to open, and the procuring organisations being an equally complex arrangement of political, technical and social arrangements (Kunda 2003). Thus, to assess organisational needs, as well as the technology features and then match both, appears to be a most difficult exercise. Salzman and Rosenthal go as far as stating that:

> The transaction through which software products are bought and sold is based, to some fundamental extent, on mutual misunderstandings. (p: 209)

This situation of mutual misunderstanding is for Salzman and Rosenthal (ibid.) based on the vendor organisation’s belief that their software is flexible enough to be adapted to the user specific context, and the user organisation’s belief that the system can be adapted to their needs (even though these needs are often not even clear).

Pollock and Williams (2008) report upon these related struggles within a user organisation when attempting to identify the needs Salzman and Rosenthal (1994) refer to. In their ethnographic study, Pollock and Williams (2008) show how requirements are not agreed upon across the organisation but are particular to different groups, and with this ‘local’. The authors highlight how these groups cultivate and defend particular beliefs about competing solutions. Describing the user site’s struggles, the authors conclude that what we can learn from this ethnographic study is that the procurement process of such solutions is not merely a political decision but a complex process determined by negotiations and uncertainties deriving from and shared by different groups.

Similarly, although from a different perspective, Alves and Finkelstein (2002) discuss the assessment of the features of such software solutions. Proposing a newly developed approach to deciding between different standard software products, the authors provide us with a new perspective in that they also
In traditional system development, requirements evolve as the environment in which these systems operate change. Typical changes to requirements specifications include adding or deleting requirements and fixing errors (Nuseibeh and Easterbrook 2000). Evolution in requirements might lead to a temporary instability but as soon as the changes are managed and requirements agreed, the situation is controlled. However, in COTS [Commercial off the Shelf] -based systems, requirements are extremely volatile mainly because of rapid changes in the COTS marketplace. The vendor requires customers to accept new releases that bring new features that can be either unwanted or conflicting with stated requirements. Thus, this new situation leads to a continuous process of negotiation and trade-offs. (p: 790)

Considering this account, even if today (despite all negotiations and difficulties to identify requirements) a perfect match between requirements could be found, future changes in the system might still lead to an eventual misfit between software and user organisation.

Light et al. (2001) look at the procurement process by discussing more non-functional requirements (operational parameters of a system such as supportability, compatibility) on why organisations would buy a mix of standard software modules from different vendors, instead of one ERP system from a single vendor. Without suggesting what might be the better choice, the authors provide a comparative overview of the advantages and disadvantages of ERP systems versus composing one’s own enterprise system by buying single modules from different vendors (best-of-breed), based not on assessing detailed functional requirements but on more general factors such as integration possibilities, reliance on vendors and skills required.

As the discussion shows, even though limited, we find interesting accounts in literature, investigating the procurement phase from different angles. Whilst the user perspective of the procurement process is at least to some degree covered by academic discussion, it is interesting how the vendor’s viewpoint
of this phase remains unrecognised. The ‘sales phase’, which would be the counterpart of the user organisations procurement phase for the vendor, remains a white spot on the map of ERP system research, which has not even been identified as such by any of the existing publications.

Following this brief discussion of ERP system procurement, in the next section follows a discussion of the most popular topic in ERP system research: ERP system implementation.

2.2.4. ERP System Implementation

The notion ‘ERP implementation’ addresses the life phase of a system in which it is introduced at the local site. Whilst often referred to as ‘moment of implementation’, an ERP system implementation can be an undertaking of several months and even years until the system is ready to represent the complex organisational processes (cf. Worthen 2002). Unlike bespoke systems, ERP systems are designed to fit multiple organisations and hence cannot respond to the unique settings of one organisation without any system adaptation effort on either the site, the user organisation or the system (Moon 2007). ‘Customising’ and ‘modifying’ are terminologies which are often associated with this adaptation process. ‘Customising’ refers to changes in form of parameterisation or additional programming in places which are pre-defined by the vendor. ‘Modifications’ of the systems are activities outside this predefined space, for which the vendor takes no responsibility and which can cause problems when the system is updated and upgraded (further developments provided by a standard software vendor are based on the assumption of what is compatible with a customised, not modified system)\(^5\).

\(^{5}\) Even though constantly referred to in literature, the notions ‘customisation’ and ‘modification’ are not clearly defined. For this thesis, I use the definitions used by employees at the vendor’s site, which is the terminology common amongst practitioners.
Counting for the majority of all research activities carried out in the field (Botta-Genoulaz et al. 2005; Klaus et al. 2000; Moon 2007), current implementation studies can be categorised into 3 groups (cf. Pollock and Williams, 2007):

(1) **ERP success stories.** These are mainly case studies written by system vendors or consultants providing a rather uncritical account of ERP implementation (mostly found on vendors’ and consultants’ homepages; see for instance the SAP or Oracle homepages).

(2) **Failed implementations.** Building a counterweight to the earlier vendor rhetoric reporting upon ERP implementation success, we find later publications focusing on the problems associated with ERP system implementation. Many of the disaster stories on ERP implementation are found in magazines and newspapers. Songini, a journalist at *Computerworld*, for instance, writes in 2005 about the US Navy losing $1 billion on a flawed ERP pilot project. Worthen (2002), writing for *CIO Magazine*, introduces us to a failed implementation in which the organisation Nestle spent millions only to eventually end the project due to a unbridgeable misfit between the local organisation and the global system. In academic circles, whilst we also find many studies on failed implementations, these accounts generally differ from magazine and newspapers articles in that they provide a more profound and analytical account, aiming to advance knowledge by discussing more general topics such as the misfit between generic system and local user organisation (cf. Pollock and Cornford 2004; Regnell et al. 2001; Tolsby 1998) or the impact of an ERP system implementation on globalisation (cf. Hanseth et al. 2001).

(3) **Suggestions for Best Practice.** More recently, we find literature outlining possible success factors on how to best manage the implementation phase (Akkermans and van Helden 2002; Bingi et al. 1999; Esteves and Pastor-Collado 2000; Holland and Light 1999; Holland and Light 2003; Hong and
We find for instance Holland and Light (2003) discussing specific factors which make ERP implementation projects a success. Hogn and Kim (2002) highlight one possible success factor, namely the degree to which the ERP system fits initially with the organisation. The researchers found that below a certain level any more adaptations of the system to its local context would only lead to lower implementation success rather than improve the situation. Gosh (2002) argues that the success of large scale ERP implementations and the often related global roll-out of the system to all subsidiaries, is dependent on how quickly organisations can re-engineer their process to the best practice inscribed in the ERP system.

The sequence in which literature on the different perspectives on ERP implementations emerged follows a common pattern. According to Abrahamson (1991), literature on new technologies typically evolves from what are early vendor success stories to more critical accounts as well as suggestions on best practice.

Following the implementation, software systems need to be supported. Literature related to ERP system support, is highlighted below.

### 2.2.5. ERP System Support

No matter which decision is made within an organisation, to develop or buy a bespoke system or to implement standard software, deciding on a software package is a long-term investment for a user organisation. Not only are the costs for developing these systems or buying the software licence and the subsequent implementation of the system expensive, a major bulk of the total investment on software goes towards maintenance activities. Software is not

---

16 In this context it is interesting to note that, not only have suggestions in the literature about the best practices for ERP implementation dominated in the last few years; more generally an entire consulting branch has developed in which expertise is offered to manage this knowingly difficult phase of implementing standard software packages.
a static and faultless product; errors can be hidden in the system, which appear only over time and in the context of implementations of the same software in different settings. Furthermore, constant changes in technology, requirements and regulations make regular updates necessary.

Once an organisation has decided on a bespoke system or to buy a software package, an organisation has different options regarding the support. Bespoke systems leave the organisation with a choice of either supporting the system in-house (often in close co-operation with the programmers who developed the system) or out-sourcing the support to another organisation. In the case of package software, there are fewer choices: to receive the updates and upgrades necessary to use the system long-term, it is necessary to negotiate a contract directly with the vendor organisation or indirectly through a third party (in addition to day-to-day, in-house support activities). Once a decision has been made on the type of software package support, the service can become a significant financial investment\textsuperscript{17}. Whilst being for one party an investment, for the company offering the support services, such activity generates a steady and long-term source of income (Gable et al. 2001). Unlike software sales, revenues from support services are less influenced by the economic downturn, since organisations have no choice but to keep service contracts in place, if they intend to continue using the ERP system in their organisations.

Given the potential financial impact of software package support for both the user and the vendor organisation, surprisingly little research has been carried out in this area (with some exceptions: Gable et al. 2001; Light 2001; Nah et al. 2001). Whilst all authors acknowledge the importance of looking at software package support, they do so from a user organisation’s viewpoint.

\textsuperscript{17} SAP, the market leader for ERP systems, currently charges a rate of 22\% of the licences fees for its standard support service.
Light (2001) focuses on the user organisation perspective, exploring the tension between customising an ERP system and modifying it. Nah et al. (2001), addresses maintenance activities after an ERP package ‘goes live’, meaning after the initial implementation phase, and compares the type and frequency of support activities for both bespoke systems and ERP systems. Whilst Nah et al. (ibid.) conclude that the frequency of maintenance activities in certain categories (corrective, adaptive, perfective, preventative, user support and external parties), appears to be similar in both cases, ERP systems differ in some areas, such as the amount of errors reported with increased system usage. The authors identify three reasons for this variance: Firstly, ERP systems are more robust once they are implemented; secondly, in the cases studied, little customisation work was carried out, therefore, little adaptive work had to be carried out and thus errors are less likely; thirdly, as modifications in the system were not allowed under the licensing agreement (see the debate by Light, 2001), major changes, potentially causing problems, were left to the vendor (and with this, were also supported directly by the vendor).

Gable et al. (2001) differ from Light (2001) and Nah et al. (2001) in that, instead of providing an account of how software package support can be organised, they outline a possible research agenda, highlighting the importance of investigating software package support separately from other types of software support services. Gable et al. (2001) write:

Thus, rather than simply assuming that all past research on software maintenance is generalisable across all situations, this is a call for more work on identifying key factors that impact maintenance costs and benefits, their incidence, problems, and strategy across diverse new software scenarios, with particular emphasis on large, packaged application software. (p. 352)

---

18 Customising a system includes the usage of tools provided by the vendor to adapt the system to the local settings. In turn, modifying the system, such as changing the vendor’s code, endangers the future compatibility of the system for updates and upgrades as well as challenges the warranty and support agreement with the vendor.
However, even in this research agenda, we find the current focus of the field on the user organisation viewpoint reflected when the authors (ibid.) write:

While we advocate research that assumes alternative, less typical perspectives on the maintenance activity (e.g. the vendor view), for the purposes of restricting the discussion herein, it is yet again useful to be somewhat user-organization-centric (thus the ‘user-organization’ centric context). An assumption herein is that all software of interest is ultimately used by organizations. (p: 356)

To summarise, the research carried out by these academics is interesting and in some ways pioneering work. Whilst authors, such as the above, help us to understand the software package support, it does so, however, only from the perspective of the user organisation. Existing studies end when problems are reported to the vendor. This leaves the world behind the software package vendors’ walls unexplored; how software support is organised from within ERP vendors’ organisations remains black-boxed.

As there are only few accounts of ERP system support, the search for more insight on technical support in more general terms, leads to the most significant sociological account of support work, which was investigating technical support in the 1980s within Xerox, an organisation providing copy machines (Orr 1986; 1998; 2006; 1996). Orr (ibid.), even though in another time and place, is one of the few authors who highlight technical support, not from a user’s point of view, but that of a vendor. With his highly influential work Orr (ibid.) introduces us to the organisation of technical support within Xerox, and more specifically, the section where copy machines are supported. Applying light theoretical scaffolding (Orr 2006), Orr’s ‘thick description’ brings to our attention the importance of understanding the concrete work organisation, in order to understand organisational outcomes, such as support services.

Allowing many readings (see, for instance, Pinch 1998; Wellman 1997; Barley 1996; Bechky 2006 as well as the special issues on Orr’s work in ‘Organisation Studies’, 2006), what appears to be most dominant in Orr’s
accounts of Xerox, is the emphasis on the ‘situated’ and ‘communitarian’ nature of work. Orr introduces us to technicians who consider not only their technical expertise as being necessary to repair the machine, but also the socio-technical context of the object in question. He writes:

It is not simply a matter of finding out what is wrong with the machine; there may be nothing wrong with the machines as a thing, in and of itself. The problem may rather lie in the interaction off the machine as it is, the uses its designers anticipated for it, and the uses and methods desired, understood and chosen by the customer. (Orr, 1996: 171)

It is the socio-technical context, the interaction between the environment (including the user, but also factors such as the temperature in the room and where the machine is placed), and the machine, which is found to be crucial to analysing the problem and effecting a repair. This emphasis on environmental variables is reflected in the territorial organisation of work in this setting, in which work is not divided according to expertise, but according to territories. A change of territory, to cross territorial boundaries, is thought to result in lower quality work.

Whilst work appeared to be organised according to territories, Orr’s technicians show a surprising communitarian behaviour when it comes to sharing expertise. Showing again the importance of the socio-technical relationship between the user site and the machine, ‘war stories’ (narratives told about prior support incidents) were frequently recited amongst the technicians as a way of sharing knowledge. Whilst documentation was available to solve problems, it was considered as less helpful. The documentation followed a sequential approach to detect errors, assuming that all machines are identical, that problems are identical. However, from a technician’s point of view this was not the case, as it disregarded the user-machine interaction, creating unique, non sequential problems. In turn, the stories told took into account contextual factors, as well as addressing the

---

An interesting discussion on the notion of ‘technician’ and its evolution over time has been carried out by Barley (1996).
socio-technical relationship between the user and the machine, therefore, were considered as being much more useful. Over time, the stories which were recited became common knowledge and were replaced by new stories.

Sharing expertise was also common amongst the technicians in cases where known war stories, as well as the documentation, could not solve the problems. Whilst behaving protectively over their territories, where problems appeared unsolvable, the group of technicians would function as an informally, hierarchically organised group of experts. When advice had to be sought from other technicians, the informal hierarchical order within the group had to be respected and the most knowledgeable person was to be asked only if all other sources were depleted.

Another interesting paper concerned with support in more general terms is written by Pentland (1992), who introduces us to support work within two software support hot-line teams. The author demonstrates how, in various ways, support at the company studied was no longer a territorial activity, but how problems which became detached from their local settings were dealt with over the telephone. Whilst there were many different ways of getting help (documentation, looking at the database and by asking users), two ways of dealing with problems stood out: (1) asking their colleagues a ‘quick question’, whilst the customer is still on the phone and (2) forwarding the message to someone with the expertise needed to ‘have a look’. Pentland (ibid.) found that these kinds of ‘organisational moves’ of referring to each other’s knowledge and of forwarding customers, were crucial for the success of this organisation. He concludes:

Organisational moves are critical to knowledgeable performances. Without these moves, work would grind to a halt as individuals attempted to deal with problems outside their speciality. (p: 545)

Whilst Orr’s, as well as, Pentland’s account is situated in another context and time than ERP system support, interesting parallels can be drawn, as we will
see in the context of Chapter 4, in which I present the empirical evidence of how an ERP system is supported from within an ERP vendor’s organisation.

Discussion
Reviewing the literature on ERP system support demonstrates how little we know about technical support. Again, similar to the area of ERP system development, it can be assumed that the overall focus on the implementation of ERP packages, as well as a user organisation dominated viewpoint, led the field to disregard this phase of the product life-cycle almost entirely. Light (2001), and Nah et al. (2001), being the exception, have become pioneers in this area introducing us to the specificities of ERP system support from a user organisation perspective. In a search for further insight into how support might be organised within a technology providing organisation, for this literature review, I turned to more sociological accounts of work organisation from Organisation Studies (Orr 1986, 1996, 1998, 2006; Pentland 1992). The accounts from Orr (ibid.) and Pentland (ibid.), provide different, but interesting insight, shaped by their time and settings. Orr’s research is based on fieldwork carried out in the 1980s, in which Internet, email and call centres were not yet a common way of exchanging information. In comparison, Pentland (1992) picked up on support organised through a means of establishing support hot-lines.

Whilst, potentially, both types of support can still be found in different settings, it can be assumed that given the penetration of technology in our day-to-day lives and the global distribution of similar products, it is very likely that a division of expertise as well as geographically detached support, via modern communication technologies as described in Pentland (1992), is more likely than Orr’s situated type of support. However, whilst we might find more frequently a division of expertise as described by Pentland (ibid.), the communitarian behaviour amongst technicians and the importance of informal communication of knowledge through ‘war stories’ as reported by Orr (1986, 1996), can most likely still be found in support teams, as the work
of Bechky (2006), Lesser and Storck (2001) as well as Zachary (1998) indicate. These accounts suggest that particularly in today’s information economy an informal exchange of information is crucial and to be expected. Whilst we do not yet know how support might be organised within a ERP system vendors support lab, on the basis of these accounts we can speculate that today’s support might incorporate elements highlighted in the accounts of both Pentland and Orr.

### 2.3. Summary: Empirical Perspective

This first section of the literature review aimed at highlighting more empirical work on software package production, and more specifically, ERP system production. The discussion of the literature has shown that some areas within this line of research are investigated in more detail than others. For instance, we find the majority of studies taking place in the area of ERP systems implementation, whilst we know very little about other phases, such as ERP system support. Overall, what has developed appears to be an imbalance of reporting from the user organisation viewpoint and therein of overemphasising ‘situations’ such as ERP system implementations which, because of the systems wide impact on the user organisation, stir many different emotions. Discussions about the vendor organisation and how organisational structures as well as developers shape the product throughout its life cycle, are rarely mentioned.

Even though no exact line can be drawn between empirical and conceptual literature, there are accounts which are more conceptual in nature than others. It is these more conceptual accounts, which allow us to situate our research in the different research areas, as well as help us to analyse our empirical findings. Following this review of more empirical literature, in the next section, more conceptual literature is outlined, providing an overview of research within Science and Technology Studies, setting the theoretical context in which this dissertation is embedded.
2.4. Science and Technology Studies: A Conceptual Perspective

The literature analyzing the social character and consequences of computer use is fragmented and often bewildering to nonspecialists. The diligent reader who examines the literature on such topics as computing and personal privacy or the role of computer-based information systems in organizational decision making will find a cacophony of voices (Kling 1980b). If he or she reads widely and listens carefully, distinct choruses can be discerned. It is difficult to find voices singing precisely the same tune, or even in the same key, but some do sound in relative harmony. To make sense of the singers and to learn from their songs, the reader must identify the tunes and harmonies of the most notable choruses. These tunes and harmonies are patterned perspectives that provide answers to many of our earlier questions. (Kling 1980a: 63)

Already in 1980, when computers and research into computers were just beginning, Kling (1980a) found that when it comes to analysing the social character and consequences of computers, there are many voices, singing in different tones. Today, it seems that we find ourselves in a similar but even more complex situation, in which the investigation into the social aspects of technology is of concern to many disciplines, resulting in multiple accounts and many more different voices. If we take only Science and Technology Studies, which evolved during the 1960s from drawing together several disciplines such as Science Studies, the History of Technology and Science, Engineering and Public Policy Studies (Sismondo 2004), we find various schools of thinking, which, in different ways, investigate computer technology. One of the streams evolving from within STS, is the Social Shaping of Technology (SST) perspective (Mackenzie and Wajcman 1985), in which this thesis is situated.

SST is concerned with the ways in which economic, cultural, social and institutional factors shape the direction, form and outcome of technology and technology innovations and with this, aims to explain and further our understanding of the relationship between technology and society (Williams and Edge, 1996) and as such, commit to opening the black box of technology to sociological analysis. Historically, SST emerged out of a critique of earlier
technological deterministic approaches (Dierkes and Hoffmann 1992; Edge 1988), which portrayed technology as emerging according to an ‘inner logic’, untouched by social influences. Therefore, ‘impacts’ of technology on society were often seen as necessary and responsible for social and organisational change, and for ‘the good of humanity’ (Downey 1998), a viewpoint which was commonly adopted by policy makers. Surprisingly, also some of the sociological accounts were highly influenced by this technological deterministic school of thinking, resulting in a line of research which relates to the impact of technology on society, rather than the impact of society on technology (Pollock and Williams, 2008). A technology deterministic focus in both areas later let to an accumulation of SST studies in these fields, aimed at restoring the ‘balance’.

Not focusing on a single theory, SST is described as a ‘broad church’ (Russell and Williams 2002; Williams and Edge 1996) incorporating a variety of different concepts which are united by an insistence on investigating the socio-economic patterns embedded in the process of innovations and content of technologies (MacKenzie and Wajcman 1999). Four prominent traditions are encapsulated under the banner of the Social Shaping of Technology: (1) sociology of scientific knowledge; (2) sociology of industrial organisation; (3) technology policy studies and (4) certain approaches within the economics of technological change (Williams and Edge 1996). Whilst these different traditions disagree on some aspects, they are all centred on what might be described as basic principles of SST in that there are always choices and decisions made which lead to a particular technological outcome and impact; that technology’s outcome is influenced by social, political, economical and cultural values and, in this respect, can be seen as ‘negotiable’ (Cronberg 1992; Williams and Edge 1996). As such, SST research is concerned overall with how different variables take shape: (1) the direction and the rate of innovation; (2) the form of technology; the content and the practices; and (3) the outcome of technology change on different groups in society (Williams and Edge, 1996: 868).
SST inspired many studies of technology, particularly in Britain and continental Europe, for instance, Sociological Research into Information and Communication Technologies (Friedman 1989; MacKenzie 1991; Quintas 1994a; Randall et al. 1993). Numerous studies have been carried out, from which different sub-categories emerged (Williams and Edge 1996): (1) Organisational Sociology of Software; (2) Social Constructivist Analysis of Software; and (3) studies of the Commodification of Software.

2.4.1. Organisational Sociology of Software

The organisational sociology of software draws upon industrial sociology and organisation theories, in particular, the labour process theory set out by Braverman (Braverman 1975). One of the early and seminal works inspired by Braverman was Kraft (1977), who carried out research into work organisation at the same time. Kraft (ibid.) considered Braverman’s (1975) research as particularly relevant for the new type of work, namely programming work (p: 19). He introduces us to narratives on managerial attempts at introducing a division of work in software development through de-skilling labour, the motivation for this being that in the 1970s software developers were in short supply and their expertise still relatively unexplored or understood. With projects constantly running over time and budget, managers, driven by reducing costs, saw the division of labour and with this, the de-skilling of labour as a way to limit the degree of dependency on the developers and their expertise, as well as a tool to allow more visibility and control of the programmers’ day-to-day work (Kraft 1977). This move was accompanied by some of the first attempts to structure software development into different phases in order to gain more control of the process (Avison and

---

20 Restoring Marx’s critiques of technology and the division of labour, Braverman (1975) argues that the expansion of capital requires the subordination of labour. Referring to Marx, Braverman (ibid.) concludes that this can be achieved by deskilling workers and homogenising the work of the working class (MacKenzie and Wajcman, 1999). Whilst being crucial in any discussion on workplace technology, Braverman (1975) has been widely criticised for not grasping the full extent of Marx argument (Wood 1983), as well as for suggesting a model of deskilling work which is seen as too simplistic and failing in reflecting the complexity of reality (MacKenzie and Wajcman, 1999).
Fitzgerald 2003). Later, Friedman (1989), arguing for a different interpretation of Kraft’s conclusion, introduces us to the case of bespoke system production, emphasising the importance of increased interaction between developers and users, and outlines problems associated with the de-skilling and tight supervision of developers discussed by Kraft (1977)\textsuperscript{21}.

\section*{2.4.2. Social Constructivist Analysis of Software}

Rooted in the sociology of science (cf. Bloor 1976), the social constructivist analysis focuses on how particular socio-technical arrangements occur. Early papers can be found by Pinch and Bijker (1984) on the social construction of the bicycle (see also Bijker (1987) and Bijker (1995)). The authors argue in favour of the ‘interpretative flexibility’ of technology, meaning that whether an artefact works or not is not an intrinsic property of the technology itself, but a social construction. The degree of the interpretative flexibility is said to depend upon the scope of ways with which an artefact can be used. In the course of making choices, the number of variations is reduced resulting in an eventual stage of stabilisation within the relevant social group. If one interpretation of the artefact is accepted by all, closure arises (Bijker 1995). However, even Pinch and Bijker (1994) argue that eventually there can be closure, not all social groups will come to the same type of closure, the same arrangements. Consequently, there are as many artefacts, as there are social groups (similar arguments were made in studies carried out by Star (1989) and Bowker and Star (1999) in the context of “boundary objects”, artefacts which are interpreted differently depending on the social group).

Developing as a branch of social constructivism, the social constructivist analysis of software has been concerned with the same basic question, of how particular socio-technical arrangements occur. Low and Woolgar (1993), for instance, show how in their settings, certain issues were considered as

\textsuperscript{21} It has to be noted that Kraft’s (1977) account has often been misunderstood in that he was often criticised for suggesting the de-skilling of programmers. However, Kraft’s argument has to be considered in the context of his era (and thus a direct translation of the argument into today’s world is misleading).
‘technical’ and others as ‘social’. Rather than seeing them as opposites, the authors conclude that their categorisation into ‘technical’ or ‘social’ in itself is not a natural or easy distinction to make but a complex social accomplishment. Similarly, Grint and Woolgar (1997), acknowledging Orlikowski’s (1992) earlier work on the duality of technology, argue that the interpretation of technology is a social achievement rather than a technical consequence. Introducing the notion of ‘technology as text’, the authors highlight how technology, similar to a text, can have different readings and how it can be interpreted differently, the accepted definition being a result of social interaction rather than a mere technological performance. Differing from earlier accounts such as Pinch and Bijker (1994), for Grint and Woolgar (1997), technology is never stable in that there is only one reading. For the authors, there is no closure in the way technology is interpreted. The authors write:

Inasmuch as technology embodies social aspects it is not a stable and determinate object (albeit one with political preferences inscribed into it), but an unstable and indeterminate artefact whose precise significance is negotiated and interpreted but never settled. (p: 21)

In that, the authors differ from Orlikowski’s (1992) account of the duality of technology. Whilst drawing on Orlikowski (1992) and not denying that there is a social and technical side, a duality in which technology can constrain the interpretations of artefacts through different social groups, Grint and Woolgar (1997) question what these constraints could be and write:

Such constraints – or enablers- do not acquire their significance without interpretative action on the part of humans, hence there can be no self-evident or transparent account of such ‘material constraints’. There are, of course, more persuasive account and less persuasive accounts – but they remain accounts, not reflections. (p: 24)

Mackay et al. (2000) arguing in the same direction and, whilst not disagreeing with Woolgar and Grint (1997), criticise their work for adopting a inside / outside perspective, the users outside versus the designers inside. For Mackay et al. (2000), the software design process is a perfect example of fluid
boundaries in which both sides, the inside and outside, influence each other, with the role of producer (inside) and user (outside) not always being clear (see also Fleck (1988)).

2.4.3. Studies of the Commodification of Software

Informed by SST, the commodification of software (Brady et al. 1992; Fincham 2002) became the third sub-discipline in this area. Research into the commodification of software focuses on ‘black boxed’ software, also frequently referred to as ‘Commercial-off-the-Shelf’ (COTS) products or, more generally, as ‘Software Packages’. These systems are no longer used by, or developed for, a single or few organisations, but are a commodity offered as a ‘ready-made’ product to a large group of potential user organisations; a move which was made possible by the emergence of machine independent software code, allowing the transfer of programs between organisations at the beginning of the 1970s (Kraemer et al. 1980; Light and Sawyer 2007).

The first studies into the social aspects of commodified software were carried out by Fleck, Webster and Williams (Fleck et al. 1990; Webster and Williams 1993) studying Computer-Aided Production Management (CAPM) systems, showing how the relationships between suppliers, user and others act to shape and re-shape technology. Whilst the notion of CAPM soon disappeared, the idea of standard enterprise software remained and became what we know today as Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) Systems, a term coined by the Industry Analyst Gartner Group (Wylie 1990). Similar to other software packages such as CAPM, ERP systems are designed to serve not a few but many organisations and are thus to be viewed as an adaptable but not custom built product. As such, it is designed not to fulfil the specific requirements of a single organisation (what would be the idea behind custom built software) but to reach an approximate fit with a maximum amount of user organisations. Following such a business model, which is based on the idea of not one organisation buying the product but many, conflicts appear...
inevitable when the generically designed product meets its unique user organisation. It is these conflicts, emerging in particular during the implementation phase of the system, which have been the topic of most studies into ERP systems (see the first part of this literature review, in which empirical work in this area has been reviewed).

Following these early studies and acknowledging the focus on the implementation phase, more recent investigations introduce us to other stages of the ERP system life cycle such as software design (Grint and Woolgar 1997; Keil and Carmel 1995; Pollock et al. 2007; Salzman and Rosenthal 1994; Sawyer 2000a; Sawyer 2001; von Hippel 1994); software development (Carmel 1997; Carmel and Becker 1995; Carmel and Bird 1997; Carmel and Sawyer 1998; Cusumano and Selby 1997; Sawyer 2000a; Sawyer and Guinan 1998; Zachary 1994; Zachary 1998); and software procurement (Howcroft and Light 2002; Howcroft and Light 2006; Light et al. 2000; Pollock and Williams 2008; Salzman and Rosenthal 1994). Whilst we find more recent investigations into other phases of the product life cycle, overall, supported by the focus on the implementation phase, a general focus on the user organisation’s viewpoint rather than the vendor’s viewpoint can be noticed in studies carried out in the traditions of Science and Technology studies.

Reasons for this imbalance are multiple (see Chapter 1). However, overall it can be observed that also more current research into ERP systems seems to have a tendency to highlight once more what is happening within user organisations rather than within vendor organisations. For instance, we find recent empirical work led by Light (Light et al. 2000; Light et al. 2001), asking why organisations decide on software packages such as ERP systems instead of bespoke systems. Focusing on how the procurement phase is experienced from the user organisation’s viewpoint, experiences from the vendor organisation during this phase (sales phase) are not taken into account. From other authors such as Hong and Kim (2002) and Holland and
Light (2003), we learn how user organisations can best manage the implementation phase, again not taking into account the question of how to best manage this phase from a vendor’s viewpoint.

Addressing some of the problems within current research in the area of social research into commodified systems and aiming to provide a more comprehensive view on standard software packages by bringing different studies together to provide a multisite and long-term view, we find Pollock and Williams’ (2008) ‘biography of artefacts’. Embedded in the movement which Edinburgh scholars refer to as SST II, the ‘biography of artefacts’ framework, outlined in detail in Pollock and Williams (2008), presents a different way of addressing the complexity of current Information and Communication Technologies. The authors argue that existing notions of SST, based on MacKenzie and Wajcman (1985) (who referred to Noble (1975)), were developed to explain the shaping of ‘simple’, discrete technologies and hence are unsuitable for more complex technologies, such as ERP systems. Pollock and Williams (2008) argue that the social shaping processes occur in multiple places at different times and should therefore be addressed using tools which allow us to take into account this multiplicity. Based on earlier work (Fleck et al. 1990; Tierney and Williams, 1991; Brady et al., 1992; Fleck 1993; Webster and Williams 1993; Williams 1997a; Pollock et al. 2003), as well as the idea of a biographical concept from other disciplines (such as history), Pollock and Williams (2008) suggest a ‘biography of artefacts’ framework, which looks at the product life cycle at different sites and times, and is, as such, considered more suitable for addressing complex technologies.

2.5. Summary: Conceptual Perspective

The overview of the conceptual literature shows how many multilayered perspectives on software emerged within STS over the years, some of which can be summarised under the umbrella notion of SST. Most relevant to this
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thesis is the line of research on commodification of software. If we compare the conclusions we can draw from the empirical literature in the area (see section one), as well as the conceptual literature, we find, that by being tightly connected, the same types of bias emerged. Whilst the empirical bias is towards implementation studies and a user organisational viewpoint, the conceptual bias is similar, in that it focuses on the explanation of the shaping of the technology at the local sites, leading to an overall user organisation dominated viewpoint on technology.

2.6. Conclusion

In the introductory quote to this chapter, Quintas (1994) states that software presents challenges because it is, in many ways, an ‘atypcial technology’. Touching upon many disciplines as well as our day-to-day life, it is a most complex technology to investigate. One way to approach this topic is through the eyes of social studies of technology. Having presented an overview of empirical literature on ERP systems as well as conceptual literature mainly from within STS, the above literature review provides an impression of this, still, multilayered way (akin Kling 1980a) in which we can look at software. What we can learn from the literature and what has been mentioned in detail in each of the summaries within this chapter, is that current studies develop a user organisation as well as technology bias, falling short in presenting and in some cases even acknowledging the vendor organisations’ impact on the technology.

In the following chapter, I now discuss methodological issues, specific to this thesis. What becomes clear is that investigating what is currently under-researched, the vendor’s viewpoint, not only requires a different type of thinking but above all, the permission and thus the opportunity to enter the often secretive software labs.
Chapter 3: Methodology
3.1. Introduction

When you live something every day, it tends to take over 'cause it becomes second nature. Not only at work but in everything you do. (Tom, Senior Vice President of the vendor studied, Interview: February 2006)

The choices we make in the course of designing our research influence its outcome. For instance, if we investigate the phenomenon in question via questionnaires we receive a different type of data than if we approach a topic with ethnographic methods. Not only is the data we collect different but also the way in which we approach and analyse what we find. Therefore, to comprehend and evaluate the conclusions of research projects, it is necessary to understand the research design behind them.

Whilst explaining the research design, to provide the necessary insight is, in essence, the idea of the methodology chapter, before engaging in such discussion, a story is to be told; an ethnographical tale about the vendor’s labs. The reason for telling this tale is that in the course of writing this thesis, I found it difficult to detach myself from the data in a way that would fulfil the expectations of part of the academic audience interested in the analysis, in this case, represented through my supervisors. Eventually, having succeeded in writing with a certain ‘academic distance’, I found that in doing so, valuable data, which in my opinion, makes ethnographic research so richly unique and interesting to read, would be lost. Furthermore, I felt that similar to the interpretations of a poem or picture, sometimes interpretations, whilst interesting, can destroy not only the beauty of the work, but also constrain the reader’s mind by providing a frame compromising the reader’s own creativity. If we, for instance, take Orr’s (1996) much quoted account of technical support, we find that surprisingly little analysis has been provided within his original book. If, however, we look at the many authors referencing Orr’s work and the variety of ways in which
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they do so, we can see the strength which lies in such an approach\textsuperscript{22}. In order to satisfy the different types of audience, those who are more interested in the analysis and those who like to read descriptions and make up their own minds, both, ethnographic detail as well as thorough analysis is provided within this thesis - an approach also reflected in the structure of this chapter.

This chapter is divided into three main sections. Section one, is, as mentioned above, dedicated to an ethnographic tale, describing how I gained access to the field as well as the atmosphere and context of the labs. Since ethnography is about living with the people at the site, I also included a brief section in which I introduced some of the developers. The first section is followed by a discussion of ethical issues I encountered. Being included and ‘becoming one of them’ is, whilst often desired, not an easy situation and, at times, ethical concerns are difficult to manage. In the third part of this chapter, I outline and discuss in more detail ethnographic theories and the choice of methods. Furthermore, I point to some of the limitations of this study.

3.2. Settings: An Ethnographic Tale

\textit{For me when we are in the same location then we are almost one culture. Even if you are from only one culture you can find differences. You can find people who like more daily Scrum, who like to speak open. Different people. When we are in this office, we are one culture. (Remy, Project Manager, Interview: January 2006)}

Working in the vendor’s labs in North America as a researcher and intern was one of the most exciting things I have done to date. It was exceptional. From

\textsuperscript{22}Also in Latour’s work we find a strong preference for descriptions (over explanations). In his imaginary prologue between a student and a professor, Latour (2005) writes: ‘I’d say that if your description needs an explanation, it’s not a good description, that’s all. Only bad descriptions need an explanation. It’s quite simple really. What is meant by an ‘explanation’, most of the time? Adding another actor to provide those already described with the energy necessary to act, but if you have to add one, then the network was not complete, and if the actors already assembled do not have enough energy to act, then they are not ‘actors’, but mere intermediaries, dopes, puppets. They do nothing, so they should not be in the description anyhow. I have never seen a good description in need of an explanation, but I have read countless numbers of bad descriptions to which nothing was added by a massive addition of ‘explanations!’” (p: 147). Whilst this is a rather extreme statement and does not fulfil the expectations of different types of readers, I chose to provide a mixture.
the moment I arrived in the labs there was not one day when I felt bored or excluded – not even during the Christmas period which for the first time, I could not spend with my family. Very quickly I was included in the labs, gained trust to potential gatekeepers and found new friends. This situation gave me unique access not only to the daily life of the developers\textsuperscript{23} in the labs, but also to their lives outside work. In a North American city during winter time where the temperature varied between 0 and \(-40\) accompanied by snow and strong winds, I got the opportunity to become one of them.

My overall goal for this research project was to gain impressions from an insight into the labs, to see and describe the daily practice of the software developers in this lab; to show what happens behind the walls of one of the biggest ERP vendors worldwide. For this reason and because the context of the labs is important to understand the subsequent ethnographic chapters and analysis, I dedicate the first half of this chapter to an ‘ethnographic tale’. The account presented is based on my initial impressions during the first two months. Later on, the atmosphere in the labs changed significantly. These changes in the working atmosphere have to be put into the context of a new management approach whose practices started to influence the daily lives in the labs during the third month of my stay in the labs. For the sake of the context and also to keep a historical story line, the surroundings described in the following will not include the later changes. However, these will be discussed in Chapters 5, 6 and 7.

As mentioned in the introduction, to keep the originality of this research, interview and email quotes are not corrected (apart from orthographical errors). Most developers were foreign and had English as their second or third language. Also, I did not edit my fieldwork notes, unless noted otherwise. I felt that both the originality of the way people expressed themselves as non-native English speakers, as well as the way I quickly typed

\footnote{Unless indicated otherwise, the notion of ‘developers’ represents all people working in the labs (including the support employees).}
in notes during the day, equally not a native speaker of the English language, somehow reflects the spirit, the particular situation as well as the international settings in which this research took place.

### 3.2.1. Arriving at the Labs

The vendor runs software labs around the world, some of them focusing on system development, some on software package support and others on consulting, research or back-office activities. The setting I was about to enter in October 2005 was one of the labs which incorporated research, software development as well as third level software support. All areas were related to the Customer Relationship Management (CRM) product offered by the vendor.

On the first day, when I tried to find my way through a rather big North American city, the city map in my hands guided me towards a big multi office building in an industrial area, in walking distance of the city centre. Being there too early, I was expected at 8:30, I walked around the office for half an hour before I entered the building. It was a cold and cloudy morning. Closing the big glass door behind me, I found myself in a huge welcome hall with a reception, where I asked how to get to the vendor’s offices. Passing by the coffee shop, I took the lift, as told, and went up to the fourth floor. Stepping out of the elevator, I found myself in front of a yellow wall with a glass door, a small grey box and a bell. I pressed the bell and waited. Nobody answered. I tried again. Still no answer. Another person in jeans and a very old jumper stepped out of the lift, holding a tiny grey key-shaped plastic device toward the grey box next to the door handle. With a ‘beep’, the door opened. As I found out later, the person allowing me to enter the office was Mathieu, a French man working as lab IT (Information Technology) support. He asked me to wait in the little waiting area just next to the door. Looking around, I could see only the wall which separated the office from the waiting area, therefore I had no idea what is behind, “inside” the labs. Soon after the young
man left, a woman, also dressed in jeans came and said I should sit and wait for a manager to come. I sat down and waited rather nervously, in a comfortable chair, pretending to read some random promotion magazine lying in the middle of the table. I had not yet met my future boss and knew him and two of my colleagues only from a telephone interview conducted before I got the job. I waited for more than 30 minutes without any news. Though whilst waiting, I had company. Four men in suits who, as I found out, were also new employees, joined me in the waiting area. My knowledge of the French language was still very much in hibernation and I was happy that out of the four people one spoke English and French, and could understand what I was trying to say. Interestingly, it was this guy who would, a couple of months later, became my flatmate. After what seemed like an eternity, a man in his 50s in a grey suit arrived. It was Ritzka, the Human Resource Manager, whom I got to know only through email exchange, whilst I was still in Scotland. Never responding to any of my inquiries and delaying my arrival by 4 weeks due to not having my working visa sorted, I was not very impressed on seeing him with. He asked us all to go to the meeting room, where we had to wait once again until he joined us. Ritzka had just started to finally welcome us, when the door opened and a smiling, rather small, thin man asked in English, with a Spanish accent, for Christine Grimm. I was easy to spot as the rest were all men and so he immediately looked at me and asked me to go with him. He explained to me, that as an intern, I was not supposed to attend the two day introduction session with the HR Manager and could start right away. He led me into a big, open-spaced office with a lunch area at the centre. Everything seemed to be very new and one of the first things I realised was that the people sitting there looked all very different. Asian, European, American, African – people from every continent as far as I could tell. Passing by the desks I could hear people speaking in many different languages and with foreign accents. I was fascinated and it seemed as if my manager, who was called Jordi, still walking next to me, could read my thoughts when he commented: “This is like the United Nations” - and indeed, it was.
As I found out later, within the labs, which were spread over two floors, almost 200 employees (2005) from 35 nations, were working together to build parts of the vendor’s Customer Relationship Management System, the Service Industry and Mobile Business Solutions, and also carry out research in both areas in a dedicated research department. The company language was English. During the day, people often mixed languages and for me it became normal to hear something said in French being answered in English and I commented to other people in my native tongue, German, just like everyone else.

After commenting upon the “United Nations”, my manager and I walked through the entire office to the other end where I was introduced to my new team, and also my new desk, where a couple of books were already waiting for me. My desk was about five metres away from the team I had just been introduced to. Jordi apologised for that, and explained to me that there were no desks free amongst the support team (about 20 people) with which I would work and therefore, I would have to sit at this desk which was close by, but amongst the CRM developer teams (the CRM developers occupied probably more than 65% of this particular side of the office). As I soon realised, this was the perfect desk for my purposes. From here, I could socialise with the developers but still be close to the software support team. At the same time I could oversee the lunch area and the coffee corner, which were not separated in any way from the developers’ desk. Additionally, even though there were no proper corridors in this open-plan office, several ‘walk ways’ were commonly chosen and my desk happened to be along this imaginary corridor. All the people sitting behind me passed by any time they left the office, went to the toilets, or picked up a cup of coffee or a soft drink. This, in turn, allowed me to be in contact with people I would not work with by just sending a friendly smile and which often initiated a quick chat. Below is a picture illustrating the lab.
Everyone, apart from the Human Resource and Lab Manager, was situated in the open plan office, even the Vice President – an arrangement which reflected the flat hierarchy in place at this ERP system vendor. If the developers needed some space for non-public conversation, meeting rooms were available equipped with a speaker phone, video conference facilities and laptops, if required. Below is a picture of the office I worked in, just the way I recall it from my first impression, when I entered the office.
At the front of the picture is the desk of my colleague Sara, from the support team. From this viewpoint, the lunch area and with this, my desk was just next to the big pillar in the middle. The entrance was at the far end on the left hand side (not visible).

Like the tables of Sara, all tables in the labs were shaped with round corners which was said to increase creativity and co-operation. All furniture was equipped with rollers which made them easy to move. Little partitions, which could be moved like a curtain, separated one desk from another to offer some privacy. In some areas, little corners were formed in which additional tables were made available for spontaneous meetings (see picture below). These tables were also used for leaving the occasional birthday cake or sweets for the team.
As it becomes obvious from the pictures above, no dress code existed in the labs and I did not have to wear again the suit I was wearing on the first day. Even the Vice President would come in wearing jeans and a casual shirt. As explained by my manager, the idea was that people should work in clothes they feel most comfortable with, so that they could concentrate on their work.

One colleague always felt cold and throughout the winter wore a very old Russian military hat to keep his head warm whilst working. This colleague was one of the key architects and highly respected for having outstanding technical expertise\textsuperscript{24}.

For me the absence of a dress code was surprising. Software labs are known for their informality and I have friends, working in start-ups, who even have a table football. However, from a software vendor with more than nine milliards Euro revenues in 2006 (company report), I somehow expected some kind of formality.

\textsuperscript{24} Orr (1986, 1996, 1998) reports upon similar impressions when studying technical engineers. Also in his case, reputation was almost entirely based on technical skills.
3.2.2. A Day in the Labs and the Importance of Food

Working hours in the labs were very flexible and people could start at any
time they wanted. It was not very welcome to start at 11am, but nobody would
say anything, unless it affected their work or the team’s progress. For my
colleagues and me in the support team, the entire day was usually organised
around the arrival of electronic support messages from around the world, as
was lunch time.

Every day at exactly 12pm, lunch was served, usually indicated by the caterer
entering the lab at about 11:50am to take away the big trolley on which he
would put the food. From the caterer first entering the lab, people appeared
to count the minutes and just before he came back the first few would begin
queuing up. Almost everyone would use lunch time to socialise. Only a few
people had lunch at their desks or talked about business issues during lunch.

Generally, it was up to each employee how long they took for lunch. At the
vendor, there was no clock-in and clock-out mechanism, but staff were
expected to work eight hours a day. For most however, lunch was a one hour
break. After lunch many people went for a walk along the river which was
close by and came back to work around 1 pm. Lunch time and the following
walk, was for me as observer, always a great chance to talk to different
people, socialise and include myself in the developer community. After the
walk, people often had a coffee from the coffee machine situated in the lunch
area. The coffee machine was surrounded by about 40 different kinds of
sachets with any kind of flavour which could be used to prepare a hot drink.
For me, after lunch I usually went to one of the, from a European perspective,
typically American ‘oversized’ fridges situated in the corner of the lunch area,
which, from the inside, looked like this:
All drinks were free and in the door, which is not shown on the above picture were approximately 14 cartons of different, high quality juices of which I had at least half a carton every day. Often, food was left over from lunch, which was then packed into little containers by the caterer and put in the second oversized fridge. This food was for people to reheat in one of two microwaves, when they worked late (or, if required, started late and consequently worked much later. Nobody distinguished between people working overtime and people who happened to be there whilst working their normal hours and fancied a snack during the evening). Some people who did not work late had the leftover food before they went home, so that they did not have to buy food or cook; a habit which was frowned upon. During my time in the labs there
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were some other interns in another department who used to do exactly this: eat before leaving to save money and effort. Whilst other people complained sometimes in the evening, that there wasn’t any more food, the interns did not seem to notice that they were not supposed to do this (or they did not mind), until the office secretary sent an email round to all people in the office stating the rules as to when one was entitled to eat the leftover food and when to consume the many drinks in the fridge:

Hello all,

Leftovers from our lunches should remain available to all. No one should ever hide those leftovers in order to selfishly secure themselves a supply of food. If you serve yourself leftovers, you are expected to place the containers back on the shelves where you found them. Moving them to a secret location to create your own personal stash is unacceptable and potentially dangerous (containers that disappear from the fridge sometimes reappear the next day without any indication as to where they were stored and at what temperature while they were away).

Also, the beverages on offer in our kitchens are meant for on-site consumption. At the end of your workday, you should not grab supplies on your way out in order to keep yourself hydrated while on the road. Neither should you drop by on a Saturday, alone or with your entire family, to fill your picnic basket or replenish your cupboards.

I’m not making this up. It’s all "based on a true story," just like those made-for-TV movies.

I would not particularly enjoy having to take more robust security measures and install surveillance webcams, but it’s a solution we might have to look into if the situation persists.

Thanks for your cooperation.

Max.
(Office assistant) (Max, Office Assistant, Email: December 2005)

When I received this email, I was surprised. The people in the labs were all educated and earned more than the average person in a similar position in another company (company policy). And yet, it was necessary to state when the free drinks and food were supposed to be consumed. However, I also knew that the last point in the email had its merits. Spending many Saturdays in the office, I noticed that there were two people popping in regularly with their families, picking up a drink, walking to their desks and leaving a few minutes later.
Before continuing to describe the atmosphere in more detail, it might be interesting to ask why the vendor provided all this free food and drinks. Why did, and still does, the vendor spend about 15 Dollars a day (this is what it costs at Microsoft to ‘feed’ an employee in the US) on each employee? Multiplied by over 40,000 people working for the vendor, these are high expenses. Whilst I was still in the field I never asked myself this question. For me it was just a nice ‘goody’ from the vendor to motivate people and appear as an attractive workplace for high quality developers. I liked that I did not have to cook or shop for food and consequently saved money and time. I also did not have to leave the labs to get food at any point of the day. I could go running along the river after work at about 4pm, take a shower in the labs, eat there and have some juice and then go back to work for another hour until I would eventually join the developers for after work drinks. This motivated me to go to work even on Saturdays (checking the fridge Friday evening to see if there was enough left over from lunch to feed me on Saturday). The labs were well designed, the computers first class and so were the very ergonomic chairs and the height of variable desks. From a work environment point of view, working in the vendor’s labs was very comfortable: warm, food and good equipment. Only whilst analysing the data did the question come up in one of the discussions with my supervisor. Not having an explanation why food was important other than the obvious, I wrote an email to the Vice President, asking why there is free food in all vendor labs. He commented:

Is just a perk that doesn’t cost much and increases the attractiveness of an employer. There in addition are some more benefits like the people don’t need to leave office ;-) . (Thorsten, Vice President, Email: July 2007)

Looking at what he described as the intention of the free food, the concept worked perfectly on me. For me, the vendor was more attractive and by not having to leave the office to get food and drinks I did not mind spending more hours in the labs. Many times, I felt more comfortable in the labs than in one of the various shared flats I was living in.
At the vendor’s Headquarters, which I visited twice before doing my fieldwork in North America, this ‘we provide everything and you don’t have to worry about your life’ mentality was expressed in a built in nursery, gym, several tennis courts, free food and drinks, and supported by the remote location of the Headquarters in a village where, apart from working for the vendor and meeting colleagues, there was little else was to do. On an Internet Blog page, I found an interesting account written by a Google employee, explaining why Google also offers these kinds of ‘goodies’:

Google provides nearly everything these people need from clothes (new T-shirts are placed in bins for people to grab *twice* a week!) to food – three, free, all-you-can-eat meals a day. Plus on-site health care, dental care, laundry service, gym, etc. (...)

College kids tend to like it because it’s just like college – all of their basic needs are taken care of. In fact, even most of your personal-life can get tied up in Google benefits. Google provides free or subsidized broadband to every employee. Google runs its own, private, bus lines in the Bay Area for employees. Google provides free or subsidized mobile phones. A college kid can literally join Google and, like they did as freshman at university, let Google take care of everything. Of course, if Google handles everything for you, it’s hard to think about leaving because of all the “stuff” you’ll need to transition and then manage for yourself. (trixter98052 2008)

Having read this account as well as other software labs stories such as Kidder, (1982) and heard of things like ‘family barbecues’ taking place in the vendor’s Headquarters to include the families25, I assumed that this is also the way the vendor’s labs in North America worked, even though the incentive structure was not as sophisticated as at the Headquarters or at Google. There was no built in gym or nursery and families were not included in the company. However, by offering many things on site, the vendor created a comfortable environment in which people did not have to leave the office to satisfy their needs for drinks and food. With this, working overtime, one might assume, was less of an issue.

Interestingly, whilst this appears a logical conclusion, this was not the case in the labs. Except for me, nobody seemed to be motivated to come in to work at the weekend or to stay late, because the office was warm and there was food.

25 First astonished and excited, this later reminded me of the John Grisham novel ‘The Firm’.
Like the informal dress code, this eight hours working regime also surprised me. Seeing people in informal clothes, having food and drinks provided, I expected to encounter some kind of ‘hacking culture’, in which many developers are so excited about programming, that they forget the world outside the labs (cf. Cusumano and Selby 1997). Instead, I found programmers who were motivated, but saw their profession as a job which brings in money and is fun, but should not exceed normal working hours.

3.2.3. The Atmosphere

Despite the every now and then, disapproving emails about when to eat leftover food and when not to make too many personal calls26, the atmosphere amongst the developers was generally friendly and people seemed open to helping each other out on a casual basis with business and private matters. Even the caterer would help when needed, taking developers at the last minute, to the airport or, as in my case, help me with finding a new flat and moving. Explaining my surprise about this exceptional ‘helping each other mentality’ to Jordi, my manager, he commented that firstly, most people in the labs are immigrants and so, everybody knows how it feels to arrive in a new country with your two suitcases and start a new job. Secondly, building a software system this size is an artefact built by many. If people do not work together, do not follow the same goals, do not comply with the company’s mission, the system cannot evolve.

From what I experienced, besides the multi cultural settings and the nature of the job of having to work together, it also seemed to be the company’s

---

26 The office assistant as well as the lab manager were not the most popular people in the labs. Both known for being avaricious – Christmas parties were, therefore, organised in January, when renting restaurants would be cheaper – during my time in the labs, twice, an email was sent round demanding phone calls to be terminated. There was only a restricted amount of phone lines into the labs and if too many people spoke at the same time, no other calls could be made or received. This was, according to the developers stories, to discourage people from making phone calls. At one occasion, the lab manager, who wanted to make a call but not being able to, sent a high priority email stating: “If you are on a personal call right now, please HANG UP immediately. We need the lines to execute our work” (Lab Manager, Email, November 2006).
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spirit and politics which supported a collegial environment. For example, after just four weeks, I had serious problems with the new flatmate I had just moved in with (my first flatmate having been on drugs, this was already my second flat within two months). One evening, when I told her that I would move out she started to hit me and my visiting boyfriend, preventing us from getting into the taxi. After an hour of shouting and fighting, with us unable to leave, I called the police after which we could eventually leave. However, when I returned to work next day, she had left a message on the answering machine and also sent me an email threatening that if I did not pay her $500 by 12am, she would accuse my boyfriend of rape and racism. The situation made me feel very uncomfortable. My colleague, realising that I felt terrible, asked me what happened. I explained it to her and she went immediately to our manager Jordi. Jordi called his Line Manager in the Headquarters asking for legal assistance. As I was only employed as an intern I did not qualify for the Legal Support Employment Scheme which the vendor offered to his employees. Though, as I was told, the manager in the Headquarters offered that if the company’s insurance would not pay, then the department would. Within an hour I had a lawyer on the phone, with my boss sitting next to me, who cancelled three meetings just to be able to organise the legal support, alerted security in the building, backing up my answering machine and my emails. At lunch time, when things settled down a bit, he told me to go to the police to report the emails and phone calls and then go home. Feeling embarrassed about not having done any work that day and also preventing him from getting his work done, I refused. I recall very well how he looked at me in disbelief and said “You are human. You are not a machine. Go home and rest”.

The actions of my managers, the immediate support from the Headquarters and many of my colleagues reflected the way I got to know ‘the labs’. Capturing the atmosphere other than through re-telling stories related to particular incidents and explaining them to someone who has not experienced them, is difficult. Interestingly, in explaining them it seemed it
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was not only me who was surprised by the atmosphere. I do not remember what triggered the conversation, but in the second month of my fieldwork, I was ‘talking’ to the developer sitting next to me, and in the messenger who wrote:

[developer] says:
yesterday I tried to describe to my wife the very ambiance that is in the lab
[developer] says:
it is more easy to live than to explain
[developer] says:
I tried to describe here our new colleague Gloria
[developer] says:
the girl that put 12 sugars in here coffee
[developer] says:
or that drink 3 litres orange juice per day
[developer] says:
the girl that tells you don’t expect anything from me today it is my period !!!
[developer] says:
that is funny ...
[Christine Grimm]says:
haha.. yes I know she does that. I heard, that in Latin America that’s normal. I was shocked the other day with Jordi, who is Mexican as you know, when he commented on my aggressive flatmate with "well, maybe she is in her days"!
(Thierry, Developer, Office Communicator: November 2006)

Even my French colleague, who has worked in the labs for more than three years, found it difficult to explain what was so special about the atmosphere in the labs, where so many different nations worked together. For me, the most impressive thing was the amount of tolerance that people showed in the labs towards everything: habits, clothing, working hours, religion. Of course there were tensions between people who did not like each other, but these were rare and from what I saw, not rooted in cultural differences. It was like Remy said in the opening quote to the setting section of this chapter:

In the labs, we are one culture. We might differ on an individual level, but at work, we are one. (Remy, Project Manager, Interview: January 2006)

Initially, when I entered the labs, I thought of emphasising the cultural problems of having so many different nationalities working together within one lab. However, I soon dropped this idea, because in this particular case, it
seemed that the variety of people and also the multicultural environment of
the city in which the labs were based, kind of neutralised all multicultural
issues and, in turn, an environment in which, potentially, many conflicts
could grow into an environment of tolerance. People were so different from
each other that, within conversations, nothing appeared to be complicated as
everything was different anyway. If everything is different, most things are
accepted the way they are. This tolerance was not only visible in the labs, but
might also be caused by the general, multicultural environment of the North
American city in which these labs were based. Discussing my research with a
Belgium developer working in one of the labs in Europe, he commented:

Well, I do not think that [North American City] or [North American City], or even
[North American City] are in any sort of way representative for your typical city. (...) See, I was working about 1.5 years at the University of Waterloo (Ontario). In that
place too, hardly anyone had English as their native tongue and if you did hear it, it
was mostly because it was like a “common speech” (a la Tolkien). Nobody was ever
really bothered with where you came from, what your beliefs were, etc.

My experience compared to, say, life at the university of [European city], or even
here in [Headquarters European City] (which has a comparatively large amount of
non-[European country]) is very very different. Some of my colleagues sometimes
make statements that would be considered racist in [North America]. (...) But this
kind of behaviour is integrated in a society which never learnt to deal with multi-
culturalism. In fact, multi-cult is nowadays a negative word in [European country]
politics. (Developer, Email: March 2006)

Whilst not necessarily agreeing with all the points that this developer raised,
it underlined my assumptions that the tolerance and multicultural approach
in which everyone could schedule their working day around religious
traditions was exceptional not only to this lab, but also because of the city it
was embedded in. Belief seemed to be respected in a natural, self-evident
way. Muslims were allowed to go to the Friday prayer and seeing them
praying five times a day in the staircase without anyone being bothered or
concerned equally surprised me. My manager explained to me, for example,
that one of the colleagues from the Far East had problems with being
managed by a woman. According to what he told me, this was not a big issue
and the colleague is now working in a team with a male manager. Apart from
this culturally related example of gender issues, I did not observe any other
general issue relating to gender. Whilst there were more men working in the labs, the number of women was also quite high.

Besides working together and socialising during lunch times, the developers frequently socialised also outside working hours. Most people in the labs went out together, especially on Thursdays for happy hour drinks in any of the pubs close by. Also the quick pint in the pub after work, as well as private parties to which mostly friends from the labs were invited, were frequent. The people coming from all over the world acted as if they were a big family and even went together on holidays. In my fieldwork notes I wrote

Saturday, Sunday some of the guys here go skiing. I won’t I guess, it’s just too expensive. But once again it shows that in this environment borders between work and private are blurred, however if people meet privately they never talk about work! (Fieldwork Notes, Week 8)

3.2.4. My Work

Employed as intern in the software support team, I was assigned to a team consisting of three people supporting one particular tool of the vendors: CRM application. The four of us came from three different countries: French-Canada, Algeria, Haiti and me, from Germany (Scotland respectively). The colleagues I worked closest with and who assigned me work was Sara, a lady in her 30s from Haiti. She usually started working at 6am to be able to leave at 3pm, to pick up her son. On a normal day, I would start around 7:30. Every morning and also continuously during the day it is the support employees’ responsibility to check the system for any new messages from ‘external customers’ (3rd parties) or ‘internal customers’ (vendor consultants in the field) which our team would have to take care of. Each day, we had around seven open messages in the inbox from external clients and three or four from internal clients. As I learnt, the rule was to prioritise the messages from external clients. During the day, we would re-select the messages, to see if some new message had arrived which we had to take care of. Depending on the priority of the messages we would work on them, usually by connecting to
the client’s system via remote login. In particular at the beginning, it was interesting for me to see the different daytimes displayed on the computers we logged on to as we worked across time zones. Once logged in, we would look for solutions and then explain them to the customer. We would never change anything in the customer’s system, but explain the issue in a customer message and let the customer do it. It was the vendor’s policy which I was repeatedly told: never change anything in the customers system without authorisation. Usually, we worked on several messages at the same time, waiting for the client to respond. To keep track of what we did for whom, I used to have a Word Document in which I would note the different steps to remember for the next day or the next week, depending on how long the user would take to write back. Sara in turn, having done this job for many years, would just write a few words on a post-it – from which I would not have been able to remember anything.

3.2.5. Developer Training

The support people were trained in the same way as the developers and therefore, had the same title as most people working in the labs: Developer. Everyone starting at the vendor as a permanent member of staff (this does not include interns and research staff) goes through an extensive five to six week -long training. As I was told, the training consists of general things, such as programming languages, as well as more specific topics like the CRM customising features. I met some of the new employees from my first day in the labs (and later shared a flat with one of them) and got to know which courses they were attending in the nearby meeting room, whilst I was already working. At some point, some of the new employees participated in a one week Java course. Hearing about this, and that the course was not fully booked, I asked my manager if I could attend. He welcomed the idea. However his manager, who was asked to approve this decision, rejected it. It was explained to me that interns were not allowed to attend the vendor’s training courses. Internal courses, taking place in the labs, were reserved for
permanent employees only. One of the new employees explained to me later on, that his contract includes the condition that, in case he were to leave earlier than 12 months, after his starting date, he would have to pay penalty fees towards covering the costs of the initial training – a protection mechanism for the vendor to not have people applying to go through the training and then go back to their old job, using the knowledge acquired\textsuperscript{27}.

In addition to this formal training, once an employee enters the company, he has the choice of participating in ongoing training sessions provided by other employees who are considered as experts in a particular area. During my time in the labs, much of this internal training took place, in which new technologies, in particular topics related to Enterprise Service Oriented Architecture (eSOA), were explained. In my fieldwork notes I wrote:

\begin{quote}
It seems that internal education is very important here and there are always sessions giving people updates about technological developments and summaries of conferences. Additionally, there is [vendor] TV online which people really use to learn things they need for their tasks. Learning is part of the daily task and part of a regular 8h working day. Astonishing. (Fieldwork Notes, Week 5)
\end{quote}

The expert sessions were mostly held for one to two hours in the afternoon, or, if people from other time zones dialled in, very early in the morning. Usually, meetings were attended by an average of 30 people. I went to the meetings as often as my daily schedule and my manager allowed me to.

As previously mentioned, for my jobs as intern, I did not receive any formal training, but got trained ‘on the job’. Developers sitting next to me, as well as my own team from the support, helped me during the first few weeks to find my way through the labs, introducing me to other people, and to install and understand the necessary software. Even though I was part of the software support team, the developers spent many hours explaining work-related things in which I was interested – some of them not even being related to my

\textsuperscript{27} The vendor provides trainings to external parties in its own training centres, which are distributed around the world. In Europe, a one week training course costs around 2,500 Euro and excludes expenses (personal experience).
daily work as intern in the support. As much as developers and support people were looking after me, they were helping each other. I quickly learnt that if there was a customer problem to which I could not find a solution, I could, if no-one else in my team knew the answer, go to the developers and ask. This should not happen all the time, otherwise the developers could do the support task themselves, but if there are urgent or particularly difficult problems it was fairly common to ask the developer who wrote the program directly, or make a phone call to colleagues in one of the other labs. Most of the developers I came in touch with through asking for help were friendly and open.

On a more formal basis, the developers ‘trained’ the support in so-called ‘hand over sessions’. In these sessions, the developers explained on a functional and technical level new software functionality that their team had developed and which was delivered to the market. The sessions I participate were two to four hours long and were attended by one developer presenting, with Power Point, the new features and the support team responsible for this part of the application. Using this knowledge, the support team should then be able to help the customer with any problems related to this part of the software. After the handover sessions, documentation was signed, confirming that the software and any necessary documentation was handed over and with this, the responsibility for the software, including any software bugs, was with the support team. In practice, these initial briefings were often not enough to cover the complexity of the new program and the day-to-day communication and helping-each-other culture between the people in the labs, was often crucial to allowing a prompt response to a user with an urgent problem.

After the first few weeks which I spent on my own desk, reading and investigating the ‘technical surroundings’, I started to sit most of the time at Sara’s desk. This was less of a shadowing technique as described by Czarniawska (2004) as I actively worked with Sara. Even though she would
explain many things to me, my prior experience as consultant allowed me to contribute, to participate and take over work independently. Often, I could also help her by explaining the user’s point of view, how it looks on the side of the user, if a customer message is sent back. With this, I could ‘pay her back’ for her efforts and the time she invested in me (cf. Knox 2005). In turn, she trained me extensively in how to resolve messages. I learnt how to select the ones we were supposed to look after, the practice of investigating an error and how to treat users from around the world. I also learnt about the customer’s history, former contacts and impressions. Most of the training I received from Sara was contextual, rather than programming language or application specific. I already knew the main coding language and for the support task, it was important to understand the context, to know where to look for error logs, to memorise common problems and to ask the user the right questions. Support employees need to understand and be able to read coding, but from what I experienced, the problems themselves were often not technical (in a sense of it being a bug in the coding causing a problem) but rooted in a complex accumulation of user actions and interference from other systems. I also learnt, while sitting next to Sara, how to deal with customers, how to address issues in a message and how to explain to the customer which steps to take to help us solving a problem. Surprisingly, even though the vendor sold CRM systems, including the usual pre-defined texts for emails sent to a user (such as ‘thank you for contacting [company name].’), the vendor himself did not use these features. Every single message sent to the user was written from scratch and no standard phrases were included.

3.3. Introducing People

Ethnography is about people. All the people I met in the field became important in one way or another to my study, providing me with insights and shaping my point of view. Within this thesis, I will not attempt to treat the people in the field as ‘my informants’, but as individuals and colleagues, who allowed me to become part of their lives. As such, I include myself as an actor
and also aim to give some of the most important people for this study, a ‘face’, before letting them act in the following chapters.

**The Management**

From the management, Tom and Thorsten were most important to me. Tom was the newly hired Senior Vice President (SVP) for CRM worldwide and played a key role in introducing change to the CRM department. On my first day in the labs, he gave a talk to all employees in the labs explaining his new ideas and how he was planning to turn around the CRM division. Tom, around 50 years old, was born in Germany, but emigrated to the US when he was young. For me, his dominant, very self confident behaviour and southern accent were, even though being guilty of stereotyping, what I would have described as ‘typical’ for people from Texas. Tom was about 1.95 metres tall and with a clear and loud voice.

Thorsten, having German nationality, was the Vice President for CRM, and sat amongst the developers in the labs. Thorsten was a newly appointed Vice President (VP), but had been with the vendor’s company for many years. Before joining the vendor, Thorsten worked as an Army Officer in the German forces. Thorsten was tall, open and joined us for the occasional beer. For me, Thorsten was and still is a main source of information.

**The Project Managers**

Remy, Matthew, Antoine, Anne-Sophie and Michael were the five project managers on my side of the labs (there were two open-plan offices for the developers), in which CRM was developed. All of them agreed to let me participate and observe their daily 15 minute meetings, which were newly introduced and crucial to the people in the labs in various ways, as I will show in chapter 5 and 6. I also conducted formal interviews with each of them in January / February, 2006.
Remy, coming from Armenia, was a very calm and friendly man in his 40s. Very popular amongst his team he was known for his solidarity. His main worry, which he repeatedly told me about was that he was afraid that with the managerial changes implemented, the work-life balance would change and that he would have to spend more time in the labs. Remy is father of two girls. He has a PhD (Doctor of Philosophy), but never used his title.

Matthew, with whom I have not spoken much, was an English-speaking Canadian. He has two kids and was a hockey fan in his late 30s. Matthew was the only one amongst the project managers with a history in agile project management.

Antoine, sitting next to me, was one of the people I spoke with most and came from Africa. Antoine was in his late 30’s: very tall, sporty and fluent in five languages including Russian, French and English. Antoine was, like Remy, well known for standing up for his team and also for being very structured and efficient. Antoine was entirely convinced about agile software development methods such as ‘Scrum’.

Anne-Sophie was the only female project manager in the CRM team and was born in Canada. Her first language was French though she spoke English quite well. Anne-Sophie was average size with blond hair. Her team had the most problems with sticking to the project schedule. Her team rarely spoke about her. I knew Anne-Sophie as a very nice and open, but also nervous and insecure person.

Michael, also in his late 30s was from the Czech Republic and a very calm and structured man. He did not show too much excitement about anything. He always walked around with a light smile and was generally not very talkative. I did not hear anyone talking about Michael, however, I was not very close to the developers from his team (who were sitting quite far from my desk).
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The Software Support Team
My colleagues from the support department, most important for my study, were Jordi and Sara. Jordi was the manager of the support team I was part of. He came from Mexico. Known for being very friendly, he was popular amongst his team, very structured and had exceptional diplomatic skills. Jordi was in his 30s and a former consultant.

Sara was the person I spent most of my working time with. Reporting to her, she assigned me tasks and very often I would work with her at her desk looking at customer messages. Sara held a masters degree in software engineering and left academia in search of the ‘real world’. Sara was in her early 30s, very focused on her family, very friendly and came from Haiti. She was almost fluent in four languages.

The Developers
Many of the developers were important to this study, but I cannot introduce all of them here. However, there was one person, Thierry, the developer sitting just behind the partition next to my desk, who became particularly important to this study. Thierry spent many hours explaining things to me, chatting on the messenger and sending me emails. Thierry was 30, a father of four (now five), trained as a software engineer and came from France. Thierry studied software engineering. Preferring to work with children, he accepted this job however, and was very motivated and had a generally very positive character. Thierry was very popular in the labs and known for his patience, friendliness, openness and programming expertise.

The Researcher
When working in the labs in 2005 / 2006 I was in my late 20s and very much used to moving around. I had already lived in France, Ireland, Spain and Scotland. Before joining academia, I worked for 2.5 years as consultant implementing the vendor’s software. For me, working and researching in the labs was on one of the most exciting things I have done to date.
3.4. Participating in Other Peoples’ Lives is Not Without Challenges

All the impressions I gathered and refer to are a result of close interaction with people in their business and private lives. I spent about 50 hours per week in the labs and most of the nights out socialising with various groups from the labs. Being included to such a degree (the last three months I also shared a flat with a developer) allowed me to see many things I would not have seen otherwise; being included allowed me to become ‘one of them’, which gave this study its depth and strength. I could look into their lives in much detail, be there ‘where the action is’ (Grills 1998) and experience the dilemmas, frustrations, routines and happiness of the everyday life of the developers. Even though this provides rich data, the fortunate situation I found myself in did not come without challenges: For a short period of time, right at the beginning of my time in the labs, I was absorbed by everything and in danger of missing out on details and specific events in the labs, while being focused on my daily work. Then, particularly in the later stages of my fieldwork, I encountered the problem of losing my status as researcher. The people in the labs created a new role for me and I became involuntarily the ‘expert and messenger’. To ‘correct’ my role was difficult, as defining it was not only up to me but to the network of people I was part of and who saw me in a particular light. The third difficulty I encountered as a result of being included to such a degree was very much an ethical question: What to do if the ‘suspects’ become friends? How I approached the three problems, is discussed below.

3.4.1. The Necessity of the ‘Stranger’s Eye’

As a former consultant implementing the vendor's system, I understood the ‘language’ used by the developers as well as the technical terms and was familiar with some of the problems a developer encounters in his day-to-day life. This allowed me, from a professional point of view, to quickly integrate
myself and join discussions about various technical and organisational problems (cf. Merriam et al. 2001). At the same time, however, I became to a degree very engaged in my daily work where, if not reminded by people from the University, I would have lost myself in my role of being a support employee. With this, I would have missed out on details, things which are said to be only visible to the ‘stranger’s eyes’ (Stenhouse 1984). Realising the problem, I developed mechanisms to remind myself of my role and the purpose for which I entered the labs. I took as detailed notes as possible, including things such as feelings and the weather, remembering the suggestions of Burgess (1994), that these would help with reconstructing events once I left the field. In particular, at the beginning I reviewed my observations almost weekly and wrote little summaries at the weekend or summarised some of my findings in emails to my supervisor. Additionally, I added little evaluation tables which looked like this:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Monday, Nov 07, 2005 07:30-16:30</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Keywords</td>
<td>New employee training, [vendor specific software] installation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Main actors</td>
<td>Thierry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Importance</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 5: Excerpt Fieldwork Notes (Table)**

In Appendices 1 and 2, I copied two of my fieldwork files (week 2 and 14) as an example. Whilst I kept a very detailed diary throughout the five months I spent in the labs, with time, I stopped using these tables. I felt that it would not add any more value and at this stage, I was already aware that I needed to take a detailed fieldwork diary.

Looking at my fieldwork notes today, this was a good decision. The tables, whilst important to remind me in the field, I did not find very useful for analysing the data. What really helped to recreate events though, was that,

---

28 Because I felt that some comments were too personal, I deleted parts of the notes taken in week 14. I have marked the space where I deleted these personal comments with ‘(…)’.
over time my fieldwork diary also became my trusted friend. Never having written a diary, the fieldwork diary started to become a record, not only of work related, but also personal matters, which in turn, helped me during the writing up process to re-create work related events.

While wanting to keep a certain distance to be able to note the small things in the labs important to my research, I never aimed to become a ‘stranger’ as Stenhouse (1984) suggests. Before entering the field, I considered this approach, but the arguments in favour of detaching myself were not convincing. I was looking for insider data and I was also not the kind of person who could just pretend to be a part of a group, whilst still remaining a stranger at heart. In the field, there was little time to reconsider and evaluate this approach and I quickly forgot about it. At the research site, so many things happened that I just did what felt to be the right at the time. Having followed the road of not completely detaching myself, and not pretending to be a total stranger (which I was not), and looking back at this decision, I am convinced that this was the right thing to do for the following reasons:

First, Information System studies, mostly, take place in organisational settings. Unlike studying a remote tribe in the rainforest which has never been visited by outsiders before, organisational settings are never totally new to a researcher. There are always things which are familiar, which reminds one of another situation and tools (Czarniawska 2004). Knowing the vendor’s system and having been trained as a Programmer, the developers and their daily work were very familiar to me and hence to take on the role of a stranger would have been an impossible act.

Second, even if I had tried to look at things in such detail as I assume the eyes of strangers might do and would be able to provide a detailed description as, for instance, Latour and Woolgar (1986), it is not every ethnographer’s goal to do so. I did not want to describe why and what the developers were doing on such a micro level. My aim with this ethnography is to provide an account
about how software is developed, designed and maintained, how the developers work together on a day-to-day basis.

Third, in the settings in which I worked, the fact that my profession for two and a half years had been as a technical consultant implementing ERP systems, allowed me to access the field in the first place. Without being a developer, the vendor would probably not have hired me and getting a working visa for North America would have been even more difficult, but most of all, I would never have understood what the developers were doing or how things, particularly in the software support department, are done on a daily basis. Knowing the system and the company to a certain degree and not being a total stranger allowed me to become one of them, live their working lives, engage with the system and participate as an accepted member of the group.

Fourth, studying developers is different from studying any other kind of ‘tribe’. Developers are known to communicate mostly through machines in written forms and also constantly ‘leave’ the labs by working virtually with people in other labs or with clients. This was especially true for the support team I worked with. On many occasions, we had to establish a remote connection to some customers around the world to re-produce errors and look out for solutions. Just sitting in the labs as an observer rather than as a developer able to actively participate and help, would not have allowed me to visit the places the developers did and experience this type of day-to-day work.

Czarniawska (2004) describes a situation, in which a researcher is familiar with the settings and able to not only observe, but participate as ‘lucky’ and the results as ‘superior’. Referring in particular to Melville Dalton’s (1959) and Michael Burawoy’s (1979) work, she writes:
It is possible to carry out such studies - which are undoubtedly superior to all other types - either through exceptional luck in obtaining access or because a given workplaces does not require specific qualifications. (p: 785)

She also points to the uncommonness of such a situation happening. Only rarely does a researcher happen to be familiar with the tasks of the people he studies to a degree that he can actually participate in and carry out the same work. In cases where the observer had a different background, the best solution Czarniawska (ibid.) saw from her study was to ‘shadow’ someone, follow them around to see what they were doing. Even though providing rich data, the problem she encountered was, that people do not want to be watched at all times and answer questions. Consequently, this type of observation works only for a short period of time. Czarniawska describes:

I followed selected people in their everyday work for a period of about 10 working days (I am not sure if they could tolerate more). (p: 786)

Similarly Latour and Woolgar (1986) point out that, at some point in their research, they felt that they could not ask any more questions without seriously upsetting people. Even though I would not describe this research as ‘superior’, not being a stranger in the field allows me to today describe and understand the setting in much more detail and depth than someone who does not share or pretends not to share the same background as those people in the field. Gill and Johnson’s (1991) quote describes my intention and idea of a good ethnographer best:

The researcher attempts to participate fully in the lives and activities of subjects and thus becomes a member of their group, organisation or community. This enables the researcher to share their experiences by not merely observing what is happening but also feeling it. (Gill and Johnson 1991: 109)

Apart from all these reasons, to include myself as much as possible was also a ‘natural’ reaction for me. Being in a different continent, away from my friends and any kind of familiar system and culture, I wanted to become part of my new world, rather than living a life of being physically in a North America city and working in the vendor’s labs, but mentally, still be in Scotland and at the
University. For five months, I wanted this to be my home and the life of a developer to be my life. It was more than playing a role; to the extent that the vendor offered me a permanent position in the labs (which I rejected in favour of completing my PhD). However, whilst fortunate in many ways, becoming 'one of them', later on, created another challenge: My role within the labs started to change, which was not always an advantage.

**3.4.2. Changing Roles**

Looking back, it appears as if my role in the labs changed slowly and unnoticed, from being ‘the intern with an inexplicable interest in what is going on in the developer teams’ (October-December), to ‘the researcher’ (December-January) and finally, involuntarily, to ‘the expert and messenger’ (January-February). At the beginning, I tried to stay in the background and maintain my status as intern, the job I was hired for. Over time, I got to know my colleagues better and like myself asking them questions, they also asked me about my past. In my immediate surrounding it was soon well known, that I was not only an intern but also a PhD student, doing research. Whilst this change of role towards being ‘the researcher’ was not a problem as such, it was the following change in roles, which became a challenge. Over time, people started to see me as an expert in the newly implemented managerial changes which I actively observed. They saw me as the person knowing what was happening on both sides: the management and the developer. In consequence, for the developers, I became the one who could bridge hierarchies and communicate issues which they were afraid of communicating themselves and who could advise on the managerial change. For the management I became the ‘external consultant’, who observes and knows what is going on in the working lives of the developers and their level of acceptance of the changes. This situation developed slowly and I did not realise what was happening until very late. In my fieldwork notes I wrote in January:
Now people are getting curious, they come around like Tracy [developer] asking if it [attending the daily scrums] is related to my research and what I am doing. Also, just today the VP invited me to go with him for dinner to discuss my research, Scrum and [vendor]. After their daily scrum now also Ian [developer] came along asking if I liked it. (Fieldwork Notes, Week 12)

A few days later, I wrote in my diary:

I regret that Sara [my colleague from the support] saw in my inbox that mail from Tom [Senior Vice President] and then she saw me talking to Thorsten, the Vice President. She looked at me and commented: “You have good contacts”. (Fieldwork Notes, Week 13)

I did not feel very comfortable in suddenly getting so much attention. What I wanted to be was the researcher who stays in the background and who has time to do research, my daily tasks as intern, and integrate myself in the developer community. I did not want to engage in ‘action research’ or any kind of consulting or political work. Two weeks later, I wrote:

People look at me and talk about me and make comments like “the spy” or “I love Tom’s ideas, tell him”...etc. It’s joking but I don’t like it cause behind the jokes there is some truth... I am in the centre of attention. At the same time, I have to do my daily work and feel very distracted by the people trying to chat all the time with me. Now, since I am sitting usually at Sara’s desk to work together on customer messages, there are no 5 min a day where I can just sit down, take my headphones and listen to some music while working. Either somebody writes on the messenger, sends an email or passes by. Have no idea how many people I met the last months.. For sure it comes close to 100. (Fieldwork Notes, Week 13)

The developers kept asking more and more questions, and so did the management. At the same time, I wanted to fulfil all my tasks as intern in the support team and also attend the daily meetings of the different teams. With all the people talking to me, balancing my workload sensibly, suddenly seemed to become impossible. To get all things done I had to prioritise my work, and because I could not send people away without offending them and had to do my work as intern, I had no choice but to cut down on going to the daily meetings. The same week, I wrote in my diary:

I feel guilty and I am afraid that I make the impression of putting my research first by attending all those meetings or that people think I only talk to them cause I am
studying them. I am quite stressed and wouldn’t mind to have 24h on my own.
(Fieldwork Notes, Week 13)

The situation became even more difficult for me, when the project managers announced a meeting in the middle of February, in which they asked me to give feedback about how each team performed with the newly introduced daily meetings, which I observed. Without my knowledge, Matthew sent around an invitation to a meeting to all project managers:

Hi,

I thought it would be useful to meet for 15 - 20 minutes to discuss the daily Scrum meetings.

Christine has been watching our meetings and I was curious to get her feedback.

Regards,
Matthew. (Matthew, Project Manager, Email: February 2006)

Whilst I suggested a ‘come together’ at the beginning, this was not what I had in mind. Not happy with being in the spotlight again, there was little I could do other than to accept the invitation to the meeting. The nights before I stayed up late, read books and prepared a couple of comments to make a good impression. I thought that if I had to do it, then at least I wanted to do my best. Calming myself, I also thought I would not compromise any of my promises regarding confidentiality, because, after all, only the project managers were invited and if they are okay with talking openly about things in front of other project managers, then I would be too.

At the time the meeting was supposed to start, I went to the meeting room and saw everyone sitting and talking to the Vice President. As I found out they were running late at a previous meeting, and so I waited outside. After a couple of minutes the door opened and I walked in. Thorsten, on seeing me, came over and asked what we were doing here. Knowing Thorsten, it was clear that if I told him he would stay – what I expected, nobody wanted. At
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the same time I could not think of any possible excuse except obvious lies. So I told him and he said “That’s interesting”. And he sat down again.

The problem for me was the following. At the beginning of participating in the daily scrums, I promised each team that I would collect the data only for research and not report to the management, underlining my role as ‘researcher’. The people in the labs re-defined my role, in which I involuntarily had to switch by, for example, giving feedback to the project managers. However, with the Vice President being there, I would break the promise of not reporting to the management and potentially offend the project managers, who, during this time of change appeared to be insecure in what they did anyway. The only possible way out I saw at this moment without offending anyone, was to comment only very briefly and generally on the daily scrums. This was a pity because the meeting lost its purpose and I felt like making an impression of being entirely unprepared and explaining only obvious things. Even though hoping that I did not offend anyone and did not compromise my ‘neutral status’ as researcher (as far as this was possible), I went to each project managers desk / wrote an email and apologised. I re-assured them that I still did not report to the management. Below is the email I sent Remy right after the meeting in February:

Regarding the meeting last week, Friday, I just wanted to mention that I didn’t know that Thorsten will be present as well and it wasn’t planed this way. I was sort of trapped since I told you initially that I will not report to any management body but that it is only for academics and for you if you want to have feedback. By reporting without mentioning any specific team, I tried to keep my promise but also not offending Thorsten by saying nothing. I hope this was ok for you. My approach hasn’t changed. (Email: February, 2006)

Apologising also gave me the chance to emphasise that I am a researcher and not a consultant, spy or expert. I thought that afterwards, the situation became a bit better and I felt more secure in my position. I also explained myself to Thorsten, the VP, whom I knew by then well enough to do so. He accepted my little speech and smiled. Unfortunately, however, just a few days
later, he came back to me, asking me questions such as which team performs best. Again I had to resist giving an answer and argued my case.

Knowing that I would only stay a few more weeks in the field, I decided to maintain my integrity as a researcher as much as I could by avoiding any possible risky situation and tried to disappear by being very quiet. This strategy did not really work and it was my fieldwork coming to an end, which eventually saved me from having to take further actions.

The way the people kept remembering me once I left the field was as the ‘Scrum Expert’ and ‘Messenger’. I still get emails asking me “How is Tom?” or “I would like to know what Thorsten thinks about that. Do you know?” or calling me “Scrum Director” like Antoine did when he wrote:

  Hi Scrum Director ;-)  
  We are doing well, still scrumming [daily meetings] but not as regularly as it used to be (no Director = no Scrum :-) ) Working hard to meet the deadlines. (Antoine, Project Manager, Email: April 2006)

As a researcher carrying out participant observation, I certainly influenced the way things happened in the labs and contributed to how the people exercised and also perceived the managerial changes, in particular, by being seen as an expert.

From my experience with this research, I agree with Turner (2000) that detaching oneself from the analysis of such ethnographic data by using ideas such as ‘informants’ and more interestingly, ‘my informants’ are only ‘cover ups’, pretending some distance. Turner (ibid.) concludes:

  The anthropologist cannot be present in a social field without participating and becoming a significant author of events, practices and political configurations, thereby effecting what happens and the significance it has for the constructions that emerge for participants. (p: 53)
My influence on social relationships and events in the labs is indisputable and has been unavoidable. Hence, I do not want to pretend I was the invisible observer not interfering with the day-to-day lives of the people in the field. One cannot participate without influencing the course of events, even in an observation setting. One cannot not communicate (Watzlawick et al. 1974).

The combination of my observing the teams and at the same time, having friends in the management, also appears to have influenced the rigidness with which my colleagues followed the plan of carrying out the daily meetings. I remember certain situations in which I went to the corner where the meeting should take place before everyone else and, the project manager looking at me, commented: “Ah, yeah. We should do the daily scrum”. I would have just left again, but my appearance reminded him and so he walked around, collected the members of his team and started with the daily scrum. It seemed that, as ‘Scrum expert’ and ‘messenger’, I received a certain authority, again, involuntarily.

To recap, this research shows clearly the impact the choice of research methods has on the outcome of a research project. The detail in which I describe the settings in the labs would have not been possible if I had launched a questionnaire or carried out interviews and observation without participating and including myself in a way the case study approach would suggest (Yin 1994). At the same time, being included caused challenges such as not losing out on details or losing one’s status as a researcher, as I have outlined above. The third and most challenging problem for me, however, was to handle the trust I received as a colleague and researcher, but most of all as a friend.

3.4.3. When the ‘Subjects’ Become Friends

Having friends and being included helped me in many ways and it made these five months in North America one of the most enjoyable times. In terms
of the research, the extended social network allowed me to understand what was happening in the labs, in the company and in the lives of the developers. Also, by having friends, I got contacts for interviews with people outside the labs through the principle of snowballing (Easterby-Smith et al. 1991). People trusted me and did not mind helping out. Below is an example in which Antoine, a project manager in the North American lab is asking Markus, a project manager in Germany, if he can give me some information about German labs and their experiments with Scrum:

Hi Markus [Project Manager in European Labs],

I was wondering if you guys are applying Scrum or any other agile dev process in your team. If so, would you mind giving 1/2 hour of your precious time to Christine to share with her your views on this dev methodology? Can she contact you? Christine is a german-english-now_canadian... intern, who is doing research for her thesis on Scrum. So, if you could help her or refer her to someone who is applying this in Germany, it would really be appreciated.

Thanks in advance.

Antoine. (Antoine, Project Manager, Email: January 2006)

Even though being included has been an advantage in many ways, it also caused an inner conflict whenever I socialised with the developers or look at my data during this writing up stage. How to use the information given to me as friend? How to distinguish between ‘Christine the researcher’ and ‘Christine the friend’? How to not betray the friendship by writing down the secrets told? Already worried about this whilst I was still in the field, after approximately two months I started to make an effort to be ‘only Christine’ and leave ‘the researcher’ at home, when we were going out. However, this was only possible to a certain degree, as the person who was sitting in the pub, working in the labs and now writing this dissertation, was one and the same, me, a collection of experiences. Also, at the same time, by trying to exclude these experiences, I found that I lose out on the rich picture which the combination of private and working life provided me. After the first nights out, at which I tried to detach myself from my combined role, I stopped as it was just not possible. Instead I started to mark parts of
fieldwork as ‘private’ or ‘confidential’. But even this, I only did for a short time as I felt that I just did not have time to do it. Now, when analysing my data and being confronted with the same problems again, I found advice in Hammersley and Atkinson’s remarkable work ‘Ethnography: principles in practice’ (1995). The authors suggest that the key is to constantly be aware of the ambiguity of the situation and carefully evaluate all interactions against the researcher’s own ethical principles. Throughout this writing up phase, I have been troubled by what to include in the PhD and what not. To help me to write freely, I decided to firstly anonymise the data in the best possible way by changing places, names and sometimes even the gender of the people in the field. Furthermore, I decided to restrict access to this PhD for one more year (it will, therefore, not be available through the University of Edinburgh library), after which I will reconsider. My hope is that with another year passing by, the organisation and people in the labs I reported upon have moved on and, with this, tracing back any quotes would be difficult.

Parts of this PhD have already been published in Pollock and Williams (2008). For the content part of this publication, I also did my best only to choose data which, whilst representing the work organisation and policies, did not compromise my ethical commitments. In this context, it has to be noted that, even though the book title implies that the book is related to the software vendor SAP, for the chapter influenced by this PhD work (Pollock et al. 2008), it cannot be concluded from the book title that this is the case. The company reported upon within this book chapter and in this PhD respectively, remains anonymous.

So far, I have introduced the setting in the labs as well as shared some of my experiences as ethnographer in the field. In the subsequent part of this chapter, I discuss in more detail the theories surrounding the chosen method for data collection and data analysis.
3.5. Ethnography

The goal of my PhD is to find out more about the everyday working practices in software labs and to see how a software package vendor works internally. Knowing the software and programming language of one major vendor already, I chose to try to enter one of the labs of this vendor, unconsciously following Merriam’s advice:

The more one is like the participants in terms of culture, gender, race, socio-economic class and so on, the more it is assumed that access will be granted, meanings shared, and validity of findings assured. (Merriam et al. 2001: 406)

When deciding upon the vendor, I was not sure which type of research approach to choose. It was clear, that in order to experience the everyday life, I needed to carry out a form of research, which resembles the way people make sense of their everyday life, a method to learn about the social and cultural life of developers in a software labs. My aim left me with a choice of either to carry out a case study or ethnography.

The case study approach would have allowed me to get some impressions through carrying out interviews and analysing the many pages of documentation and annual reports on the web. This would have had the advantage that I would not have to spend much time in the field, in particular, since the vendor’s lab I potentially would get access to, was in North America. On the flip site however, such a research approach would only allow me to collect data which was given to me. Participant observation would in this case not be possible.

My final decision was made after having evaluated different research methods for my Master's Dissertation and discussed the issue with my supervisor. Also, ethnography just felt the most natural thing to do. I wanted to be involved to see what is happening, I wanted to participate in a way Hammersley and Atkinson (1995) described it:
In people’s daily lives for an extended period of time, watching what happens, listening to what is said, asking questions - in fact, collecting whatever data are available to throw light on the issues that are the focus of the research. (p: 1)

Also, I really wanted to conduct a ‘proper ethnography’. Fully sympathetic with Bate’s (1997) critique of some ‘ethnographic’ studies, which consist of a few one day visits in some organisation29, I decided to try to get into the labs for at least three months and carry out participant observation. No matter what data would be available in the labs, it would always allow me to answer my, at the beginning, very broad research question of ‘What happens inside a ERP software vendor’s labs?’.

3.5.1. Getting Access

One major challenge associated with ethnography is getting access to a field which would accommodate the researcher for several months (Blaikie 2000; Hammersley and Atkinson 1995). In my case and with a history in programming, it was my supervisor who put the great idea into my head, to apply as an intern to one of the worldwide labs. With my background, I was over-qualified as an intern, but the plan was that, with the status of an intern, I would be able to do both, fulfil the tasks I would have to do and still have time to ‘wonder around’.

The problem was, however, that organisations such as the vendor were well known for being very protective of its practices and technological developments in its software labs (Meissner 2000) and therefore reluctant to let any ‘externals’ access the labs. This situation left me with a choice: either I was to gain access through getting a job there and do covert observation, which I found highly controversial from an ethical point of view, or to try overt observation and risk to not being accepted. I decided on the latter, my backup strategy being to write an implementation study and combine it with

---

29 Bate (1997) writes: “Organisational anthropologists rarely take a toothbrush with them these days. A journey into the organizational bush is often little more than a safe and closely chaperoned form of anthropological tourism” (p: 150).
action research. As a former consultant, access to an implementation project would be no problem.

So how did I finally gain access? I had, as James Cornford summarised at the Biography of Software Packages Conference in Edinburgh (2008) the most important thing in research: luck. Once decided, I wrote an email to all the people I knew who could possibly have contacts with any of the worldwide labs of the vendor and who would be comfortable in recommending me. I was lucky and got a prompt response from two people, Harald Liessmann, a consultant from Germany and Philippe Kruchten, a practitioner and Professor in Canada. Philippe happened to know the Lab Manager of the North American labs. Having explained my intention to him, he offered to call the Lab Manager. A day later, I received an email requesting that I should send my resume directly to the Lab Manager and that I should do so right away. Harald, in turn, got in contact with the Vice President of another North American lab to which I also sent my CV. A couple of weeks later, I found myself on the phone with three developers from the software support team in one lab, and only five days later with the Vice President from the other lab.

The team I spoke with on the phone first, was very nice and friendly offering me a interesting job in the software support department. The Vice President of the other labs, however, was what appeared to be a very career oriented woman who, whilst offering a very attractive job (user requirement collection and reporting directly to the her), also commented, that I would have to be very self-dependent in my job as “there will be nobody holding your hand!”.

Receiving a job offer from both labs, I could have carried out a multi-sided ethnography as suggested by Pollock and Williams (2008). However, for several reasons, I decided to visit one lab only. First, there was the issue that this PhD is self-funded and moving around would have been too expensive\(^{30}\).

\(^{30}\) In this context, I thank my supervisors, who paid for my flight to North America, the vendor, who paid me a salary as an intern and which allowed me to cover my expenses
Furthermore, from my personal experience of living abroad, I knew that only a longer stay, like five to six months, would allow me to integrate myself. The option of 6 month in each lab I dismissed for the reasons that I did not want to leave Scotland for a year and also, I was reluctant to extend the time this PhD would take, by 6 month. I eventually chose the labs where I got the offer for the support internship, based on my interview experience and also my personal preference for the city.

Slightly insecure as to whether I made the right decision, what I found in the labs exceeded my expectations: A fascinating, changing site, a very interesting job, most helpful and friendly people and exceptional friends. Unlike many ethnographers’ reports, I did not feel that I missed out or that I chose the wrong location, team or people. As one of the developers added, I was lucky that so many changes happened during this time. I have been told that usually life in the labs is a lot quieter.

3.5.2. A Triangular Approach to Data Collection

Having gained access to the site, I started work in North America at the end of October, 2005 ending my stay in March, 2006. I began by observing the field while I did my daily tasks as intern and, as time went by, gained trust and, with this the opportunity to conduct interviews. Additionally, throughout this time, I had unlimited access to the Intranet, as well as, various Internet portals of the vendor. The combination of different methods - participant observation, interviews and secondary data - allowed me to see things from different perspectives:

- By communicating with the people and interviewing them, I got an insight into how they saw different situations, how they experienced what others did and how they saw themselves and their own actions.
- In my role as an intern working in the labs, I could observe and experience (as a participant) myself, what the people in the labs were doing every day.

during these 5 months, and the Small Project Grant of the University of Edinburgh, which also helped to finance this fieldwork trip.
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- Having unlimited access to the Intranet, I got an insight into how events, happening in the labs, were communicated through the Intranet.
- Having unlimited access to the various portals, I could observe the users’ and developers’ sides simultaneously.

Besides being able to reveal some important aspects by cross referencing between the different data sources, I could also experience the difference between perceptions which people drew upon in interviews and their actual behaviour. Even though, this observation is documented at length in academic literature (Bechhofer and Paterson 2000; Denscombe 1998; Gray 2004; Saunders et al. 2000), the extent to which the perspectives differed, as I will show in more detail in Chapter 5, was surprising and convinced me once more, that a combination of methods is crucial. If I had carried out interviews only, I would have come to a very different conclusion, presenting what appears from where I stand now, a ‘false’ picture.

3.5.3. ‘Finding’ Interesting Topics

As an ethnographer in the field, my data collection and analysis was driven not by answering with a chosen set of methods a specific catalogue of pre-defined research questions, which I set up before entering the field but by creating an insight into how the developers of one of the biggest ERP system providers work together on an everyday basis, and how they designed, developed and supported the system. Whilst having this very open question in mind, I was also hoping to find certain things I was interested in. Whilst some literature suggests entering the field with an open mind without any pre-assumptions (cf. Actor Network Theory, i.e. Latour (1988)), I think this is an impossible attempt. People anticipate what the field might look like and always have some kind of research agendas which they will try to focus on (and on the basis of which research grants were given in the first place). Also, our theoretical background determines the ways we look at the world. Whilst

31 There is no ‘correct’ picture as such, but reflecting on the conclusions which could be drawn by looking at the interviews only, and comparing these with the conclusions made having followed a triangular approach, it appears that the latter presents a much more complete and accurate picture of the events having taken place in the labs.
I tried to stay open minded as much as possible, having the ‘advantage’ of being a PhD student, inexperienced and not too familiar with theories and theoretical frameworks, I nevertheless was not free of expectations of what I might find in the labs. In fact, as mentioned earlier, I was sure I would find intercultural problems, knowing that many different nations were working together in this place. As such, I find myself ‘guilty’ of not having been open in the field in the first place and, at the beginning, trying to prove my assumption, I picked up anything which was even remotely related to culture, trying hard to give it some meaning even though the incident in which it was mentioned was rather insignificant. For the first few weeks in the field I ran into the trap of searching for something which was just not there (for an impression of my fieldwork notes, see Appendix).

The advantage of an ethnography, an in depth study, is that these things correct themselves if one stays long enough in the field. It is a learning process that an ethnographer goes through in which prior presumptions are reformed and disappear (Hammersley and Atkinson 1995). Eventually, the fact that I could not find what I expected to find became an advantage: with my initial idea gone, I was entirely open to whatever happened around me. I was not searching for some idea to be verified or some particular incident. I was able to ‘look around’ and see what is actually happening in the labs and reflect what occupied the developers, (but not me as researcher). My notes show day-to-day activities and talks in the labs, and so did the unstructured interviews I conducted which interestingly enough, resulting in being all concerned with the same issue: the managerial change. It was then, after listening to the people, that I realised that it was this, that matters to the developers (support as well as development teams) and that has a tremendous impact on the day-to-day work in the labs and the product. Realising the importance of the topic, I then started to ask the developers about how things used to be and their opinions about the change. Once people realised that I was interested, the developers feeling very passionate
about the changes, came to me and expressed their opinions - even when I had not asked for it.

3.5.4. Interviews

Working in the field, I carried out 14 formal, unstructured interviews (and many more informal interviews) lasting between 45 minutes and two hours. Each person was formally interviewed only once, hence if I refer to an interview in relation to a person within this dissertation, it will always be the same interview.

At the beginning, I chose only interviewees I knew best and was comfortable with, asking whether they would mind being interviewed. I was curious as to what they would talk about, what mattered to them, and to gain a different type of insight from the data I collected through participant observation and secondary data research. Finding myself in the fortunate situation of being accepted and not rejected by a single interview partner, after the initial period, I began to choose my interviewees more carefully, making sure that I talked to people from different teams and different hierarchies. I focused on the developers as I was very involved in the support team and therefore already knew a lot about support work (most of the time I was sitting at the same desk as my colleague). I considered interviews with my support colleagues, but did not know what, in addition, we could talk about, as it seemed that everything had already been covered by day-to-day interactions and discussions. Hence, the only interview with the support team was with my manager Jordi. I was hoping that by interviewing him, I would have a better understanding of the strategies and policies within the support organisation. Below is a list of all formal interviews:

Note: There is a difference between what people say and what can be observed. I could have investigated these differences in more detail, but asking questions about the day to day work which, I carried out myself too, would have made a strange impression, and most likely would have annoyed my colleagues.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Role</th>
<th>Form</th>
<th>Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Remy</td>
<td>Project Manager (same office)</td>
<td>Face-to-Face</td>
<td>January, 2006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thierry</td>
<td>Project Manager (same office)</td>
<td>Face-to-Face</td>
<td>January, 2006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anne-Sophie</td>
<td>Project Manager (same office)</td>
<td>Face-to-Face</td>
<td>February, 2006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Antoine</td>
<td>Project Manager (same office)</td>
<td>Face-to-Face</td>
<td>January, 2006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michael</td>
<td>Project Manager (same office)</td>
<td>Face-to-Face</td>
<td>December, 2005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lu</td>
<td>Project Manager (next door office)</td>
<td>Face-to-Face</td>
<td>February, 2006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gabriel</td>
<td>Project Manager (same office but left 2 weeks later)</td>
<td>Face-to-Face</td>
<td>November, 2005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thomas</td>
<td>Solution Manager</td>
<td>Face-to-Face</td>
<td>December, 2005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jordi</td>
<td>Support Team Manager</td>
<td>Face-to-Face</td>
<td>November, 2005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thorsten</td>
<td>Vice President CRM</td>
<td>Face-to-Face and Phone</td>
<td>November, 2005 (Face to Face) August, 2007 (Phone)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tom</td>
<td>Senior Vice President CRM</td>
<td>Phone</td>
<td>February, 2006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fritz</td>
<td>Scrum trainer Palo Alto Office</td>
<td>Phone</td>
<td>February, 2006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Markus</td>
<td>Vice President CRM German Office</td>
<td>Phone</td>
<td>February, 2006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sharik</td>
<td>Project Manager Palo Alto Office</td>
<td>Phone</td>
<td>January, 2006</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 6: Overview of Interviews**

I usually booked the meeting room to talk to the people as it was only there that we would not be overheard. Furthermore, I could put the phone on speaker and with this, record interviews which were done over the phone. All interviews, except the one with Fritz, were carried out in one of the meeting rooms in the vendor’s labs. This was so as not to interfere with my work or the interviewees’ work and also not to draw too much attention to me carrying out the interviews in the labs (and using the vendor’s equipment and rooms). The interviews usually took place in the late afternoon or over lunch. For people from other time zones, I generally stayed late in the office. The
interview with the Senior Vice President took place on a Sunday night. All interviews were carried out in confidential, one-to-one settings.

3.5.5. Participant Observation

Being an intern and carrying out participant observation allowed me to become one of them, to fully participate in the lives and activities of the people working in the labs (Easterby-Smith et al. 1991; Gray 2004). For the particular settings this had three main advantages:

First, in order to observe support work, participant observation is a necessity. As I show in Chapter 4, different members of the support team express themselves mostly through the machine, rather than verbally. For instance only rarely would a support employee call the user. The interaction with the user is managed through the support portal and therefore takes place in written form. It was only through my status as intern and my technical background that I could get a detailed insight into the support work, by not monitoring, but participating in these ‘silent communications’. As an employee, I was given the daily tasks of assisting with the problem investigations. During Christmas and New Year, I was, together with my Manager Jordi, the only one representing our support team to the outside world. It was this role which allowed me to ‘feel’ how the support employee felt and to get an insight into the vendor’s formal and informal practices and policies.

Second, it was only by the means of participant observation that I made contact with other teams, the people not supporting, but developing the system. Only by becoming ‘one of them’ and working in the labs like everyone else, could I gain the trust of the developers and the management and obtain access to their teams and by doing so, observe the managerial changes.
Third, my status as a participating researcher, allowed me to gain an overall impression of the vendor’s practices. As an intern, I was allowed to move around in the labs without looking too nosy or intrusive (most of the time at least. Occasionally I felt left out on purpose, by not being invited to meetings, but this was very infrequent). As an intern, I was supposed to be curious and ask questions about everything going on in the labs and in the corporation. People became used to me being around, trusted me and actively and passively, allowed me to find out about their work. I could not have collected this information through any other method.

In addition to participant observation and interviews, I also had access to secondary data such as the Intranet.

3.5.6. Secondary Data

Mostly in the evenings and at weekends, I read and collected secondary data by reviewing documentation on the Intranet, and various brochures published for internal / external use. I also had access to all the restricted user and support portals. I could see the interface that the support uses, and also the interface the user encounters when reporting a problem through the web interface. This allowed me to reveal differences between information displayed to the user and information displayed to the support employees. In addition to that, I participated in many educational training sessions which were provided to the developers by other developers during one to two hour presentations. The training sessions were held frequently and were often related to changes rooted in the re-design of the system from Client-Server Architecture to Enterprise Service Architecture (eSOA).

The texts I could access online through the various interfaces, not only provided a permanent documentation about what is happening, but also gave me an insight into what happened before I entered the labs. For example, I had access to all communication happening between the user and the vendor.
via the support portal during the last few years. This gave me a more complete picture about the working practices in the labs.

The triangular method allowed me to look at events from different angles, to cross reference data. Without wanting to imply that an approach based on only one method only is not ‘correct’, from what I experienced in the labs, the way people reflect upon what they were doing differs significantly from what they are actually doing. In the case of this research, conducting a case study based on interviews and secondary data, disregarding the option of participant observation as the method of investigation, would, in my opinion, have led to different conclusions. Hammersley and Atkinson (1995) use the metaphor of locating a position on a map when discussing the advantages of mixing methods. The authors explain:

For someone wanting to locate their position on a map, a single landmark can only provide the information that they are situated somewhere along a line in a particular direction from the landmark. With two landmarks, however, their exact position can be pin-pointed by taking bearings on both landmarks; they are at the point where the two lines cross. In social research, if one relies on a single piece of data there is a danger that undetected error in the data-production process may render the analysis incorrect. If, on the other hand, diverse kinds of data lead to the same conclusion, one can be a little more confident in that conclusion. (p: 231)

It is clear that one can never be sure about the results, but as the authors state, by combing complementary methods we can be more confident in our conclusions.

3.6. Evolving Research Questions

Defining the research question was a process. As mentioned earlier, when I set out on this project, my main objective was to investigate what was happening within this software vendor’s labs. I had hoped to find certain information on intercultural teamwork, but this was only a vision. With this I most probably failed in Berg’s (1995) eyes who states:
The purpose of research is to discover answers to questions through the application of systematic procedures. (Berg (1995) in Blaikie (2003): 59)

Like an organisational anthropologist, I entered the labs to study a ‘tribe’ rather than to get answers to a set of pre-defined questions. This does not, however, mean that I entered the labs unprepared; research courses, articles and in particular, the most useful book from Hammersley and Atkinson (1995), helped me to develop the necessary skills and to find guidance in times of uncertainty.

Interestingly, not even one of my nebulous and unspecific previous assumptions of what I might find, were verified. In a sense I confirmed Hammersley and Atkinson’s (1995) claim that the course of ethnography cannot be predetermined. Not having a pre-defined strategy and definite questions in mind allowed me, rather than to emphasise and write about what was not an issue, as was the case, for instance, with intercultural problems, to redefine my interests during the course of observation and ‘look around’ to reflect what matters to the people in the field. In this case, it was a new management approach, which I did not even know about before entering the labs. Whilst this became clear when working in the labs, for the case of support work, I was not sure what would be the “story”. This, not knowing, throughout the fieldwork period, allowed me to look at support work with open eyes, from different viewpoints and just report upon what appeared to be important to the support employees on an everyday basis. It was only when I returned from the field and started to analyse my fieldwork notes that research questions developed, reflecting very clearly the nature of research. In relation to the support work for instance, my data showed most interesting insight into the mere day-to-day working practices within such labs. This broad and organisational viewpoint is reflected in the accounts presented throughout this thesis and, with this also what over time, became the two research questions:
1. How does an ERP system provider manage the challenge of serving a highly diverse and geographically dispersed user base?

2. How does an ERP system provider, from a social perspective, organise its product development phase?

3.7. Limitations

A well known quote from Einstein is, that “It is the theory that decides what we can observe”. This appears particularly true if we look at academic research and the multiple, almost uncountable, ways we can investigate a particular phenomenon. It is things like the theory, the literature, our personal background as well as the academic environment, which influence our point of view. Events and settings can always be seen in different ways and it is these different ways which are reflected in our research and conclusions. The world within the labs did not arrange itself into chapters, sub headings and stories, but it was me, as the ethnographer and creator of the text, who arranged it this way. I wrote this narrative in the light of what I saw, what specific people told me and what I read in the company’s internal documents. My personal background as well as the academic literature surrounding the topic and methodology I read before, during and after the time in the field, is reflected in my writing and analysis (Hammersley and Atkinson 1995; Suchman 1995).

Furthermore, in the second year of my PhD, after returning from the field, I started to work for one year on the ESRC (Economic & Social Research Council) funded research project “The biography and evolution of software packages”, in which both my supervisors were involved. With regards to the involvement of my supervisors, some might argue that such closeness leads to repetition. Whilst the argument has its merits and certainly no PhD thesis is free from the influences and thoughts of supervisors and related work (which is also not something one should try to achieve), I believe that this
closeness helped me to question things even more than I would have done otherwise. Whilst I, for instance, first tried to align myself with the claims made in the context of the project, which are also represented in written form in the most interesting book of Pollock and Williams (2008), in the third year of my PhD, I started to re-write most of the chapters, no more aiming to align myself but to further, and question these thoughts in a way that I would question not even any other type of academic account. In search for uniqueness of this PhD work, I aimed to go beyond the results of the project, believing that it is only if we try to push further than existing knowledge that we can grow and contribute.

In light of the various influences, I do not claim to have found ‘how things really are in the labs’ and how development and support ‘works’ in a sense of describing a single reality (Bowker and Star 1999). What I want to contribute to academic research is an account of what happened in the labs from my perspective, which is influenced by many factors, including the people I talked to and worked with, as well as their, and my, political, historical, technological and academic background (Barnard and Spencer 1996). Critical voices from other disciplines might undermine this study for being biased and question its credibility and research approach. Whilst this is a long lasting discussion between disciplines in which both sides have valuable arguments, as a qualitative researcher, I believe that questions related to the credibility and plausibility can actually be addressed with more (and not as often thought of with less) confidence in relation to participant observation and interviews, than it can be in the case of, for instance, a survey research. Qualitative methods give the researcher a chance to better understand what is expressed and allow immediate discovery and clarification of misunderstandings. In the case of sending out a postal questionnaire, misunderstandings can seldom be detected, if at all (O’Reilly 2005). Qualitative research such as ethnography also allows one to highlight limitations such as the various influences, rather than pretending that the results are objective and impervious.
Whilst confident in the validity and credibility of ethnographic research, having spent most of my academic life in a Management School, I know that being certain and making the above argument is not enough to convince more quantitative minded researchers. I therefore set out to obtain more advice to ensure the validity of this research also in the light of a more critical audience. Once more, I found advice in Hammersley (1991). The author insists that every account is socially constructed (similar to what has just been discussed above) and feels that the validity of ethnographic studies is ensured as long as a researcher is committed to his work, thoughtful, fully aware of possible prejudice and that he should give the audience enough information to be able to judge the validity of the story by themselves. In following Hammersley’s (ibid.) advice, besides being committed to and aware of the possible effects of prejudice, I described within this chapter, the settings, some of the people I met, the research methods and my approach to various problems I encountered as researcher. Even more details about the case can be found in the subsequent chapters. By giving a detailed description of both the case, as well as the experiences I had as an ethnographer, I leave it to the reader to decide about the credibility of the study. All forms of descriptions, reports and studies can be undermined if one is aiming to do so (Latour and Woolgar 1986). Even though agreeing with Latour and Woolgar (ibid.), we should nevertheless try our best to explain our approach, reflect upon what we are doing and emphasise an ethical approach to data collection and analysis; an attempt I make throughout this thesis.

3.8. Conclusion

Carrying out ethnographic research was most interesting and at the same time, most challenging. Whilst the open approach allows the researcher to wander off in any direction and discover the world of the local settings, it may sometimes seem easier to have the security of pre-defined research questions and hypotheses which one can prove or falsify. Ethnography is probably even more than any other method dependent on luck - luck to gain access to the
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site in question and luck to find ‘interesting’ things. It is the field which
determines the scope and with this, in a way, also the significance of the
findings.

Ethnography was chosen for this case as it suggested itself as the best method
to get an in depth account of how a vendor of this size works internally and
was also necessary to gain access in the first place. Whilst the approach, as
well as the methods used, have their limitations, by following the idea of a
triangular approach and providing details on the field, the settings and my
personal background, I hope to have minimised the possible pitfalls and
countered the most common criticisms of ethnographic research.

In the following two chapters, I present the ethnographic data collected via
documentation, interviews and participant observation. Both chapters aim to
present the rich detailed pictures only ethnographic research can offer.
Whilst the subsequent Chapter 4 also includes an analytical part, Chapter 5
focuses on ethnographic data only. The analysis of Chapter 5, as well as the
analysis of the connection between the support department (Chapter 4) and
the developer department (Chapter 5) is the subject of investigation in
Chapter 6.
4.1. Introduction

God became the ultimate support for all mankind only after he replicated [vendor’s] customer support model. (author unknown)

Today’s business world cannot be imagined without computers. From the stock exchange to the day-to-day business in a bakery, computers appear to be everywhere. Within big corporations we find entire departments occupied with the procurement of the latest technology, others with their implementation, and others with supporting their day-to-day operation, making sure that the applications function smoothly without interrupting the business. Interruption of these systems and thus the business can be expensive and in some cases, disastrous. Whilst Hollywood films continuously introduce us to exaggerated disaster scenarios caused by computer failure, reality is less dramatic. Nevertheless, technology dependent industries, in particular, are terrified of encountering a major system failure. If, for instance, a bank encounters a major error in their systems which cannot be fixed immediately (or the functionality can be taken over by another system) credit cards will not work, cash points will go offline, online trading systems are ‘temporarily unavailable’ and teller transactions are temporarily suspended, with no cash leaving or entering the financial institutions. To avoid these types of scenarios, organisations which are highly dependent on their computer systems have, despite having various and extensive security mechanisms and backup systems in place, service contracts, guaranteeing 24/7 attention from their major software providers.

This short excursion shows the often crucial role both in-house, as well as third party support play. Interestingly, if we turn to academic literature, we find that support work has received relatively little, compared, for example to system development and implementation. Whilst we can find some accounts of in-house support teams, almost nothing is known about the in-house support of complex technologies, such as ERP systems. Gable et al. (2001),
Nah et al. (2001) and Light (2001) pioneering the field, appear to be the only authors recognising ERP system support as a valid research field. Whilst these accounts are very valuable and provide us with a first impression of the topic, the authors focus exclusively on ERP in-house (at the user organisations site) support activities – a focus which reflects the general obsession in the field with looking at ERP systems from a user organisation’s viewpoint. As yet, we know little about how big corporations like SAP or Oracle are organised internally, how they manage to provide support for thousands of users around the world and around the clock and with this manage the user-vendor relationship at this stage of the product life-cycle. For instance, what happens, when an organisation raises a problem with their system provider? What are the processes taking place within the software providing organisations? How do standard software vendors deal with the challenge of offering support to a highly diverse, geographically dispersed user base, running customised and often modified versions of the vendor’s system?

To address these questions, this chapter is divided into two parts. In the first part I describe with ethnographic detail the course of events taking place when a problem is reported by a user until the issue is solved. In doing so, I address (1) how a message comes to life, (2) how the problem is redistributed in search of expertise, (3) the attempts to solve problems once expertise is found, (4) how the technical support organises its day-to-day work around user problems, and (5) the power of user feedback. Throughout

---

33 The work of Pollock, Grimm and Williams (2008) has not been included in this argument, as it is partially based on research carried out for this PhD. It should be noted however, that it is the first published account on software package support showing practices within the vendor’s software labs.

34 The description of the user site in this section is based on my own prior experience (working for two and a half years as a consultant) of raising support messages through the support portal. These experiences have been verified during this writing up period by logging onto the support system to investigate potential changes within the portal. Apart from the fact that the web based portal is now the only way technical support can be addressed (before, one could also raise messages directly within the vendor’s ERP system), in terms of the message creation process, nothing noticeable appears to have changed.
these different stages, formal as well as informal practices are taken into account.

The second part of this chapter is dedicated to a detailed analytic discussion, based on a prior ethnographic account. In particular, I address (1) the mechanisms of dis-embedding and distributing problems, (2) the mechanisms of, at times, re-embedding problems and (3) the power of formal informal problem priorities.

4.2. The Birth of a Support Message: The User’s Site

We are unable to SSL-enable the web interaction centre. We need instructions as to how to do this. Parameters are in the profile to enable WAS and we have run the ping command successfully over HTTPS [HyperText Transfer Protocol Secure]. We have modified the error page to redirect to the following standard URL:/[vendor]/public/bsp/[vendor](...) which causes CRM_IC to go in as HTTPS. Whenever we try to execute CRM_IC transaction from the GUI [Grapical User Interface], we get the logon page in HTTPS, however when we log in, we get redirected to HTTP. Cheers. Duncan

Business Impact
30.10.2005 10:14:06  Duncan
Endangering go-live of [vendor] driven project

It is the constant receiving of problem reports, such as the above, which frame the day-to-day work of the support staff at the vendor’s site. If we just look at the message without any technical or organisational knowledge, there is much insight. For instance, the way the message is written is rather informal which points to the absence of any pre-defined texts in this context. Furthermore, formal greetings or introductions are missing. The message is also very technical, addressed to an audience familiar with this particular area and system functionality. There is also an urgency to it, which is stated in the signature within the message. There is a ‘business impact’, endangering the ‘go-live’ of a vendor driven project. Whilst we can read many things into this message, most interesting are the things which cannot be concluded or understood by only reading and analysing a text. How does, for
instance, the support team approach such a message? And, first of all, how is such a message created at the user’s site?

### 4.2.1. Creating a Support Message

ERP systems are highly complex to implement and run. To support these complex systems, organisations usually have internal support departments looking after the system on a daily basis, as well as some kind of external support which is consulted should updates, upgrades and documentation be needed or ‘unusual problems’ occur. The vendor studied, offering such type of external support does so by means of an Internet-based support portal\(^35\) where registered users can find a variety of information, as well as report a problem to the vendor’s support team.

The user of the support portal and, with this, also the person reporting a problem are not, what is commonly understood as ‘end-users’. A system end-user (for instance an Accountant or Sales Manager), doing his daily job using the ERP system, would not be able to understand the complexity of the system to report a problem to the vendor and be even less capable of implementing a suggested solution. It is only selected people who have access to the support portal, such as the internal ERP system support team or contracted consultants. If such a selected user decides to report a problem, in the particular case of the vendor studied, the portal guides the user through the system, starting by asking which system component the problem is related to. Having selected the corresponding functionality for reporting a problem, the user is re-directed to a webpage showing a search engine. The search engine is accompanied by a message inviting the user to fill in a search term associated with the problem he intends to report upon. For the user,

\(^{35}\) Until April, 2006, the support functionality was available directly through the vendor’s application.
hereby ‘configured’ by the technology\textsuperscript{36}, there is no possibility to avoid this step and without searching, create a support message. To be able to proceed to the next screen, at least one key word has to be entered. Once the search term is submitted, the search engine goes through documents describing known problems and their solutions. When the system has completed the search, the user is confronted with links to documents which might, from the vendor’s (systems) viewpoint, help the user to solve the problem on his own. At this stage, the user can either ignore the results and proceed to ‘message creation’ or check the documents and rate them according to their usefulness. If the user decides to screen the documents and provide a rating regarding their usefulness, this information is later used by the support team to narrow down the problem (and helps to prevent them from suggesting solutions the user has already seen). In cases where a useful document is found, the solution can be implemented and, with this, the user would leave the support portal, having found what he was looking for: a solution to a current problem.

If the user cannot find the solution to a problem, he can ‘raise a message’ and send it to the vendor’s system support team. To do so, the user is offered a text field, in which he can describe the problem in his own words, without any kind of restrictions in the form of pre-defined texts. Besides describing the problem in this ‘blank field’, the user is asked to fill in certain contextual information such as the system component in which the problem occurs, the communication language, a subject heading for the problem and the priority with which the message should be treated. Further optional information can be given such as the description of how to re-produce the error, the contact medium (SMS or email) and attachments.

For the vendor, this kind of contextual information is most important as it allows the messages, arriving every day, to be sorted into different categories.

\textsuperscript{36} See also Grint and Woolgar (1997) and their concept of ‘configuring the user’. The authors state that “by setting parameters for the user’s actions, the evolving machine effectively attempts to configure the user” (Grint and Woolgar 1997: 71).
and problems to be re-distributed to the experts. Whilst all classifications are central to the vendor, from the researcher’s perspective it is the message priority, which is most intriguing. Not only does this parameter provide some classification information, it also plays a major role in defining the user-vendor relationship at this stage of the product life cycle.

4.2.2. Setting Message Priorities

Message priorities are set by the users at the moment of message creation and indicate the urgency of the problem from a user’s viewpoint. Within the support portal, the user can select from four different types of priorities provided by a ‘drop down menu’: low, medium, high and very high. It is these priorities which are linked to the service contract (commonly known as ‘Service Level Agreement’) and therefore have to be respected by the support staff. To help the user decide upon the priority and also, to limit the power of users who tend to overstate the importance of their problems, documents are published on the support portal explaining, in detail, which priority to choose under which circumstances. The following example (extracted from a document available from the portal) shows the definition of the priority status “very high”:

[The vendor] has defined the following priorities for problem messages:

1. Very high:
A message should be categorized with the priority "very high" if the problem has very serious consequences for normal business transactions and urgent work cannot be performed. This is generally caused by the following circumstances:

- Absolute loss of a system
- Malfunctions of central [vendor] system functions in the production system
- Delays to the planned production start-up or upgrade within the next 3 workdays

The message requires immediate processing because the malfunction can cause serious losses.

What the customer must do to ensure prompt processing of messages with priority "very high”:

- The affected system should be open
- A contact person must be nominated for opening the system who must be
available to provide the necessary logon data
- A contact person must be available to provide information on the problem
- The problem should be described in as much detail as possible:
- The message should contain instructions on how to simulate the problem
- If possible, the problem should be written in English. (Vendor Notes, Vendor Support Portal: November 2005)

Publishing documents explaining which message priority to choose under which circumstances, the vendor gives clear guidelines which pre-conditions have to be fulfilled for a message to deserve a particular status and the related attention. Interestingly, whilst outlining the relationship between the type of problem and the priority level, this type of documentation also highlights user’s duties. In the case of ‘high priority’ problems, the user is, for instance, asked to provide a 24/7 contact. It is this reciprocal responsibility to which the vendor refers to in some cases, when the user is found not to show the necessary commitment to solve a problem, as I will demonstrate later on.

Once all the parameters are set and the problem is described, the user can send the message. For the user, a period of waiting starts, whilst for the vendor’s support staff, the work is only just beginning.

4.3. Distributing Problems: The User’s Message at the Vendor’s Organisation

The vendor runs multiple support centres around the world, which are internally organised in first, second and third level support. New messages are always taken on firstly by the first level support, also known as primary support. Being the first point of contact, the first level support is placed in different labs around the world and with this, across time zones, allowing the vendor to offer a 24/7 service: Wherever and whenever a user raises a message, it will be immediately taken on by a support employee who is awake and in work. In an interview, a manager, Jordi, explains the role of the first level support:
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The message is immediately taken, depending on the priority taken, by someone wherever they are in the world, whoever is awake in the primary support centres. A big one is in India, Dublin and Spain. We have one in Asia pacific, I think its in Japan, one in China, in Austria, in America... Anyway. They take the messages. They have some kind of expertise depending on the component the message is assigned to. It might be the case that the customer has not read the documentation properly. And they just give them assistance on that. And then the message is solved. If primary support can’t handle the message, then they send it to the next level. (Jordi, Manager, Interview: November 2005)

Addressing the global distribution of the first level support, the manager explains its role. The first level support is said to have generic knowledge about the component and knows where to check the documentation, depending on the nature of the problem. If the primary support team is able to solve the problem, and the message has found its expert, the message will be closed by the user. Other levels of support, unless explicitly searching for the incident on the database, will never know about these problems.

Whilst the majority of messages are solved by the first level, in cases where their knowledge is not sufficient, the problem is passed on to the next level of support, the second level support. The second level is staffed by application experts, employees who have special knowledge for the particular part of the system the message has been assigned to. If the problem cannot be solved by the first or second level, once more, the message is forwarded. The third level support, also referred to as “development support”, has expert knowledge about the particular application, is familiar with programming and knows about other applications which commonly interface with the vendor’s system (and can therefore cause an error). Third level support teams are assigned to a more specific part of the application than other levels of support. For instance, the first level support might be responsible for the finance module and within this, for the accounting features. A third level support employee might, in turn, be assigned to the finance module, the accounting features and, within the accounting features, to the tax system. As such, within the application, the third level support has expert knowledge. At the same time, however, the third level support has to have a much broader idea about the
entire application and other interfacing non-vendor systems than the first level support, to be able to understand complex problems.

When forwarding a message to another level of support, what one has to do is regulated beforehand. In the vendor’s Intranet I found the following documentation on the topic of forwarding messages:

The first processor in the Product Support chain checks if the content of message is understandable and if data is missing. Then the message is examined or the component is resigned.

The customer message must contain the following information:

- Name of the person reporting the customer message
- Technical information on the problem context
- Description of the problem
- Priority
- The reporting source of the customer message
- Component where customer message occurs

If problem description is incomplete, respective data is requested, for example by a standard checklists if available. (Vendor Intranet, December 2005)

Whilst these formal requirements are stated on the Intranet, in practice messages are forwarded to the next level without respecting the above protocol. Wondering why ‘we’ as third level support receive messages which do not include the above stated information, my colleague Sara explained:

I’m not aware of any such rules. My understanding is that if they [primary support] find that it’s a bug in the application, then they forward it to us. Otherwise, they process it. Of course, in case of [component], since primary support knowledge is limited, they might forward other kinds of messages to us. (Sara, Third Level Support Employee, Email: August 2006)

Within the labs, I have not heard any support employee referring to these regulations. It appeared to be ‘common knowledge’ when to forward a message: if one cannot find a solution (re-distribution of message to the next support level) or if the problem is related to expertise provided by another team, specialised in another component (re-distribution of message on the same support level). Whilst there were these informal and formal rules of when to re-distribute messages between the different support levels, there were other ‘unofficial’ reasons for which messages were redistributed.
between different expert teams within the same level of support (horizontal distribution): to avoid problems.

### 4.4. Avoiding Problems: The Game of Ping Pong

Support problems arriving at the third level support are often very complex. Alone, the allocation of the problem to the right system component can take days, because it is often unclear which part of the system the problem was actually caused by. Whilst the user provides some information about which component might have triggered the problem, some problems ‘hide’ and therefore the component a message is assigned to is not actually the part of the application causing the problem. It is this complexity, which, on the level of horizontal distribution of problems, in some cases, leads to so called “ping pong games”. It is then, when problems are forwarded to another team of experts, to *avoid* a particular problem.

Such behaviour of actively avoiding problems can have several causes: The user organisation and the support employee might have a history, which is remembered by the support employee as particularly difficult; the problem might be so complex and ‘look’ troublesome, that the support employee does not want to take responsibility for it; the support employee is too busy (or too lazy) to look after the message; the message simply does not look interesting, but like a lot of work.

Whilst often discussed, such situations occurred rarely. In the labs I only once experienced such practice. In the case in question, it was actually Sara, my colleague, who was the ‘victim’. One day, my colleague and I were working together on a message, when we received a very complex looking user problem. After many hours of investigation, the only solution we could think of was that the problem might be caused by another part of the application, the Java engine, of which we knew little about and also were not responsible. Our guess was that the Java engine running on the system was
too old and incompatible with other parts of the application. As every step taken has to be documented within the message, we explained the status and results of our investigations, and suggested that on the basis of our findings the Java team should take over the message. We re-assigned the message in the system to the Java Team and with this, triggered an automatic redistribution process of the message. Only seconds later, the message would be displayed in the inbox of the Java team (equally, third level support).

Having left the office for the day, the next working day started with a surprise: the message was sent back to us with a note from the other team that, from their point of view, the problem was not related to the Java machine, and therefore should remain with us. Convinced that this was not the case and assuming that the team actually did not spend any time having a closer look at the problem, we sent the message back and asked the team, once more, to please investigate more closely. Another day passed and eventually the message bounced back to us. By that time, the problem, which was prioritised as ‘high’ was already several days old and needed immediate attention. So as not to lose any more time by sending the message back and forth, we raised the incident with our manager who agreed that the problem was not on our side, but indeed most likely caused by the Java engine. Immediately, he addressed the issue with the manager of the Java Team. Simultaneously, we were asked to re-send the message. This time, the Java Team did not send the message back. If and when it was eventually solved we never knew and did not want to know. With the Java Team eventually accepting responsibility for the message, the problem left our circle of interest.

Whilst the incident described above was ‘only’ annoying and time consuming, the bouncing of messages can have a serious impact on the user-vendor relationship. The following narrative from an ‘escalation manager’ sharing her experience in the support newsletter (a monthly newsletter distributed by email to all support employees) highlights such a case:
The customer message was initially forwarded to the wrong component and subsequently went back and forth between the customer and [vendor] support with no ownership taken for the message. Having received no information for a month, the customer requested to close the message as "it was taking so long that I might as well just live with the bug as [vendor] is obviously not concerned in fixing their own bugs". I picked up the message while monitoring messages for the specific market and contacted the customer directly. I listened to the customers frustrations, understood the situation and promised to take action. While the customer appreciated the efforts he advised - "you are flogging a dead horse". I took immediate action and forwarded the message to the responsible team, informing them about the customers negative experience. The message was subsequently resolved in less than a day. I received the following email statement from the customer: "I am very satisfied, I am even tempted to start using the customer message system again. (Vendor Newsletter, Email: January 2006)

In this case, it was the time loss through such behaviour which seemed to have caused the incident. Usually, if a support employee is assigned to a message he constantly updates the user on the state of the investigation. However, in the case reported within this best practice newsletter, nobody felt responsible and therefore the customer was not updated.

4.5. When Experts and Problems Meet

Whilst incidents such as the above occur, these are exceptions. In most cases, communication between the different levels of support appeared to be more professional in that employees took responsibility for whatever problems arrived, as long as they were related to their area of expertise. In the following, I now highlight the formal and informal working practices from the moment the problem and the expert meets, using the example of the third level support, the support level, in which I, as ethnographic research, was based. In particular, I will show (1) how the expert from third level support and the problems ‘find’ each other on a day-to-day basis, (2) what it means to solve a problem and, (3) which steps are taken to find solutions.

4.5.1. Problems Arrive

Every morning when the support employees come into work, they log into the system and open up a selection screen. The selection screen is in most cases
set with default values indicating the system component which the support employee is responsible for. Moving on from this screen, the support employee sees a simple list of messages which the teams of the first, second and third level support, specialised in this component, are responsible for. The messages displayed have different statuses: ‘new’, ‘in progress by user’ or ‘in progress by vendor’. Together with this information, the message subject, the name of the support employee responsible, the priority and whether it is an ‘internal’ message (raised by vendor’s consultants or sales men) or an ‘external message’ (raised by the user organisation), the latter to be prioritised, is displayed.

Messages with the status “new” are usually only glanced at or are not considered at all. New messages are the responsibility of the first level support and not (yet) of interest to the third level support. Sometimes, however, in particular in cases where new messages have a high priority status, the third level support employee would quickly open the new message to see what kind of problem it was. High priority messages are often complex and critical for the user organisation’s business and, hence, after initial checks, forwarded within hours to the next level of support. In the case of the team I worked in, there was no second level support and if messages were new and high priority, we knew that the chances were that these problems would be with us very soon. By briefly checking the problem description, the third level support employee can make a mental note and prepare for the possibility that there might be a high priority message arriving throughout the day. Interestingly, there was a kind of ‘code of conduct’ in place between the first level and the third level support in that the third level support would never solve or take responsibility for new messages, even in cases where the solution is known.

In one case, whilst sitting next to my colleague Sara, she commented on a newly arrived message. She said she knew exactly what the problem was and how it could be solved. She explained me, that there is documentation
available where the customer can find coding which needs to be added to the system to solve the problem. I presumed that, knowing the solution, she would take over the message and answer the user directly. Instead, however, she moved on to the next message, commenting that new messages are the responsibility of the first level support. If we, as third level support, were to take over new messages and with this, interfere with the formal process, we would undermine the professionalism of the first level support. Only messages which are forwarded by the other levels of support are investigated by the third level support team. This was also the case for the message quoted in the introduction to this chapter: The first level support was not able to solve the problem and forwarded it to the third level (in this case, there was no second level support). The following quote documents this step.

**Info for Customer, 01.11.2005 08:40:06**

Dear Duncan,
I forwarded your message to our development of [...] WebClient. One colleague from there will get in touch with you asap. Thanks for your understanding for this procedure. Kind Regards - THomas - Global Support

**Internal Memo, 01.11.2005 08:41:40**

Hi DS, [development support]
Please read the issue on top!
In the meantime the following notes are considered:

#827958   JavaScript-Fehler in [...] WebClient
#737824   Probleme beim Zugriff auf Web-Anwendung über HT
#722908   Systemprüfung für [...] WebClient scheitert

[...]
I haven't no further hint for this case.
Please take over for further help. Thanks and Regards – Thomas (Thomas, First Level Support Employee, Support Message: November 2005)

Whilst this message provides an example of day-to-day communication between the different support levels which appears to be both informal and friendly, the different types of information in this message are interesting: The first half is classified as “info for customer”, whilst the second half reads “internal memo”.

“Info for customer” is a message type which is visible to the customer and the support teams. Classified as ‘info’ the purpose of this kind of text is not to
provide a solution, but to update the customer on the progress. The support employee from the first level support team also added a second note, classified as “internal memo”. Whilst this information can be seen when opening up the message from within the labs, this information remains hidden to the user. Internal memos can be information required to be communicated, but not to be seen by the user such as, for instance, critical information about the component in question, a description of the current user vendor relationship, or as given above, simply the current state of investigation.

Even though internal memos are not sent to the user, at the vendor, the communicated ‘Best Practice’ is to put only information into internal memos which, if read by the customer, would not cause any harm. In the support newsletter the following article appeared:

BEST PRACTICES: WHAT IF THE CUSTOMER READS MY INTERNAL MEMO...
What the colleague wanted to do: Add an internal memo. What he/she did: Send an info to customer. Result: Big trouble BEST PRACTICE: Never put anything in the message - not even in an internal memo - that you don't want the customer to read. (Vendor Newsletter, Email: January 2006)

4.5.2. Solving Problems

Once the message arrives at a particular support level, the message is investigated. I now highlight what it means to ‘have solved’ a user problem as well as the different steps a third level support employee would take to solve a complex user problems.

When is a Problem Solved?

Interestingly, solving problems does not necessarily mean to ‘fix a problem’. A problem is also solved, when (1) the support could prove that the system works ‘as designed’ and therefore the user request is not, as such, a problem which can be or needs to be solved (2) the support could demonstrate that the problem is not caused by the vendor’s application, but by an unauthorised
modification of the system or by another application (3) when a workaround could be suggested, which would not solve the problem, but help the user to get what he is looking for. In each of these cases, the problem is considered as ‘solved’.

In the following, an example of a case in which the system worked as designed (and thus there was no problem to be solved), but where, out of courtesy, a workaround was suggested. The problem the user addressed the support with was that a URL attachment in its own web-based support portal (run with the vendor’s software) was not accepted by the system.

Hello Thomas,

In [vendor application], attachments in Solutions and Service Requests are handled in a completely different way. While investigating the issue, we saw that the code for attachments in requests only handled files, not URLs. That means that a change to open URL attachments in service requests would not be done so easily.

If you absolutely need that feature, we suggest that you make your own modifications. If you don’t want that, then you might want to create a customer development request.

We could also suggest a workaround, meaning that you could put the URL inside a word document. The URL would be displayed as an active link. Furthermore, the word document would work properly as a service request attachment.

Best Regards (First Level Support Employee, Support Message: November 2005)

Within the message, the support employee explains that the demanded functionality is not supported by the standard system and therefore, from the vendor’s point of view, not a problem as such. However, he also indicates that investigations have been carried out to nevertheless help the user to find his own, individual solution to the problem. It was suggested, that if the user needed the functionality immediately, that he should either modify the system or open a customer development request. Whilst the first could potentially endanger the systems compatibility with future updates, if the user organisation were to opt for a customer development request, additional
coding could be provided by the vendor enabling the requested feature. In my fieldwork notes I acknowledged this incident and made a note of what was explained to me regarding a “customer development request”:

"Today I learnt what a customer development request means and also we suggested a work around. A customer development request is something the client has to pay for but it’s supported and [vendor] will be responsible for the code. However it [customer development request] will not be updated just maintained in case it interferes with an update / service pack. If contracts are signed it’s [the third level support] who has to do the development." (Fieldwork Notes, Week 7)

Whilst the type of solution is a different one, then in cases where there is a problem with the system (a system bug), the problem still has to be investigated. The process of investigating and solving the different types of problems, are highlighted in the following section.

**How to Solve a Problem?**

Most problems reaching the third level support are very complex and, other than the standard application documentation which has usually already been checked for hints by the first and second level support, there is no type of written account, helping the support at this level to investigate problems. It seemed to be mixture of experience, expertise, luck and good relationships with the developers (who programmed the application in the first place) which facilitated problem solving.

When approaching a problem, different employees appear to have different tactics. For instance, one colleague from another team would always call the user on the phone, not to discuss technical details, but to establish a relationship of trust. In my fieldwork notes I wrote:

"The way messages are handled depends a lot on the support person. [support employee] says he always calls the client first to establish a personal relationship. "its personal style" is what [support employee] says." (Fieldwork Notes, Week 13)

In contrast, our team almost never called the user (except in emergencies), partially because my colleague would consider it as a ‘waste of time’, partially,
because it was difficult to get hold of the users, usually working in different
time zones. Also, in some cases the user might have been called before and
might not want to repeat what he has already communicated to other
representatives of the vendor’s organisation. The latter was particularly true
for problems which have been ‘ping-ponged’ around before someone took on
the responsibility. In such cases, the message creator might have been called
several times already, as it is easier to ask than to read through many pages of
comments (a message can be 10 pages long).

First of all, our team would typically read through the message and, if it was
very long, summarise it on a piece of paper or by using a text editor. If there
were no immediate solutions to suggest, we usually sent the message back to
the user, requesting a remote connection to access the localised system.
Accessing the user system remotely was essential for the work of the third
level support. Whilst the user can attach screen shots and error descriptions
to the message, in some cases it is necessary for the support employees to see
the error for themselves, and place it in the technical context of the
Information System environment at the user’s site. Connecting remotely, the
support employee investigates the setting of the systems, the error logs
produced and the technical surroundings. In particular, the latter was seen as
important as the vendor’s system is embedded in a unique technical
environment, which can strongly influence the systems behaviour.

On one occasion, for instance, I witnessed the finding of a solution to a very
difficult problem which was caused by a lack of communication between
various applications, related to the vendor’s ‘single-sign-on’ mechanism. The
idea behind the ‘single-sign-on’ mechanism is that the user has only to login
once for an entire pool of different applications. The applications in the user
defined pool were, in this case, from different system providers. Whilst
standard interfaces between the different systems existed and should have
allowed ‘plug and play’, the parameters sent between applications to allow a
single-sign-on got constantly lost somewhere in between applications. As a
result, the passwords were not transported and the user was asked to sign on for each application separately. Only remote investigation and debugging in the user’s local environments could reveal the problem and show at which stage the parameters got lost.

The uniqueness of the user settings was also the reason why the support almost never connected to the standard applications. Naturally, within the labs, the support had access to any part of the vendor’s application with any kind of special functionality. However, with each customer system having a uniquely customised system, running in a unique technical environment, interfacing with a variety of user specific applications, reproducing the error in the vendor’s own standard system was seen as a rather fruitless exercise.

Whilst establishing a remote connection is crucial for the work of the third level support, it appears to be not always the easiest of steps for the user. The user is often confused and also experiences trouble running the vendor specific application to allow a secure remote connection. In some cases, if the user is in a different time zone and does not provide all the information necessary at once, setting up a remote connection can take several days.

In cases where even the remote connection does not reveal any clues as to how to solve the problem, in our team, the support employees would turn to the documentation – however, with little hope of finding a solution. The documentation was written to explain the application and to find easy problems. It has been already checked by the first and second level support. In desperation, old messages are also glanced at. Whilst there was more hope of finding clues in solved messages, spotting the right information in the vast amount of information was a question of luck. Prior messages are only classified according to their component, responsible support employee and message subject. Whilst it would be the latter which is of interest when searching for solutions, the subject lines are in most cases of no use. The subject is usually entered by the user who might not have English as a mother
tongue and at the moment of message creation does not yet understand where the problem is coming from. Furthermore, a problem is often related to another issue or reveals other problems. Even though, in theory, the support employee and users are asked to open up new messages for each problem, in practice related problems are documented in the same message and are, therefore, not represented in the subject description. Following these actions, if there was still no solution found, the last resort was to ask the developers.

**Asking the Developers For Help**

The third level support teams are co-located with the developers, to facilitate fast information exchange between both groups. This information exchange was a regular practice both when the support staff encountered problems for which a solution was difficult to find, and also in cases where the developers were just curious about ‘how the users were doing’ and how they liked the programmes created by these developers. Almost every day, the support and developers exchanged news about their work. Whilst these day-to-day exchanges did not address particular user problems, they formed the basis of a relationship and created a level of trust in which the support would feel comfortable enough to ask the developers about cases where difficult problems were encountered.

I was introduced to the idea of consulting the developers after about four weeks in the labs, in the context of a very difficult problem. I was responsible for searching for the solution and despite screening documentation, old messages and establishing a remote connection, I had no idea where the root cause of the problem could be and what to do to solve the problem. I asked my colleague and, like me, she did not know where to look or what to look for. We were simply unable to identify the problem. The message was classified with high importance, and I thought that this would be the end. It was then that Sara suggested asking the developers. I was delighted that there was one more option we could try and wanted to walk straight over to one of
the developers who I knew was one of the most knowledgeable people in the labs. Telling my colleague what I was about to do, she took my arm mumbling something about “No No. Not [developer name] yet” and moved towards a friend of hers, working in the developer team.

Over time, I learnt that there was a clear hierarchy of whom to address with which kind of problem. First, there were the friends working in the developer teams. If the friends could not help, the person who once wrote this part of the application was identified and asked. Only if the problem could still not be solved, the ‘gurus’ (developers considered as undisputed experts amongst their peers) would be addressed. In the case described, we could not locate the problem, even after having spoken to one of the developers who might know. It was this developer who sent us to the ‘Guru’. With a feeling of reverence we addressed the expert who looked at our problem right away. After a short discussion, he gave us a few hints. Following up these suggestions, within a few hours we had the problem located and a solution to suggest to the user organisation.

Overall, I was pleased that we finally managed to solve the problem. At the same time, I was very surprised by this ‘helping culture’. In an interview with the support manager, I expressed my astonishment. Jordi, the support manager commented:

Jordi: You have to be very strategic, have very good relationships all the time with all your developers, colleagues in primary support, solution support and Solution Manager. (…)

CG: It’s amazing, the people help each other, like [developer]. You just go there and ask if you have a problem.

Jordi: That’s very good here but we have other locations where the developers sit somewhere else. But then you send an email or … - everyone is helpful here. And I tell you why: Cause you never know when you need the others.

CG: I guess it depends also on the type of management. If it’s team rewards…

Jordi: Exactly. I have had already the issue where someone said: It’s not my responsibility, why do I have to help this person. Then I say: you know what, that’s
As this quote also shows, in the labs there seemed to be an atmosphere reflecting some kind of pride in belonging to this corporation - a communitarian spirit which I did not expect, given the size of the vendor and also the common portrayals of software programmers as individualistic workers with limited social interaction. Whilst this communal working practice was of great help to the support, at the same time, it was very useful and educational for the developers: For the developers, communicating with the support was the most direct way to see what the problems were at the user site, which kind of functionality they were looking for and how they felt, overall, about the application the developers created.

4.6. Whose Fault Is It Anyway (and Who Pays For It)?

Generally, depending on the type of error, the responsibility to correct the problem lays either with the user or the vendor site. As such, problems can be classified in four categories: (1) The problem reported is caused by the vendor’s software and therefore it is the vendor’s responsibility (2) the user bought a product which, from his perspective, is faulty, whilst from the vendor’s perspective it works as designed. Problems falling into this category are the users’ responsibility (3) the error reported is caused by a modification of the system. Modifications of the system are not covered by the Service Level Agreement and hence are the users’ responsibility (4) the error is caused by incorrect customising. The latter type of error are the most common types and looked after by the vendor’s support team.

Whilst the responsibilities can be clearly identified in theory, in practice there are grey areas. One of these grey areas which revealed itself in the field was the difficulty to distinguish between what the vendor classed as customisation errors and modification errors. Systems such as the vendor’s
products are customisable to a high degree to allow the user organisation to adapt the system to its local settings. *Customising* can be carried out within the system by setting different parameters in the complex and powerful customising tool or by adding additional programs which access the system through pre-defined and vendor approved access points (so called “User Exits”). Whilst these types of localisation tools are designed in a way that the integrity of the system is not compromised (and updates can still be run), for the user organisation these customising features are sometimes not enough. Often, the user organisation aims for a closer fit between the standard system and its organisation, which might make modifications necessary. In such situations, the user organisation might edit and change the vendor’s code or add programs where pre-approved interfaces (User Exits) are not provided. In these cases, where the system is modified and, as such, differ from the standard version, under the Warranty Agreement, the user organisation becomes self-responsible for the application. In my fieldwork diary I noted what my colleague explained to me:

If the customer problem is caused by modifications to the customer system that were not initiated by [vendor], then this is not a maintenance case. (Fieldwork Notes, Week 14)

One of the support employees educated the user who sent a request for help with a problem caused by modifications made in the system more formally:

Unfortunately, the error you describe cannot be resolved by our complimentary Customer Support, since the cause of the error lies in a modification of the [vendor] standard system or in a customer development.

If you like, you may take advantage of our remote consulting services. Should you wish to do so, please amend your message to this effect and send it back to [vendor]. (Sara, Third Level Support Employee, Customer Message: December 2005)

Whilst both sides are aware that the responsibility for problems occurring in modified systems lies with the user organisation, there were cases in which users attempted to shift the responsibility for the problem in the direction of the vendor. In one particular case for instance, for several days, my colleague
and I investigated a problem which we could not re-produce in the user organisation’s standard system (user organisations who modified their system were asked to run two systems, the modified and the standard version, in the same environment) and therefore not advise upon. The problem we investigated was lengthy in nature: customers logged in on the Internet portal, but would not be automatically logged out after 12 hours. We set up example cases in the evenings, checking them in the morning. In all cases, the users were automatically logged out and with this, the system worked as designed from our perspective. We updated the user regularly, indicating that we could not see the problem. The user insisted that there was a problem and that it occurred irregularly, which would be why we could not re-produce it. ‘Irregular problems’ were not uncommon and as an intern, it became my task to monitor this case and to see if there would be an irregular case in which the users would not be logged out from the system. However, even after watching the system for a week, the situation remained the same: the log out functionality did not fail once. On several occasions, we asked the user if this is a problem which definitely occurs in the standard system (the system we tested on) and not in its own modified version. The user never answered this explicit question and we assumed that this was the case. Otherwise, the user would not have been entitled to raise a message, a fact which was clear to all users.

With time passing by, the user got more impatient and threatened to raise the message to the highest priority. This was the time when we really started to worry. Further investigation, however, still did not show any problems in the system and we finally decided to produce a final statement in which we explained that we could not re-produce the problem despite extensive testing and therefore assumed that, at that moment, there was nothing wrong with the system. It was only then, that the user changed his tone in the message. With sudden and unexpected friendliness, the user stated that it might be after all, that it is a problem which only occurred in their modified system.
Whilst I felt rather angry, since to me it was obvious, that the user acted on purpose, hoping that we would find a solution to his home made problem, my colleague advised me that even though this is not the best behaviour, they are still our customers and we have to be friendly. In a very polite way, she answered the message herself. Being in a particularly good mood, and also wanting to show the ‘unprofessional customer’ how things are done professionally, she outlined some ideas of how to solve the problem in their modified system and concludes:

(...) I gave you a few hints above. However, I would like to point out that I can only give support for the standard version. [Customer] is responsible for it’s own customized version. Therefore, if the standard version is working, then I cannot offer support for [Customer]’s version because it shows that the problem is not coming from our side. (Sara, Third Level Support Employee, Customer Message: December 2005)

 Whilst my colleague’s answer was friendly, from this day on, anytime a problem was raised by this customer, we would immediately ask for a remote connection to re-produce the problem to assess if there really was a problem in the standard system. Trust was betrayed and we remembered.

To summarise, connecting remotely to the user organisation’s system is very important for the support work. It not only helps to investigate problems in detail in their ‘natural’ and specific environment, but also to (re)-establish boundaries of responsibility.

In the above section, I have highlighted what happens when the expert and the problem meet, which steps are taken to find a solution and how responsibilities between users and support can be clarified. In the following section, I address the scheduling of workflow: the order in which the problems are dealt with and, in this way, highlight the importance of message priorities.
4.7. Which Problems Should Be Solved First?

Every morning when entering the system, the support can select, according to their own parameters, the messages their team is responsible for. Every morning, the support employee decides autonomously which message to take care of first and how to organise the day. Whilst the order is decided upon in the morning, this initial planning of the working day is usually adapted during the day, depending on the arrival of new messages or a change of message priority by the user. The main criterion determining which message is to be solved first is the formal message priority, which can vary between low, middle, high, very high and escalation. Whilst the user can select the “low”, “middle”, “high” or “very high” priorities from a drop-down menu within the portal, to raise an escalation, the highest level of message priority, the user is asked to make a phone call. Escalations are the exception in that they do not happen very often, but are to be looked at first, followed by the other categories from very high to low. Whilst it is these formal criteria which frame the relationship with the user and formally determine the sequence in which messages are dealt with, within this formal space, the support employees follow their own criteria. For instance, a support employee faces several messages having the same priority. In this case, things like whether a user is liked or not can make a difference. The user might have been impolite in the past and hence the support does not feel drawn to the message. Also, the problem might not be ‘interesting’ or might ‘look like a lot of work’. In these cases other problems might be dealt with first. In the following, starting with an escalation incident, I highlight the formal and informal prioritisation of work through which a conscious and unconscious battle for power between the support and the user reveals itself.

4.7.1. Message Priorities: When Problems Escalate

Whilst happening rarely, escalations are usually directly or indirectly ‘pre-announced’ and emerge out of existing problems which, from the user’s point of view, have not been solved or responded to adequately. This was also the
case in the message from Duncan, the message with which I introduced this chapter. In a follow up phone call, Duncan announced that he would escalate ‘internally’ (at the user’s site) what would clearly lead, sooner or later, to an escalation with the vendor. Aware of the dangerous situation, a support employee informs his colleagues in an internal memo:

Internal Memo  
01.11.2005 12:09:12  
please note that the customers has already upgraded to the latest kernel release and are still experiencing errors. The customer is now escalating this to the highest level internally so therefore a speedy resolution would be highly appreciated. (Support Employee, Customer Message: November 2005)

Even though the customer escalated the issue only internally, at the vendor site, this internal escalation was treated as a customer escalation and triggered a, to my mind surprisingly, organised process. Formally, the following actions are initiated when an escalation is called in: the person who received the escalation information contacts their manager and the support teams affected. A so-called ‘judging team’ is created: a type of task force, to investigate the issue and, first of all, to determine whether the call for escalation is accepted. The grounds on which an escalation is justified are outlined in a document available to the user on the support portal and reads:

A [escalation is a] major situation that causes a substantial negative business impact for the customer or [vendor]. A customer project must be escalated if the customer’s [vendor] based solution has or will have:

- System standstill
- Server performance issues
- Functional gaps
- Implementation issues
- Operational issues
- Public relation issues
- Legal or compensation issues” (internal documentation)  
(Vendor Support Portal, January 2006)

It is these conditions upon which the judging team will decide whether to accept an escalation or not. Whilst none of the support employees I questioned recalled a case in which an escalation was not accepted, the
vendor maintains the right to reject an escalation to avoid users over-emphasising their problems. As well as identifying whether the customer has a good reason for an escalation or not, the judging team also determines, based on the context, whether it is a ‘message escalation’ or a ‘customer escalation’.

A *message escalation* is an escalation relating to a single message, which is critically influencing the customer’s business or has been considered for any other reason as unacceptable by the vendor. In comparison, a *customer escalation* means that the customer – vendor relationship is in a critical stage in that the customer is not at all satisfied with the vendor’s products and services. Hence, customer escalations are more critical than message escalations as the general satisfaction of the customer and the project’s continuation is at stake.

Whilst there are two types of escalations, customer and message escalations, the reasons for escalations can be multiple. Jordi, the support manager explains:

> We have escalations cause of business reasons. Like they can work business wise. So their productivity is in danger. The other escalation is if they are going life very soon and they still have bugs or problems. (...) Sometimes the problems, when they escalate are more related to the fact of not using the software the way it was designed. They want to have a specific scenario that we don’t support or we were not aware of. And we still have to support it and we do so really really fast. And there are other types of escalation I am not aware of now, I am not sure of. (Jordi, Third Level Support Manager, Interview: November 2005)

As we can see from this quote, there is a surprising variety of reasons why escalations are raised. Escalations can be related to technical problems, but not necessarily so. Interestingly, the support manager explains that in some cases the user buys the system and expects certain functionality for which the system has not been designed. Expressing his dissatisfaction, the user might raise an escalation. However, even though such a case would not really be the vendor’s responsibility, the support would still do its best to satisfy the user.
and, in this way, plays a major role in maintaining and repairing the general user-vendor relationship, and with this protecting future sales.

**The Escalation Is Accepted**

Once the vendor accepts the escalation, depending on the type of escalation, different steps are taken. In the case of a message escalation, a process monitoring team is established to ensure the problem is solved as soon as possible. If a customer escalation is called out, the vendor appoints an ‘Escalation Manager’ who acts as a single point of access for the customer and support team. The Escalation Manager is someone who is familiar with the industry / the user, and works close to the user’s company. Jordi, the support manager explains:

> If it is a formal escalation it is taken care of by an Escalation Manager. The Escalation Manager will be close by the location where the customer is. If the customer is in the US east coast, we have an escalation manager for him. The Escalation Manager is then going to check why they are escalating. (...) What that [escalation] means is, that we pay special attention to this specific customer. We don’t work on anything else. (...) It doesn’t necessarily mean that we have to be there at 3 in the morning. I haven’t done it in 4.5 years. But it could happen that they say, sorry you have to work until it’s solved. (Jordi, Installation and Maintenance Support Manager, Interview: November 2005)

If we follow the more complex process of customer escalations, the moment the Escalation Manager takes over, he informs everyone involved to gather additional information. Emails are sent round and phone calls are made to ensure the Escalation Manager is up-to-date and familiar with the situation. Once the Escalation Manager knows exactly what has happened, he develops, with the help of the different teams involved, a de-escalation plan.

In the case of the message which follows and which turned out to be a customer escalation, a ‘priority one co-ordinator’ (also called Escalation Manager) called the user only 20 minutes after the initial internal memo in which the internal escalation at the user’s site was announced. Leaving a summary of the call in the message, the priority one co-ordinator states:
Call to Customer
01.11.2005 12:26:28
Called Duncan [last name] on [phone number]. They are unable to save info on the CRM system which went live yesterday the 31st October. Customer needs to get this solved asap although they are willing to wait for the development team tomorrow morning CET. Please call Duncan on [customer phone number] mobile for an assistance.
Priority 1 Coordinator (Support Employee, Customer Message: November 2005)

With this message, the priority one co-ordinator informs everyone about the current status. Behind the scenes, a de-escalation plan is designed identifying the problem as well as the expertise necessary to solve the issue. Throughout the process, the Escalation Manager is the main point of access for the customer and the support. All information has to be sent to the Escalation Manager.

As can be seen in the following comment, eventually, part of the initial problem was solved; however at the same time, a new, hidden problem emerged. Explaining the situation to the user, the support employee writes one day later:

Reply
02.11.2005 08:12:28
Hello, what we’ve done so far is that the customizing for HTTPS usage is properly defined. The table CRM [...] must contain an entry for the current client, the default contact center id [vendor] and a reference to a rfc destination of type ‘H’ under SESSION_DESTINATION. From customizing of application this seems ok. What fails now is the creation of the second HTTPS session using the [...]59 destination. Here we should redirect to the basis department. If you would be so kind to supply the necessary ICM trace entries we could follow up.

Best Regards,
Werner (Support Employee, Customer Message: November 2005)

The quote shows how further steps are initiated. The support employee suggests forwarding the message to the Basis Team, the team supporting the basis functionality of the vendor’s system. Following the best practice suggestion, when forwarding a message, the support employee adds an internal memo for his colleagues, describing the problem in more detail:
Once again, the message is in search of expertise. The support employee asks his colleague to either solve the problem or forward ‘appropriately’. Keeping its high priority status, many more comments in the message show how the complexity of the problem unfolds further, with other errors in different parts of the application revealing themselves. The message was forwarded several times with different expert teams addressing the various issues. Still, all actions were co-ordinated by the Priority One Co-ordinator. Despite joint efforts, however, the vendor did not succeed in solving the problem in time or provide a workaround and the customer, eventually, had to ‘back out’ of some of the features of the new system, which were causing the error. With the move to prior technology, the problem did not endanger the customer’s business anymore. An internal memo states that the support should, however, continue working on the problem:

Internal Memo  
04.11.2005 03:30:07   Werner  
Hi Guys,  

[user organisation] have decided to go back to http for production because the system has become unusable. HTTPS is now enabled in [test] environment. Please continue analysis however use [user system] instead of [user system]. Userid’s and passwords are the same.

Regards (Support Employee, Customer Message: November 2005)
This move back to previous technology was seen by the support team as a reason to ask the user to lower the priority. Hence the support employee suggested:

Reply
04.11.2005 08:10:22 Werner
Hello, because productive use now seems to be on http, we would like to reduce the issue’s priority. Please see attached note. (Support Employee, Customer Message: November 2005)

As the implementation at this particular site continues, more problems were identified, which were all logged in the support message, which was already several pages long. Having been lowered from escalation status to ‘very high’, it soon reached escalation status again. The technical problems affected the user site to such a degree that the entire project was now endangered.

Internal Memo
17.11.2005 09:55:57 Antoinette
Mail from Tom [customer].
The issue remains for the customer after applying the recommended notes. Now critical to the success of their CRM project which went live 31.10.05 Mail to SPM->Request for processor. (Support Employee, Customer Message: November 2005)

For another month, problems continued to emerge and negotiations were taking place. The last comment in the message shows that several months later, the customer still encountered critical problems implementing the vendor’s system.

Call from Customer
06.12.2005 09:04:05
Contact person: Duncan
Reason for call: Request to speed up processing
Subject of conversation: The customer requested to speed up the processing. Within the [user organisation] the customer is not able to process inqueries from [user clients]. (…) It is creating a serious backlog and there is no workaround on this issue. Could you please provide the customer with some feedback as soon as possible?
ph. [phone number]
Best Regards (Support Employee, Customer Message: November 2005)
It was then, when, after many pages of different error descriptions and suggested solutions, the support staff suggested opening up a new message to deal with the new problem. The support policy states that a new message can be opened if new problems arise. Even though, this would allow to better use solved problems as point of reference, in practice, this was rarely done. Whilst one of the reasons might be that the support and user simply forget to follow this formal guideline, another might be that in many cases problems are still related, even though one might not have thought so beforehand. Separating problems would therefore only disturb and delude the issues and with this, slow down the solution process.

For all involved, escalations – even if solved in the end – are very stressful and also very expensive. For the vendor organisation an escalation means not only potentially losing a customer and being made liable for compensation payments based on the service contract, but also requires high labour costs, as all forces concentrate on the one incident. For the support employee, escalations are something everyone wants to avoid. In the case of an escalation the support employee is in the spotlight and his present and prior performance monitored by the Board of Directors, which is generally involved in escalations.

Whilst introducing us to a most surprisingly organised process, the escalation process also demonstrates the power the user is given through the prioritisation of their problems. Whilst in the case of an escalation, there is little room for the support to redress the, at this stage, ‘unbalanced’ power relationship, in the day-to-day lives of support employees informal practices are commonly used to ‘balance’ power. From what I experienced, heard and saw, two forms of ‘power balancing’ were exercised by the third level support employees: (1) the practice of negotiating space and (2) the application of informal criteria, which also influenced the ‘type’ of help provided to the user.
4.7.2. Negotiating Space

As shown in the previous passages, the support employees’ day-to-day work is governed by the message priorities. However, in some cases it is difficult for the support employee to comply with the rules and answer all messages within their formally defined time frame (through the message priorities). For instance, the support employee might face an overload of high priority messages, or a local holiday interferes with usual working hours. Not being allowed to change the priority of the message, the only option remaining for the third level experts is to ask the user for more time. The following message indicates the problem of time zones (as well as presenting us with another example of the importance of priorities and mutual responsibility if high priority messages are raised). Again, this message is related to the introduction quotation of this chapter. The answer below shows the first reply to the initial customer request, coming from the first level support only 13 minutes after the message was sent:

```
Business Impact
30.10.2005 10:14:06
Endangering go-live of
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Reply
30.10.2005 10:27:35 Jeffrey
Hi Duncan,

Thanks for the info...You have logged this msg in Priority "Very High"..
Please be aware of the Priority & its restrictions re Note 67739
You say in the msg that this is affecting the "go live" of the project..
Can you please tell me when this is..? Also, please provide a 24hr
contact number & open all relevant conenctions re note 67739....
Also, please provide me with the steps needed to recreate the issue..
Please also be aware that im not an expert in the issue & have limited
knowledge in this area...in saying this i will try resolve the issue..

However, we may need to eventually pass this msg to development support [= Third
Level Support] they are currently out of the office until 6am CET tomorrow. Please
be aware that you may have to wait until then for expert help...
```

37 In the case of the first level support, this is less of an issue. First level support teams usually have a 'double' in another time zone, in another country, who can pick up messages requiring particular expertise (thus the vendor can offer 24/7 support). The experts working in the third level support, however, rarely have a double within the organisation. Hence time zone constraints and local holidays play a much bigger role.
Please open all relevant connections.....

Rgds
Jeff (Support Employee, Customer Message: October 2005)

Whilst I have already shown how this message developed further, only two days after raising the message, negotiations related to the priority of the message took place (ironically, this request was sent only six hours before the customer called out the escalation reported upon earlier):

Reply
01.11.2005 06:39:16 Thomas
Hello Duncan,
Thanks for your efforts ! Could you pl. checks following notes for service (…)

However, today is holiday in [country] and I would ask you, if these problem still [exist] until it can be postponed tomorrow to set the priority onto "HIGH" !?

Kind Regards.
Thomas (Support Employee, Customer Message: November 2005)

Two weeks later (after the escalation) the customer was called, but could not be reached. It was then, when the support staff found the user guilty of not fulfilling his side of the contract, and therefore lowered the priority.

Call to Customer
15.11.2005 11:09:36 Maren
Duncan is gone for the day. not reachable

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Reply
15.11.2005 11:22:52 Maren
[...] I will lower the priority. As described in note [number] a contact person needs to be available 24h. (Support Employee, Customer Message: November 2005)

These cases of re-negotiating priority levels demonstrate, once more, the dominant role of priority levels in the context of ERP package support at the vendor. In the case presented, there was a total of six times where the priority level became the subject of discussion. Three of these incidents have been extracted and quoted above. The first incident, quoted above, shows us how the support employee attempts to educate the user about the circumstances and responsibilities related to a message sent with the priority ‘very high’,
whilst in the second incident the support employee asks to lower the priority. If the customer insists on a very high priority, the support employee would not be able to take the public holiday. Whilst in the first case, an attempt was made to educate, the second case was rather like a begging. In the third case, it was the vendor who found the user guilty of not fulfilling his side of the contract (offering a 24/7 contact) and lowered the priority. It is only in circumstances, where the message creator clearly does not fulfil its duties that the support employee is allowed to change the priority levels set by the user.

Whilst the previous paragraphs highlighted the drama related to the arrival of very high priority messages and escalations, the majority of messages are assigned to a lower priority. It is in these contexts that the support employees are able to act upon their own discretion. Whilst priorities still determine the formal frame, within the set boundaries, the support can act autonomously - and does so.

4.7.3. Informal Priorities: The Support’s Discretion

Most messages arriving at the third level support have a priority status of ‘high’. In cases where there are several messages on the same priority level, it is factors such as, the prior relationship with the user, the mood the employee is in and the type of problem which determines which message is dealt with first. In the labs, several incidents of the support’s discretion could be witnessed. For instance, in one case, my colleague commented, when opening a message:

Ah.. that’s [client]. They always put their messages on high importance on a Friday afternoon even though its not. We can leave that till Monday. (Fieldwork Notes, Week 6)

In this example, the particular client was well known by the support employee from prior incidents (such as trying to impose errors on the
support, when they occurred in the modified system and are therefore the
user’s responsibility). She explained that ‘they’, working in a different time
zone, always have their team meetings on Friday afternoons after which they
would always raise the high priority messages. From her perspective, this was
highly unfriendly as having dealt with the user organisation on several
occasions, she expected the user to know that she was working in a different
time zone and would be about to leave the moment the high priority
messages arrive\textsuperscript{38}. To educate the user (in this case it was usually the same
representatives raising the messages) and also demonstrate power, these
messages would usually be left open until after the weekend.

In a similar manner, a customer who was well known for raising issues
always at the last minute was treated indifferently. A request was ignored
hoping that this would educate the user not do so again:

\begin{quote}
She always comes last minute. Maybe we should teach her not to do so by not
helping her this time (Fieldwork Notes, Week 6)
\end{quote}

Other messages are replied to slowly as, in the past, the customer has always
taken very long to reply, whilst prioritising his message. Hence, the support
employee made an immediate judgement, when seeing messages from this
particular user side, that the message will not be too urgent, despite the high
priority status and comments:

\begin{quote}
The Indians will take forever to respond anyway (Fieldwork Notes, Week 10)
\end{quote}

In another case, a newly arrived message appeared to be very complicated.
The support employee, having had a bad night’s sleep the night before,
commented that, today, she was not in the mood for such problems and we
should move on to the next message and leave the new one until the next day.

\textsuperscript{38} This client was an exception in that messages were always directly sent to the third level
support, rather than being dealt with by the first level of support. Remote connections were
almost constantly kept open to facilitate the fast resolution of the many problems reported
from this user site.
Whilst these types of discretion, for various reasons, were part of the day-to-day work organisation, in some cases, despite discretion being applied and priorities re-negotiated, there might still not be enough time to look after all messages. It is in these cases when ‘accidents’ are not unwelcome.

In one situation, my colleague and I were completely overwhelmed by the amount of messages on high, or very high priority, with one being on the edge of escalation. Whilst we were often working together on messages, this time I got sent to my desk with the task to carry out further investigations on one of the high priority messages. We did not yet know what the problem was so I decided to establish a remote connection to re-produce the error (a connection, which was opened only days before in relation to another problem on the same user side). Having established the connection successfully, I arrived at the user’s site facing a login screen. I typed in the password. It was not accepted. I repeated this three times and with this, locked the account. It was my fault as I found out later, because I had confused the passwords given. The passwords I used were stated within the message which was already several pages long. Within this long message, the login data for the work station, the backend CRM system, the front end CRM system (web interface) and for the administration of the front end CRM system were spread out. Additionally, passwords changed over the course of the message and some of them were stored in a secure space attached to the message. As all other users always stated their login data within the message, I did not know about this secure space and hence did not check. My locking the terminal at the user site, caused a delay of several days. First, the customer was in India and as a result, in a completely opposite time zone. Second, the person to reset the password appeared to be out of the office the next day. Once provided with new passwords, I wanted to login again. This time however, the user had closed the connections. Remote connections are only open during a certain time window, specified by the user. Again, I could not login to test, and again, we needed to ask for the connection to be opened up. In my fieldwork notes I wrote:
To finally be able to connect seems to take ages. You can see it also in the messages how often we try, how often it doesn’t work until the connection is finally set up properly. (Fieldwork Notes, Week 4)

Whilst this was by accident, the incident was, from my perspective, not unwelcome. Even though unwanted, we gained time since statistically, only the time the message was at our site (and not the user’s site), counted against us in regards to the Service Level Agreement. By the time the user had sent us all necessary data, we had other messages solved and time for his problems. Remembering my major mistake on another occasion where we, once again, had far too many messages to look after, my colleague asked me – jokingly – to try to login at a customer’s site, but to lock the access by typing in a wrong password. That way we could send the message back to the customer and gain some time. Whilst of course this would be very unethical behaviour and most likely has never happened, I can only imagine that in a case of desperation, such action might at least cross my mind.

4.7.4. New Tools to Frame the Relationship

As I have highlighted above, when having a full Inbox, the support employee would look at the messages and work on them according to their formal and informal priorities. As I heard from my colleague, recently (2006), a new tool was implemented at the vendor site, automatically prioritising messages not only according to the formal priorities, but also according to criteria which are considered by the vendor as important, such as whether a user organisation is a ‘reference site’ or of any strategic importance. My colleague Sara described the tool in an email:

For prioritizing messages, we’re now using a new monitor that prioritizes the messages for us according to a number of factors (agreement with customers, time spent at [vendor], priority). This way, when you have a ton of messages, it’s now much more easier to select which one to work on. (Sara, Third Level Support Employee, Email: August 2007)

I cannot speak for my colleague in this case. I can only describe how I felt as a support intern. I would rather risk looking stupid than having to state that I did not have enough time to look after the message.
Whilst my first thought was that this would take away the little freedom support workers have in organising their working days, this technical configuration seemed not to be perceived as dominating:

I don’t feel it takes freedom away from us. The messages are prioritized but we still pick the ones we want to work on. It’s just that [vendor] prioritization method is clearly shown... I just use the tool. I just don’t question their rules. (Sara, Third Level Support Employee, Email: August 2007)

The support employee does not seem to be intimidated by the new system, but considered it as a help, as an advisor to make decisions which are in harmony with the vendor’s strategy. Therefore even though the vendor appears to frame the user-vendor relationship during the support phase even more, not being obligatory, the support’s discretion is still exercised.

In the last few paragraphs, I outlined the space of the support employees which is defined by the boundaries set by formal prioritisation. Even though, having less impact than the formal prioritisation, which is linked to the service contract, informal prioritisation allows the support to act at their own discretion. In doing so, however, the support is constantly aware that despite being able to exercise power upon the user in some cases, it is the user who has the ‘last word’. When messages are closed, the user is asked to give feedback and it is this feedback, which is included in and the basis for the yearly appraisal of each support employee.

### 4.8. User Discretion: Evaluating the Support

The support evaluation form presented to the user is designed as a short questionnaire, which pops up anytime a message is closed. Six questions are asked relating to the message processing time, the performance of the responsible employee, the satisfaction with the support and the vendor’s product in general. The customer can rate every question with a maximum of ten points and also add some lengthy text, as the following customer did:
I appreciate the great work [vendor] support representative performed. (...) I am completely happy with the answer I got, it is COMPLETE, I don't need to clarify again, I really appreciate this. (Customer Message, January: 2006)

The questionnaires are analysed automatically and added to the statistics. In the above case, the customer was really happy at getting a “COMPLETE” answer, which will certainly reflect back on the responsible support employee in a positive way. In other cases, however, the user was less satisfied and expressed his opinion in the feedback. What was written in the blank field was:

It was taking so long that I might as well just live with the bug as [the vendor] is obviously not concerned in fixing their own bugs. (Customer Message, January: 2006)

In this case, as I have previously described, the response lead to an immediate action from an Escalation Manager who called the customer to repair the relationship. While the user was eventually calmed down and the problem solved, for the support employee this statement will not disappear, but crop up once more in the annual appraisal.

‘Misbehaving’ in an unfriendly manner towards the user, similarly led to a negative customer rating and eventually caught the attention of the Managers who published the following incident in the support newsletter as a negative example. The answer the support employee gave the user was the following:

Hi, ... Next time it would be nice if you send me only one mail with the important information. I’m not inclined to single it out from the huge amount of mails. ... It is not our fault that you are behind schedule with your project. ... I won’t be stressed because you waste your time. ... Be lucky that I help you nonetheless. (Customer Message, December: 2005)

Without the user’s feedback, this incident would have most likely remained undetected, unless the user had given feedback on his own initiative.

Whilst in the cases presented, the User Evaluation Scheme appears to function as a quality assurance scheme, the existence of such practises does
not always work in favour of all the parties involved and can actually lead to
active avoidance of messages with ‘dangerous potential’. Earlier, I explained
ping-pong games, which was the passing of messages from one support
employee to another, as a last chance to ‘escape’ the responsibility for a
particular message. Because ‘ping-ponging’ a message takes time and the
user might not be informed about the fact that at least some activity is taking
place, the user can become particularly dissatisfied with the vendor’s service,
as every support employee knows. This, in turn, can lead to a further
avoidance of the already delayed message with the support employee being
afraid of receiving and later having to explain a negative user evaluation in
his annual appraisal. The example below shows how the support employee
fears the customer’s feedback:

When the message came to me, the customer was already very angry. What could I
do to avoid a bad [evaluation system] result? The message was created on November
2nd. I took the message on December 16th, more than one month later. At that
point, the message had been 42 days at [vendor] and 2 days at the customer’s side. I
picked up the message, called the customer and discussed about the solution and
suggestions regarding this problem. The customer accepted my suggestion, but he
raised one question: "As this message was processed by [vendor] for such a long
time, I have decided to give a very low [rating]. Will the low [rating] affect your KPI
[key performance indicator] rating?" At that time, I suddenly realized that it was
very good that I had called the customer. I told customer: "Yes." The customer didn’t
give any comments and hang up the phone. Later I found that no rating had been
given for this message. (Vendor Support Newsletter, Email: January 2006)

The support employee, in this case had the advantage of talking to a user who
was aware that a negative rating may influence the support employee’s key
performance indicators and therefore decided to not give any rating. If the
user had given a negative evaluation, the support employee would have had a
chance to explain the situation in his yearly evaluation. However, for the
employee, it is easier to avoid troublesome messages and keep forwarding
them, rather than having to justify a bad rating.
4.9. Summary

The ethnographic account of the support work at this vendor site presented within this chapter provides, for the first time, insights on how an ERP vendor of this size approaches the challenge of managing its relationship with its user at this point of the product life cycle. I have shown the challenges associated with offering support for an often modified and customised product, to a highly diverse, wide and geographically dispersed user base.

In this chapter, I have outlined the different stages a problem can go through throughout its life time, and the impacts of these different stages on the support’s day to day working life. It appears whilst the mechanisms to mobilise the problem and re-distribute it to wherever expertise is available facilitates this type of global online support in which both, problem and support expertise is globally dispersed, it is the message priorities, which determine the power relationship between both parties at this stage. The influence of problem priorities is particularly visible, where it is set to its highest priority, escalation. It is then, when the message priority not only influences the support’s working schedule but exclusively ‘rules’ the support staff. No other problem is to be worked at, no other task to be completed, as long as a problem’s priority is set to escalation.

Whilst some processes within this setting could have been uncovered through the means of reading the vendor’s documentation on support processes, it is the dynamics as well as the formal and informal approaches to problem solving or problem redistribution (to avoid troublesome problems) unfolding in this ethnographical study, which provides a unique picture on the often tense power relationship between a global ERP provider and its local user organisation, on a day to day basis.

Within the first part of this chapter, I provided the first ethnographic narrative on ERP system support, drawing on data collected within one of the
biggest ERP providers worldwide. In the following, I re-address and analyse the ethnographic findings, focusing (1) on the mechanisms of dis-embedding and distributing problems, (2) the mechanisms of, at times, re-embedding problems and, (3) the power or formal and informal problem priorities.

4.10. Analysing the Support

ERP system support is one of the phases which have been largely disregarded in academic literature. In particular, an ethnographic study of ERP system support from within an ERP system provider has not yet been carried out. Whilst this PhD provides the first ethnographic study providing such an account, investigating technical support as such is not a novelty (although a rarity). For instance, we find studies such as Julian Orr (1986, 1996, 1998), who offers a most detailed and interesting sociological account of technical support in the 1980s. Studying the formal and informal work practices within a copy machine vendor's support department (Xerox), Orr introduces us to a world in which it is the tight relationship between the user and the vendor, the understanding of the socio-technical context of the problem reported, which is crucial to problem solving. Whilst there are parallels to the vendor's case, it cannot, however, be translated directly into the context of complex ERP system support or in more general terms, into today's world, in which the Internet and online services are dominating the support world. Today, with more and more technical products being made available, global, rather than local customer support has become the norm. If problems occur, most organisations prefer to be contacted online, whilst others do not even offer any other type of support. This does not mean that local support entirely disappears; technicians still come for on-site visits, if necessary. Only many parts of the support services have been moved to and incorporated in, the virtual world.

40 For a full discussion on Orr's work, as well as on other work in the area of technical support, see Chapter 2.
Already from Light (2001) and Nah et al (2001) we learn about this shift of support from local to virtual in the context of complex products, such as ERP systems. Rather than receiving an on-site visit from the system vendor organisation to fix a problem, the authors report on how the user is asked to open up a support ticket online and wait until the vendor replies - likewise online, providing a solution in the form of written guidelines. Somehow, providers of online support channels found a way to offer support to their customers without having to take into account the local, socio-technical context which appears to be important for problem solving to Orr's technicians, in the 1980s.

In the ethnographic account in the first half of this chapter, I have shown the day-to-day working practices of a support team, which is almost exclusively connected to the users via an Internet portal. However, to make problems mobile so that they can be transported into the virtual world and therein to the expert team, the problem has to be somehow detached from its local and social environment. In the following, I highlight from an analytical viewpoint, how the vendor attempts to translate problems into the virtual world and the challenges associated with this type of support practice.

### 4.10.1. Dis-embedding and Distributing Problems

The biggest challenges for organising global online support appear to be, firstly, the organisation of distributed and fragmented expertise held by hundreds of support employees; secondly, the necessity to make problems mobile in order to find and meet these distributed experts; and thirdly, to ensure that the ‘right’ problem meets the ‘right’ expert.

In the context of ERP products, the first challenge, the fragmentation and distribution of knowledge amongst a large group of individuals, appears to be unavoidable. ERP systems are simply too complex to be understood fully by a single person. At the same time, if expertise is distributed around the world
and likewise the products, somehow either the expertise or the problem needs to be mobile. For globally sold products, making the expert mobile might result in, for instance, an expert flying from USA to Great Britain, to solve a problem. Whilst this is possible, it cannot be done for all problems (the vendor receives up to 100,000 problem reports each year). Hence, it is the problem, which has to become mobile, to travel around the world in order to find the expert. To do so, the problem would have to be detached from its local context. This, however, can be challenging as, amongst others, von Hippel (1994) points out. Von Hippel argues that it is difficult to detach information from its local context without falsifying it, in particular in the case of complex information. In this respect, he introduces the notion of ‘stickiness’ of information. In the case of ERP systems, we might say that we have complex information at hand which needs to be detached as ERP systems are very complex products, much more complex than most other types of available technology. The complexity of such systems is most vividly presented in the many studies involved with the moment of ERP system implementation. Whilst there are many issues which make the implementation phase difficult, only by considering the customising tools, can we see the complexity and wide range of possible errors, which can occur only in this context.

ERP systems can be customised at a very detailed level and in this regard, are designed to differ from implementation to implementation. The complexity is reflected in the amount of time it takes to implement and customise an ERP system. The implementation team, usually consultants, is often on site for a year or more and (considering only customising activities), choose from hundreds of parameters to tailor the system in the way that fits in best with the customer’s organisation. The picture below shows an example of the two biggest ERP system providers’ customising tools, SAP and Oracle. Similar interfaces can be found for other ERP systems.
Taking the example of Figure 7 on the left side, we find the customising menu behind which hundreds of tables and parameters are stored. The right side of Figure 7 shows the details of the functionality selected on the left side.
Different parameters are displayed on multiple table tabs (see the upper part of the figure). Given the complexity of information, if we look only at the system customising, it appears that detaching problems from their local context and making them, in von Hippel’s (1994) words ‘unsticky’, is a impossible mission. However, as we learn from the ethnographic data, the vendor seems to have found mechanisms to detach problems despite their complexity and make problems ‘mobile’.

The basis of this detaching mechanism to mobilise problems, seems to be the parameters users attach to each problem description, such as the system module, release, and technical environment. It is on the basis of these parameters that the support system detached the problem from the user in a way that it can be distributed automatically to the different support teams. The first level support teams, being the first people getting in touch with the detached user problem, are distributed around the world.

---

Figure 9 (source: vendor internal presentation) shows the global distribution of the support labs, the red arrows indicating how a message ‘follows the sun’. In each of these labs, experts of different types and levels of expertise are assigned to a different type of component. Depending on the parameters

---

As mentioned earlier, the ‘follow the sun’ principle is only applied for messages with first and second level support. Developers working in the third level support are experts in a particular area. This expertise is not duplicated across labs.
the user fills in, the message is sent to whoever is awake and at work, having the expertise which is needed for a problem with the given parameters.

Once the message reaches its first destination, as demonstrated in the ethnographic account, several things can happen. First, the message has been assigned to the right component and therefore found a first level support expert, who is able to solve the problem. Second, whilst the message might have found the right team, the first level support does not have the expertise to answer the user and, as a result, forwards the message to the second or third level support team. Third, there is the option that the user failed in assigning the problem to the right component which meant that the message has to be re-assigned to another team. Forth, whilst we have found informal practices such as ping-pong in the context of third level support, this is also most likely to be the case for other levels of support. Thus, as a fourth possibility, we might speculate that the first level support forwards the message to another team (on the same level), because the employee does not, for one reason or another, want to engage with the problem.

Whilst there are many examples in which these mechanisms work perfectly and messages are re-distributed appropriately by the system and solved by the support employee without any further involvement of the user, this is not always the case, in particular when it comes to complex problems which are forwarded to the third level support. It is then, when the mechanisms are in place, which allow the support to re-embed the problem in its local context. This is when the support visits the user site virtually, by establishing a remote connection to access the user’s system.

4.10.2. Re-embedding Problems: Visiting the User Virtually

Investigating problems in support settings can be a regulated or unregulated process, depending on factors such as the organisational culture, the product and the environment. In the context of technical support, we know little of
how problems are investigated and solved once they have found their expertise. If we draw our attention, once more, to Orr’s (1996) intriguing account, we can see how the technicians followed their own judgement on where to start and where to follow up, when investigating problems. Whilst documentation was provided, it was considered as unhelpful. The documents were said to follow a sequential diagnostic path and problem solution, whilst problems were found to be wild and dependent on the individual socio-technical context and as such not following the sequential approach suggested in the documentation.

A similar situation unfolded at the vendor’s third level support: Whilst general application documentation (but not specific problem documentation) was available and was said to have been used by the first and second level support, problems arising at the third level support were mostly unique. The unique nature of problems at this stage could not be solved by reading through the documentation. However, even though the problems were individual, a pattern can be detected on how third level support approached such problems. If no solution could be thought of immediately, the support employee would always request a ‘remote connection’ to access the user site, to re-produce the problem and see it with ‘one’s own eyes’. With this, the support re-embeds the message in its local context and creates a ‘virtual local’.

Establishing a connection to the user organisation to investigate the problem is a very interesting step which shows (1) how problems sometimes cannot be solved without taking into account the local context, and (2) how boundaries between user and vendor responsibility at this stage of the product life cycle, are not always set and, in some cases, need clarification and reinforcement.

In regards to the first point, whilst the idea of re-embedding problems shows parallels to Orr’s (1986, 1996, 1998) accounts of the importance of understanding the socio-technical context of the user and the machine in
question, in order to solve problems, interestingly, in the vendor’s case, it appears that the re-localisation efforts focus on a different issue. Whilst, for Orr’s technicians the socio-technical context was important, for the support staff this action is taken solely to understand what is described in the labs as ‘technical context’. The re-embedding of the problem takes place in a silent dialogue between the support and the machine, potentially even through the night (local time user organisation) when all users are offline. Only in rare cases does the support employee investigate the problem together with the user, to understand the different steps which the user took when experiencing the error (akin Orr’s technicians)42.

Whilst establishing a remote connection was important to understand the local (technical) context of the problem, it was also used at the third level support to (re)-establish boundaries between ‘vendor’s responsibility’ and ‘user’s responsibility’. As we learn from Light (2001), for the user organisation, there is a fine line between customising the system and modifying the system, the latter compromising the support service agreement, limiting the vendor’s responsibility for errors. Whilst Light (2001) describes it as a fine line, the specialists taking care of implementing and servicing the system are generally aware (and are expected to be aware) when crossing the line between customising and modifying the system. However, there are cases described within the first part of this chapter, where the user challenges the vendor by claiming an error to be the vendor’s responsibility. For the user organisation, the advantage of such action is to not have to deal with the problem on their own, but get professional help. For the vendor, errors which are only occurring in the modified system and not in the standard system, but are claimed to occur in the latter, are an expensive adventure. It appears to be that the vendor’s responsibility is to provide proof that it is a problem which is not covered by the service contract. By accessing

42 Only one case has been witnessed in which the user was included in the search for an error via telephone conference. In this incident the ‘user’ was a vendor’s consultant at the user’s site and as such, had the status of a ‘colleague’.
the system locally, re-embedding the problem in its context and trying to re-produce it allows the vendor to relatively quickly re-establish boundaries and clarify responsibilities. If the problem cannot be re-produced in the standard version of the system running at the user site, the problem is the user’s own responsibility.

To summarise, the virtual visit to the user site, as the above discussion has shown, is important to the vendor in two ways. First, it allows the vendor to re-embed complex problems in their local settings to understand them better and, second, to clarify responsibilities for problems.

Whilst the message re-distribution and problem solution process has proved to be very complex and dependant at first, on the formal parameters attached to a problem, such as component and system environment, there is one additional formal parameter, which is set by the user when raising a message that distinguishes itself from the other categories: the message priority. Whilst all other categories help the vendor to detach and distribute problems, the message priority takes on another role. Tightly connected to the Service Level Agreement (SLA), which states, amongst others, how fast messages with different priorities have to be solved, the priorities build the grounds and also determine the power relationship between vendor and user at this stage of the product life cycle.

4.10.3. The Power of Formal and Informal Problem Priorities

As shown in the first section of this chapter, the order in which problems are investigated is framed by the message priority assigned to the problem and with this, the entire working day of a support employee is aligned to the message priorities. Urgent messages are responded to first, to avoid possible compensation payments or angry users, who potentially call out an escalation. Escalations are for support employees, a dramatic experience as many people, including the company’s Board of Directors are involved,
observing and evaluating the situation and, with this, the support employee’s past and current work. Whilst stressful for the support employee, escalations are also very expensive for the vendor. As the ethnographic account has shown, a complex process is triggered if a customer calls out an escalation which involves additional work force, as well as additional communication and documentation (and is thus expensive).

The priority levels set by the user determine the day-to-day working schedule of the support. However, in some cases the formal framing of the vendor-user relationship at this stage fails practical requirements. It is then, when the support, in search of time, approaches the user to renegotiate priority levels. In doing so, the support, the user and the problem enter a grey zone in which arrangements are made which change the initially set time frame to solve a problem. The example in the chapter shows how priorities, and with this time frames, are re-negotiated for reasons such as the expert being in a different time zone and, therefore, not available or simply if there is a local holiday which interferes with the message solution process. This highlights how the user-vendor relationship is not only based on rules and formal agreements, but also on relationships, which allow both sides to sometimes cross formal boundaries (and adjust priority levels, not according to the urgency of the problem, but according to practical issues).

In other cases, where re-negotiation of message priorities is not a suitable strategy to gain time, the support, if unable to forward the message to other experts, might choose the strategy of suggesting a solution which has not been thought through entirely. Having been sent back to the customer, the message in the inbox of the support employee changes its status to “in progress by user” and hence temporarily leaves the formal responsibility of the support employee. Before the support has to carry out further actions, the user must fulfil his part of the service contract: to implement the solution and
inform the vendor of the outcome43. The length of time the message is with
the user is recorded in the system as “in progress by user” and therefore
changes the statistics, showing how many days a message has been with the
vendor and how many days with the user. In cases where the user-vendor
relationship is tense and users are dissatisfied with the support service, these
statistics can be used to prove that the delay in solving a message was caused
by the user.

Even though the latter practice creates the exception, it is interesting the way
in which support employees create space in the tightly and formally framed
relationship between the vendor and the user. In particular it is fascinating,
how the user agrees at times to change the priority levels to ‘help out’ the
support employees rather than stressing his formal rights. It seems that
relationships of trust, of giving and taking, exist which can, at times,
overwrite formal procedures.

Whilst ‘buying time’ is sometimes necessary, on most days, the support
employees can handle messages without re-negotiating time limits. It is then
that we can witness another type of ‘overflow’ in the formally regulated user-
vendor relationship: Within the boundaries set by the priority levels, the
support exercises its own discretion and decides which problem is handled
first and with what level of attention.

**The Power of Informal Priorities**

Whilst, at times, several very high priority messages arrive making the above
explained negotiations necessary to gain time, users are generally found to be
careful when raising messages to very high priority. Most messages arriving
are either of high or middle priority (customers rarely seem to use the

---

43 As mentioned earlier, there is a clear boundary between what support employees are
allowed to do in the vendor’s system and what not to do. Whilst getting remote access and
reproducing the problem is common practice, the vendor is not allowed to change any
settings, customise or modify the user system. Solutions have to be described in the problem
message and are then implemented by the user organisation.
priority 'low'). Thus, the support staff regularly encounters the situation of having several messages with the same priority. It is then, when the support employees can exercise discretion and decide for themselves, which message to solve first. As the ethnographic account shows, messages which are, for instance, sent by customers well known for exaggerating the importance of the message or for being unfriendly, are dealt with later, whilst messages from friendly users are dealt with earlier. In some cases, the support employee might simply not be in the mood to think about a certain problem and thus works on another message. Whilst we find space for the support's own discretion in respect of the order in which problems of the same importance are in investigated, similarly 'un-regulated' is the way problems are addressed and reported to the user. It is for the support to decide on which type and extent of help is given. Certain users might get more help than necessary to fulfil the service contract, whilst others will only get the quality and detail as defined in the Service Level Agreement.

To summarise, the order of investigating problems is determined, firstly, by formal and secondly, by informal prioritisation. Within the formal boundaries we find an unexpectedly un-regulated relationship which is surprising in two ways: First, it seems that the user and support at times, leave the official ways of interacting and re-negotiate priorities based on a relationship of trust, and second, other than the formal message priorities, there were no rules in place organising the order in which messages are to be solved. Whilst a formal mechanism of prioritising messages internally has been introduced after the completion of the fieldwork, the support employee providing this insight reported that the way messages are now pre-arranged by the system is only to be seen as a guideline. The final decision upon the order and also the detail with which problems are solved is still with the support employee.
4.11. Conclusion

Software support activities play a major role in securing the success of most organisations, even though in different ways. On the one hand, we have the organisation seeking support services to secure their day-to-day business; on the other hand, we have organisations offering support services as products. For the vendor studied, falling into the latter category, offering support services provides a secure and steady income, mostly unaffected by economic turbulences. Even if companies lack available capital, they cannot cancel their support contracts with their ERP software supplier, since in most cases, the entire business is built upon and reflected in the ERP system. Given the significance of support services for the different types of organisations, it is surprising, that only few researchers, taking on solely a user organisation viewpoint, have tried to investigate this phenomenon (see, for example, Light (2001), Nah et al. (2001)) or as Gable et al. (2001) at least acknowledge the lack of research in this area.

Investigating the support department of a major ERP vendor, this study shows, for the first time, the complex processes and policies in place within such a global organisation’s support department. Most intriguingly, this study has shown how fragmented and geographically dispersed expertise is matched with specific user problems through applying a basic classification scheme to each message. Whilst this facilitates the mobilisation and global distribution of problems, the complexity and uniqueness of user problems is also taken care of by leaving ‘un-ruled’ space for the user to describe the actual problem in his own words. Whilst this mechanism appears to be very effective, as the data shows, in some cases, it is subject to overflows; this is when problems are multifaceted and complex or simply ‘unwanted’. In the case of multifaceted and complex problems, concerning not only one component and one support team, but several and responsibilities might be unclear. In other cases, messages are ping-ponged around because the problem looks ‘troublesome’. Troublesome problems are problems which
appear to be very complicated, long-winded or are simply sent by a user known for being difficult; problems which are better avoided.

Whilst this chapter has shown the complex mechanisms in place when solving a support message, it has also highlighted how one particular category, set by the user during the message creation, the message priority, frames the day-to-day work organisation of each support employee. Whilst the authority of the message priority appears to be crucial at first, mostly because of its connection to the service level agreement and with this, to potential compensation payments, the account provided unique insights on how the formal frame in some cases overflows and informal agreements between users and support take place.

The ethnographic data and following analysis has furthermore highlighted the boundaries of categorising problems. Whilst the categorising of complex problems allows the distribution and matching of problems and expertise, important details about the local context are lost in this process (cf. von Hippel, 1994). It is this user-specific detail which is, however, sometimes crucial in order to understand a problem and hence, to find a solution. Not for the majority of messages arriving at the vendor, but not uncommon for problems dealt with by the third level support teams, a ritual re-embedding of problems in their local context via remote login, by creating a ‘virtual local’, can be observed.

Overall, the discussion in the chapter provides a narrative, introducing us to the working practices within this vendor’s labs and furthers our understanding of how the user-vendor relationship is managed at this moment of the product life cycle. More specifically, the account introduces how ERP system providers deal with the challenge of offering support
services for a complex and localised product to a diverse user base – insights as yet unknown in academic literature and unheard of even to the vendor\textsuperscript{44}.

In the following chapter, I move away from ERP system support towards a phase which is situated almost at the other end of the product life cycle: the software development phase.

\textsuperscript{44} Aware of my efforts to investigate, in particular, the informal practices within the support team, I was interviewed by the vendor in 2008 in the context of an initiative to improve the solution finding processes in the support division.
Chapter 5: ERP System Development
5.1. Introduction

We are not only throwing away 20 years of development methodology but we are throwing away processes that have been well established for years. The way people work, the comfort zones people had. This is a huge change.
(Tom, Senior Vice President, Interview: February 2006)

The history of software development, and more specifically the management of software developers, reads like an accumulation of problems, which were hoped to be solved by theorising on and implementing new management styles. Pioneering the movement in the 1970s as an answer to the existing software crisis, Royce introduced one of the first software development models which became widely known as the ‘Waterfall Process’. The Waterfall Process emerged out of the urgency to manage developments of large scale software systems, which cannot be done by following a two phase approach of analysis and coding. Applying the process, it was hoped to increase control over the development process and the developers respectively, and with this, reduce the amount of failed, late and over budget projects. Furthermore, a more structured approach was hoped to allow organisations to better understand what the developers do in their day-to-day work and with this, not only be able to increase control but also to reduce the organisation’s dependency upon the developers. Even though widely criticised, often for not being iterative (which is, however, contrary to what Royce (1970) actually suggested in his work) today, the Waterfall Process is still applied (Sawyer, Presentation, 2008).

Since the 1970s many other ‘best practice’ development processes were suggested, such as the Spiral Model (Boehm 1986), the Rational Unified Process (Kruchten 1999), and the Agile Software Development approaches (see also Chapter 2). Interestingly, the theorising of what might be the best way to organise the development process is carried out with little knowledge of how people actually work in different settings, for instance, if and how work differs depending on the software industries, national and
organisational cultures (Ailon 2006; Barley 1996). Whilst some attempts have been made to highlight the differences between software package development and bespoke system development (cf. Carmel and Saywer 1998), as well as the work practices in software package labs (Dube 1998; Cusumano and Selby 1997; Carmel and Sawyer 1998; Sawyer 2001a; Sawyer 2000; Sawyer 1996; Sawyer and Guinan 1998; Zachary 1994, 1998), existing studies are limited in that (1) they are carried out by the same researchers (2) from an often ‘external perspective’ (rather than from a participant observation viewpoint, from inside the labs), and (3) fall short in distinguishing between different types of software packages, such as ERP systems versus other types of software packages. As mentioned earlier, ERP system development distinguishes itself from other types of software packages, in that it is highly complex, built to represent the unique processes of an organisation across departments and furthermore, has to provide a very different level of flexibility and adaptability than other types of software packages (such as office products). Furthermore, the market conditions for ERP package providers are different than for other software (package) providers (Sawyer and Guinan 1998). Therefore, development practices in such settings are most likely to be different from other industries and need to be looked at more closely. In order to do so, what is needed are ethnographical accounts investigating software development from the inside and to show how work is organised in different settings. Such accounts would help us to further our overall understanding of ERP system production, which is currently limited by an uneven focus on the user organisation and therein, on peripheral activities of ERP system production (such as the implementation phase) as well as allow us to contribute to other disciplines in that such accounts can build the basis for the theorising on management methods.

With this dissertation, I advance our understanding of ERP system production with the main contribution of this chapter being of ethnographical nature. The chapter highlights how a vendor struggles in
attempting to re-balance its relationship with the market. In the light of
stagnating and even falling sales numbers, the vendor decides against closing
the unprofitable division and instead, to re-organise its software production
process and with this, the way the experts and expertise in the labs are
managed.

This chapter includes data collected in the vendor’s labs from October 2005-
February 2006 and is divided into two sections. The first section highlights
what was understood as being the new strategic direction and associated
changes in the development process. In the second part of this chapter, I
change the perspective and, rather than focusing on the strategy and
associated discussions, I highlight, in historical order, how the changes over
time affected the working practices in the labs, starting with the moment in
which the first detailed announcements were made. Throughout, a
developer’s viewpoint will be adopted. Thus, the account reflects the way the
developers perceived, reacted to but also named certain practices, with in
particular the latter, not always being in accord with existing academic
notions\textsuperscript{45}.

Within this chapter, I present data mostly collected by observing the events
in the labs (cf. chapter three). Therefore, unlike in the previous chapter which
drew on data mostly collected by directly participating and carrying out
related work, this chapter is written from an observer’s, rather than from a
participant point of view. Most of the time I talk about ‘the developers’ or
particular individuals\textsuperscript{46} and address them with a name to avoid the often-
used, and from my point of view ‘degenerating’ expression of ‘my informants’.
In telling the story, I pay special attention to the Change Manager, Tom, who
plays a major role in this context. By concentrating on Tom, I present not

\textsuperscript{45} This was particularly the case for the notion of Scrum and daily scrums. Whist daily
meetings (in the labs also called ‘daily scrums’) are common practice when following Scrum
principles it is only one of many techniques from which one can choose. Daily meetings are
thus not an obligatory element of Scrum. However, for the developers, there appeared to be a
close connection between daily meetings and Scrum.

\textsuperscript{46} For an introduction to the most important actors, see Chapter 3.
only the company’s new strategy, but also convey the general focus on Tom in the labs. Even though Tom’s actions were in compliance with the ideas from the Board of Directors, for the developers the changes and their effects seemed to be something Tom, as an individual, was made responsible for.

5.2. Tom’s Strategy

You have to have a chaos to make change. Therefore sometimes you have to hire people from the outside to do that. Cause it’s not easy to do. It’s not easy to throw away established processes and start over again. We have changed a lot of significant things. (Tom, Senior Vice President, Interview: February 2006)

The week before I was in some meeting (...) they always stress the point that from now on they will go first for the easy things [functionality], put it on the market as soon as possible, even if it is not perfect. Second then comes quality and the intervals for new patches / service packages will be higher, like in the case of Microsoft. This will be necessary since the software will be not as perfect as it is now. Corrections while it is already on the market will become more common. In one meeting they said that till now [vendor] wanted to deliver 100% solutions but that will change. “Time to market” rules. (Fieldwork Notes, Week 5)

The day I started working in the labs was also the first time the newly hired Senior Vice President, Tom, visited the vendor’s labs to communicate his ideas to the developers. Tom was said to be hired from a major competitor in order to ‘turn around’ the CRM division. I was told that the reason for this move was, that the vendor, having entered the CRM market only recently, suffered from stagnant sales numbers and customer base. Tom with his experience in the market was hoped to bring the CRM division back on track. To the employees of the company, he was introduced as some sort of hero, which is also reflected in the following Intranet announcement:

At [competitor], [Tom] had overall responsibility for the 21 vertical product lines (...), [Tom] played a key role in taking verticals from a $10 million- to an $800 million-a-year business in four years. (Intranet: October 2005)

I was introduced to Tom and the current situation within the CRM division by my supervisor, Jordi, who was leading the CRM development support team. On my first day in the labs, my supervisor asked me if I wanted to go
along to a meeting, which would mainly address the developers, but would also be of relevance to "us", the support team. He explained that the company had hired a new Senior Vice President for the CRM division worldwide, and as rumours had it, from a managerial viewpoint, was hired to turn around the rather unsuccessful CRM division. To explain his ideas, the manager had organised a “question and answer session”, which was supposed to take place just after lunch on the Friday at the end of October, my first day in the labs.

For the meeting, the entire lab gathered in the lunch area in the open-planned office next door. Curiously, I asked Jordi who the new manager was, what he looks like and how I could best recognise him. Jordi answered with a smile and said: “Don’t worry, you can’t miss him”. At first, I did not understand what he meant by this, but when Tom walked in, I understood. A man, about two metres high and 150kg in weight, was standing in front of us, introducing himself with a southern US accent as Tom, the new Senior Vice President for CRM.

In his speech, he explained the new strategy, the resulting consequences and referred to everything as ‘my ideas’ (rather than the ‘the management’s ideas’ or ‘our ideas’). The session was organised in a question and answer style and it seemed that people and the manager were communicating, (to me surprisingly) openly. In my fieldwork notes, I tried to capture the situation:

Everybody seemed very interested and jokes were accepted too. People laughed. His way of explaining things was very colourful - lots of examples. To me it seems that his strategy was to get questions and by answering them he went for wide explanations to say everything he wanted to say but wrapped it up in an answer to a question. He stressed all the time that he will say everything he knows and not lie. Seemed like people did believe him - might be a corporate culture thing. (Fieldwork Notes, Week 1)

The same day, I summarised his explanations about why he wanted things to change:
Chapter 5: ERP System Development

The initial problem was that [vendor’s] CRM is not successful and for 3 years there is no growth in the customer base. Tom explained that this is mainly due to three factors: First, the CRM module is tightly coupled with the ERP backend. Consequently only customers, who run an ERP system, best the vendor’s ERP system, can buy the CRM module. Tom argues that in order to reach a broader market the system has to be re-designed in a way that it can run stand-alone (without an ERP backend). Secondly, Tom explains that the current user interface is tailored for ERP users but not for CRM users, who are a completely different clientele. Consequently, it will be necessary to completely renew the CRM user interface, to increase user satisfaction and acceptance. Thirdly, Tom says, the CRM division is currently lacking important customers which are running the CRM system successfully, and which can be used by marketing and sales as ‘reference clients’. In particular, once the system is re-designed, the reference clients would be a necessity to prove to potentially new clients that the vendor is living up to what he promised. That the system can run stand alone and that the new user interface is indeed better and more intuitive. (Reworked fieldwork note to facilitate reading, Week 1)

As it becomes clear from the above fieldwork note, Tom planned on implementing several major changes, to (1) run the system stand alone, (2) change the user interface and, (3) acquire new reference clients.

The ERP market is dominated by a few big players selling a wide selection of different modules, which are potentially suitable for an organisation in search of an ERP based IT solution. For example, Oracle and SAP offer modules for almost any department within an organisation and across industries, including Human Resources, Material Management, Production, Procurement, Sales etc\(^{47}\). If a company needs to buy new software and already has an ERP system, decision makers usually decide in favour of the same vendor, not necessarily because the software is the best possible option on the market, but to avoid integration problems. Historically, ERP systems are known for being very ‘proprietary’ and were designed to interface better (and, in some cases, only) with applications provided by the same or partner organisations. This changed during the last few years, due to a growing demand for new functionalities crossing organisational boundaries, such as Supply Chain Management and CRM tools. This, together with technological development such as Service Oriented Architecture, put pressure on ERP vendors to open up. Whilst this is a threat for the vendor in that competition would increase, there was also a chance for products such as the vendor’s

---

\(^{47}\) See also the SAP Solution Map example in the Appendix to this thesis.
CRM module. If the vendor managed to offer it as a ‘stand alone’ product and facilitate the integration with the third party (also ERP) systems, the potential customer base could be increased.

The second point Tom made during his talk was that, in order to succeed in the market, it would not be enough just to re-design the application in a way that it can run stand alone, but reference clients are needed. Tom argued that if well-known companies implemented the system stand-alone, and are convinced about the applications’ features in general, other companies would be more likely to buy. The concept of reference clients is common practice in industry, in particular in areas where complex products are sold. Because of their wide functionality it is often difficult for the potential customer to assess system features (Finkelstein et al. 1996; Pollock and Williams 2008; Salzman and Rosenthal 1994). Buying decisions are therefore often made on the basis of recommendations or reports from other clients, running their system in a similar environment.

The third thing addressed by Tom, was the CRM user interface. As Tom explains, until now the management made the mistake of ignoring the particularities of the fast changing CRM market by building the CRM user interface with the existing, well known ERP user in mind. In a one-to-one interview Tom explains further:

Let’s face it. [vendor] is very successful in the ERP business. No one is more successful than [vendor] in ERP. But if you look at all the peripheral products like CRM, they are not very successful. And why? Cause they do what they know really good. Which is ERP. But these other products they are in a different row. They are all very user based products. Whereas ERP is not. ERP is a back office product with different users. And to meet the requirements is different and that's hard to understand if all you have ever done is ERP. (...) What we try to do is change the whole mentality about the user. The software you build has to be usable. You have so many users.. you have to get them buying. That's a whole different philosophy. Different from how you used to do it at [vendor]. It is hard. It has really taken a lot out of their comfort zone. (Tom, Senior Vice President, Interview: February 2006)
Tom emphasised that ERP users are different to CRM users and therefore a different type of software has to be offered, software which is “usable”. Tom explains further:

The average user at a call centre is 18 years old, right out of high school. If they have a high school degree, you have to have a much more intuitive UI [User Interface]. Most people using the ERP application are business analysts. They are specialists. In the front office it’s not that way. Sales, call centres - it’s very different. User adaptation is very important and also task completion. Task completion in the front office has to be very very fast. Whereas in the back office it’s not a big deal. (Tom, Senior Vice President, Interview: February 2006)

As Tom explains, the difference between an ERP and a CRM user is that ERP users are typically well trained. In sales centres, which are targeted by the vendor, the average user is young and inexperienced. Hence, the User Interface needs to be more intuitive and easy to understand. Furthermore, whilst users in general profit from an easy to comprehend user interface, in the case of call centres, task completion needs to be very fast; best if the task can be completed whilst being on the phone with the customer.

In order to re-design the system to comply with these requirements, Tom emphasises the importance of the user-vendor link which could be supported by the new software development approach Tom was planning to introduce. My diary entry for the day Tom visited the labs continues with:

To realise the changes, Tom decided on a different software development method than the vendor’s CRM division used to apply: Scrum. Applying Scrum, the new user interface should be finished by April [Tom’s speech took place at the end of October] and delivered to the market in August. During the development process the user should be included. He asked for getting people from the street into the labs to test the product.

The developers commented that this is a challenging schedule. People are insecure and afraid that they will have to work more than 8h/day. After the new Senior VP mentioned that he hasn’t seen his family in the last 20 years, that he is now working 16h per day and that everyone who can’t deal with the new approach had better go, my colleague mentioned (she is with [vendor] since the labs were created in [city]) and that she hopes that he doesn’t expect her to do the same. Family is very important to her. I got similar comments from other people I spent lunch time with. People seem to be scared. It was said that Tom has the unconditional support of the Board of Directors and the allowance to change everything (he did the same with [competitor] earlier). (Fieldwork Notes, Week 1)
The new software development approach named as ‘Scrum’, was not yet known to most developers. This, together with Tom’s references to work life balance seemed to create insecurity in the labs, which, as I will show later, persisted for several months.

Before highlighting in historical order the events taking place after Tom’s visit to the labs, in the following, for the reader’s better understanding of what was happening in the labs, I discuss the issues surrounding Tom’s new software development approach. Instead of explaining in my own words the situation and plans, I let Tom answer the questions of why and how he wanted to change established practices. In the context of this discussion, I outline briefly the way the developers described to me how ‘things used to be’, as well as complement Tom’s comments on Scrum with a summary on the principles of Scrum in theory (according to literature). Followed by this overview on Scrum theory, I furthermore highlight how the (wanted) difference between Scrum theory and Tom’s actual practices shaped the developers’ behaviour and opinion about the changes.

5.3. Tom Says, a New Software Development Approach Is Needed

The existing software development approach at the vendor’s CRM division was described to me by Tom and the developers as linear, similar to what is known as the waterfall process\(^48\). Thorsten, a Solution Manager working in

\(^48\) The ‘Waterfall model’ is mostly associated with a paper published by Royce (1970) and follows the idea that the software development cycle can be structured into sub-sequential phases and be implemented in a linear manner. Each development phase (system requirements, software requirements, analysis, program design, coding, testing, operations) has a defined starting and end point. In its original design of 1970 the model supports the idea of revisiting certain phases during the project duration (iterative development), however only to a certain degree: Rather than moving freely between phases, Royce suggests to allow only the revisit of the directly preceding / proceeding phase (except when testing fails and the requirement phase has to be revisited, in which case, all phases are said to have to be revisit). The model has been and is still widely criticised for being not flexible enough. However, it has to be noted, that many critics overlook that, indeed, Royce did suggest iterations, only he did so with the above described restrictions.
the labs, explained to me in an interview that, usually at the beginning of an
18 month development cycle, he, in the role of the user representative, would
write down the initial requirements he collected by interacting with the user
in a short, non-technical specification. This specification is then synchronised
with other Solution Managers working on related modules and finally handed
over to the development group. The developers then discuss the specification
in terms of its feasibility and feed the information back to the Solution
Manager. Once the Development and the Solution Managers agree upon a
final specification, the project managers break down the tasks and distribute
working packages, (with a deadline of approximately three months) to the
developers. How the developers realised their tasks was left to the individual
preferences of the developer. Thierry, a developer, explained for instance,
that usually, he would start off with doing research, take it easy and think
about the best way to code it. Once he found his way, (and with the deadline
approaching) he would start “serious programming”.

The existing process was well documented and sequential - one step at a time,
iterations exceptional and long term planning the rule. Whilst the developer
liked the approach for providing a certain type of planning security, Tom
considered it “dangerous” to develop software according to a long-term
planning schedule. He explains in an interview:

If you are building software, planning far in advance is dangerous. Because then, you
can’t react to trends, market changes, competitor changes. ’Cause once you put that
plan in motion and you have planned so far out, what happens is you can’t react.
This is the way things were done at [vendor]. Planning was done two years in
advance of the release. And then when the release came out, people started up
building things they won’t need anymore. But because the planning was done, no one
was willing to go back and undo that. (...) You just can’t do that. You have to be able
to react to the changing strength of the market place worldwide. (Tom, Senior Vice
President, Interview: February 2006)

Tom explains the weaknesses of the current process. The long-term planning,
up to two years he considers as “dangerous” as market conditions change and
the product should be continuously adapted. Otherwise, he comments, that if
the developers work on the basis of an out-of-date specification, this would
consequently lead to a situation in which a product is delivered to the market, which might not match the current market expectations. Not seeing the advantage of investing in such a product, customers would then decide in favour of other providers, who are able to fulfil current demands. Tom summarises: “If you cannot do it, someone else will do it” (Tom, Senior Vice President, Interview: February 2006).

By contrast, the process Tom had in mind was based on short development cycles, after which each requirement would be reassessed. With this, Tom hoped to bring the CRM division into a position in which the product can be aligned closer to the ever-changing market conditions. The ideas behind the new approach Tom borrowed from different project management approaches (‘Scrum’ as well as ‘Sync and Stabilise’), which he combined with his own experiences. Why he did not decide on a straightforward implementation of for example ‘Scrum’, he explained in the interview:

In the book of Schwaber [which was also handed out to the project managers under the authority of Thorsten, the Vice President for CRM working in the labs], the first 50 pages he talks only about how great he is. He didn't really develop Scrum, he was only the first one who put it down on paper. But the principles of Scrum have been around for a long time. The problem with Scrum is: it works good for certain types of projects. But for some it doesn’t. Also, everything is done in black and white in this methodology. Once you are on the task you can’t change, you can’t do this and that. In reality it’s just not realistic. For example, in Scrum they talk about a 15-30 days project. Well, there aren’t many 15-30 days projects, especially if you do releases. It’s great if you do small functionality, fixes, but if you have to do a whole release, and you have to do it in a Scrum way, the methodology is just not realistic. It’s almost impossible to do a full release on Scrum. You have to have more flexibility. (…) If you take a release: 40 projects that are all large in nature. You can use pieces of Scrum but you can’t use all ‘cause it wasn’t designed for it. Too many interdependencies, too many moving parts, too many groups. (Tom, Senior Vice President, Interview: February 2006)

From Tom’s perspective, Scrum executed as described in theory, is not suitable for every kind of project. Programming a new release makes it, from Tom’s viewpoint, necessary that multiple projects run simultaneously. This results in a high amount of dependencies and hundreds of people having to work together, which from Tom’s point of view, requires extensive project planning and control, mechanisms which are not supported (to the desired
degree) in Scrum. The ‘textbook’ Scrum approach, instead of trying to emphasise control through project plans, asks for short lists with requirements, which are subject to change, depending on the market requirements. The idea of agile software development is to embrace uncertainty; Tom, by contrast, prefers to control through firm planning and control mechanisms. Tom explains further:

Project planning becomes really important. (...) sometimes in Scrum they have a tendency to avoid to do a proper project plan. And that’s not always a good thing. Sometimes you need a project plan to rationalise, organise tasks and when they should be done and in what order. It’s also good to track where you really are. The sooner you catch that you fall behind you can correct those things. The earlier you can catch slips, problem areas, you can course correct quickly. (Tom, Senior Vice President, Interview: February 2006)

Important in this context is that even though Tom explained in February the reasons for introducing a methodological mix rather than ‘pure’ Scrum to me, the developers (and until February myself, in the role as researcher) were not aware of this. In particular, as the developers were asked to exercise daily meetings, which is a feature typically associated with Scrum, they concluded, based on Tom’s initial announcements, that it was Scrum that they were supposed to do. The project managers, wanting to be prepared for the change, started to search the web, downloaded and shared PDF files dealing with the Scrum methodology. Only underlining this assumption, after a couple of weeks the management handed over a copy of the book “Agile Software Development with Scrum” (Schwaber and Beedle 2001) to each project manager.

Below is a compressed outline of Scrum, as described in theory, to provide an impression of what, in particular, the project managers and also some of the developers, might have read and understood under the notion of Scrum. It is this understanding, on which they not only acted upon, but also based their judgement of the management’s efforts on.
Excursion: What Is Scrum?

'Scrum', first mentioned as a development method in a paper by Takeuchi and Nonaka in 1986, belongs today to the family of agile software development methods.

Agile Software Development

Summarised under the umbrella of agile software development methods are methods supporting the values stated in the "Agile Manifesto":

Individuals and interactions over processes and tools
Working software over comprehensive documentation
Customer collaboration over contract negotiation
Responding to change over following a plan

That is, while there is value in the items on the right, we value the items on the left more. (Agile Alliance 2008a)

The agile manifesto summarises the main characteristics of agile software development: it is based on particular values rather than a framed methodology. The comparative demonstration of the values show the difference between the values attached to process driven methodologies (on the right side) and agile software development Methodologies (on the left side). Whilst the values on the right site are deeply-seated in methodologies such as the Waterfall model, these are not neglected by the agile movement. Instead, whilst emphasising values stated on the left side, Agilists ask: In which way and why are the processes, documentation, negotiations and plans used? Are they really necessary? If the answer within a particular project is yes, they are necessary, also Agilist will support such values.

Scrum Methodology

Even though the original ideas surrounding the Scrum methodology were already around in the 1980s (Takeuchi and Nonaka 1986), its use for the software industry was restricted by the limitations of a programming environment, which would support a quick turnaround, fast build, fast change and rapid testing (Schwaber 2008). It was in 1993, when one of today’s Scrum supporters, Sutherland, picked up on the ideas of Takeuchi and Nonaka. Self-empowered, multi-skilled teams where everyone followed the same vision and is up-to-date with the project’s progress at any time appeared to be key factors for the success of Honda, Canon and Fujitsu, the organisations Takeuchi and Nonaka (1986) were writing about. Incorporating these thoughts into their lightweight, iterative, incremental development approach, supported by a flexible Small Talk environment and inspired by the success of Borland, who managed to produce 1000 lines of deliverable code per person per week using a similar approach, Sutherland and Schwaber organised the first ‘Scrum meeting’.

Exchanging their ideas with others, Scrum as a development method became over the years, more and more popular and is, today, defined as a lightweight management process, which does not require any particular engineering practice but a focus on people (Highsmith 2005).

A development cycle with Scrum is commonly divided into three stages (Bach 1995b):

- Pre-game Phase (Planning and Architecture)
- Game (Development Phase)
- Post-game Phase (Closure)

In each phase a particular set of activities is suggested to be carried out, which have, however, to be considered as ‘typical’ rather than as ‘dogma’ (for a detailed discussion see Kruchten (2007)). In the following is highlighted, what can be described as a typical summary of what is Scrum practice, mainly based on Schwaber and Beedle (2002):

The Pre-Game Phase in a Scrum Project

During the pre-game phase, the product backlog is developed. The product backlog consists of a comprehensive list of requirements and features which can come from anyone, including sales or
marketing staff. The product owner, the person representing the people investing in the project (such as the user) is responsible for maintaining this list and also the only one allowed to prioritise the requirements. During the pre-game phase, the team is chosen, decisions about additional tools and resources are made and risk assessment, controlling activities as well as the identification of possible training needs evaluated.

Furthermore, the high level design of the system is planned. Any planning is carried out according to the current requirements on the backlog list but is never to be considered as unchangeable and definite. Throughout the development cycle, changes are expected to happen.

**The ‘Development Phase’ in a Scrum Project**

The pre-game phase is followed by the **development phase**, which is divided into several sprints. Sprints are iterative cycles with a duration of up to four weeks. Sprints start with an initial one day meeting. The first four hours of the meeting are dedicated to the product owner explaining to the team which parts of the product backlog are most important to him, and the team deciding on how many requirements from the list they think they can realise within the next sprint. Following the idea of empowering the team, it is the team and not the management who decides upon how much they can do during a sprint (Schwaber and Beedle 2001). It is also the team, which, during the remaining four hours of the first day takes the product backlog items they committed to, breaks them down into small tasks and assigns the task to individual developers. The task list from this meeting becomes the sprint backlog (in comparison with the product backlog, the sprint backlog remains fixed during the whole sprint). During the sprints environmental variables such as resource control, requirements and quality are constantly monitored; variables are expected to change.

Change is taken into account after each iteration – during the sprint phase, usually up to 30 days, the team is not to be disturbed. The sprint phase, together with the closure phase, are the only time frames in which changes are monitored, but not immediately taken into account. The time when changes are discussed are in each sprint review / sprint planning meeting.

During the sprints, teams have daily meetings, the daily scrums. The daily scrums are for the team and are meant to ease communication between team members and to create some kind of daily commitment to certain tasks. Usually, the daily meetings are only attended by the Scrum team members. Whilst other stakeholders are welcome, they are asked to remain silent, again following the principle of not disturbing developers during the 30 day sprint. Stakeholders are only allowed to express their opinion during the sprint planning and review meetings, at the beginning and end of each sprint.

Daily meetings should be held at the same time at the same location every day. The same set of questions is discussed at each of these meetings:

1. What did you do yesterday?
2. What will you do today?
3. Anything in your way?

The emphasis during the meeting is on the exchange of information between team members, and not to report to the ScrumMaster (former project manager), also participating in these meetings. There are three questions to be answered on the lowest level of granularity, so that progress can be seen. High level granularity would only result in repetitive comments such as “Yesterday I worked on program A and today I will do the same” (Cohn 2003). With the information from the daily meetings, the team updates the sprint backlogs whilst the ScrumMaster updates the list of unmade decisions and obstacles, he is asked to take care of. In Scrum jargon, this list is called a ‘block list’.

After the sprint during which an increment is developed, the informal, four hour sprint review meeting takes place.
The review meeting is hosted by the ScrumMaster with the whole team as well as, customer representatives and the management being present. During the meeting, the team demonstrates the increment, changes of variables are discussed and finally, the next sprint planning meeting announced.

**The ‘Post-Game Phase’ in a Scrum Project**

Once all items are off the backlog list and everyone agrees that all environmental variables have been taken into consideration, the product enters the closure phase. Further testing activities are carried out and documentation and other administrative tasks necessary to ship the product are finished off. Similar to the sprint phase, as mentioned earlier, also during this closure phase, no changes or additional developments are allowed.

**Changing Jobs: Assigning New Roles**

Following a Scrum methodology means for the organisation, not only renaming and re-organising the different phases within a development cycle, but also changing job roles and profiles. The roles taken up in a Scrum team might incorporate different activities from what the employees were used to. For example, the product owner, whose role is often taken up by the user representative, has to allocate a significant amount of time for frequent meetings with the developers and other stakeholders at the end of each sprint – time which might have been used differently before.

The traditional project manager role does not exist in a Scrum project. The role closest to this is the ScrumMaster. The ScrumMaster is responsible for managing the process. However, instead of controlling the team, he plays the role of a ‘sheepdog’, a facilitator, removing obstacles for the team, so that the team can concentrate on their work (Schwaber and Beedle 2001). At the beginning, the ScrumMaster is also responsible for teaching and coaching the team, as well as enforcing the rules Scrum is based on. The Scrum team is the main force for development and consists of up to 10 people. The numbers vary depending on which author is writing about Scrum, however, the general idea is to have a small team with less than 10 people, to allow easy communication. A Scrum team is, in contrast to more traditional teams, cross-functional. The team consists not only of developers but also architects, designers, testers and quality assurance people, to allow cross functional development in comparison to linear development. What Takeuchi and Nonaka (1986) described in their article about overlapping development phases can be already realised by setting up cross functional teams. The Scrum team is empowered and makes their own estimations and task assignments. The challenge for the team members is, however, to learn how to make accurate estimations, handle the ‘freedom’ and with this, also the increasing responsibility for their own work. In a Scrum team, excuses such as ‘I followed the process’ are not valid. Everyone is encouraged to think, exchange information and if there are doubts, discuss them with the team.

For the management, the job title does not change, however their role does. The management is asked to adopt a particular management style which complies with the idea of Scrum of empowering the team. The management is, for example, not allowed to interfere during a sprint, or to dictate in the sprint meeting what the team has to do. The team decides. The management task is to participate and give general guidelines, take into account industry standards and make final high level decisions. Furthermore, and this is reported as being hard for the managers (Schwaber and Beedle 2001), managers are asked to accept the rules of agile software development, which include reducing documentation and emphasising face-to-face communication. A management, which is used to receiving ten page reports weekly, and multiple chart analysis about the project’s progress, might get the feeling of losing control.
5.4. “What Is It That We Are Doing?”

The only time Tom communicated with the developers directly, was to explain his ideas during his initial speech in the labs in October, 2006, after which he immediately left the labs. With Tom’s departure, the developers were more or less left alone with what might be thought of as a ‘partial picture’ of the new management approach. That is, it was a programme of change that was only partially communicated and understood, thus leaving room for alternative readings. As a result, the developers, rather than being passive actors, took things into their own hands and based upon the most recognisable, Scrum theory, started to gather information to complete the picture. Unsurprisingly perhaps, this meant that there were many different interpretations of what was going on, being circulated in the labs, which led to a situation in that there was ambiguity between management’s intention and the developer’s readings, resulting in some kind of ‘temporary arrangement’. In this temporary arrangement the different groups were working towards alternative programmes of action, which on the surface, seemed to match but underneath, they were based on different realities.

In the following paragraphs, I show how the developers try to find ways to fulfil what the management is looking for, to comply with the new rules. In this regard, it is interesting that the developers decided to take matters into their own hands to fill the interpretative gaps left after Tom's fast departure and further absence. The developers demonstrated and acted upon how they saw themselves: as ‘experts’, capable and willing to think for themselves.

5.4.1. Conforming Interpretations?

One of the first practices introduced in the labs, was the common Scrum feature of having daily 15 minutes meetings. These meetings, at which only three questions are discussed and during which one is not allowed to sit or talk for longer than 2 minutes, were considered by the developers as typically
characteristic of the Scrum approach. As a result of the similarity, the dropping of the word Scrum within Tom’s presentation and the handed out book to the project managers about Scrum, led almost immediately to a renaming of the practice from ‘daily meetings’ to ‘daily scrums’. Known by all under this notion, the daily meetings become for the developers, a ‘clear’ indicator, for commencing Scrum implementation.

Dominating the daily life in the labs, the daily scrums became some sort of a ‘ritual vehicle’, setting a ‘common ground’ for the management and the people in the labs. The daily scrum became the one variable everyone agreed upon – although with different interpretations attached.

![Figure 10: Attachment to the Ritual Vehicle](image)

It was the daily scrum, which became the vehicle uniting – however only on the surface - both forms of interpretation to a degree that everyone assumed to move in the same direction. It was only after approximately three months (calculated from Tom’s visit), when inconsistencies between what the developers thought to be Scrum and what the management ask them to do, became more obvious. Interestingly, however, the people in the labs did not change how they thought of and discussed the new development approach, but kept latching on to the notion of Scrum and instead searched for
justifications, explaining the inconsistencies. Arguments such as ‘it’s Scrum with some modification to fit into the vendor’s organisation’ or ‘this is just the start’ were commonly expressed. The situation based on this mutual kind of misunderstanding remained stable for several months until eventually, the ‘silent arrangement’ stared to falter.

I do not know how the project managers experienced the time in which inconsistencies became more and more obvious, and what caused them to have doubts. It was a gradual change which is difficult to show, because I believed in a Scrum implementation myself and mostly interacted with the developers, who believed through the time of observation in a Scrum implementation. Nevertheless this unfolding of the situation is interesting and to picture what happened, within this section, I draw on my own experiences as researcher, being involved and part of the labs. I show how my perception gradually changed and how other people from outside the labs saw the situation.

5.4.2. The Participating Researcher Discovers Inconsistencies

One of the first things which made me reconsider was a conference paper I was working on for the International Conference on Software Engineering (ICSE). During my time in the labs at the weekends, I wrote a paper called ‘The implementation of Scrum at one of the biggest ERP vendors worldwide’. Within this paper, I tried to describe the processes and the practices in the labs, and connect them to Scrum methodology. Whilst I wrote this paper, doubts about whether this really was a Scrum implementation started to cross my mind. First disregarding the doubts, in January, I handed in the paper, but found myself doubting even more some weeks later and decided to dig deeper.
Knowing that the developers in the labs believed in a Scrum implementation and therefore would provide no source for clarification, I searched for a contact from outside the labs, someone within the vendor’s organisation and who had a familiarity with Scrum theory. I found Fritz, a trained ‘ScrumMaster’, working in Silicon Valley, California. I contacted him and asked him for his opinion on the current developments in the North American labs. He had already heard about my efforts and asked me detailed questions of what we are actually doing there. Having described to him the managerial approach from my perspective, he manifested my doubts (something I did not actually want to happen, as once more, it would destroy my idea for a PhD topic) by commenting:

> Our teams [teams using Scrum outside the CRM division within the vendors organisation] are self responsible but not totally. However, if the project managers tell you what to do then this is definitely not Scrum. (...) You don’t have to do Scrum. (...) [But] to plan five month ahead [like CRM does] and the Line Manager dictates tasks - well, I don’t know. It’s neither good nor bad but it’s definitely not Scrum. (Fritz, Scrum Trainer, Interview: February 2006)

From Fritz’s point of view, it seems that the criteria for evaluating whether a team is doing Scrum or not, are dependent upon whether they plan ahead and, if it is the manager who decides upon the scope and the planning. If this is the case, he concludes that it is not Scrum. Applying a higher level of categories, he continues:

> The things you don’t do [if you do agile software development] are that you write first a specification, then design and then start coding. That’s not agile. There are some Scrum projects which did a specification but then that’s incremental. (...) Sometimes you also have to make sure intellectual property is protected. With a thin specification this is possible. (Fritz, Scrum Trainer, Interview: February 2006)

Having concluded that it would not be Scrum, Fritz appears to search for a higher definition and discusses whether one could call it ‘agile’. Again, he applies categories which are, from his point of view, the main characteristics of agile development and summarises that CRM is not doing agile software

---

49 Being German, Fritz insisted on carrying out the interview in German. The quotes are an author’s translation.
development. Drawing from this, Fritz concludes that what Tom is implementing is traditional management. Not Scrum, nor agile.

The thing Tom is doing in CRM is not Scrum. From what I have seen this is totally traditional project management. My impression is that this has nothing to do with agility, cause with agile software development you don’t plan ahead. What I saw was exactly the contrary. (Fritz, Scrum Trainer, Interview: February 2006)

A few weeks after this one-to-one interview, mumbling from the project managers’ side could be heard. I overheard that some of them addressed the Vice President with their doubts about whether this is going to be a Scrum implementation. Antoine, one of the managers having spoken to the Vice President, recalls in an interview:

When I spoke to [Vice President] he made it clear that we are not implementing Scrum. We are implementing some aspects of Scrum but what we are doing is not Scrum. (Antoine, Project Manager, Interview: January 2006)

Interestingly, Antoine, at this point in time is moving away from the initial arrangement of ‘we do daily scrums and therefore implement Scrum’ (of which also he was part of) and is using the theoretical concept of Scrum to justify that, similarly to Fritz, it was not Scrum that they were doing. Whereas, before the daily meetings dominated any discussion, the situation seemed to have changed. Different characteristics of Scrum methodology became more important, such as iterative design and development:

Yes, we didn’t sit with them [Solution Managers] at the beginning of every month to see what they need and what they would sacrifice if we don’t have time. It's the waterfall I would say, the approach we are following with the Solution Managers, the waterfall approach. They just sit, define their needs, write them down and we work with that. There are no real iterations. (...) When I look at the reports we have, the project reports, everybody says: ok specification review complete. You know? So they say it's complete. No one says, ok we have completed but we will come back later (...) They are still in the same way. Specs, review, design, review, code. On this aspect nothing changed. (...) Especially, look, how we are using the Indian colleagues: We send them the mock-ups and the Indian guys just implement. There is no way for them to do iterations. They ask people in [Headquarters] to finalise the UI [User Interface] specifications before sending them to India. In this aspect it’s far from real Scrum. It’s the traditional waterfall approach. (Antoine, Project Manager, Interview: January 2006)
Antoine underlines in his statement that it was not Scrum what they were doing in two ways: First he explains the idea described in Scrum theory, of the team sitting down with the product owner (in the case of the vendor the Solution Manager) to decide together which features are going to be realised within the next sprint which was not implemented. This initial meeting is commonly referred to as ‘Sprint Planning Meeting’, if we were to apply Scrum terminology like Antoine did. Second, Antoine commented on the lack of iterative development, which was also identified by Michael as a point counting against calling it Scrum or even agile software development. For Antoine, it appears to be a traditional waterfall approach - with “specs, review, design, review, code” - but with some special features, like checkpoint meetings to see if the development is conforming to the Solution Manager’s idea.

For all of us - I will not call it iterations - there will be checkpoints. So, Solution Managers will come at specified times and say “Yes what you have currently is what we agreed upon”. (..) Now, will there be anytime when we say: Ok, we have no time. Choose what we have to deliver. Do you see? To ask them to prioritise. I don't know if there will be that kind of discussion. This is corporate action. And for having participated in several meetings I know how hard it is to reduce the scope. So, once again no conferment with Scrum. (Antoine, Project Manager, Interview: January 2006)

Michael, another project manager comments similarly:

I read a book about Scrum and some articles. We definitely don't do Scrum. I think it’s not possible in such big companies such as [vendor]. (Michael, Project Manager, Interview: December 2005)

Over time, Remy also expressed similar doubts to Armand and Michael. Also leaving out the ‘daily meetings’, he commented in an interview in February, that the amount of documentation changed as well as the time scale on which they were now working, and concluded that this is a sign of the vendor moving toward what is, for him, ‘agile development’.

What changed from working in the past is that we used [name for past development method] and everything was documents. Now, it’s closer to agile development. We don't need a lot of documentation. In the past it was 3 month specifications, 2 month
design and then development. Now it's 1 month or 20 days for specification and then development and design is done in parallel. If something is changing we can change it. (Remy, Project Manager, Interview: January 2006)

The project managers were the first to question the authority of the daily scrums. Over time, it seems that other features of Scrum theory became more important and questions were asked why they were not implemented. Slowly, the project managers stepped back and whilst still exercising daily scrums, their statement seemed to change towards, ‘we are doing only daily scrums and therefore, it is not Scrum’. The figure below illustrates this change.

Antoine expressed this, most assuredly, many months later in an email:

The only things what people kept from the readings they did is daily Scrum. (...) That means [for them], we are doing Scrum. But no, we are not. (Antoine, Project Manager, Email: November 2006)

It is interesting to see how the different positions emerged over time and how the practice of the daily meeting held the network together for several months. The employees as resourceful experts took things into their own hands in an attempt to fulfil the management’s expectations. Skilled, and used to solving problems, the developers latched on to the pieces of information they had to complete the picture. Only after several months did
the project managers realise that, by concentrating on the notion of Scrum
mentioned by Tom during his first speech, they came to the wrong
conclusions. Realising this, the project managers were the first to move closer
to Tom’s idea of implementing a methodological mix\(^{59}\).

Interestingly, the project managers as well as the management did not share
this, probably not intentional or conscious move of perception, with their
teams. When I left the labs about six weeks after these interviews took place,
the developers, as well as the support team, who witnessed the changes in the
development teams, were still talking about “daily scrums” and expressed
their dislike by commenting “It’s this Scrum thing..” or “I hate Scrum”.

5.5. Summary

In the first part of this chapter, I highlighted how an ERP vendor re-
organised his strategy in the light of a product which was not accepted by the
market. An imbalance between the competing exigencies of the market and
the vendor, respectively, reflected in the sales numbers and analyst reports
made it necessary for the vendor to drastically change the strategy and, with
this, also the way work was organised. In doing so, the vendor hired a Change
Agent from a software provider who specialised in CRM products where he
had proven his abilities to develop a successful strategy and introduce
change, which is said to have made the competitor what it is today: a CRM
system provider able to challenge the vendor in the CRM market, even

\(^{59}\) With regards to the conference paper, it was declined, with reviewers comments being
similar to my doubts during this time: “What you describe as the introduction of Scrum is
really not an introduction of Scrum. It sounds much more like an introduction of a “work
more and harder” than an introduction of a people-centric agile methods. In real Scrum,
developers estimate effort -i.e. they are in control of what can be done in an iteration. What
you describe is quite the opposite “you give work on an engineer” instead of "engineers
choose task and accept responsibility for them". Your description sounds like a company that
messes up a Scrum introduction. If that is the case, the mess-up will probably overshadow
any impact of culture on the results.” (Reviewer one).

“Your description of "GS"s [the name I used for the vendor within the paper] introduction of
Scrum seems to me more of an abuse or mis-understanding of Scrum on the part of "GS"
American management. This in itself may be an interesting case study for the agile alliance.
You may want to consider a "spin-off" paper as your research progresses.” (Reviewer two).
though the vendor controls significantly more resources and overall, a bigger user base (ERP customers). In a way, Tom entered the company as a hero, pre-announced on the Intranet by quoting the competitor’s growth under Tom’s regime.

The new strategy introduced to bring the CRM division back on the route of profitability, appears to be based on three main pillars: (1) developing CRM as a standalone application, (2) paying extra attention to new reference clients and (3) produce a ‘usable’ system for a CRM user not a ERP user, and do so as fast as possible.

To introduce the changes, Tom asked the developers to follow him and apply a new software development approach, a methodological mix, which would allow the company to develop more closely to the user and deliver faster. As I have shown above, it was this mix which stimulated much discussion and also confusion amongst the developers who relied on their own interpretations of the situation, due to Tom’s absence and the only partial explanation of his vision. The developers, showing themselves as highly resourceful and motivated employees took things in their own hands and filled the ‘interpretative gap’ the manager left. The software developers, gathering information from other sources, such as books and the internet, latched onto certain, familiar aspects of Tom’s strategy, to complete and fulfil his vision. Unsurprisingly, rather than this being a smooth story, different versions of what might be Tom’s interest, developed and co-existed for several months.

These different realities were also reflected in the way the changes were translated into day-to-day life. Following a historical time line (October 2005 - March 2006) within the following section of this chapter, I show, how the new practices imposed were enacted, how the developers agreed and disagreed at times, and how the new strategic direction, over time, drastically influenced the working climate and day-to-day working practices within this North American software development lab.
5.6. Enactment of the Managerial Changes

Introducing organisational change is not just a question of explaining a proven theory to employees assuming that it will be understood and translated in exactly the same way as the organisational context. Organisations are built out of a network of people who, by having different understandings, values and principles, shape, neglect or accept practices differently. This is particularly true for organisational change taking place in companies with highly educated employees, who are used to thinking for themselves and who are pro-active in searching for suitable patterns and solutions. In the vendor’s particular case, change was also difficult to implement as the people working in the organisation had usually worked there for many years. The vendor, especially in Europe, is well known for people entering the company at a young age and leaving the company when they retire. Hence, people are often settled in their way of thinking. Comparing the vendor with companies such as Microsoft and Yahoo, Tom explains:

Microsoft lives of the laws of Windows per se. But Microsoft develops lot of new products that become successful. And the reason is the way they do it. Their philosophy. Companies like Yahoo, a company who continues to reinvent, continues to invigorate its workforce by bringing in new college graduates every year. [Competitor where Tom worked before] was the same way. My development group at [competitor] was 80% college grads and the rest senior people. The college grads were refreshed on a regular basis. I know it sounds pretty cold to say that but unfortunately if you want to stay competitive and you want to be able to keep getting new ideas you need to bring in new people. (…) They are excited and they don’t think so much about taking risk. (Tom, Senior Vice President, Interview: February 2006)

As it becomes clear from this quote, Tom wanted not only to change the practices in the labs, but the entire organisation. He continues:

It’s not just about changing the way people work. It’s about changing the culture, the culture in the entire company (Tom, Senior Vice President, Interview: February 2006)

With this goal in mind and the powers given by the Board of Directors, Tom reached beyond the CRM department, and influenced working practices
across all labs. In one of the European labs, for example, he did not approve the country’s typical hierarchical structure and made attempts to change this:

First thing I did was I made all my VP’s unlock their office doors. I made them take the signs of the door saying if you want an appointment you have to see my administrator. I made them all answer their own phones. And when you introduce yourself to your people, do so by your first and last name. It’s ok if they call you by your first name. They don’t have to say ‘Doctor.’. It was really hard for them. (Tom, Senior Vice President, Interview: February 2006)

In the particular country Tom referred to, titles and a hierarchical working structure, was not only part of the organisational culture, but also of the national culture (Hofstede 1997) - and so, was the family orientation which Tom challenged by asking people to work on Saturdays. Not a problem in the US, a culture in which Tom spent most of his life, he did not approve of the people’s resistance and the strength of the workers’ union, which he saw as undermining his plans and with this, jeopardising the success of the company.

In [European country] the legal working time is 8 hours a day. And that’s it. You don’t see that in Palo Alto and not in Canada. Cause the labour laws are different. Cause software engineering is considered a profession. The laws for hours that people work are different. But in [European country] it’s treated like a factory worker. 8 hours a day. That does have its problems. Don’t get me wrong there are people working long hours in [European country] too but it’s not the norm. But you can’t tell someone they have to do so. I can say that in US and Canada. This cultural difference causes problems. (Tom, Senior Vice President, Interview: February 2006)

Tom appears to consider the work of software developers as a ‘profession’ and his developers as experts, rather than factory workers. In this regard, we might even speculate that the above-described confusion and the self-initiative of the developers in search of guidance was expected by Tom. This, however, seems to be unlikely, since, as I describe later on, the developers in the North American labs perceived Tom as a controlling manager, someone always wanting to know exactly what each of them did.

The changes introduced in the European labs caused major interruptions and gave Tom the title of “the most hated American in the labs” (Email from
European Developer, 2007). In comparison to their European counterparts, this kind of change introduced in Europe was not an issue for the Canadians. Even though, used to a more 'European Leadership', which was understood by the developers as a leadership based on consensus, hierarchical boundaries were already minimal and academic titles were never used. Consequently, this part of Tom’s ideas remained widely unrecognised in the North American labs. However, in comparison with their colleagues in Europe, who were, except a few, not part of the CRM team, the people in North America had to deal with the introduction of new development practices, which influenced most significantly the way they were used to communicate, interact and organise their daily working life. As we have already seen in the first part of this chapter, of particular importance to the developers was the announcement of new practices, the ‘daily scrums’, but also there was the ‘daily confirmation’ and the ‘overlapping development cycles’. In the following section, I focus on these three practices. I show the way they are enacted over time, as well as give voice to the developers, letting them express their opinions.

5.6.1. Enactment: The Daily Confirmation

The first change reaching my ears following Tom’s visit, was something the developers called ‘the daily confirmations’, a new way of progress reporting. Whilst the developers were used to working packages on which they could work at their own speed for several weeks or even months, by stating their progress at weekly meetings, they were now asked to work on small packages and state their progress daily, via the daily confirmation, on an Excel sheet. The Excel sheet consisted of several columns labelled with the names of the developers per team, their daily or weekly tasks and a field in which the developers had to enter a percentage showing the progress on a particular task. The Excel sheet was linked to the program MS Project, which translated the percentage entered into statistics and graphs, allowing the project
managers, and the upper management, to monitor the progress of each team on a daily basis. Remy explains:

It’s new in our organisation this daily confirmation. Before it was the project manager confirming, one time a week. At the beginning there was some resistance but now everything is accepted. They [the developers] understand now that the organisation needs to see the progress of the work. (Remy, Project Manager, Interview: January 2006)

Even though, as Remy expressed, there was some sort of resistance, the daily confirmation did not seem to be much of an issue to the developers, at least almost no-one spoke about it. As I found out, the project managers did not really enforce the daily confirmation. In Remy’s case, the developers working in his team explained, Remy would ‘ask’ his team to fill it out, but if they forgot or simply objected to doing it, it did not seem to matter much to him. I saw one of the developers, Thierry, working in Remy’s team filling out the sheet regularly, whilst other developers, such as Gloria, from the same team, never did it. When I asked her about the daily confirmation, she commented:

I remember also an Excel sheet that I’ve never completed. Remy did it for me. (Gloria, Developer, Email: July 2007)

Similarly, for Antoine’s team, the daily confirmation was not really an issue. Antoine explained to me that he is not convinced about the way the tool was implemented and decided to complete it himself, instead of giving it to the developers. He comments:

A: Yes, I do this [the daily confirmation] for them. Because it was difficult, it was not yet very well set up until now, but in the coming days, yes, they will go and individually confirm the work they have done. Everyone will have to confirm by themselves. (Antoine, Project Manager, Interview: January 2006)

Even though Antoine was planning on having each developer confirming their daily progress in the future, in the end, his developers never had to do it either. Before Antoine decided that, finally, it was set up well enough, the purpose of the daily confirmation changed. Whilst the initial idea was to have
each developer confirm their progress, with the introduction of the daily scrum, it became the project manager’s task, who was supposed to provide data based on the daily scrums.

With this, the daily confirmation disappeared quickly out of the lives of the developers; however, only indirectly. Even though it was not the developers’ task to complete the Excel sheet, the upper management still received daily reports about each project’s progress, based on the daily confirmation for which the project managers and the developers, respectively, were held responsible. Even though it was not a big issue at first, the practice of the daily confirmation made, as we will see later, the developers accountable - not only to their manager and colleagues within the labs, but also the Change Manager Tom, who was sitting in an office thousands of miles away.

5.6.2. Enactment: The Daily Scrums

In Scrum theory (cf. Schwaber and Beedle 2001), the daily meetings are described as an optional tool for the team to update each other and to commit to a task for the next 24 hours. In theory, these meetings are only attended by the Scrum team members. However, ‘externals’ such as stakeholders are welcome as long as they stay ‘outside’ the circle of people and do not disturb the meeting. Daily meetings should be held at the same location every day in a meeting room or an area where the team is undisturbed and where blackboards and pin walls can be used. During the meetings only three questions are to be answered:

1. What did you do yesterday?
2. What will you do today?
3. Anything in your way?

With the information given at the daily meeting, the team is supposed to update the current ‘backlog’ (a list of task for the particular ‘sprint’ they are carrying out) whilst the project manager updates a list of ‘decisions to make
and obstacles’. This is the basic idea which is associated with daily meetings in a Scrum context, or any other type of agile project management methods (cf. first part of this chapter).

Whilst the theoretical description of the daily meetings appears to be straightforward, leaving very limited room for individual variances, the way the meetings were carried out and perceived was surprisingly different. The length and detail of the description below highlights these differences and represents the importance of the daily scrums for the developers. It was the topic, which was discussed daily. Being most visible and affecting every developer in the labs, it became the symbol, the ritual vehicle for Tom’s often ‘controversial’ changes.

The daily scrums started for most teams just after Christmas and were organised via MS Outlook software, which was used to organise email exchange and meetings within the company. Accepting the invitation to the ‘daily scrum meeting’ which was sent around by each manager created a daily re-occurring event in the Outlook calendar. Within the electronic invitation, the managers briefly outlined what the meeting would be about. All invitations contained more or less the same information: that there will be a daily 15 minute meeting at which three questions will be discussed. Below is an example:

From: [Manager]
Sent: None
To: [Team]
Cc:[Vice President]
Subject: Daily Scrum Meeting
When: Occurs every weekday effective 1/17/2006 from 9:00 AM to 9:20 AM.
Where: [meeting room]

Hi Colleagues,

I would like to invite you to our daily team meeting to allow everyone on the project team to see the status of all aspects of the project. We will keep this meeting short (about 15 - 20 min). The discussion will be restricted to the following 3 questions:
The invitation was sent to the team and, in copy, to the Vice President. From the 17th January onwards, on every working day, this team came together to answer the three questions outlined in the email. Whilst the invitations did not differ much, with regards to the enactment a surprising variance developed. Even though answering three pre-defined questions in teams within the same organisation, in the same labs seems to leave little space for diversity, I was struck by how much the teams differed from each other in the way they exercised and perceived the meetings. Below are some quotes from my fieldwork diary in which I commented on my first impressions after the first few meetings:

Antoine as usual started on time. He allows discussions of general things which are interesting for the whole team cause he says it makes sense for him. Seems productive their Scrum. So far it’s the only team where I can see it makes sense. Also maybe because he is a good team leader and he wants to try Scrum. It’s the opinion of the ScrumMaster which reflects on the team. (Fieldwork Notes, Week 12)

Anne-Sophie was lots of chatting at the beginning also jokes about Scrum. Apparently Anne-Sophie doesn’t like it. She reminded everyone to do their daily confirmation since she has to report the progress to the higher management. The atmosphere was very different from any other Scrum meeting. Laughing a lot but sort of more hysterical. 3 questions weren’t asked explicitly but still answered. (Fieldwork Notes, Week 14)

Remy’s meeting is less dynamic. Also there are jokes and he is funny, however with Antoine there is a completely different atmosphere. He seems more constructive and he takes notes. I guess the difference is that Antoine likes Scrum whereas Remy dislikes it. (...) Bernhard [from Remy’s team] is always talking most, commenting on other people’s comments. Also, Remy accepts it if people say that they have nothing to say. Well, it feels like that everybody hates it and that they do it cause they have to do it. Including Remy. He doesn’t ask the 3 questions either, whereas Antoine does it explicitly. (Fieldwork Notes, Week 13)

The commitment of the managers to the new practice seemed to significantly influence the atmosphere during the meetings. Whereas Antoine, for example, was convinced by the usefulness of the meetings, Anne-Sophie reassured the team that she did not really like but had to enforce it since the
management expected her to do so. With this she sympathised with the developers who criticised the changes that made her popular at this particular moment – a bonding against the forced changes by the management. The problem, however, was that by doing so, she justified actions which disturbed the meeting and the work, such as a lack of motivation to contribute and listen during the meeting. Why should anyone listen, if the meeting is declared by the organiser as enforced and pointless?

Michael, not really excited about the daily meetings either, often started very late and had problems stopping people if they were going too far in explaining and discussing individual problems. Some meetings took over 30 minutes. In my diary I commented:

Michael started 20min late without any excuse. The arrangement even is different. Everybody stands in front of him – it’s not really a circle. People report to him not to the team and they talk for far too long. The atmosphere seems like “we have to do this therefore we do it but we don’t expect anything out of it”. I guess so far it’s the worst Scrum meeting since also Michael doesn’t seem to be committed at all. People come with lists reading out all their problems. Today the guy with the list didn’t read out loud but was still talking for 5min or so. (Fieldwork Notes, Week 15)

In my role as observer, it seemed to me that, apart from Antoine’s team, none of the teams enjoyed the daily meetings even remotely as much as Antoine’s team did.

I went to Remy’s meeting. I am not sure if it is any good to do the daily meetings in all cases, apart from Antoine’s. People are not enjoying it and complaining how useless it is. Also, especially in Remy’s meeting people don’t listen to each other anymore. Three questions are no longer asked but everybody says what he is doing and if they are any problems. (...) Maybe it’s also the location in Remy case – the circle with 14 people is too big (QA [Quality Assurance] people included) and it’s impossible to hear what people say. (Fieldwork Notes, Week 13)

The disenchantment of Remy’s developers was amplified by the location Remy chose. The particular corner of the labs had very bad acoustics and because Remy’s invited people were from the quality assurance and documentation teams, the circle of people was rather big. As a consequence it was difficult to hear what each developer had to say. The fact that English
was not the mother tongue of most developers, but the language chosen for the daily scrums did not help either. Interestingly, none of the developers interrupted the meetings to say that they could not hear anything or the like – for me this was a sign of how little attention the developers paid to what the others had to say during the meeting. The problem with the acoustics was only dealt with because, at some point, the VP and I commented on it after the meeting. From then on people were asked to stand closer to each other.

The Location
Like Remy, three of the five teams I observed chose a place in the lab, where most of the developers of that particular team were sitting anyway. The arrangement of people by teams, was, however, not the way the office was designed. The vendor’s office was an open-plan office (see Chapter 3). Because of the open-plan characteristics, in some cases the daily meetings disturbed developers in other teams, who then complained that they could not concentrate. Even though people grumbled during lunch time in front of me, they generally kept quiet and accepted the meetings held next to their desk. Very often, as I explained in chapter three, I found myself in the role of a messenger between the different hierarchy levels. Complaining to me, the people might have hoped that, despite my insistence that I was not reporting to anyone, through me they might get access to the higher management.\footnote{On one occasion during the early morning hours, several developers independently came to me, asking if I could have a word with the vice president, who put his phone on speaker in the open-plan office. The developers, coming early to work felt disturbed and upset about the ignorance of the Vice President and commented “You know him. Can’t you just tell him to pick up the receiver?” Whilst it was not a very hierarchical organisation and everyone ‘knew’ the vice president, who occasionally even joined after work drinks, the developers did not feel comfortable to criticise his behaviour, rather asking me to do so.}

The exceptions in terms of choice of locations were Antoine and Matthew. Antoine’s team held their daily scrums in a nearby meeting room. He took the idea of daily scrum stand up meetings seriously and did not allow anyone to sit down. This led to the rather strange situation, where the developers gathered in a fully furnished meeting room around a table and chairs. Instead...
of using the office equipment, however, the developers were standing pressed against the walls, in this (see picture below) rather small room. To be able to lean against the wall, the developers had to move the chairs in the room towards the table.
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Figure 12: Meeting Room

Scrum theory comments on the format of the daily meeting only in a way that people should be arranged in a circle and that it would be best held in a room in which notes can be left on whiteboards. The stand-up practice is very well known in circles applying Extreme Programming (XP), another form of agile software development. In the case of the labs, it was the Vice President’s suggestion that the daily meetings should be held as stand up meetings.

Matthew, with a history of Extreme Programming, differed from all other project managers in that he decided to change locations every now and then without pre-announcement. Some of his meetings were held in the corridor outside the labs, next to the emergency exit, some in our kitchen area, and some in the office next door. Depending on the location, people were allowed
to sit if there was a table or chairs available. The idea, as he explained, was to push people to be on time and make them think more creatively. After the first couple of weeks, however, Matthew also started to have the meeting where most of his team was sitting, and, even though rigid about starting on time at the beginning, as time went by, his meetings started more and more often with a five minute delay or were cancelled. Even though caused by the developers or the manager being late, the late start was used as an argument against the daily meetings by different developers. The line of reasoning was, that the time they lose each day is not only the 15 minutes during which the meeting should take place, but also the time before and after the meeting. If for example a task comes up just 10 minutes before the meeting, it was explained to me, that people would not start anything new, knowing that the meeting is going to disturb their work in a couple of minutes anyway. Then, with the meeting often starting late and people talking for more than 2-3 minutes, some argued that, in total, it could cost them up to 45 minutes each day even though the developers, under time pressure, returned to their desks right after the meeting.

Who Is Attending the Meetings?
As I described above, the way the meetings were carried out varied between teams. Interestingly, also the question of who attended the meetings cannot be answered in a single way. The project managers in the labs, decided upon whom they included in the daily meetings individually. Again, people in the labs seemed to take matters into their own hands.

As I explained earlier, the labs were organised in teams along the more traditional software development cycle. There were teams of developers, teams from quality assurance, teams from documentation and from testing. This organisation was not changed by Tom. According to Scrum theory, however, these teams should be merged, so that each team became cross-functional. The cross functional teams would then make it possible to develop increments, and to address problems early and in a holistic way. Some of the
project managers seemed to be convinced about this idea, and, even though not being asked to do so, they decided autonomously to bridge team boundaries and invite people from different teams, such as quality management and documentation, to their daily scrums. In comparison to Remy and Matthew, who did invite others, Antoine, Anne-Sophie and Michael did not. I asked Antoine after one of the meetings for his reasoning and he told me that, first, he never really thought about it and second, that he could not see any advantage in people outside his team having to listen to the microscopic descriptions of the daily issues the developers are dealing with.

In particular, the first comment surprised me. Antoine always seemed to be very excited about the implementation of Scrum, but appears to have ‘overseen’ this particular part of the theory. His answer implies also, that his approach has never been challenged since, when asked, he commented that he never really thought about it – and this, even though the Vice President attended many of the meetings as an observer (and thus, I expected him to realise that other teams did it differently and mention this to Antoine). This somehow indicates that even for the Vice President not all aspects of the new practices were entirely clear.

Briefly wondering what the people from the other teams thought about being invited only by certain team leaders, I asked a colleague, Ashleigh, who was working in the documentation team. For her, it did not seem to be an issue and she said she never really thought about it either. But overall, she said that she is happy that she is not invited to all meetings. She commented, smiling, that attending five “of these meetings” every day, would be just very time consuming.

I did not further investigate this issue, being absorbed by other things happening in the field. Who participated in the meetings, was also never part of any discussion I overheard or took part in. It seemed to be accepted as the way it was and even to me, it did not seem to be very important, whilst I was
still in the labs. Only by looking back, I started to wonder. Whilst nobody seemed to care much about the mixture of the people attending the meeting, was the question of the usefulness of the meetings in general was heavily discussed.

**Perceptions of the Daily Scrums**

In terms of what can be learned from participating in daily scrums, the individual developers had different opinions. Antoine’s team, for instance, which appeared to me as the team profiting most from the daily meetings, seemed to really enjoy it. One of the reasons for this might be, that this team had a unique advantage which made their daily scrums different from those of the other teams: the team members were almost all working on the same project, the design of the user interface. Antoine had only one team member who did not work on this project. His approach to make sure that the daily meetings were not de-motivating for this team member (as things discussed might not be of interest) was to give him the choice of whether he wanted to attend or not. Interestingly, perhaps because he was given a choice, he came to almost all of the meetings.

As a manager, Antoine was really excited about the idea of the daily scrums. In an interview, he explained why:

> Well, I would say, it's a big advantage for the team in general and for me as development manager, ScrumMaster or whatever you want [laughing], it helps me to know what is going on, what are the opinions and what is the progress of the team. This is a big advantage. For the team itself, it's the same: They share information, they are not stuck in their corner, they get new information and if we implement it the right way it would help as well to tell the Solution Manager, ok here we have an issue. Can we either reduce the scope or can we do additional iterations because we are not doing what you are expecting. (Antoine, Project Manager, Interview: January 2006)

What became clear during the interview was that Antoine considered the meetings, first of all, as actual information sharing events and only, second, as a progress report. Whilst it cannot be seen in this quote, Antoine described himself as “Secretary of the team”, something he referred to in the interview
as ‘ScrumMaster’. The difference between the traditional role of a project manager and a ScrumMaster is, as Schwaber’s book describes, that the ScrumMaster has to give up on trying to control the day-to-day progress of the team but to make sure that the developers can concentrate on their work, rather than being distracted by administrative or political issues (Schwaber and Beedle 2001). Antoine was the first manager who seemed to follow this concept and changed his role accordingly. Maybe because of Antoine’s positive attitude, his team was also more convinced about the usefulness of the daily meetings. During my time in the labs, I did not hear any of his team members complain about the daily scrum; on the contrary. Six months after I left the labs, a period where the labs did bug fixing and suspended the daily meetings, Antoine sent me an email, saying that his developers actually asked again for daily scrums. Even though he knew that his team accepted it, this also came as surprise to him:

Well, on our side it’s business as usual with some false start of the next release :-(
Recently, I was really surprised when in a meeting, the team suggested that we resume the daily scrums... I was amazed... Well, my team didn’t really hate the experience but they were not crazy about it either... So, when they suggested this, I couldn’t believe it :-( (Antoine, Project Manager, Email: November 2006)

The degree of acceptance of the daily scrum within Antoine’s team was not the rule. The other teams’ criticisms were expressed frequently. For example, just after a meeting I was chatting with Thierry, a developer who was part of Remy’s team, in the messenger:

CG says:  
so how was the Scrum?  
Thierry says:  
tremendous  
CG says:  
What does that mean?  
Thierry says:  
it means that I learnt nothing in this meeting, as usual

In another conversation, Thierry comments:

Thierry says:  
the fact is that in our team, half of the people don’t even hear what the others say because they speak to low
Thierry says:
at the end I’m sure everybody is just thinking about what they will be cooking tonight.
(Communicator conversation, Week 16)

As I explained earlier, acoustics were a particular problem for Remy’s team. However, even when the acoustic problem was addressed and changed, Thierry’s opinion remained the same. Thierry explained that he knew what his colleagues do anyway and if he needed help or wanted to know, in more detail, what they are working at, then he could just go there and ask.

Like many others Jack and Ramsay also agreed with Thierry. In my fieldwork notes I wrote:

Yesterday, Ramsay said after the meeting “you don’t give anything and you don’t take out anything out of those meetings. (Fieldwork Notes, Week 12)

[Jack comments]: The whole point is that we think about our work and see what we want to do and realise where the problems are, right? Ok, but I hate it. It takes far too long. They don’t stick to the questions and they are not even asked. One of the guys even brings a list with all the points he wanted to raise. (Fieldwork Notes, Week 12)

Jack, not liking the meetings either, acknowledged that they might be useful in terms of information exchange. However, he complained about the duration of the meetings – being part of Michael’s team, his scrum meetings, at times, went on for 40 minutes.

Whenever developers commented on the way the daily meetings were organised, it seemed to be of major importance that the meetings did not exceed the planned 15-20 minutes. On one occasion, I asked Thierry after the meeting if he liked it today. He answered straight away “Yes, because it was short” (Fieldwork Notes, Week 12). A team member of Matthew’s team commented similarly, however, her point of view was a little different:

Asking the Asian girl [who is Canadian], if she liked it, she said yes, cause it was only 10min. That’s how it should be she says. To say quickly what you did. Also she liked the location [which was outside in the corridor next to the emergency exit]. (Fieldwork Notes, Week 12)
A day later I happened to bump into her again. Even though still acknowledging the importance of the meetings being short, she appeared annoyed. In my fieldwork notes I wrote:

She was very pissed off at lunch saying that she doesn’t like it cause it’s too long and there are discussions which are not interesting and that they should not be part of the meeting. Also, she said the concept doesn’t work, since at the beginning when she wanted to say something, she got told off, having her comments declared as being not important to everyone and therefore to be taken offline. However, now she says everybody is discussing. She was very aggressive and when I just asked her to clarify some things she said aggressively “I have the feeling I am explaining myself to you”. Whatever that meant. (Fieldwork Notes, Week 12)

Apart from leaving me rather disturbed because of her aggressive behaviour, during lunch time and in front of other colleagues (she might have seen me as a kind of management mole), the points she made regarding the daily meetings were interesting. At the beginning, she had the feeling that her manager, Matthew, was very strict in what was to be discussed at the meeting and what was not to be discussed. Even though acknowledging the importance that the meetings are kept short, she behaved aggressively because she felt that the meetings were taking too long. Making the meetings shorter would mean that the manager decided more often that some discussions are taken ‘offline’ and that some elements of the daily report are too detailed. Which parts are important or not, however, are decided by the moderator, who is the project manager. It seems that on one occasion, she was stopped because the project manager considered her explanations as too detailed and not relevant for the whole team. Even though wanting the meetings to be short, she did not appreciate being interrupted. For her, the point she wanted to make was of importance to the rest of the team. However, whilst other people, from her point of view, were allowed to speak for ‘too long’, she was told off.

The ‘speaking time’ per person differed significantly in all teams, apart from Antoine’s team. Whilst in Michael’s team, one of the developers explained himself in every single detail, reading his points from a piece of paper (and
not being stopped by Michael) in Anne-Sophie’s team one person, who was generally very nervous and loud, always commented on what the others said and explained at full length what he did and what he was going to do – generally in a very negative tone. Because of his status as ‘architect’, he was, however, a very important person ‘to please’, and therefore rarely stopped. Anne-Sophie explains:

I think it’s very difficult with him in the team. I invest much more in him than in the rest of the team. He is very very controlling. Also since we have a lot of new people we rely a lot on him. He is the architect, he worked for 6 months in [headquarter] and brought some information back that we have to implement. (...) Now I tell him do this [the daily meetings]. He says no. But then he comes anyway cause he doesn’t want to miss it. (...) He is a workaholic and he knows it. But he is doing excellent work and very productive. He is very expressive and that doesn’t help me to introduce a new concept to my team. Many rely on him cause he is the architect. So they don’t want to take too much position. I make the decision but he sort of decides about the acceptance. (Anne-Sopie, Project Manager, Interview: February 2006)

In Anne-Sophie’s case, the power of this particular team member was based on his knowledge from Headquarters and also on his distinguishing role as being the software architect, a position which made him formally the expert amongst experts. In this particular case, due to team dynamics, he was so powerful that he could lead the direction of the team. Anne-Sophie introduced the changes, but it was his judgment which decided on the acceptance. Even though not very popular in the team the other developers were dependent upon him and reluctant to challenge his point of view. I witnessed a similar, but less grave situation in Matthew’s and Remy’s teams. In both teams there appeared to be some key people, on both occasions it was again ‘architects’ who were allowed to talk for longer and to comment on the work of others. It seemed that there was a clear hierarchy in place which was not determined by the hierarchy developer – project manager but by team dynamics and technical expertise, also represented in the formal title of ‘software architect’.

Next to the daily confirmation and the daily meetings, the third major change determining the discussions in the labs, was the idea of unit tests and
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overlapping development phases. The latter recommended in various literature as a successful software development approach for fast changing markets was introduced by Tom to do exactly this: allow him to respond in time to fast changing market requirements.

5.6.3. Enactment: Overlapping Development Phases and Unit Tests

Tom’s decision to cut the total time per development cycle from 18 months to 6 months was accompanied by the idea of overlapping development phases. Whilst in the 18 month cycle each phase of the development cycle, for instance, development, testing and quality assurance, had an assigned time frame, Tom’s idea was now to let the different phases of the development cycle overlap. This meant, for example, that development (build) would start before the specification (analyse) is complete, and testing would be done in parallel to development (build). Whilst overlaps in some areas were welcome by the developers, others raised questions regarding the quality standards of the product.

Michael, refereeing to an overlap in the design and development phases, expressed his concerns in an interview by using the analogy of building a skyscraper:

With [the old development process] everything was very well tracked. (...) The design was better thought through before development started. (...) But with Scrum, design and development is done at the same time, thanks also to the time deadline. For some things there is simply less time. Especially for basic functionality. You simply forget something in the design. To fix something in the bottom when already the top is designed is extremely difficult. For example, if you build a skyscraper. You maybe forgot electricity in the basement. That means you have to dig around the skyscraper. So of course it is shaking and almost falling. Things like that. With [the old development process] things were stable. First basis, than the floor on top of it. Now someone is still working on the electricity, in the basement. But someone else is already building the 22nd floor based on the original design for electricity. (...) I think it’s still working but from what we will suffer is that hidden quality. (...). Sometimes you need to think some days about something but there is no time for it. But, I think the quantity is definitely higher. We work quicker now. (Michael, Project Manager, Interview: December 2005)
The problems addressed by Michael are the possible negative side-effects on quality through overlapping development phases. In comparison with the existing style of development, the design and development phase was now partially carried out at the same time, so that development could start before the design was finished. His concern was that if the design, particularly the design of the basic functionality, was not thought through carefully to begin with, the vendor might suffer from quality issues later on in the development cycle. An ERP system, like most software systems, constantly evolves and is never ‘finished’. Quality flaps therefore might not be visible in the beginning, but became an issue during the next stage, the next iteration or returns to the labs in the form of a message to the support.

Michael applied the idea of the traditional project management triangle, indicating the dependency of time, resources and quality, to underline his argument of potential quality problems also in the light of a shorter development cycle. He explained:

If you keep the scope and you decrease the time, there is no way you can keep the other parameters the same. Something has to move. If we have the same resources it has to be the quality. I am really curious. We define the UI [User Interface] but the framework is not finished. The framework of course will change and then we have to review the UI. (Michael, Project Manager, Interview: December 2005)

Traditional project management theory assumes that quality, time and resources are inter-dependent, like the corners of a triangle. If one corner is moved up or down, the other parameters have to adapt. The shape of the triangle changes. In this context, Michael's fear was that by decreasing development time and having different phases overlap, without increasing the resources, the product quality would suffer.

Like Michael, I heard various developers commenting similarly. I recall a discussion with one of the chief architects during lunch time. He was concerned that, by using Microsoft as example, only having six months to
complete a development cycle, the vendor would have to adopt a ‘Microsoft approach’ in which software is shipped quickly, but having such poor quality, that weekly updates are necessary to keep the software running.

Whilst the overlap in the design and development phase was described by Michael, and others, as possibly harmful in terms of quality, the overlap in the development and testing phase was, by all project managers, very welcome. Remy for instance explains:

In the past, the development is given to QA [Quality Assurance] to test. Now they are working with us from the beginning. We don’t have to wait until the end to find problems. Solution management, quality assurance and developers work together. QA is writing test cases and testing in parallel with development. Not wait until the end to see that we have a lot of correction to do. (Remy, Project Manager, Interview: January 2006)

Organising the product production process in a way that development and testing overlaps, was positively acknowledged as decreasing the boundaries between different teams. Not having to wait until the product was almost completed and then testing the entire programme at once, the overlap was considered as potentially saving time and increasing quality. For this kind of early testing of individual parts of the program, ‘unit tests’ as a corner stone of Extreme Programming (XP) engineering practices, were introduced to the labs. The idea of unit tests is to test the smallest testable part of an application to locate bugs earlier, and quicker. Tom explained:

It [Unit tests] forces you to look at the lowest element if you are testing. This way you can isolate the problem easily. The problem with [last release] - and that’s a perfect example - you put [last release] together and you don’t do any lower level testing. The problem is it takes forever to debug. No one understands what level, where... It becomes very very difficult. We fix a lot of symptoms but we don’t find the root cause a lot of times. And you don’t know who is responsible either. (Tom, Senior Vice President, Interview: February 2006)

In addition to making testing quicker and producing higher quality, Tom also saw unit tests as a way to make developers more responsible for their actions. Whilst it is difficult to find a problem in a million lines coded by different
developers, unit tests allow testing on a smaller scale and, with this, to identify the developer who programmed the faulty program.

Despite the potential increase in control which, however, was not acknowledged as such by the developers, the unit tests were widely accepted, after a few complaints about the additional work to program the tests in the first place. Even Anne-Sophie, who was most critical regarding the changes, commented:

> When something is finished, it’s ‘cause it had unit test and code review. The quality increases and doing it by small pieces is much better. (Anne-Sopie, Project Manager, Interview: February 2006)

Remy explained further, and related unit test practice to documentation. Documentation, generally, was not the most favourable task of the developers and was supposed to decrease according to Tom’s plans. Remy saw unit tests as a way of doing so:

> Unit Test can be used as documentation cause with agile we have less documentation. We can look into the unit test how for example to call a function. The benefit is that we gain a lot of time for functions that are changing. In general people change the coding and we always lost lots of time to manually test our code. Now we create a unit test and it’s tested. Unit Test coding is also transported to quality system and tested automatically. Lots of advantage of this form of documentation. You see the error from the beginning. QA will not waste their time to find minor errors. Unit Test can find bugs. This will for sure enhance quality. (Remy, Project Manager, Interview: January 2006)

Overall, the introduction of practices to have development phases overlap, was seen as controversial. Whilst an overlap in regards to the design and development phase was discussed critically, an overlap of development and testing phase and the parallel practice of unit tests appeared to be welcomed by all managers.

As highlighted in this section, the three most visible and dominant changes from a developer’s viewpoint, accompanying Tom’s assignment as Senior Vice President in the labs, were the daily scrums, the daily confirmation and
the overlapping development cycles. Highlighting these practices, I gave voice to the developers, the project managers as well as to Tom. As it becomes clear, even though welcoming some of the changes, overall the new practices were looked at critically, and a general perception of increased pressure dominated the atmosphere during this time. This feeling of pressure seemed to be mainly caused by a perceived increase of ‘visibility’, in particular, in relation to the practices of the daily scrums and the daily confirmation. Whereas in the past developers’ work might have been slightly ‘obscure’ to those outside the team and even to immediate colleagues, with the new practices the developers started to feel more exposed to various types of monitoring.

5.7. The Feeling of Becoming ‘Visible’

*If you commit to things, you better make sure you have done it. It’s measurable and if actually somebody comes and checks... (Tom, Senior Vice President, Interview: February 2006)*

When the daily meetings started, I observed one of the teams getting an introduction by their manager about why and how the meetings would take place. What the manager, Remy, explained, was that the daily meetings were a tool for the exchange of information and self control – ideas which originated in both, the Scrum theory and reasoning given by the upper management. By explaining to the team members what one is going to do within the next 24 hours, a commitment is said to be established, which gives each developer a daily goal. Remy comments, that apart from making yourself aware of what you are going to do during the day, the meeting is also a place for information exchange, at which problems can be raised. Other team members might be able to help or, if they encounter similar problems in the future, they might remember that this problem was discussed before.
However, even though the developers seemed to listen, the comments made after the meeting did not correspond with what was communicated as the reason for the meetings. When I spoke with different team members after the first few meetings, many described them as “useless” and understood the daily meetings as being a tool to increase control by asking for a daily progress report. Gloria, working in Remy’s team, wrote to me in January, right after the first couple of daily scrums:

Scrum... I prefer to ask you instead of Remy.... Which is the goal or goals of the meetings.... Because I remember Remy say something about share information but at the end I feel like he was worried about that someone is stuck with something. (Gloria, Developer, Email: January 2006; English corrected slightly to facilitate reading)

Gloria expressed in this email what I had heard from various developers, particularly at the beginning: Yes, they say it was for information sharing, but it was as if they were worried about us not progressing fast enough, and that is why they ask every day. It is it because they do not trust us.

The project managers’ position regarding the daily meetings varied. Michael, for instance, did not understand how this would give him more control. He also highlighted that, for him, the meetings made more sense if people worked on the same project. That was however not the case in his team. Michael explained:

Daily meetings are very efficient if people work on the same topic; for example ‘CRM On Demand’ has different releases, different deadlines so it doesn’t interest them very much what the others have to say. Personally, I think the meeting doesn’t do that much. Because the team is small enough that I still have the overview. I can tell you at any time who is working on what. I talk to them on daily basis. It’s rarely the case that I would not talk to a single person during the day. For me, I have the overview also without the daily meetings. So, what I read from the theory, the meetings should be more for the commitment in front of the team. Ok, this is what I am going to do today and how I accomplish it. And the next day to say, how you did it and if you succeeded or not. Because if it were just for me, I think it wouldn’t make any difference cause I have the overview anyway. But from that perspective maybe it makes sense. The other advantage is, there might be a potentially common problem on which someone else is working and that they see that’s similar to what I do and then they can profit from the solution of someone else. (..) These are the two advantages I see. That people know what the others do. The question is if it is really necessary to do it daily. If everyone wants really hear that someone else moved from
Whilst Michael felt in control of what everyone is doing every day without the daily meetings, Antoine felt differently. Antoine explained:

I have the impression that I am more in control because every single day I talk to the developers and see where their problems are and if they need help at all. And every single day I can go into the system and confirm in the product plan how their work is going, and if there is progress. The other way we used to do was that we know we are doing something, that we are somewhere in the process and close to the end we always came to the conclusion that we are far behind the schedule. With this as long as people are really honest to themselves, I think you know exactly where you are. So, yeah, first impressions: very very positive. (Antoine, Project Manager, Interview: January 2006)

Unlike Michael, Antoine believed that he was now more in control about the developers’ progress. He claimed that, through the daily meetings and the daily confirmation, he could evaluate where they were in the process and how long they were going to take. Interestingly, he interlinked this with an appeal to honesty and self responsibility. He commented that the value of the meeting lies in being honest, not (only) with him, but with ‘themselves’.

The question of control was not only discussed with reference to the developer – project manager (ScrumMaster respectively) relationship, but also in terms of the changing relationship between the project managers and the management. A project manager is responsible for the team’s progress and, with this, for the success of the project. As such, a project manager relies on the performance of the team. In the case of the vendor, it was the project manager’s task to inform the management on an everyday basis, through the daily confirmation, on the progress of the team. If the performance of the team was not in compliance with the management’s expectations, it was the project manager who was asked to justify why the developers did not complete their tasks.

Reactions to this intensified day-to-day supervision varied amongst the project managers: Whilst, for instance, Antoine showed understanding,
Anne-Sophie did not appreciate that she had to report and justify every day. For her, reporting every day was like questioning her abilities to lead the team and make sure that it was on the right track. In an interview she commented:

> What I don't like is, that if you are 5 percent low you have to justify. And that's easy, 5 percent, to fall behind. I know I catch up but I have to justify. I don't like all this justification. Of course the principle is good cause you know where you are and you can raise issues. But all the admin it requires to see where you are: That's a lot of work for a Manager. Its more admin then I had before. Definitely. (Anne-Sopie, Project Manager, Interview: February 2006)

Rather positive, Antoine comments:

> And for me also in the beginning I thought, oh my goodness this is some pressure. They want to check me every day! Of course they want to check me every day! Of course I should check myself everyday! And if I said this will take five days its normal that on a daily basis I do some checkpoints. Ok, today I have done 25 percent and if after three days I have only done 20 percent of the whole task there is a problem. People are feeling pressure because they didn't used to even report to themselves, their purpose of their own work. As I said to you we always know we are working on something, we are somewhere in the process but no idea of how much we have done and how much is left. So, this feeling of pressure, yes, it’s justified but it’s a wrong feeling. It’s normal that you want to see where you are. (Antoine, Project Manager, Interview: January 2006)

Whilst first nervous, Antoine started to feel more in control and also considered it as ‘normal’ that ‘you want to see where you are’, and whilst understanding his colleagues’ feeling of pressure, he found that more detailed control was necessary.

Whilst for the project managers the daily confirmations played a major role, for the developers the issue of control through the daily confirmation was slightly different, more indirect. The status report the developers gave during the daily meetings was noted by the project managers who then used this information to create the daily confirmation for the management (in most cases, except where developers filled the Excel sheet out themselves). If the progress was not as expected it was, first, the project manager and, only
second, the developers, who were called to account by the management. The figure below demonstrates the reporting chain.
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**Figure 13: Pyramid of Reporting**

The figure shows the perceived reporting hierarchy. The developers made their statements verbally at the daily meetings. In most cases (especially later on in the timeline) it would then be the project manager’s turn, who would fill out the daily confirmation, on the basis of what the developers reported in the daily scrums and reflecting on each developer’s performance and the team’s performance as a whole. As cumulative numbers, these numbers were fed back into another system which then provided the management with an overview of the day-to-day performance of each team. If the numbers were not satisfactory it would be, first, the project managers who would be addressed. It was then up to the project manager to further communicate (or not) and sanction the individuals or the team (or not).
Whilst it is interesting to see the developers’ viewpoint as well as that of the project managers, it is important to also look at the management’s position. Did the management actually seek more visibility and control or was this some type of side-effect of the new practices which were introduced?

The Management’s Position

Whilst some of the developers and project managers agreed, or disagreed, upon the necessity of the new practices and, as a separate issue, on the increased day-to-day control, it seemed to have been in the management’s interest to increase control. Either way, through the daily meetings as well as the daily confirmation, Tom explained that he hoped to make people accountable to themselves and to him, as the manager. In an interview he explained his position:

Tom: What happens quickly in a Scrum type approach: You learn very quickly who produces and who doesn’t because it becomes very obvious in small teams, who is doing the work and who is falling behind. And so there is a lot of team pressure. (...) Teams that aren't performing very well - it becomes really obvious.

CG: The same with the daily confirmation.

Tom: Yeah, if you commit to things you better make sure you have done it. Its measurable and if actually somebody comes and checks... (Tom, Senior Vice President, Interview: February 2006)

There are two interesting arguments in this quote. First, the idea of control through team pressure, and second, that commitment makes for accountability. The question of pressure through the team was also discussed between Thorsten, the Vice President and Michael, a project manager. From what Michael told me at the interview, similar to Tom, the Vice President also advised that one ‘advantage’ of the daily confirmations and the daily scrums was the evolving team dynamics. Michael explained:

I talked to [Vice President]. He said it should push the potential low performer of the team. I am not convinced about that. Cause as [other Manager] said yesterday you can be easily fooled by someone saying that they are working on the design document and tomorrow too. I try to avoid that by asking when it will be finished. Of course they can say it takes 5 days but then it’s my task to judge how much time it’s
going to cost. The rest of the team they don’t know. So they don’t push him. Because they work on different projects. (…) The topics should be assigned to the locations but it’s not the case today. (Michael, Project Manager, Interview: December 2005)

This situation was more or less the same in all teams except Antoine’s. In Antoine’s case, all developers apart from one worked on the same project. In this case, Antoine could monitor the projects’ progress more easily and compare the developers’ performance. Additionally, the team members could potentially control each other as, by working on the same project, difficult and easy tasks are easier to identify and if a team member is slow or lazy, the team will most likely notice this. In these cases, it is more difficult to find workarounds, to decrease the pressure by giving for instance very generous estimations for task completion as feared by Michael.

The second part of Tom’s comment in the first quote within this section on the management’s position is related to accountability. In his statement, he emphasises that, if the developers commit to something, then they had better ensure that they have carried it out, in case someone actually comes and checks. Tom underlines that there is always a chance that someone comes and checks. Within the same interview Tom explained in more detail this need for tight control:

There are so many moving pieces to this thing, it’s easy to fail. Which is why you need a lot of tight control, a lot of small projects to finish them quickly get them done and move on to the next. (Tom, Senior Vice President, Interview: February 2006)

Exercised on a day to day basis and communicated directly already during the first initial meeting, the tight control was not welcome. In order to avoid it, ‘escape strategies’ evolved amongst the developers and project managers.

One of the most popular instances was the ‘hiding strategy’. A developer explains:

If I don’t have anything to tell I could still lie and say I have done this and that (…) and if I have to I put code I just say I tried and it didn’t work. (Fieldwork Notes, Week 11)
Another, more drastic step was to leave the team / vendor organisation. As this was the most radical measurement, as it will be discussed in Chapter 6, most developers adapted to the situation by becoming more introverted, solely interested in activities which were directly related to the task at hand and with this, only relationships and communication channels which led closer to this goal, were kept alive.

5.8. Conclusion

The market in which an organisation acts, determines its strategy and vision and, as a result, also the production practices and working climate (Carmel and Sawyer 1998; Dube 1998). This is also the case for ERP system providers which act in a market which appears to be much more dynamic, fluid and complex than what we know from the bespoke system market (cf. Sawyer 2000a). Only by considering one factor, the number and heterogeneity of stakeholders, we find expectations and complexity in the case of ERP system multiplied. Instead of serving, for instance, one or a few user organisations, ERP vendors, such as the organisation observed, serve over 40,000 user organisations, are noted at several stock exchanges and are one of the biggest employers in some countries. Each day for instance, we find the vendor in the news and there are industry analysts whose jobs are to exclusively monitor and analyse the vendor.

Such market conditions, combined with close competition, create a dynamic market in which strategies and, with this production methods, have to be constantly adapted (see also Dube 1998). However, to change an organisation with thousands of employees is not an easy choice. Changing the strategy, even if only for a particular market segment, means changing the way the product is developed in this area and, with this move of people out of their comfort zone, expose them to change and lead them into a direction which corresponds with the (new) organisational goals – all whilst being watched closely by other stakeholders, such as industry analysts.
The above account has introduced, from a social, rather than a development process method view, the importance and also the type of strategy initiated at this vendor’s site in the light of an unpopular product, as well as the impacts of this strategic change on working practices. It has shown how the vendor, facing a choice of either closing the division or changing the way things were done, decided upon the latter by hiring a new manager. This new manager was known as a successful Change Agent, who was hoped to bring in the missing knowledge of how to develop a CRM system, which was used by a different type of user than the vendor’s core ERP system.

Surprisingly unclear, he introduced his new strategy to the developers and left them (unknowingly?) with a rather ambiguous idea about how the resulting changes in development practices should be translated into the day to day work. Tom’s unclearly communicated strategy and his absence left the developers to their own destiny which provides us, not only with an interesting account of change management, but with an intriguing insight into how the developers, rather than being a passive workforce, took things into their own hands and filled the information gap.

If we look at this case, it is necessary to understand, that these people, working in the labs, are experts in their field. The vendor’s screening process is known for being very selective. For keeping the developers in the company, the vendor claims to pay top salaries (top 10% of the industry average). These developers were not insecure, shy people needing constant attention and guidance, but people, who were used to make their own decisions and, as this case demonstrates, even in the absence of guidance, search for solutions. The developers lashed onto the word ‘Scrum’, the most acquainted word used by Tom, and rumours were soon established stating that Tom wanted to implement Scrum methodology. The introduction of daily meetings only supported the rumours leading to the strong belief that, in order to please
Tom (and not lose one’s job), it was necessary to implement Scrum methodology, with minor adaptations, as best as possible.

This ‘taking things into their own hands’, however, has, as we have seen, not been a smooth process, but a contingency in which competing accounts existed. Whilst Tom was aiming for a methodological mix out of Microsoft’s Sync and Stabilise, Scrum and his own experiences, the developers strongly believed in a Scrum implementation and judged new practices introduced by the management accordingly. However, it is not only this kind of confusion which developed and which is interesting; already the various ways in which the daily meetings took place shows how the changes developed their own dynamics.

The changes had a significant impact on daily working life within the labs, as the above chapter indicates. Particularly dominant in this respect, was the transformation of the control structure impacting also the way work is measured. If we apply Saywer’s (2004) archetypes of software development teams, a shift appears to have developed from a network/group driven type of software development towards a more sequential type of software development in which day-to-day individual progress rather than group effort is controlled and measured. It was this change of control structure which resulted also in a most visible change of communication patterns.

---

52 Sawyer (2004) points to three social types of software development teams: (1) sequential (2) group and (3) network. The three types vary in the way software development is seen and evaluated. Whilst sequential software development is based on a linear set of discrete tasks, with people working in very specific functions and in the believe that a good process produces good software, in a group situation, developers are organized into interdependent groups and are evaluated not only for their technical skills but also on how well they work with others. For the network type, Sawyer (2004) writes: “Software development is seen as a process of constant development with a specific focus on the outcome/product. (...) Group members are valued for what they can produce. This implies a complex network of ties between people and a hub-and-spoke management approach.” (page 96).
across teams (developer and support teams) as shown above and discussed in
detail in Chapter 6.

In the next chapter, I investigate the presented ethnographical data from a
more analytical viewpoint, addressing in particular the topics of strategic
change in the light of shifting market conditions and the associated,
unexpected struggles. Bringing the world of the support and developer teams
together, the next chapter highlights furthermore, how the informal work
organisation and communication patterns changed across departments.
6.1. Introduction

Tracy Kidder (1982), in his remarkable book on building a computer introduces us to a world of multiple and complex decisions shaping the creation of the first computers. Telling the story of the management of innovations, Kidder (ibid.) provides us with an intriguing and fascinating account of working practices and culture within an organisation. In the course of telling the story of Data General, Kidder (ibid.) introduces us to one developer who, wanting to find out the competitors’ secret to success, enters the rival’s labs undercover and opens up the machine. Unfolding the ‘black box’ and investigating the interior of the machine, the engineer finds not only technical components, but also the work organisation of the rival company reflected. Kidder’s engineer comments:

Looking into the VAX, West had imagined he saw a diagram of DEC's corporate organization. He felt that VAX was too complicated. He did not like, for instance, the system by which various parts of the machine communicated with each other; for his taste, there was too much protocol involved. He decided that VAX embodied flaws in DEC's corporate organization. The machine expressed that phenomenally successful company’s cautious, bureaucratic style. (p: 32)

Kidder’s book is most interesting in many ways and a ‘must read’ for anyone concerned with the creation and emergence of technology. What we can learn from this developer’s experience in relation to this study, is that if we want to understand technology we cannot disregard the organisation behind it. Whilst focusing primarily on the user site and how, in this context, technology and society undergo a mutual shaping process, STS falls short in acknowledging the role of the organisation in this shaping process (cf. Vaughan 1999). Acknowledging this gap in current research, for this thesis I focus on the organisation, and more specifically on the way that work is carried out within the software labs. Like Kidder’s (1982) engineer unfolding the machine just to find the hierarchical organisation reflected in the product, I unfold the policies and practices influencing and reflected in the technology.
Continuing this attempt of opening up the black box, this chapter first discusses the ethnographic data of Chapter 5, followed by a discussion, bringing the world of the support (Chapter 4) and the world of the developers (Chapter 5) together.

6.2. Introducing Competing Management Practices

Historically, the software production industry has gone through various phases in which different management approaches were suggested to handle the new challenge of managing software developers and their work (cf. Friedman 1989). With hardware costs sinking in the early 1960s and labour becoming a bigger proportion of the total cost of producing software, the question of how to best develop a usable product whilst keeping costs and quality under control became a widely discussed topic. Already in the 1960s, during the influential Garmisch Conference (Friedman 1989), various academics and practitioners pointed to this problem and started to search for solutions, proposing different approaches as to how best manage the software production process. Kraft (1977), Friedman (1989) and Curtis (1988), from different points of view, provide us with detailed accounts of the management problems in bespoke software production during these early years, when labour became more expensive than hardware and projects were commonly over budget, producing at times, questionable results.

The vendor, being part of the software production industry since the 1970s has gone, like the industry, through different phases of finding and experimenting with the ‘best practice’ software development approaches of any particular time. A developer from the fieldwork site describes, in an informal conversation, three main phases the vendor went through: Until the early 1990s, the vendor was said to have an informal development process in which the developers were acting with extreme discretion (akin to Friedman’s
(1989) ‘responsible autonomy’. With a change in management, over the years, more and more processes and methods were implemented, which meant that the vendor could increasingly control developers and at the same time, ensure the work process was in compliance with industrial standards and certifications (such as ISO certifications). Recently a third set of changes was introduced, positioned in the middle of the two extremes; attempting to control the day-to-day progress of the developer on the one hand, with on the other, the management aiming to reduce rigid processes and facilitate an environment of creativity. A developer characterised the vendor’s approach as a swinging from one extreme to the other, like a ‘big pendulum’. On the left site, there would be ‘flexibility’, on the right site ‘processes’. According to this developer, until the 1990s the pendulum was high on the left, and then swung over to the right. The most recent management approach would be placed somewhere in the middle between the two extremes.

As the ethnographic account in the preceding chapter has shown, the settling between the two extremes has not been unproblematic. Whilst the management found that change is necessary to bring the CRM division back on track, the developers, whilst not necessarily disagreeing with the ‘need’ for change, were unclear and also somewhat sceptical about the new practices introduced. The lack of clarity expressed itself in the developer appearing not to know what exactly they were supposed to introduce. As experts in their own fields, they thus took things into their own hands, filling the interpretative gaps and coming to the conclusion, that it must be a Scrum

53Friedman (1989) categorises as part of his effort of making sense of the present and history of management styles all management into the two categories: ‘direct control’ and ‘responsible autonomy’. Behind the categories are different kinds of viewpoints mainly in relation to whether employees are generally motivated or if they need close supervision to give their best. In a scenario where management methods for direct control are introduced, management tends to handle people like any other production factors. This goes along with close supervision, division of work into small tasks (deskilling). Management styles falling into the category of supporting the idea of responsible autonomy would allow greater freedom to fulfil tasks, greater responsibility for tasks. With Friedman’s words, responsible autonomy is an attempt to “harness the adaptability of labour power by giving workers leeway and encouraging them to adapt the changing situation in a manner beneficial to the firm” (p: 78).
introduction – disregarding practices and evolving situations which were contrary to the idea of Scrum or agile project management in more general terms. Whilst the daily meetings and daily confirmation were highly disputed and watched with sceptical eyes, other practices, also generally indicating an iterative and potentially agile development process such as overlapping development phases (see, for instance, Takeuchi and Nonaka 1986), got much less attention and were, if at all, discussed only amongst the project managers. Whilst partially sceptical also towards the changing of the development phases in that they were now supposed to overlap, overall, this appeared to have been a much more welcome change than the daily confirmation and meeting practices (and thus was much less discussed).

Even though unclear to the developers for many month, the managers’ idea was to base the new approach on three different types of managerial practices: Scrum (Schwaber and Beedle 2001; Takeuchi and Nonaka 1986), Sync and Stabilise (Cusumano and Selby 1997) and customised ideas of good project management. Such an approach of mixing competing managerial practices has been found to be not unusual (Adler and Borys 1996; Barrett 2004; Fitzgerald 1997; Kruchten 2007; Turex et al. 2000). Adler and Borys (1996) for instance, summarised various existing management theories putting forward the idea of a mix: to define rules for routine tasks and empower employees for non-routine tasks. A similar vote in favour of a methodological mix can be found in Barrett (2004) (see Chapter 2). Whilst current research introduces us to the possible advantages of such a mix, the vendor’s case demonstrates some of the potential pitfalls as well as possible ways to monitor and thus avoid certain problems.

The mix introduced at the site observed included practices aimed at encouraging team work and acted according to the principles of responsible autonomy (akin to Friedman 1989), but at the same time, increased the feeling of being controlled. The dichotomy of the managerial approach
expressed itself most dominantly in the form of the two practices: the daily meetings and the daily confirmation.

The theoretical concept of the daily meetings, as outlined in the previous chapter, is to bring people together and increase information exchange within the team. The meeting aims to encourage team responsibility and team spirit. The project manager attends the meeting as facilitator (without aiming for supervision or control) (Schwaber and Beedle 2001). The daily confirmation in turn, not being related to the agile practice Scrum, but based on the manager’s idea of ‘Best Practice Management’, has been introduced from a different motivation. The daily confirmation was designed to monitor each developer’s, as well as the team’s, progress on an everyday basis. With this, the two practices presented an opposing picture. Whilst one supported team work, the other encouraged individual progress and facilitated close managerial control.

The management’s intention appeared to be to combine the strength of both (akin to Adler and Borys 1996; Barrett 2004) but with an overall tendency to use the practices as measures of control (cf. Chapter 5). However, instead of the polar practices completing each other, a situation of mutual shaping between both now localised practices and the environment took place, leading to a ‘merged product’ of both being designed to control. Like technology, the managerial practices underwent a localisation process. The data presents a detailed description of this process from which reasons for this development can be identified. One of the main reasons appear to have been that the manager (Senior Vice President and Change Agent)

---

54 In Scrum theory we find, at first glance, a similar practice: story cards. Each developer makes notes on the story card, on how much work (in %) is still to do in order to complete a task. Following the idea that only reporting forward, rather than backwards, is productive, numbers such as ‘percentage completed today’ are not directly recorded (they can however be calculated from the numbers given). Whilst following the principle of reporting forward in time, these numbers are not made available to the upper management.

55 It has to be noted that one team did not appear to have suffered from this effect. However, the situation for this team (Antoine’s team) was different. For a detailed discussion on this topic see Chapter 5.
communicated, during his on-site visit, that he would control each process and everyone constantly (and therefore people had better ‘watch out’). Thus, the developers concluded that the general intention of the management was to increase control, and that the points of control will be the key indicators for their performance assessments. Combined with a lack of supervision of the changes, with the Change Manager being located in another continent leading to a general confusion about what the developers were supposed to do, the practices and perceptions developed their own dynamics.

Whilst we could now conclude this discussion on mixing competing practices and dispute that general recommendations to do so, have to be followed with care and depend upon organisation specific variables, this account, whilst interesting, would become a type of implementation study on managerial practices. If we look, however, behind the causal reasons presented above, a closer analysis of both managerial practices allows the identification of more general reasons on how such dynamics could evolve: It appears that in this case, an ‘inherent’ characteristic of both practices has been stimulated: the slightly hidden characteristic of accountability.

6.2.1. Managerial Power and Accountability

Accountability can be defined as the giving of accounts in various forms, such as reasons, stories or excuses for a particular situation or event, which can be rooted in verbal and written exchanges of information (Garfinkel 1967; Munro 1999). If we follow the idea of accountability as a source of managerial power as theorised by Munro (1999), we find possible explanations why the practices were, eventually, perceived as tools of managerial control: Even though ‘theoretically’ following different purposes, both practices introduced in the labs incorporate the inherent characteristic of making people accountable, the daily scrums in verbal, and the daily confirmation in written form.
Chapter 6: Analysing the Labs

The power of accountability in the case of verbal statements is based, if we apply Munro (1999), on the immediate emphasis of the account given by the person to be controlled. In the context of the daily meetings, this would mean that the feeling of control would be the result of the project manager calling the developers to account during the meetings. Interestingly, however, no incident was observed, in which the developers were called to account directly during the meetings, but yet people felt as if they were made accountable for their actions and thus controlled very closely. Interestingly, it seems that in the labs, it was already the fear of being called to account and being humiliated, which led to an increase in managerial power. Having to confirm in front of the team the progress or delay, was considered by many as potentially humiliating and an offensive practice; the developers were afraid of losing face.

Mostly based on statements made during the daily meetings, the daily confirmation provided the management not only with information about the team’s day-to-day progress in a similar way to the ‘mutated’ daily meetings; the daily confirmation also provided a durable account. Whilst the account given at the daily meetings had limited validity in that verbal statements are quickly forgotten and recalling a verbal statement after a period of time is often considered as invalid (Munro 1999), in written form, the day-to-day progress could be made available to anyone, at any time, and was thus detached from time (the actual moment it was reported) and space (the North American labs). This put the actors, to whom the data was sent on a daily basis, in a powerful position: sanctioning did not have to happen immediately, but could follow at any point in time. Thus, the project managers and developers, respectively, did not know if and whether they would be called to account when reporting a fallback. In cases where there was no reaction from the management, the team which did fall behind was never sure if, for instance, an account was tolerated or if the management overlooked set backs or if, indeed, the management did not look at the written report at all. In all cases, however, there was a chance that
sanctioning might come later, possibly even months later, at the end of a project. Being detached from time and space, the existence of the written account in form of the daily confirmation, created a type of panoptical supervision (Foucault 1977) with a geographically detached and thus invisible but also unpredictable observer, who might be paying attention to the data (or not), or might do so later.

Overall, what we find in the labs, are competing practices with, however, similar inherent characteristics. It is the characteristic of accountability which has been stimulated in both cases, leading to an emphasis on controlling elements which became particularly visible in the case of the daily meetings. In their theoretical form considered as team building exercise, in the local context they became and were perceived as instruments of control. Similar to the shaping process of the technology at the local site, a shaping process of methods appears to have taken place, with a highly contextual but yet not unpredictable outcome. To understand and monitor the possible modifications of methods and to predict effects of managerial practices on the work organisation in different settings, analysing the variable of ‘potential to make people accountable’ as outlined above, in reference to Munro (1999), appears to be a potentially useful exercise in understanding and monitoring such a localisation process.

Furthermore, what can be learned from this account is how one contextual variable (contextual in that it is not an inherent part of the practice) significantly stimulated / uninspired the power of accountability: the time available to complete a task. It appears that the perceived pressure and intensity of managerial control has been amplified in this case, by not giving the developers enough time to fulfil their tasks (as to how they perceived sufficient time to complete a task). The perceived lack of time increased chances of falling behind and consequently the possibility of being ‘caught out’ and humiliated, directly or indirectly, in written or verbal form, in front of the team and the management. As such, the variable of time increased the
potential managerial power, rooted in instruments of making people accountable.

As the case has shown, the overall increase in perceived control was not positively perceived by the majority of employees in the labs (see Chapter 5). Various reactions developed over time, which are analysed in the following.

6.2.2. When Control Mechanisms Are Not Welcome

Control (or the perception of control) is said to not always provoke negative feelings, but can also be perceived as relief and comfort (Adler and Borys 1996). Most explicitly, this is also visible in Dube’s (1998) description of a software package vendor, which changed the management approach from a more controlling style towards what Friedman (1989) describes as responsible autonomy. In this case, the employees and the management were found to have difficulties not with the presence but with the absence of individual accountability. Dube (1998) explains the situation by referring to Katzenbach and Smith (1993). Katzenbach and Smith (ibid.) argue that it appears to be difficult for people to trust and accept when it is no more their individual progress which is monitored closely, but the progress of one or many teams or the project in general, which is the basis for their evaluation.

Whilst reducing individual accountability led to a situation of discomfort in Dube’s (1998) case, in the labs it was the opposite. It was the newly introduced measures to control individual progress (rather than the progress of the team and the organisation), which created a feeling of discomfort. The developers were reluctant to accept the new management approach unchallenged, and thus developed practices to escape the imposed changes and their effects, by either hiding behind generous estimations or unclear high level statements in progress reports. In other cases, the rejection of increased managerial control showed itself also in more drastic ways, such as through the eventual resignation of some developers. Whilst this was
discussed as an ‘option’ already during the time of fieldwork, to my
knowledge, no developer left the team during this time. However, this
situation seems to have changed. In a recent email (2007) a developer from
the support team summarised her impressions, when she walked over to the
developers’ office, 18 months later (the support was relocated to another
office a few months after I left the labs):

I don’t know if Tom considered that his CRM changes were a success but here in
North America, almost everyone is leaving. Rasi has joined [support division].
Dimitiry, Benjamin are joining utilities. Tamsin has left. So many others have left or
moved to [other departments]. I go to the other office [the developers’ office] and I
don’t recognise anyone anymore, except for Remy and a few others. Apparently
Thorsten [Vice President] was always saying that the lazy people are leaving. But it
seems that when Dimitry decided to leave, he said: maybe there is really a problem.
Too bad! And they only hire people with 3 or less years of experience! (Sara, Third
Level Support Employee, Email: September 2006)

One of the main problems of the high staff turnover, as becomes clear in the
quote, is that in particular people widely considered as ‘experts’ were leaving
the CRM division (interestingly, most left only the CRM division but not the
vendor)\textsuperscript{56}. Referring to Dimitry, who has been considered as an exceptionally
good developer and software architect\textsuperscript{57}, the support employee describes how
lab gossips had it that now, with this resignation, the Vice President started
to (officially) reconsider the strategy of his supervisor Tom, Senior Vice
President.

Experts leaving a company can cause various problems for the employer: not
only a new employee with required knowledge has to be found, but also, a gap
of (acknowledged) expertise, trust and communication has to be closed. Even
if the organisation manages to find a new employee with equal experience,
this does not mean that the new employee is accepted and considered an
expert amongst the developers. It is a status which has to be earned (cf.

\textsuperscript{56} This has been confirmed by a follow-up telephone interview with the Vice President in

\textsuperscript{57} I remember occasions in which we approached Dimitry for help. Even though he was very
easy to talk to, his expertise made us going ‘there’ only if nobody else was capable of helping
us (see also Chapter 5).
Sonnentag 1995). The membership to the various communities is not granted automatically. Values have to be accepted, entry barriers overcome and the arrangements within the groups reformed. This process of socialisation takes time and can potentially fail, resulting in problems such as dysfunctional teams and de-motivation which in turn reflect on the product. Large scale software systems such as ERP systems are not the result of one person but the effort of many.

Whilst some developers took the drastic step of leaving the CRM division, most developers appeared to respond to the pressure by complaining and ‘turning inwards’, in that they started to focus only on the immediate problems associated with fulfilling their daily working package - to avoid any kind of (possible) direct or indirect sanctioning. One of the effects of such internalisation was that existing communities and networks were no longer maintained and new colleagues, replacing the developers, were not initiated into the group and left isolated. A change in informal working practices took place affecting not only the developer teams, but also interfacing teams included in the occupational communities.

In the following section, I discuss both the way working practices and communication patterns changed within the developer department and how, eventually, other interfacing departments were affected. The case reveals an interesting dynamic, connecting the, at first glance, separated teams of developers and support employees.

6.3. Implications on Communication Structure and Working Practices

The situation I encountered when entering the labs was that of a socially active lab in which a constant humming indicated multiple discussions around the coffee machine or at the developers’ desks (see Chapter 3). However, with the passing of time and despite the daily gathering of the
teams for the daily meeting, I noticed how the labs had become suddenly ‘quieter’. Fewer people walked around and even though this might just state the obvious, the sound of clicking keyboards appeared to be more dominating than before. Whilst a decrease in chatting was considered as a success by the management (interview with Thorsten, Vice President, December 2004), this expression of ‘turning inwards’, as a result of the newly introduced practices, had serious effects on communication structures within the developer teams and across the departments. The developers did not feel as if they were having enough time to do anything unrelated to their immediate task. Helping others meant losing valuable time and to fall behind. As a consequence, this increased the risk of being caught out and potentially, directly or indirectly, embarrassed in front of the group during the daily meetings or through the daily confirmation – what in the long run would also reflect negatively on their performance review.

The following email, which was sent to me a year after I left the labs (2007), summarises a development, which had already started during the fieldwork, from a developer’s perspective and shows the effects of the developers change of habits:

We have no time to chat, to read mails, to have 1 hr lunch. (...) I think is better for the upper level to have people working like horses... And not taking a coffee at the machine. I don’t go to any meeting that is not related to what I am doing. I don’t have time So, no more all hands meeting [meetings for all employees], etc... I think I can do it for another year cause I am learning and I like that.. But later on.. If it continues like that, I will try to change the department. A lot of people left. (Gloria, Developer, Email: August 2007)

The quote provides us with two examples of how this process of isolation expressed itself in the day-to-day working practice. First, it shows a certain dissatisfaction with not having enough time to interact with others in informal ways, such as taking a coffee at the coffee machine; and second, how some developers started to focus only on their immediate tasks and stopped attending meetings which were not directly related to what they were doing.
Both points can have significant impacts on the working climate and also the product itself. A software package is a complex product which consists of millions of coded lines, which are assembled in a specific way to build a unit. Such ‘co-development’ demands the sharing of ideas, visions, goals and strategies, which is done in formal ways for instance, during all-hands meetings, bringing the organisation together. Not attending these meetings can lead to various problems in adjusting the different pieces of code and acting according to a corporate vision and common goals. Furthermore, attending meetings in general, also provides an occasion for social interaction across departments, which in turn, leads to a constant adjustment and reproduction of an organisation (Boden 1994; Sawyer and Guinan 1998).

Not ‘attending’ the informal chats at the coffee machine, equally influences the exchange of important informal information on tasks and the organisation (expertise is shared in such settings, since a single person cannot understand all aspects of complex technologies such as ERP products). Even though programming can, at times, be a very individualistic task, for the developers, interacting with colleagues during the day and outwith working hours seemed to be important (see Chapter 3). Communities were formed, in which values were shared and communication channels built across hierarchical and departmental boundaries, satisfying the social needs of the developers. With the changes, and by taking away the time to socialise, the developers actively complained that they did not have time to have a coffee or that they did not have time to have lunch together. This picture of a social developer, dependent upon others, is interesting as it does not correspond with the widely promoted picture of individual and self focused developers presented in current literature (Carmel and Sawyer 1998; Cusumano and Selby 1997; Dube 1998; Sawyer 2000a). The current picture of software package developers does not acknowledge the social character of programming, and disregards the need for distributed expertise in such settings. The expertise to build complex systems, such as ERP systems, cannot be held by one person only or by all people equally. Expertise in such
settings is distributed and needs to be shared. Thus, it appears unrealistic to assume that developers in such settings are ‘unsocial’ and that the sharing of expertise can be done by formal means only.

In this regard, an interesting relationship between the communication breakdown in the developer department and the performance of other teams revealed itself. In the following paragraph, I show the impact of the changes on the informal network existing between developer and other teams, as well as on the product and the user-vendor relationship. In this context, it has to be noted that only issues are highlighted, which occurred near to where I was situated: between development and support groups. As a well-known pitfall of ethnographic research, other relationships which were outside my scope of observation, such as the developer-tester relationship, cannot be highlighted (these were, for instance, said to have improved (cf. Chapter 5)).

**The Support-Developer Link**

At the vendor, the third level user support is situated in the same labs as the developers, officially to facilitate communication between both groups. When I entered the labs it was an established practice that the developers and support would work closely together. Regularly the support staff would ask the developers about user problems and the developers would regularly pass by a support employee’s desk for a chat about ‘how the users are doing’ (see Chapter 4). As such, the developers and the support built a community in which expertise was shared and which at times, even included the user (in the form of a user problem). The figure below illustrates this support-developer-user community.
Even though not given any formal consideration, this informal socialised working practice was crucial for the support, the developers and the users in three ways. First, the support received fast and informal help with complex user problems from those programming this part of the application, which in turn, allowed the support to respond to the users faster than they could otherwise have done. Second, the developers were constantly up-to-date regarding the problems that the users encountered whilst implementing and using the system. This feedback could then be directly included in the current development. Third, the user could influence the design of the system indirectly (and unknowingly), by having the support discuss their problems and demands, directly, and without any further intermediation, with the developers\textsuperscript{58}.

As outlined earlier in this chapter, over time, a perceived increase in control and pressure made the developers isolate themselves from any kind of (time consuming) communication. As a result, the inter-departmental co-operation between team members and across different teams, was cut down to a level of

\textsuperscript{58} For a discussion on potential problems when discussing requirements with intermediaries (such as consultants or solution managers) see for instance Curtis at al. (1988), Keil and Carmel (1995) and Saywer (2000a).
‘absolute necessity’. This shifting behaviour became quickly visible. With the start of the daily meetings (the daily confirmations were introduced first, but were not immediately responded upon) the visits of the developers to the support employees’ desks became less frequent and requests for help from the support side were more often answered with “Sorry, I don’t have time”. The community disintegrated, leaving the support with its user alone, as illustrated in the following figure.

![Figure 15: Support-Developer-User Community Dissolving](image)

Within months, the support staff, previously reliant on help from the developers, found themselves confronted by messages which they could not solve on their own. Not being able to count on the expertise of the developers, the support employees found themselves helpless; this helplessness was less a question of the support not being skilled enough to solve problems by themselves, but the result of an unexpected change of working practices for which the support staff was not prepared. It was common practice to share expertise, which was also reflected in the way knowledge was formally transferred between the developer and support. When new features were launched the developers would explain these to the support employees in so-
called ‘hand-over sessions’. These meetings (I attended several) had a
duration of 2-3 hours and provided high level information – enough to give
an idea about the new functionality and the way the programs were
embedded in the overall system, but not enough to solve complex user
problems; this was also not necessary. Both parties were used to sharing and
exchanging knowledge on the run, when complex problems arose. In some
cases, the support was even entrusted with supporting new features before
the formal hand-over session, since one could always ask.

However, with the developers turning inwards, the support was suddenly left
alone. The tactical arrangement between the developers and support faltered,
with the developers withdrawing from the informal network. The existing
community including the support, the developers and the user disintegrated.
Formal ways of exchanging expertise were considered by the support teams,
but avoided, as seeking help formally was not only a long-winded process, but
also an official acknowledgement of a lack of competence in a certain field.
Instead, the support used workarounds. As I have outlined in Chapter 4,
messages come with a certain priority attached, determining the time given
for the vendor to respond to a message. Statistics were constantly checked
and the vendor had to stay within the formal guidelines to avoid sanctioning
on the basis of the Service Level Agreement. With the lack of support from
the developers, the support team found itself in a situation in which deadlines
were omnipresent, but answers scarce. To avoid problematic statistics, the
support would occasionally send messages back to the users, suggesting a
solution which was not entirely thought through, affecting the user-vendor
relationship negatively (see Chapter 4).

Additionally, the signing off after the hand-over sessions (that the session
took place and that all necessary information was transferred), became a
much more important act. Whilst the support would sign off the documents
lightly beforehand, now, they would only do so, if they felt that they were now
equipped with enough information to solve most of the early problems (it was
clear, that a complete transfer of knowledge was not feasible, also, since many errors happen unexpected and possibly in a part of the application which was not even modified within this particular development cycle. Not being able to solve customer problems in time, might lead to a negative customer rating and, as a result, to a potentially uncomfortable situation during the yearly appraisal (see Chapter 4).

With the passage of time, as a result of the newly arranged communities, which now only included the user and the support employee (and the product respectively), new working practices evolved, and with these came new ways of guaranteeing more fully fleshed out answers to support problems. Several months after I left the labs, I received the following email from Sara, showing how the support appeared to have ‘recovered’ from the lack of co-operation with the developers:

Yes, I have the feeling that Scrum had a very stressful effect on developers. The turnaround here was very low and that’s when people started leaving the company. Of course, it was difficult for me at first because I couldn’t get help from them. But I think now, I know the application much better than before and I rarely ever ask for their help. (Sara, Third Level Support Employee, Email: September 2006)

This mental and practical detachment was, some months later, reinforced by a physical detachment. The support was moved to another office within the same building. With the support team being, in numbers, large enough to have lunch catered for their own eating area (see Chapter 3), the exchange of information during lunch time also disappeared.

Whilst the emancipation of the support staff assured once more a certain quality of user support, there was no replacement for the informal feedback the developers received by discussing support problems with the support teams. With the informal communication channel eliminated, the developers
and ultimately the users, could not profit any more from the earlier fast and non-bureaucratic method of information exchange.

6.4. Conclusion

Finding the right management approach to accommodate the different interests of the market, the organisation and the employees during the software development phase is difficult. Investigating the vendors' attempts to find the 'best of breed' management approach, has highlighted the complications, even for one of the biggest independent software providers with many years of experience. Introducing us to the many struggles the vendor was facing, the account demonstrates how we cannot ignore the organisation of work, shaped through management practices, if we want to understand the shaping of the technology. Similar to Kidder's (1981) engineer opening the computer and finding organisational patterns reflected, this research aims to open up the black box of this 'mysterious' organisation, show the way work is carried out at such a site, and with this how the technology shapes and is shaped from within the organisation.

More specifically, this chapter discussed the new managerial approach and the challenges associated with expert labour in the light of a fast changing and competitive market. In this context, the analysis of the presented data has shown how, under certain circumstances, the introduction of a methodological mix does not necessarily create a situation in which different practices are complementing each other (akin Barrett 2004). Applying the idea of accountability as a source of managerial power to the case, the data

---

59Formal ways of information exchange were in place before and after the changes were introduced. Solution Managers, who had the responsibility for collecting and representing user requirements, at times still consulted the message inbox of the support to see which kind of functionality and problems came up at the user site. However, this was described only as a “last resort” of information: Whilst formal classification schemas are used to distribute support messages (cf. Chapter 4), the content of messages is informal and unclassified, often related to several problems at once. The message subjects, which appear in the list if messages are selected according to a particular component or problem, are not-standardised and often cryptic (not all users are native speakers of English) or of such technical nature and uniqueness that without an understanding of the context and the technical particularities, information was difficult to gain by ‘browsing’ through messages.
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highlights how practices implemented supporting the idea of responsible autonomy (cf. Friedman 1989), can mutate supporting the opposite, direct control (cf. Friedman 1989). With this, this research takes a different stance to conventional analysis of implementations of management methods (such as Dube 1998), by emphasising and analysing the inherit characteristics of managerial practices and their potential to transform into instruments of power in more general terms. In this context, the application of the concept of accountability as a source of managerial power has also shown the important role deadlines can play, if accountability is used as a basis for managerial power. Extending earlier theories on accountability and power by Munro (1999), the case indicates that accountability, as a source of managerial power, can be altered, depending on the time available to fulfil a certain task.

Furthermore, the empirical data shows how the developers - who cannot be considered as ‘ordinary’ employees who can be easily reconfigured - apply their own discretion (cf. Chapter 5) and find escape strategies to avoid unwanted managerial control. In cases where escaping was not possible, isolation strategies could be witnessed. This, what appears to be a newly developed self-focus of the developers, is interesting in many ways. First, the data indicates that the self-focus is not a ‘natural’ behaviour for developers. The developers appeared to be upset about the lack of time to have lunch together or meet for a chat at the coffee machine. This shows the developers as ‘social beings’, who only started to behave in more individualistic and self-focused ways as a reaction to changing circumstances. Interestingly, these observations conflict with existing research in this area. The common cliché of a software developer tends to be a picture of a mostly isolated expert, with little need for social interaction (see, for instance, Carmel and Sawyer (1998)). Whilst this perception could not be confirmed by this research, the picture drawn by the above authors has also been found to be a rather simplistic assumption. In the light of the highly distributed nature of expertise in such settings, it is very unlikely that in the context of software
packages, individualistic programmers succeed. The interdependencies between programs suggest the need for close interaction between developers.

The internalisation of the developers has also had a significant impact on the organisation of work and the working climate within the developer teams and beyond. The ethnography indicates an intriguing and unexpected connection between the users, the support and the developers, which appeared to fulfil various important tasks. The co-operation between the support and the developers allowed the support to quickly respond to complex user problems. This, in turn, provided the developers with constant up-to-date feedback from the user’s side, which could be included in the current development. As such, it gave the users a chance to influence the design of the product (unknowingly) by simply reporting a problem to the support. We have seen how this fruitful co-operation among these three parties, across the product life-cycle and organisational boundaries, was disturbed by the developers’ reaction to the perceived increase of control. As such, the data highlights not only the potential side effects of introducing a different management method into an existing working environment, but also the importance of informal networks (including internal and external parties), as well as their mere existence in the software package industry.

Moreover, from a research methodology viewpoint, the findings underline the importance of designing research in a way in which boundaries between departments and product life phases are not merely accepted or ignored, but investigated and included in the analysis. It is only when we widen our approach and aim to grasp at least part of the complex relationships which can be found in software development labs, that we can aim to understand complex technologies, such as ERP systems.

Within the last chapters, I have outlined the broader research context in which this study has taken place, explained and justified the research design, and presented and analysed the data collected in the North American labs of
one of the most successful ERP system providers. In the following, I provide a
detailed summary of this research and revisit some of the main findings in
the light of my research questions. Also, limitations and the future prospects
of this area of research are discussed.
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7.1. Introduction

Numerous and diverse user organisations, dynamic and constantly changing markets, strong competition and rapidly changing technology characterise the market in which Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) system (enterprise software systems, supporting a wide-ranging variety of organisational functionalities) vendors act. Responding to these challenges is crucial for the organisations’ survival and therefore, requires careful management of the product and the product life-cycle respectively. This is a study about a vendor producing ERP systems, carried out in the traditions of Science and Technology Studies and, more specifically the Social Shaping of Technology perspective, highlighting some of the dynamics and complexity which these ERP vendor organisations face, as well as the reaction to the challenges. Putting the organisation and organisational practices at the centre of attention, this research advances our understanding of ERP systems from a work organisation point of view. In other words, it is the organisation that is the point of entry, providing a vendor centred perspective.

This vendor centred viewpoint arguably provides us with a different understanding than typical STS studies, where scholars enter the field focusing on the mutual shaping of the technology and the local site. By changing the perspective from ‘outside’ (outside the vendor organisation) to ‘inside’ (within the vendor organisation), this research provides a new understanding of ERP systems as well as highlighting the need for an extension of the current research agenda to move away from a user organisation’s to a vendor organisation’s view on packaged software. It is only then, when we understand both sites that we can aim to comprehend such global systems.

This thesis provides such a vendor perspective and highlights the unexpected struggles and complex processes within a global ERP vendor organisation, which is aiming to maintain its status as market leader. In particular, this
research shows for the first time, (1) how a ERP system vendor manages to serve a diverse and geographically dispersed user base, using the example of the ERP system support phase, the point in which the system, in customised form, re-enters the vendor organisation and (2) how, from a social perspective, a ERP system vendor organises its product development phase.

Before addressing these topics in the context of the main research questions, a brief excursion into the literature will highlight, in more detail, the current gaps in literature which prevent us from having a better comprehension of the strategies and practices surrounding Enterprise Resource Planning systems (for a full review, see Chapter 2).

If we stand by the life-cycle perspective on current research adopted in Chapter 2, we find the majority of academic studies are carried out in the periphery of software package production, in relation to the moment of implementation of such global systems at the user site. ‘Implementation studies’ research has characterised the overwhelming majority of literature in this area (for detailed reviews of the implementation literature see Botta-Genoulaz et al. 2005; Klaus et al. 2000; Moon 2007, as well as Chapter 2) and, whilst intriguing and useful, a focus on this part of the product life-cycle has led to shortcomings in other areas. Surprisingly little attention has, for instance, been paid to the phase of software package development, which could help us to understand the way the technology is created. Whilst there are studies on software development, most research addresses bespoke software production, ignoring the rise of packaged solutions. Exceptions include researchers such as, Carmel (1997), Cusumano and Selby (1997), Carmel and Becker (1995), Carmel and Bird (1997), Carmel and Sawyer (1998), Dube (1998), Sawyer (2000a), Sawyer (2000b), Sawyer and Guinan (1998) and Zachary (1994, 1998). Further and new research is needed, addressing the topic from different angles (such as ethnographic work place studies) and carried out by different researchers, as well as within different settings.
Furthermore, a more exclusive focus on the particularities of ERP systems is needed. Current research considers ERP system development only as part of the broader group of software package development. This is surprising if we consider the different markets in which standard software package producers act and, therefore, are shaped by. Whilst Carmel and Sawyer (1998) explicitly highlight how contextual conditions of different markets reflect on working practices and thus, packaged software development differs from bespoke software development, the authors fall short in making such a distinction on a more finely granular level in that ERP markets and ERP vendors differ from, for instance, spread sheet software packages. Similar generalisations can be found in other studies and later work of the authors as well as in Cusumano and Selby’s (1997) often cited work on “How Microsoft develops software”. The authors imply, that all developers within Microsoft, regardless of which product, follow the same software development approach, “Sync and Stabilise”. Such generalisation of development methods and also of the day-to-day working practices already within one settings, seems unhelpful. It is highly unlikely that within one organisation such as Microsoft, providing such a wide range of products varying from word processing software to ERP systems, that the software development phase is organised in the same way across the organisation (and hence all apply the Sync-and Stabilise framework)\(^6\). Overall, it is questionable, if software developers working on different types of software packages can be considered as similar and hence included in the same research.

Whilst ERP system development, particularly in the social sciences, has been neglected by academic research, other areas of the product life-cycle have been hardly investigated at all, such as the software support phase or the software sales phase. With regards to the sales phase, it is interesting that not even a research agenda has been outlined in this context (see Chapter 2).

\(^6\) As mentioned earlier, a confidential report on a joint effort by the vendor studied and Microsoft to find best practice project management revealed that within Microsoft not only one but many different approaches are used, which depended both on the project and the product in question.
Even the most recent and most comprehensive work on ERP packages approaching the topic from a life-cycle perspective (Pollock and Williams 2008) falls short in not acknowledging the mere existence of this phase. Whilst there is a need to include the moment of system sales in future research, the existing ignorance towards the sales phase highlights and underlines once more the almost exclusive focus on the user organisation's viewpoint and the technology in our discipline, disregarding almost entirely the vendor’s perspective.

In respect of the software package support phase, under-researched, but acknowledged, we find a few accounts provided by Light (2001) and Nah et al. (2001), who have introduced us to parts of the problems of ERP system support from an ‘outsider’, user organisation perspective. Also, we find Gable et al. (2001) supporting the importance of research on software package maintenance activities by outlining a new research agenda, emphasising the particularities of support in such settings. However, even though acknowledging that there is a vendor’s perspective on support work, Gable et al. (ibid.) argue that ultimately, all software is used by organisations and thus research adopting an organisation’s viewpoint is to be emphasised. As such, also Gable et al. (ibid.) fall short in taking into account the importance of the vendor organisations’ viewpoint, which, in the context of ERP systems, is always part of the system support activities.

If we look into other fields in search of accounts on technical support, such as the sociology of work organisation, we find intriguing research carried out by Orr (1986, 1996, 1998). Whilst providing a perspective from within technical support departments, the settings in which the study took place are very different. Orr’s study was conducted within Xerox, a copy machine vendor. As Chapter 2 and 4 have shown, due to the different type of product and a different time, this account does not translate well into the area of software package support and, more specifically today’s ERP system support (see Chapters 2 and 4).
Aiming to address at least some of the many gaps in current literature identified in the context of this thesis, this research adapts a vendor viewpoint and highlights the working practices within the labs of one of the biggest ERP providers worldwide, by focusing on two phases: the product development and the product support. The research and analysis into these two phases is embedded in contextual, ethnographic descriptions of the strategies, policies and practices in place at such a global ERP vendor in more general terms. With this, this thesis not only provides insight into two product life-cycle phases from a vendor’s viewpoint, but shows a snapshot of how in more general terms, an ERP vendor handles the challenge of responding to the demands of different interest groups, without losing sight of its overall goal: to produce a system which can be applied, and therefore sold to a maximum number of users.

From the gaps identified in the literature and the data collected in the field, the following research questions evolved (see Chapter 1 and 3), highlighting the challenging relationship between the user organisations and the global ERP vendor at two points of the product life cycle, the ERP system support and the ERP system development phase:

1. *How does an ERP system provider manage the challenge of serving a highly diverse and geographically dispersed user base?*

2. *How does an ERP system provider, from a social perspective, organise its product development phase?*

This chapter is divided into two sections. In the first part, the research questions are revisited. To provide a more complete picture of the research, a detailed summary of the analysis made in the previous chapters is presented. For both research questions, this summary is followed by a section, explicitly highlighting the main contributions of this research. The second part of the chapter is dedicated to revisiting the limitations (see also Chapter 3) as well as thoughts for future research.
7.2. Research Questions Revisited: Question 1

How does an ERP system provider manage the challenge of serving a highly diverse and geographically dispersed user base?

Serving a numerous and heterogeneous user base is a challenging task for standard software providers and for ERP system providers even more, since this type of software is developed with the vision in mind (and a corresponding business model behind) of supporting and reflecting the unique processes of an organisation within one system. However, it is not only finding and convincing user organisations to buy a particular ERP system; managing the potentially tense relationship with the many and diverse user organisations remains a challenge throughout the product life cycle. Chapter 4 provides a unique and first-time insight, on how an ERP vendor attempts to manage this relationship - through lenses of the software package support phase.

If we look at the product life-cycle and current research, we know from literature related to ERP implementations, that ERP systems are highly complex products and that it can be difficult to localise these systems in a way that reflects the user organisation’s needs. However, what we do not learn from these studies is what happens when problems occur during (or after) the implementation phase, which cannot be solved by the implementation team. We know that the implementation team would contact the vendor’s support office and will eventually get an answer back from the vendor (cf. Light 2001). In the meantime, what happens at the ERP vendor's site remains a mystery. This research has revealed part of this mystery by providing an insight into one of the support teams (third level support) at the vendor's site and, furthermore, throws light on the support organisation in more general terms and the way the user-vendor relationship is managed at this stage of the product life-cycle.
In the following, summarising the answer to research question 1 which evolves out of the presented data and analysis in particular in Chapter 4, I highlight some of the main findings in this context, namely: (1) the way problems are made mobile so that they can travel from the user site around the globe to a support expert working at any of the vendor’s software labs; (2) how this ‘dis-embedding’ of messages from their local context, in order to make them mobile, sometimes fails; and (3) how the classification parameters attached to a message by the user, such as the problem priority, influences the user – vendor power relationship.

Making Problems ‘Mobile’

Problems reported by the user organisations are numerous and different. To manage the variety and the numbers of messages arriving at the vendor’s site each year (up to one million messages) the vendor’s support services are based on a process of dis-embedding problems from their sticky and local context to packing them up so that they can be distributed to the support specialists.

When the user organisation encounters a problem, rather than calling the vendor and arranging an appointment for an on-site visit, the user organisation is asked to create an online support ticket. In the course of creating the ticket, various obligatory parameters are offered to the user from which he can chose, for example, which component of the application the problem should be assigned to, and with which priority the problem should be treated. The ‘mobilised’ problem is formally distributed across the organisation in two ways, as the figure below illustrates:
The figure shows the different ways of distributing a message, vertically, between the different support levels representing different levels of expertise (first, second and third level support) and horizontally, between support teams, having the same level of expertise but in different parts of the application. As the figure illustrates, whilst horizontal moves between equal levels of expertise but in different areas are reciprocal, vertical moves between the first, second and third support levels, interestingly, appear to be one way only (except emergency situations). Therefore, if the message is not solved by any of the previous levels of support, it is at the third level of support, where the problem ends its journey. With this, for the third level support, assigning oneself to a message is a kind of ‘terminal’ activity. The exceptions to this rule are cases in which the responsible employee has found that the error is caused by another component and thus lies in the area of expertise of another team. In these cases, the employee is allowed to vertically re-distribute the message (as is the case at all levels of support) and thus, the problem starts travelling again.
Whilst this ‘framing’ of relationships through dis-embedding messages at the moment of creation, via a classification scheme, and re-distributing problems across the organisation accordingly, appears to be very efficient, the study shows how informal practices developed which, at times, compromised this process. In Chapter 4, we have seen how the framing process fails and becomes subject to ‘overflows’ when messages are vertically redistributed and assigned to other teams, not because they are in the area of expertise of another team, but to avoid ‘troublesome’ customers or complex problems (so called “ping-pong games”). I have shown how this informal forwarding of messages, whilst formally outlawed, leads in some cases to a situation in which messages are sent back and forth between teams with both parties denying responsibility for the problem. This process costs valuable time, delays the problem-solving attempts and can sometimes result in ‘escalations’ raised by the unhappy customer (cf. Chapter 4).

Whilst the classification of messages allows the vendor to lift the user problems out of its local context and by making it mobile, facilitates the redistribution of the problems, the formal support process also leaves space for the ‘wildness’ of a problem. Not all aspects of the message creation and handling process are standardised, with certain parts of the problem remaining highly interpretative and ‘wild’ and therefore, unable to be framed by imposing categories. It is here that the blank text field plays a major role, in that the user can describe the problem in his own words. With this, whilst the vendor needs to set a formal frame to handle the many messages received, space is given to the individuality and complexity of problems.\footnote{Surprisingly, on reflecting upon the possible distinctiveness of problems, the support teams also make use of such blank textual fields and formulate each suggested solution from scratch. Per se one might expect pre-phrased templates, particularly, as the vendor sells CRM systems, in which templates and phrasing suggestions are embedded. However, the blank field in which the user organisation can express itself freely, functions as a tool to embrace the variety and complexity of problems which cannot be framed by formal categories only.}
Re-embedding Problems: Creating a ‘Virtual Local’

Whilst messages are lifted out of their local context (in the words of von Hippel (1994), the information is made “unsticky”) to allow a re-distribution of problems around the globe, at times, this mechanism is unsuitable and unhelpful to the support. If we investigate the message solving process more closely, we can see how differently complex problems are approached and are re-embedded into their (technical) local context. For problems arriving at the third level support, the highest level of support expertise, a theoretical discussion of the problem is not enough: the problem needs to be inspected in the context of its local settings. The context of problems reported to the user at this stage is unique and system settings at the user site are crucial indicators for finding the solution. As a result, reproduction of the problem in one of the vendor’s own test systems is not helpful, with the information being “sticky” (von Hippel 1994) and needs to be embedded in the local context. In such situations the support employees create a ‘virtual local’.

The virtual local is created by re-embedding problems into their local context via a remote connection. This allows the support to virtually ‘visit’ the user site and investigate the problem reported, on site. A common procedure when doing so is to re-produce the problem and explore the error logs of the vendor’s system, which run on site, as well as the interfacing systems. Interestingly, in the process of re-embedding problems in the local context, emphasis is given to ‘technical’ issues, such as parameters set in the system, or the error logs. Disregarding the socio-technical context of the problem, such as, the user’s interaction with the machine (as emphasised by Orr 1986, 1996, 1998) in the context of technical support, such investigations take place in a ‘silent dialogue’ between support and machine, brushing the user aside.

Whilst creating a ‘virtual local’ is, in most cases used as a mechanism to investigate the problem more closely and, with this as a problem-solving tactic at the vendor, it also serves as a way of clarifying responsibilities. As I have shown in Chapter 4, in some cases the user asks for help relating to
problems for which the vendor is no longer liable\textsuperscript{62}. In situations where the support employee ‘feels’ that this might be the case (a judgement often based on prior experiences with the user rather than the type of error reported), remote access to the user’s site can be used to quickly clarify and re-establish boundaries.

**The Power of Problem Priorities**

This research has highlighted the importance of message classification for use in the message solving process. Interestingly, whilst the parameters help the vendor to deal with the many messages which arrive each day, it also provides the user organisation with a tool of power, coming in the form of a parameter attached to the message, namely the message priority.

The basis of the formally framed relationship between the user and the vendor is the Service Level Agreement (SLA), in which the legal framework of the support contract is outlined. Within this contract the vendor commits to a certain type of service, also including the response time for problems. Whilst the agreed response time differs, depending on the type of SLA (and on the amount of money the user organisation pays for the support services), in all cases regulations are in place to connect the priority level to a response time frame. As such, it is the message priorities which, set by the user, determine the day-to-day work of the support employee and builds the main pillar of the framed relationship. High priority messages have to be solved first, no matter what other issues or tasks a support employee is working on. More distinctly demonstrating the power given to the users is when the user organisation calls out an ‘escalation’. Raising an escalation, the user gets maximum attention not only from one support employee who potentially has to work through the night, but from anyone who could help – all under the observant eyes of the Board of Directors, which usually monitors escalations.

\textsuperscript{62} For a description on user struggles (on how to not cross the boundaries set by the vendor and hence loose the possibility for support services), see Light (2001).
Even though the account shows throughout how priorities can, at times, empower the user, it has to be noted, that priorities also call the user into account. In cases of problems which are classified as high priority problems, the user organisation also has to fulfil certain tasks, such as, for instance, providing a 24h hour contact number. If the user fails to fulfil his responsibilities, the support can educate the user by pointing to ‘notes’ (pre-phrased information available on the support portal) and lower the priority.

Interestingly, whilst message priority determines support work, we also find here how the formally framed process is subject to overflows. In cases where the support employee finds himself unable to solve a problem within a predefined time frame, informal priority re-negotiations take place between the support and the user organisation. It is only with a lower priority and, with this the related extension of the formally agreed response time, that the support worker can gain time to find an appropriate solution. The evolution of this type of relationship between the user and the vendor is very surprising, in that the user in all cases observed did not insist on keeping the message priority, even though he would have had the right to do so, and when asked, lowered the priority to ‘help out’ the support team.

Re-negotiation of support priorities were not a common habit, but were more of a last resort. In cases where a re-negotiation of priorities was not considered a viable option, but time was desperately needed, other types of informal practices were latched onto, such as providing solutions which might not be entirely thought through. Again, such practices were not common practice, but an act of despair in the light of an empowered user.

Whilst the priorities play a major role in determining which problem is to be solved first within this formally framed relationship, we also find how the support employee exercised power within the formal frame, that is, when all messages had the same priority. It is there, when the support employee
judges on the basis of personal preferences (such as type of problem, friendliness of customer) which problem to attend first.

**Contributions (1)**

As highlighted in the introduction to this concluding chapter, current studies into ERP software production tend to present a user’s viewpoint, disregarding the vendor’s attempts to manage the product life-cycle. This leads to a situation in which certain phases of the product life cycle, such as ERP system support, are almost entirely disregarded (except Light (2001), Nah et. al (2001) who, however, provide a user organisation viewpoint). This research presents the first insider perspective on how ERP system support can be organised, the challenges associated with such a model and overall, how the user-vendor organisation is organised at this stage of the product life cycle. In so doing, it presents, what would be impossible if we were to translate Orr’s (1986, 1996, 1998) findings on technical support as well as von Hippel (1994) on ‘sticky information’ into the context of ERP systems (see also Chapter 2): online support for complex, world-wide distributed systems.

This study has outlined the policies and processes behind the scenes, facilitating the management of globally distributed problems as well as the equally globally distributed expertise. In particular, it showed how, firstly, one key mechanism in organising such support service, appears to be the practice of detaching messages through the means of classification schemes, to lift the problems out and re-distribute them to whoever is awake and at work, having the expertise needed. In this context, I have shown, that whilst for most user problems, this appears to work well, this process is also subject to overflows such as, when the user problem is classified incorrectly, and thus the problem does not meet its expert and needs to be re-distributed or, when the distribution mechanism is used to avoid potentially ‘troublesome’ users, who are ‘unwanted’ resulting in the message being sent back and forth between teams. Whilst in these situations the problem remains within the virtual world, for some problems, the detaching mechanism is unhelpful in
that it does not provide enough information to solve the problem. It is then, when the support employee remotely connects to the user site, to embed the complex problem in its original context.

Secondly, the data highlights the polar perception of the nature of the problem in that it is either social or technical. Socio-technical problems akin Orr (1986, 1996, 1998) appeared to be non-existent. It is where complex problems appear, that this distinction between technical and social becomes most visible. Most problems are classified as ‘technical only’, which is reflected in the mechanisms of lifting messages out of their local context and distributing them across the geographically dispersed support labs, in which expertise is shared. Even in cases where the problem is too complex and has to be investigated in its original context, when a ‘virtual local’ is created to re-embed the problem, it is the technical context which is emphasised. Rather than contacting the user, the support employee establishes a remote connection to the user’s system, resulting in a silent dialogue between the support employee and the machine (disregarding the user).

Whilst the majority of problems seem to be considered as technical, interestingly, some appear to be seen as ‘social only’, such as when the users raise their voice and ask for maximum attention by announcing an ‘escalation’. Escalations cannot be raised through the portal, but the user has to call the vendor, which points towards considerations of the vendor’s site for escalations being potentially connected to social issues. Whilst in the context of an escalation the problem is split once more into two categories, ‘customer escalations’ and ‘message escalations’, the vendor seems to be more aware of the importance of the social relationship between vendor and user organisations. In the case of a customer escalation, the general relationship between the vendor and user organisation is considered as ‘in danger’, which usually results in a vendor’s representative visiting the user’s organisation on site. Interestingly, in such cases, the representative is not a technician sent to solve the problem, which would again underline Orr’s
claims, but a manager (with limited technical expertise) who is sent to repair the social relationship.

Third, this research has shown, that whilst the ERP vendor seems to have managed – not without trade-offs and exceptions - to make complex information ‘unsticky’ (von Hippel 1994) and mobile, various tensions, in particular related to the power relationship between user and the vendor (represented through the support employee), become visible in the context of this type of online support. The way users express the urgency of their problems is through the classification parameter ‘priority’. It is this priority, which appears to put the user organisation into a position of power, leaving a struggling support employee behind. In the labs, informal work practices could be found to escape the power of priorities, such as providing a solution which was not fully fleshed out, in an attempt to gain time. In other cases, where the priorities are set to the upper maximum (very high or escalation), the account shows how even informal re-negotiations of message priorities between the support employee and the user take place, revealing the occasional helplessness of the support employee begging the user to change the problem priority.

Equally associated with what appears to be an empowerment of users, or at least, at times, an uneven power relationship, is that the user is always given the advantage of doubt when problem responsibilities are unclear. The account has shown that when in doubt about who is responsible for a software error, the vendor or the user organisation, it is the vendor who has to present proof. Whilst it would be easier for the vendor to do so in a face-to-face support setting in which the support would see how the user interacts with the machine (and with which machine exactly), it can be difficult to spot at first glance whether a problem is the vendor’s responsibility.

Overall, what we can learn from this account is, besides a first time understanding of how support work is organised in such settings, that
existing accounts on support work in social research cannot be translated unchanged into the context of today’s ERP systems support research. Indeed, it can be said, that from this account, it appears that the concept of local and territorial support work, as demonstrated by Orr (1986, 1996, 1998), is inadequate for ERP system support work – even though problems reported to the ERP system support department appear to be much more complex than technical problems of copy machines and thus should make this type of support necessary. At the vendor, what appears to have been established is a process, which allows the ‘partial framing’ of problems where they are classified and made ‘light’ in order to be re-distributed to the globally dispersed support expertise, but where, at times, if more complex problems occur the support changes to other modes of problem solving. It is then possible, when the problem is re-embedded in its technical context through creating a ‘virtual local’, to solve what is seen as a technical problem, or where face-to-face/phone contact is established to repair the social relationship.

7.3. Research Questions Revisited: Question 2

*How does an ERP system provider, from a social perspective, organise its product development phase?*

If developing software is a challenging task, developing standard software which is accepted by the market is an even more complex endeavour. Whilst bespoke system production has its challenges (cf. Kraft 1977), standard software production appears to be much more complex in that it often has to accommodate not only many more competing expectations of different user groups, but is also constantly evaluated by other interest groups, such as analysts, stakeholders and the media (Carmel and Sawyer 1998). Thus, software package organisations are not only under pressure to satisfy existing users but also to fulfil the expectations of the various groups which shape
public opinion and with this the user’s attitudes, expectations and buying decisions. Whilst it is Carmel and Sawyer (1998) who explicitly point to these ‘external’ challenges (without using it in their later work), it is Dube (1998) who, unrelated to these authors, argues that it is such complex and fast changing market conditions, which force package vendors to re-assess and re-adapt their strategies at times, and implement solutions which, in some cases, drastically changes how things are done within organisations.

It is such drastic changes from existing strategy (and consequently working practices), which have been witnessed in the vendor’s case during the time of the investigation. The vendor who had successfully offered ERP products for more than 30 years, moved into the CRM market in 1999. However, the new market followed different principles and had different characteristics to the ERP market, which, whilst using similar strategies for both markets, resulted in an imbalance between the competing requirements of the market and the product provided (mainly its range of functionalities), and consequently, in a rejection of the CRM system by the users. Being based on a business model which demands a wide distribution of the system into multiple organisations, from an economic point of view, the rejection of the CRM product by the market resulted in a negative return on investment and an urgency to re-adapt to current market conditions. This situation left the vendor with a choice of two options: to either close the unprofitable division, or to find ways of building a more useable product. The first option - closing the division - was considered as a worst case scenario, as this would signal to the market that the vendor failed in overcoming its problems and in competing with financially considerably weaker and less powerful competitors. This damaged reputation would also disturb the carefully built relationship with the market in other areas, such as the ERP market segment (cf. Scott and Walsham 2005)\(^63\). As closing down the division was not a realistic alternative, the vendor introduced a new strategy with the help of a new manager, hired from

\(^63\) One reason why customers buy the vendor’s ERP system is the likelihood of being able to establish a long term relationship and to protect the investment for years.
one of its main competitors in the CRM market\textsuperscript{64}. As discussed in detail in Chapter 5, the new strategy was communicated as being based on three main pillars. First, to develop CRM as a stand-alone application; second, to produce a ‘useable’ system, not for an ERP but a CRM user, who provides the functionality needed and a quick ‘time to the market’; and third, to find respected organisations running the revised application (so called ‘reference clients’). Looking at the communicated strategy, interestingly, we find familiar patterns to what has been suggested as possible strategic moves of software package vendors in earlier research.

For instance, considering the standard software market and its characteristics overall, we find a general trend (necessary for the survival of these companies) to constantly enlarge the potential user base, to develop a system which can be used by even more users. The vendor’s strategic goal to de-couple its CRM solution from the ERP product family and hence provide a product which can be used by both, ERP and non-ERP users, demonstrates the practical translation of the theoretical business concept. Furthermore, we find accounts such as Carmel and Sawyer (1998), who reported upon a particularly competitive market in which standard software providers are constantly urged to develop and deliver more quickly in order to outrun the competitors. With regard to the third strategic pillar in which the importance of ‘reference clients’ is reflected, interesting accounts can be found in procurement literature, where the importance of reference sites for the final buying decision are highlighted (cf. Pollock and Williams 2008).

Moving on from this strategic discussion (a more detailed discussion is unfeasible given the focus on the fieldwork having been that of the work organisation and representing a developer’s, rather than a managerial

\textsuperscript{64} Currently, we see how the market leader SAP has a similar problem: Having developed their ‘Business One’ solution for millions of Euros, the lack of market acceptance pushes SAP to decide between trying to correct the market image and improve the product or to declare it a failed product. The later would result in a big loss of reputation as well as a loss of trust from early adopter organisations and invested in the Business One solution.
viewpoint) and concentrating on the working practices in the labs, we find close connections between the new managerial strategy and the way work was done. The data and related analysis introduces us, not only to the working practices within this lab, but to work organisation during a moment of change - an instance, in which existing working practices were considered as unsuitable by the management for the current market situation. In the following, I re-address the discussions carried out in Chapters 5 and 6, and highlight in particular: (1) the mutual shaping of managerial practices and the local site; and (2) the changing working practices within this ERP system lab.

The Mutual Shaping of Managerial Practices and the Local Site
The Social Shaping of Technology perspective, whilst used in various contexts, draws our attention to the transformation of technologies between their initial conception and laboratory location, to their becoming a widespread commercial commodity (Williams and Edge 1996). In this tradition, a line of research has emerged in the area of software package production and commercialisation, investigating the mutual shaping of the commodity (standard software package) and the local site (the user organisation), demonstrating processes of mutual shaping. If we translate the concept of the Social Shaping of Technology into the context of methods and practices implemented within a particular organisation, similarities become visible. The way managerial practices are defined in theory often differ from what we find in practice (cf. Fitzgerald 1997; Turex et al. 2000). Like technology, management practices also appear to undergo a transformation process when implemented at a local site.

Whilst we could distance ourselves from such analysis in the context of this dissertation reasoning that this is the task of Management and not Social Sciences, and instead, move on to discussing working practices within the ERP system developer teams, such a approach would result in a misleading conclusion. Most likely and similar to the developers (and the reviewers of
the conference paper), we would conclude that the practices and changes in the working environment are rooted in the agile development approach Scrum and the problems are a result of a ‘failed’ Scrum implementation. However, as we have seen in Chapter 5, this was not the case. A mutual shaping between the management method and the local took place and, as such, it was not the method as defined in theory which led to the particular changes of working practices, but its localised (and mixed) version.

One of the most dramatic transformations within the context of this research was related to the agile practice ‘daily meetings’ (cf. Schwaber 2001), which provides an interesting insight, particularly for the community interested in agile software development approaches. The daily meetings, as part of the Scrum methodology, were introduced as a managerial practice to stimulate creativity, teamwork and trust. A mix of different practices implemented at the local site, as well as various contextual factors, however, created an environment which stimulated certain characteristics embedded in the methods, eventually leading to an alteration of the practice and, with this an alteration of its (theoretically defined) purpose. Instead of inspiring creativity and teamwork, the daily meetings became an instrument of day-to-day control.

Chapter 5 provides a detailed description of the specific local settings, the environment and the process of transformation. This offers an interesting empirical insight into how a transformation process can take place and also, a counterweight to current success stories of companies introducing a managerial mix (cf. Barrett 2004). Furthermore, in the context of analysing this transformation, the account demonstrates how, as a source of managerial power, the concept of accountability (cf. Munro 1999) can be applied to this case. In so doing, this research goes beyond the conventional analysis of localisation processes of management methods (akin Dube 1998), and provides a framework whereby analysing the characteristics of the method,
highlights potential directions in which a certain management practice could develop (cf. Chapter 6).

Accountability is the giving of accounts or reasoning to other people, which can either be verbal or in written form. Whilst giving accounts is a day-to-day action of everyone, accountability can be used as a source of managerial power (Munro 1999). If we apply the concept of accountability as a source of managerial power to the case, we find that the new practices of daily confirmation and also daily meetings, the latter supposed to increase teamwork, inherit elements of making people accountable, both verbally, as well as in written form. By combining the daily confirmation and the daily scrum a mix developed, which partially intended by the management, created an environment of control in which the developers felt as if they were reporting their day-to-day progress, both verbally as well as in written form.

We can argue that this development is part of a failed implementation of Scrum features. However, this would be too easy an explanation from which we could learn little. What is interesting though is how this could have happened, how the transformation could have taken place, and what we can learn from it. The thesis demonstrates one way of explaining the phenomenon and with this implicitly, how to take care to avoid /stimulate the effect: by searching for and monitoring the potential of a practice to make people accountable.

Whilst making people accountable can lead to a situation in which employees feel as if they constantly have to justify themselves, the idea of accountability as a source of managerial power as demonstrated by Munro (1999), has to be looked at by also including the idea of deadlines: the time given to fulfil a task upon which the employee is asked to provide an account. The case demonstrates (and with this advances Munro's (1999) research) that it is the availability of time to fulfil a task which increased / decreased the power of accountability as a source of managerial control. The constant lack of time
made it more difficult for the developers to complete all their daily tasks. With this, being accountable in written and verbal forms became more threatening, as falling behind and being caught out, sanctioned, and directly or indirectly humiliated in front of the group, more likely. Therefore, it can be concluded that loose deadlines would have had an adverse effect and the developers, despite being exposed to the same practices, may have felt less controlled. As such, the practices could have been a weaker source of managerial power in this respect than they were in the actual case. As a consequence, to discuss and analyse the various management practices and situations, it is necessary, not only to investigate the elements of accountability within, but also the associated timelines. It is the availability of time which eventually determines the degree to which accountability as part of a managerial practice can become a source of managerial power.

The above discussion allows us, not only to further our understanding of the transformation of managerial practices in the course of their localisation and how to possibly analyse this development, but also shows that if we try to understand how software packages are developed, we cannot stop when scholarly boundaries would suggest doing so. To understand the happenings in the labs, it was necessary to read up and draw upon theories not only from within Social Sciences, but also from Management and Computer Sciences. It is this that makes interdisciplinary research, like research carried out in the line of Science and Technology Studies, such a complex, but yet insightful task.65

Creating Communities
Since the beginning of history, people have formed communities such as tribes, occupational guilds and more recently virtual communities of interests. In academic research, different notions of communities developed,
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65 Whilst it is often difficult to work and research in a discipline other than the one studied as an undergraduate or for a Masters, for this research, my interdisciplinary background (MSc and Diploma in Management and work experience as IT consultant) provided an invaluable advantage.
like ‘occupational communities’ (Van Maanen and Barely 1984), or ‘communities of practice’ (Lave and Wenger 1991; Miller 1995; Wegner 2000; Wegner et al. 2002), as well as more recently, the notion of ‘network of practices’ (Brown and Duguid 2001). From our own experiences, as well as from academic research, we know that building communities and sharing values, interests and knowledge is not unusual when people come together. Whilst the degree to which people are involved in communities differs from individual to individual it is nevertheless startling to discover that in literature related to software developers, a rather uniform picture of the individualistic, goal-oriented and the financially motivated programmer is presented (cf. Cusumano and Selby (1997); Carmel and Sawyer (1998); Dube (1998) and Sawyer (2000b)). Whilst it is difficult to generalise from the case presented within this dissertation, the developers in the labs showed, contrary to the picture drawn in literature, a strong tendency to act within and as a community. Communitarian behaviour in various forms could be witnessed which often crossed team boundaries and occasionally expanded throughout the labs and into private lives. The different groups building communities, which were partially defined by their occupation (the support community and the developer community), built a community which sometimes even included the users, influencing, incorporating and united by the product. This type of community, seemed to fulfil three main purposes (see also Chapter 6): (1) responding to the (surprisingly strong) social needs of the developers; (2) allowing the experts to share their expertise within and across teams; and (3) facilitating an informal, direct information flow between the user, the support team and the developers.

**Communities as Space to Socialise**

If we start with the first aspect, we find that the communities in the labs were not only useful for fulfilling day-to-day work, but provided the developers (both from the support department, as well as the development area) with a space to socialise. The socialising habits in the labs varied from the occasional chat at each other’s desk, to taking lunch together, to going out in the evening
(see Chapter 3, 4, 5) which, in the light of existing literature, is most unexpected. In particular, software package developers are said to be individualistic, expressing little need for social interactions (Carmel and Sawyer 1998; Cusumano and Selby 1997; Keil and Carmel 1995) - findings which are as yet, undisputed in literature and are not supported within this research. Instead, a surprisingly strong communitarian behaviour was witnessed which bound the staff working in the labs together. The people in the labs acted as a community. Even if we argue that this desire for social interaction is particular to the lab investigated due to its international work force and thus it is this case, which is the exception to the rule, in the light of the complexity of the software system which developed, it nevertheless appears to be a slightly simplistic conclusion from other academics, that developers, developing complex solutions, work detached from each other.

**Communities as Space to Share Expertise**

The case presented (see Chapter 6) shows how the communities established not only functioned as social space, but as an interaction platform to share expertise. Expertise in such settings cannot be maintained by a single developer, but is shared amongst the team members and across teams in formal and informal ways. The different types of sharing expertise became particularly noticeable in the case of the system support division, where expertise is organised at different levels and with different teams. Furthermore, on a more informal level, the case has demonstrated how on an ‘on call’ basis, the developers and the support help each other out by sharing their knowledge of: (1) the application, and (2) the users’ experience (see Chapter 6).

**Communities Extending Beyond Organisational Boundaries**

Whilst we have seen in both cases, the development team and the support team, how people in the labs worked together on a day-to-day basis, socialised and shared expertise, this research introduces us to an example in which the sharing of expertise happens not only within the organisation (for
example, between support staff and developers), but at times included the user. A community established itself, which facilitated an unexpected flow of information between the world outside the labs and the vendor’s developers and support employees. Within this network, the information flow commonly showed itself as following (cf. Chapter 6): The user reports a problem to the support; the (third level) support, in some cases unfamiliar with a complex problem, informally consults the developers for assistance. The developers, having programmed the application would usually be able to give the support hints, allowing the support to provide a fast and high quality response to the user. The developers, knowing about the user problem by helping the support can use this feedback and include it in the current development. This research shows, how through this kind of communitarian behaviour, an informal direct user-vendor link was established which, whilst unrecognised by the management, was claimed to be missing (and necessary) in software package development (Keil and Carmel 1995).

Building and maintaining any kind of community involves a certain commitment, which requires time and space in which the communities can grow, develop and expand. Time, however, is a scarce resource in organisations and even more so in the competitive ERP system industry (Carmel and Sawyer 1998).

Transforming Communities

For communities to exist and function, available time to act within and for the community, is necessary. Under the new management, however, as we have seen in Chapters 5 and 6, the developers started to feel under pressure and controlled and, with this, time became a sacred resource. As a result of the new management practices, the developers started to isolate themselves and withdrew their membership from the community. The network disintegrated, leaving the support employees alone with the users and the developers without feedback from the user side or shared expertise through support employees (cf. Chapter 6).
A disturbance of existing communities is not unusual when new management practices are introduced. In some cases, the informal working practices facilitated by these communities are unknown by the change managers and hence, accidentally disturbed (Brown and Duguid 1991). In other cases, it is part of the strategy to destroy existing working practices to break up resistance and make room for new habits and working practices (Hofstede 1997). In the case of the vendor, whilst for some areas a change of working practices was actively aimed at, for the community under observation, which appeared to be unknown to the management, no precaution or active interruption was planned. As such, it seems to have been the lack of attention to the social processes in the labs which endangered a community which, interestingly, the vendor tried to create formally. The vendor sought closer user-vendor co-operation, more team work, faster and more efficient development and more direct communication. One of the practices aimed to facilitate the realisation of these goals was the daily meetings. However, as we have seen, the daily meetings failed in most cases to fulfil this purpose whilst, due to an overall increased feeling of control and pressure at the same time, the informal ways of information exchange were weakened.

Whilst the disturbance of the communities appears to have had negative effects on the working climate, working practices and eventually the product, one might argue that in particular the community established informally between the support and the users, resulting in unstructured and uncontrolled exchange of information might not always be desired (therefore, the breakdown of the communication channel is actually an advantage). If we consider, for instance, the line of research occupied with the design of software package systems, we find, over and over again, the discussion on how much and if at all, user requirements should be included in the software (see, for instance, Grint and Woolgar 1997; Keil and Carmel 1995; Salzman and Rosenthal 1994; Wagner and Newell 2004). If too many requirements
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66 For a detailed discussion see Chapter 2.
are included, the software might become too complex to customise and too specific and so fail to address a wider user base (Salzman and Rosenthal 1994). If we accept this argument, the influence of potentially non-key customer organisation through the support channel is not actually desirable.

Whilst this argument cannot be settled by discussing software development in general, looking only at the particular lab and the teams there, it can be said that when taking a micro view, this communication channel appeared to have had a positive effect on the system design. The information communicated between the users and the developers through the support was of major importance to the specific users and with this contributed to user satisfaction by influencing the product design. As it were generally only practical and for the product’s ‘necessary’ changes, including the feedback from the user site into the product, did not compromise the overall product strategy. In cases where crucial changes were necessary to incorporate the users’ requests, the developers consulted their manager. Being with the manager, the request became one of many and was evaluated like any other form of feedback (for instance formal feedback from intermediaries).

Contributions (2)

The investigations into the working practices of this software lab have highlighted the struggles of an ERP software vendor of managing its product development phase, and with this its experts, in the light of having to develop a system which should be described by all stakeholders (for instance, user organisations, analysts, media) as ‘usable’. Investigating an ERP vendor during a time of change, this research shows for the first time, how challenging it is for standard software vendors to find the best way to produce a system which reflects the needs of the various groups of interest, and with this, the current market conditions. As the study highlights, unlike what is often implied by implementation studies, producing and providing such a system is not (only) a question of a powerful market leader imposing
Chapter 7: Discussion and Conclusion

technology on the user. It is about offering a convincing product and managing relationships successfully.

More particularly, firstly, this research has shown the need to reopen the discussion on software package development and working culture in such settings. Existing research across all product life-cycle phases falls short in acknowledging the particulars of ERP systems in comparison with other types of standard software (a methodological error). Barrett (2004) goes as far as explicitly stating what most others implied, that word-processing packages as well as operating systems development are both the same in that both are the development of software packages (p: 779). Whilst implementation studies seem to be often specific in that they discuss ‘ERP implementations’ rather than ‘standard software package implementation’, the vast majority of studies in this area are either unspecific regarding which type of standard software is investigated (for example Keil and Carmel 1995) or generalise from one type of standard software to other types of standard software packages (for example Pollock et al. 2007). If we believe current research, then the development of any type of standard software is essentially the same. However, whilst such generalisation might be feasible for some cases, what appears to be the current ‘default’ that is to generalise, is, however, unhelpful and potentially misleading. This research has shown, by highlighting the complex structures and policies in place in this lab, how ERP systems are highly complex products, which reflect an organisation’s practices and strategies, in some cases across all departments within one system. ERP systems are highly customisable and complex (see Chapter 4, 5) and are not comparable with other types of standard systems such as Microsoft Office products. Whilst reaching an equally wide user base, such systems rarely play a critical role in an organisation and are, in many cases, not even customisable beyond trivial things, such as appearance.

The current generalisation led to a uniform picture of an individualistic developer, who works in an entrepreneurial work setting - characteristics
which are said to be rooted in the history of the software package industry (Carmel and Bird 1997; Carmel and Sawyer 1998; Cusumano and Selby 1997; Dube 1998; Sawyer 2000a). There seems to have developed a consensus around this view, which is not further refuted or problematised in academic circles. Thus, it appears accepted that no matter if software developers work in software package organisations such as Microsoft, Oracle, SAP or Apple, the software developers are all the same. This research argues that this discussion has to be reopened. The data presented shows how ERP developers acted within their communities, which served as space to socialise, share expertise and even, in some functions, as a platform to communicate user feedback coming through the support channel. Thus, the presented picture of ERP developers differs significantly from existing research and highlights the urgency to re-open the discussion on ERP and standard software package culture and working practices. The current view, based on generalisations from various software package studies, if undisputed, is misleading in the context of trying to understand how ERP packages are shaped from within the vendor organisation and, even more, in cases where Management and practitioners conclude and draw upon these accounts, using them as a basis for new management theories or the implementation of new managerial practices. Thus, this research calls for a more distinctive approach, that is a Sociology of ERP systems, addressing not only the particularities of ERP system development but also the particularities of ERP systems throughout the product life cycle.

Secondly, this study has also shown the importance of crossing departmental boundaries, when investigating the settings in software labs. Whilst we find studies providing us with different viewpoints on software packages and ERP systems, even though mostly form a user organisation viewpoint (see Chapter 2), existing research in all areas appear to fall short in combining different aspects of software production already during the data collection phase. Apart from books bringing together different phases (and theorising upon it) such as Pollock and Williams (2008), most studies do not even attempt or
recognise connections to other phases of the product life cycle. Looking at two phases simultaneously (support and development), unexpected information channels revealed themselves in this study, providing an important and new insight into the discussion of software package design and development. Going beyond departmental boundaries highlighted not only unexpected connections between the different teams, but also, how the user is sometimes included in this community and can (unknowingly) influence the design of the product through the 'backdoor' of the support. What could be found in this lab, was a informal but yet direct user-vendor link, which has been said to be missing in software package development (Keil and Carmel 1995).

Thirdly, the investigations into the software development of ERP systems has not solely demonstrated that we cannot stop where formal boundaries are drawn between product life cycle phases and departments, but that we need to look beyond academic disciplinary boundaries and, for instance, aim to understand managerial practices and their effects on the shape of the technology. Whilst highlighting the importance of such a mixed approach by showing how managerial practices influence the formal and informal work organisation and with this the shaping of the product, in this context, this research has also outlined how the framework of managerial power and accountability, as presented by Munro (1999) can be applied to such a case. Showing how the analysis of the impacts of management practices and change can be taken to higher levels of abstraction than many current studies do and, on the other hand, demonstrate the importance of time in such a context, this study applies but also extends Munro’s (1999) framework of accountability as source of managerial power. It has demonstrated how the characteristics of making people accountable inherited in some managerial practices, can be stimulated under certain circumstances and result in a shift of purpose of the practices in question. Furthermore, this research, extending Munro’s (1999) ideas, has shown how the variable of time determines the
amount and strength of the power which can be gained through making people accountable.

Fourthly, in context with the above, this thesis has shown how mixing methodologies can have pitfalls. Using the analytical framework of accountability as source of managerial power, the study provides material to dispute current success studies when mixing methods, such as presented by Barrett (2004). Whilst providing a missing insight into how software developers work and are managed, Barrett (2004) presents a picture of a software lab, in which different methods, of what appears a mix of tools supporting responsible autonomy and control (applying Friedman’s (1989) categories), were successfully implemented. Not arguing that mixing methods is unsuitable (indeed, it is believed that this is most common and practices tend to be localised and mixed (cf. Adler and Borys 1996; Barrett 2004; Fitzgerald 1997; Kruchten 2007; Turex et al. 2000)) the research carried out within the vendor’s labs shows, how it is not without challenges and, in particular, how the mutation of practices in regards to their controlling features can be watched. As the vendor’s case demonstrated, applying such analytical framework allows discussions to go beyond method and case specific analysis and draw a broader conclusion on the way method affects or may be affected by the local environment.

To sum up, the insights gained from studying this ERP vendor have demonstrated the general need to adapt a vendor organisation’s viewpoint and investigate work organisation in software labs, in order to understand the shaping of the product. Current research, carried out in the traditions of SST tend to focus on the mutual shaping process between the technology and the local, widely disregarding aspects of the mutual shaping within the technology producing organisation, which showed themselves in the study. As in any other setting, it is the way people work together and the hierarchical structures, which are reflected in the product (Kidder 1982). It is thus critical to understand what is happening within software vendors’ labs, a
viewpoint present in this research, if we aim to comprehend more fully the
phenomenon of ERP systems.

Overall, in shedding light on the practices in ERP system labs, this research
provides a unique and new insight for the academic community as
demonstrated throughout. Furthermore, it is also highly relevant for
practitioners. For the vendor itself, it was both the analysis and observations
of the support and the developer teams, which were of interest. The latter was
discussed with the management, on several occasions during, but also after
the fieldwork. Interested in the perceptions of the developers, the
management was also most intrigued by the informal information sharing
between the developer and the support teams the study revealed, of which
they were previously not aware. As a reaction to what was described, team
goals were adapted and formal practices introduced in an attempt to improve
the situation and re-establish formally, what had previously existed
informally.

Outside the vendor's environment, insights gained in particular in relation to
the daily meetings, and the reasons for, as well as the effects of the local
shaping, will be interesting to the community, in that it provides important
‘lessons learned’ in regards to a practice, which is highly praised within the
agile community. A publication in a practitioners' journal is planned to
stimulate the discussion on practices such as daily meetings and the potential
problems in the context of their inherent characteristic of making people
accountable.

The support case was not discussed with the support employees /
management of the labs directly (though one support employee had read
through the final draft of the case67) but become relevant in the context of a

67 The support employee commented (email): “Yes, I think you did a great job giving an
accurate picture of the situation. I thought it was very honest (ex. ping pong situation). When
vendor’s research project in 2008. A new search functionality was planned to be developed, which aimed at optioning comprehensive and contextualised access to classified but also non-classified information (such as information from Blogs and Wiki’s) through the use of semantic technologies. The vendor’s support department, in which information is stored at multiple points and in different, often not accessible formats (see, for example, Chapter 4 and the discussion on information stored within old messages) was used as use case, from which requirements for the system developers were derived. Taking on the biggest share in the split of revenues at the vendor, support services are considered, in particular during the economic crisis where new buys are less frequent, as crucial for the organisation’s success (vendor statement, internal employee conference, January 2009). If we believe Humphrey (2001) and his hypothesis that the amount of errors in 1000 lines coded remains constant (if the same methodology is used) regardless of the size of the program, the constant increase of functionality and thus volume, will increase the amount of errors, a situation the vendor, with a constantly growing support division, appears to be aware of. In the context of optimising support work in that knowledge can be shared more easily, this research could provide important information to the vendor, who was less interested in the formal working practices but on how work is done and information processed, shared and stored informally.

Outside the vendor’s labs, this research has also been requested by a smaller organisation, which was looking for a business model on how to set up a support department in North America. In both cases, this research provided practical information, into how to approach the challenge of supporting a complex product and manage the user-vendor relationship at this stage of the product life cycle.

you talked about us not liking some customers, I thought about my colleague Max who now takes care of [module] with me. He’s very moody and often gets upset with customers or already classifies customers even before reading the message. (...). Really, I think you did a pretty good job with the information you collected and that you gave an accurate picture.”
7.4. Reflections

By three methods we may learn wisdom: First, by reflection, which is noblest; Second, by imitation, which is easiest; and third by experience, which is the bitterest. (Confucius 551 BC - 479 BC)

A PhD project is a long journey and deserves a moment of reflection. Whilst there were many events and experiences which changed the way I used to think about academic work, research methodology and, of course, ERP system production, it was the research design chosen which heavily influenced these experiences and with this the outcome of this research. It is the way we approach a topic, the philosophy we align ourselves with and the choices we make with regards to the method, which determine in many ways the nature and validity of a study.

Whilst theoretically all methods are available to choose from (as I started this PhD in a Management School, I was also familiar with quantitative methods), the research design is in many ways already predetermined by the way ‘things are done’ within a particular discipline, the background of the PhD supervisor, the settings one wants to study and the researcher’s own personality. Discussed in detail in Chapter 2, in the following, I briefly reflect on these choices to highlight, once more, the influences these factors had on this research project. It is only if we critically reflect and understand the research design choices, that we can comprehend, evaluate and validate research findings appropriately.

What finally made me choose a qualitative approach, more specifically, ethnography, were three reasons. First, the main objective of this research was to present a detailed picture of the working practices within one of the most successful software package vendors’ labs. This was only possible, if I were to gain access to a research lab. With this goal in mind, ethnography, including tools such as observation and interviews, was the most ‘logical’ choice. Secondly, it was the choice of carrying out participant observation,
which allowed me to gain access to the secretive labs of the vendor in the first place. Having had several years of consulting, experience, implementing and custom programming the vendor’s application, I could offer the vendor my discretion as a professional to use the data in an ethical and considerate way, as well as my expertise, to actually contribute to programming work, whilst carrying out research. No other method would have allowed me to profit from my technical experience with the vendor’s systems in the way ethnographic research did. Being a ‘developer’ by training, it was only this situation which allowed me, not only to present abstract working practices, but present a unique picture of how it ‘feels’ to be a developer in such a lab, as well as participate and become part of the many ‘silent dialogs’ between the developers and the machines (cf. Czarniawska 2004). Third, this choice was also made on the basis of personal preferences. Being no strong believer in quantitative research, to me, participant observation (or, if impossible, ‘only’ observing events), appeared to be the most natural way to investigate a topic.

Once a particular methodology has been decided upon, it is the choices we make during our projects which, once more, determine the outcome. In this case, for example, I gained access to two labs in the Americas, and having decided in favour of studying one site in depth, I positioned this research project, from the beginning, within a certain category. Instead of carrying out a comparative study between two labs, the data collected introduces in detail the working practices of a particular vendor within a specific lab, within specific teams and with this, reflects working practices within a particular setting during a particular time. Whilst this facilitated investigating the setting in much detail, it also provides a very ‘particular’ account from which generalisations are difficult to derive. Also, known as a common pitfall of qualitative research, the reproduction of such a specific, qualitative account, is unfeasible (Hammersley and Atkinson 1995). To tackle the shortcomings, of qualitative, one-site ethnographical research, the following precautions were taken. Firstly, I chose a triangular approach for the data collection (Blaikie 1993; Blaikie 2000). Carrying out participant observation, I, too,
interviewed people (also from other labs in Europe and the USA), and consulted secondary data (such as the vendor’s Intranet) to gain a more complete picture of the organisation. Secondly, keeping in touch with the developers after leaving the field and also investigating previous practices, I constantly aimed to extend my viewpoint beyond the five month time frame during which I worked in the labs. Thirdly, I situated this study as much as possible within the broader literature to gain a more complete picture. Fourthly, detailed fieldwork notes were taken and partially presented in this thesis, allowing the reader to evaluate this research but also, to make space for and allow alternative conclusions (Hammersley 1991; Hammersley and Atkinson 1995).

Interestingly, whilst the above-mentioned trade-offs are well known and discussed in detail in literature, these aspects were not the most challenging aspects of this research. The difficulties I encountered were mostly associated with one of its main advantages: the possibility for ethnographic researchers to enter and participate in people’s lives. Whilst this was a inestimable advantage, allowing the coverage of the events in the labs in much detail, being incorporated to such a degree became an ethical challenge: Already an issue during the time in the field, it was particularly during the writing up phase, that I was constantly aware of the amount of trust I received, when the people in the labs allowed me to enter their lives and included me in their group. In writing and publishing what these people entrusted me with, I felt I could potentially challenge their careers and betray their friendship. To overcome this barrier, I started to make the characters, gender and location anonymous and together with careful evaluation of whether things were explained to me in my role as researcher or exclusively as friend (and hence are left out of this PhD), I found a balance which allowed a description and discussion of this vendor’s North America lab to advance knowledge, whilst living up to my ethical commitments as ethnographic researcher.
7.5. Future Research

ERP systems are designed to integrate all elements of an organisation’s activities. An ongoing challenge for providers of standard software packages, which has also been highlighted throughout this study, is to accommodate the competing exigencies of the market, its own strategic goals as well as its employees’ expectations. This research has shown, from a Social Shaping of Technology point of view, the attempts of one of the biggest ERP vendors worldwide to handle this challenge during the moment of ERP system development and support from a vendor organisation’s viewpoint. In so doing, the account demonstrates the importance of putting the organisation and the working practices therein, in the focus of investigation and underpins the need for a new research agenda into the sociology of ERP software packages, which takes into account the vendor’s viewpoint and experiences.

Whilst I could throw light, once more, on some of the yet unknown issues surrounding ERP system production in this section on future research, the problems with existing research in this regard have been addressed throughout. Thus, this section is dedicated to the more recent changes in the product itself and the possible related influences on working practices and product usage, which have only been mentioned briefly in this thesis. What became most visible in the labs was that the vendor, as well as the entire software industry, is currently undergoing product changes: the move towards new software architecture, towards Service Oriented Architecture (SOA) (Allen et al. 2006; Bloomberg and Schmelzer 2006). As it became clear in the many presentations I attended in the labs, as well as when studying the literature surrounding this topic in the course of the Masters Dissertation (2004), SOA is changing the way we know about ERP systems in all respects. It is expected to change the way these systems are designed, developed, sold, supported, used and also, recycled; it will change all aspects of the system life-cycle. Having neglected this topic within this dissertation in favour of other issues, and because of its importance for future research, I will discuss
this change in architecture in more detail in the next section. In so doing, I aim to create some understanding of the new approach for readers between technology and social research, and with this, particularly for readers from my own discipline, Science and Technology Studies. I will therefore disregard technical particularities such as transfer protocols and, instead, put the SOA movement in an historical context and highlight the possible overall impact of the architectural change on existing and future studies, using the vendors’ future product vision.

**Service Oriented Architecture**

The ERP industry, as well as the entire computer industry, is currently undergoing a major architectural change: the transformation from Client-Server Architecture towards Service Oriented Architecture, the fourth architectural wave in the history of software development. If we look at the change in its historical context, we can see the significance of this development which is far from what might be described as “hype” or “trend”, but will change the way we produce and use software today.

If we look at the early years of standard software packages, we find Material Requirements Planning (MRPI, MRPII) systems, the predecessors of ERP, which were based on ‘One Tier Architecture’, also known as ‘monolith’ (see also Chapter 1). Whilst systems based on such architecture are very stable, their implementation and adaptation are a very complex endeavour. From an architectural point of view, all programs composing the application (user interface, applications and data base) were closely related. With this, a change in the user interface could perhaps cause a breakdown of the entire system (Woods 2003; Woods and Mattern 2006). Whilst today, such a situation is only accepted in exceptional circumstances, in these early years, the degree of flexibility of a user interface was less of an issue. Users were generally limited and experts in their domain, therefore the usability and

---

68 Because of the system’s stability once implemented, organisations such as banks, still run some of their applications in such an environment.
adaptability of the user interface played a much smaller role (Grudin 1991; Winograd and Flores 1994). Furthermore, the processes these applications supported, as well as the interfacing systems which had to be connected with the monolith, did not often change (Woods 2003).

Over the years, the systems evolved and the One Tier Architecture in which user interface, application and data base were tightly connected, was followed by a ‘Two Tier Architecture’. Whilst the user interface and the applications still built one item, with the emergence of the database management system, the database was disconnected, making the system more flexible. In the 1980s, the Two Tier Architecture became the Three Tier Architecture, more commonly known as Client-Server Architecture, which, until today, is the most commonly used architectural framework (Woods 2003). In contrast with its predecessors, Client-Server Architecture supported the decoupling of the user interface, the application and the database, and made the system also more open to third party software. It was this Client-Server Architecture which made terminal computers possible. With computer terminals becoming more and more common, the user numbers and diversity increased. No longer were users technical experts, but often clerks or managers without technical training. A demand for user friendly systems emerged (Winograd and Flores 1994), which has been consistent until today. Whilst the architecture and, in particular, the decoupling of the user interface made it easier from a technical point of view to respond to user requirements, the main challenge today is to capture the user requirements and decide, if, which and how they can be translated into the software (see discussion on ERP system design, Chapter 2).

Since approximately the year 2000, we can see a gradual migration of systems onto new platforms which are based on the fourth generation system architecture: Service Oriented Architecture (SOA) (Woods 2003). The idea behind SOA is to structure applications, in (more or less) independent
services with a standardised interface facilitating the communication between the different components (Woods and Mattern 2006).

SOA is not an entirely new idea, but has become more popular in the last years, in particular, in the light of standardisation effort on communication protocols (Lomow and Newcomer 2005). At the same time, new legislations emerged (such as REACH\(^69\) or programs to reduce the carbon footprint), which promote and push technologies facilitating business collaborations further\(^70\). Different vendors have different visions on how to re-design their systems in the light of the possibilities SOA offers but overall, all major players have already invested in SOA-enabling of their applications (Oracle 2005; Woods 2003). The figure below illustrates the vendors’ new system vision, which visualises some of the major changes we can expect over the next few years in how we use, produce, support and re-use ERP systems.

\(^{69}\) REACH (Registration, Evaluation, Authorisation and Restriction of Chemical substances) is a European Community regulation which was introduced in June 2007. It relates to the safe use of chemicals and requires reports which make advanced system integration necessary (European Commission 2007).

\(^{70}\) Only a brief scan of the current (2009) calls for proposals from the European Union, demonstrate the importance of such topics.
The figure (vendor internal presentation 2007) shows, how the visionary ERP system is based on different layers. The top layer, named ‘people productivity’, represents the key users and implementers. This group of users would be allowed to choose from the vendor’s Service Repository, in which all existing functionality of the system (including ERP and ERP extensions) is represented in the form of services. From these services, key users would be able to select the functionality needed and create tailored applications. The automatically generated application is then stored in the ‘composite layer’ and can be used by any user that the application is made available to – a development which will give concepts such as Fleck’s (1988) ‘innofusion theory’ (innovation during distribution) new dimensions.

It is to be expected, that even though the above described is a vision, that this architectural wave will change the way we know ERP systems significantly. The way systems are localised and the role of the user will change. Users are envisioned to be able to design parts of their interface and instead of parameterisation, orchestrate services, generating new and ‘tailored’
applications – without programming effort\textsuperscript{71}. Overall, we can expect that SOA will change what we know as ERP systems today in all respects, touching upon all phases of the product life cycle, from both viewpoints, vendor and user organisation. Such significant change deserves attention. Science and Technology Studies aims to investigate how social, political and cultural values shape, and are shaped by the technology. All these aspects can be expected to be influenced by the new architecture. Whilst we might find researchers who step back, not understanding the new technology and are therefore reluctant to accept this change, it is this transformation which will open up new and most interesting fields whilst, at the same time, make other studies history.

Given the potential with which SOA changes and is already changing the system landscape, and with this the way systems are produced and used, the question evolves whether we should still invest in research concerned with the client-server generation of software. Whilst different researchers would answer this question in different ways, from what I have learned in the labs, as well as the overall understanding gained through extensive research in the area, investigating the current ways ERP systems are produced and used is still important. This architectural change is a gradual and ongoing long-term development, which started (unnoticed, as it seems, by Social Sciences) in the vendors’ case, for example, already in the year 2000. It will be years until the vision demonstrated earlier will be realised. Therefore, if we were to come today to an halt with our investigations, we would miss out, firstly, on investigating, participating and thus understanding this gradual change; secondly, on advancing our overall understanding of ERP packages also in its

\textsuperscript{71} We find interesting parallels between Kraft’s (1977) forecast of the computer industry and programming work and the move towards graphical programming interfaces, in which code is generated automatically. Kraft (1977) wrote: “The application programmer’s role will depend on the expanding use of packaged software which requires relatively minor but regular changes to meet customer requirement. Like coders, their future will hinge on the ability of hardware and software developers to simplify the use of hardware, as higher level languages are created and are combined with improved hardware, the machines will become directly accessible to untrained users. The “man-machine interface” which managers and engineers look forward to is one unmediated by a human programmer.” (p: 104).
historical context; and thirdly, if we were to not investigate things which might change, technology related research would never happen, as there is always change.

Instead of standing still, we need to be aware of the current technology vendor moves, so that we can position ourselves and not be surprised, if finally confronted with a system, which appears to be so much different from what we know from existing studies. In the course of observing this changing technology, there is a constant need to be vigilant about which type of research is combined, and from which architectural period it derives. Moreover, in observing and participating in technology change, there is a constant need to reconsider and re-evaluate our methodologies and tools with which we approach topics and question in the light of whether they are still suitable. It is awareness and understanding of architectural evolution and a consequent adaption to the situation on all levels which is needed in our line of research.

To summarise, whilst this dissertation has filled some of the gaps in current literature by shedding light on the vendor organisation’s view on the ERP development and ERP support phase, it became clear in the course of the investigation and in the context of a comparison with existing literature, that there is a urgent need to extend our current research agenda, if we aim to better understand the phenomenon of ERP systems. In the light of existing and future research, two points became particularly clear:

First, that there is a necessity for a Sociology of ERP Systems, which takes into account not only all aspects of the system life cycle from a user organisation perspective, but also from a vendor’s perspective and does so, specifically for ERP systems. In this respect, for the next steps, it is in particular the ERP sales phase, which needs to be investigated and put into the context of existing research.
Second, the move of the software industry towards service orientation has to be watched closely. Whilst much research related to SOA is carried out in Computer Sciences (it is indeed difficult to find an academic paper or an industrial research project, which is not somehow connected to SOA) with vendor rhetoric’s dominating the less technical discussions, Science and Technology Studies should not ignore or turn away from this development but set out to understand and investigate this development. Our discipline needs to map out a new research agenda, reconsider existing methods and concepts, and embrace this change.
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Appendices

Appendix 1: Fieldwork Notes Week Two

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Monday, Nov 07, 2005 07:30-16:30</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Keywords</td>
<td>New employee training, [vendor product] installation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Main actors</td>
<td>Thierry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Importance</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Got my desktop [computer]! Talked to Thierry about his introduction training. He said they got around 10 different courses and that it was mad. The new one I talked to just went to a training period of 3 weeks: 1 week [vendor programming language] 1 week [vendor programming language] and 1 CRM. Retail people get one week more.

[I was] complaining about the long installation time for [vendor product]. The one with the broken knees said that I should be happy as [other software product] is a lot more complicated and that it took him a week to install it!

I got [vendor product] cause I will work in the old version. Yu said too [other software product] is too slow.

Thierry’s new team will be 12. Existing people plus 4 new ones. He says so far it’s not so much of a change and that they will learn the new approach “in the field”. Team stays together for 1 year.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Tuesday, Nov 08, 2005</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Keywords</td>
<td>[vendor conference] presentation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Main actors</td>
<td>Research centre [location]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Importance</td>
<td>Middle but presentations high</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

See presentations!

**What I did**

Went through the Java tutorial. People started early today, and talked a lot. Might be cause of meeting with new team structure yesterday for the developer team. Nothing happened in the morning.

**[vendor conference] presentation**

Afternoon: [vendor conference] presentation in this other building which looks like an old factory from 2-3pm. Phone conference with [other labs] Research – they just listened. 30 people attended.

Some points:
- Goal: SW [software] to make life and work for costumers easier
- 100000 customers by 2010 (now 25000)
- Business is changing
- Do the light and easy stuff first and leave the difficult one to the end. Otherwise Microsoft will take the easy market
- [Vice President] has asked 3 wishes to 100 sales men. (see slide with Usability)
- Easier UI by integrating [vendor] in common interfaces like outlook (showed an example)
- Then users can have a familiar look and feel.
- 1 percent of the business reports are used 70% of the time. And the rest? We have to know better what the customer wants
- Fast trade approach by [Vice President]
- Create teams, coding millions of lines of codes and applications and get them out immediately (guy with broken knees says at lunch later that he thinks quality and customer service will decrease)
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- Ultimate goal: fewer screens! Everything which can be automated should be automated.
- Build one generic interface for everything
- Historically [vendor] wants 100 percent solutions. But we should do it differently now and just get the products out to the market.
- All applications will be built on one business process platform
- Graphical modelling for BP [Business Processes] through [vendor product]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Wednesday, Nov 09, 2005</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Keywords</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Main actors</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Importance</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Thursday, Nov 10, 2005</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Keywords</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Main actors</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Importance</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Slowly it’s getting colder.. and there are less people going for a walk after lunch. Today not so much happened. Basically I followed the whole day the configuration guide to configure [vendor’s software I was supposed to support]. Yesterday we finished the installation of all the relevant other products I needed additionally to actually being able to run [vendor software] like Perforce, [vendor’s Java Engine] and [vendor product]. Interesting as I have never done anything related to Java.

People are still very friendly and help me if I have a question. I feel quite comfortable also in the flat and at the moment I wonder if North America is not a better place to stay than UK. People seem less violent and less drunk (though everybody smokes grass). Last night I went swimming in the YMCA. Was great! There is a steam room as well ☺️. Here it seems to me so much better than [company I worked before joining academia]. In fact, I can’t believe it.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Friday, Nov 11, 2005</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Keywords</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Main actors</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Importance</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Morning: Started to listen to music as well and finished the specification of the [vendors software]. Lunch: After lunch I went for a walk with [developer] who is going back to Europe today after 18 month in North America. Reason: married to R. [working in the vendor’s HR department] and they have a child and want the family environment in [European Country].

He said that when he arrived he had a cultural shock – people are very laid back and family working balance is very important. You can even leave and say my family needs me. Also problems are not addressed directly in meetings. He did so and insulted his cross cultural team members.

He thinks cross cultural factors are key in this kind of work and asked me to send him book links. I did so and asked him if we can talk about it more... hope he agrees (see mail Neil)

**Summary until now (mail to Neil)**

Hi Neil,

[...] In [North American City] things are fine. At work it still makes fun and Thursday, Friday I spent installing the system I am supposed to support later on on my computer to see where
the customer could have problems. Nothing is related to [vendor’s programming language] – on one hand its good as if everything is new there are less expectations on the other hand Java Server Pages are looking rather confusing to me. Now I have a [Java] engine on my computer including a Java Connector and stare at JSPs which are a mixture of Java, HTML and XML. Fascinating but confusing :-).

People are still very nice and helpful and there is so far no pressure on me. I can read around as I want to and ask questions when I want to. Sara, the person I will work close with is on holidays for another week. After that I think I am going to test her customer support solutions and will get messages distributed to my account as well.

So much about the less interesting news..... More interesting is what happens in the labs. As mentioned earlier, there is a serious reorganisation going on. While the developer teams (I am in the support team) were working together in expert teams till now they are going to be restructured and the SCRUM approach, adapted to the [vendor] structure, will be the new way. That means that they have every day short stand up meetings, reporting their daily progress, and teams of max 10. Additionally Scrum means developing in short cycles. During the cycle there are no changes allowed. The CRM team here got criticised of loosing focus and doing too much customer related development. Nothing is allowed any more if it can't be used at least for 80 percent of the customer base. Jordi (my project manager) said that he would be happy to do so but what to do if key customers like [customer] is calling? Than everybody lets everything down and goes for that task as they have just so much power.

The initial problem was that CRM [vendor] is not successful and for 3 years there is no growth in the customer base. Also they are missing big reference clients – especially those implementing CRM stand alone without the ERP backend. The Senior VP said that if they can get those customers then the [vendor] customers will buy also. The main problem on the market is the user interface. Although they will release the new interface they developed recently, this one will be completely put into the bin and they start now, with the Scrum approach, to develop a complete new user interface which should be finished by April. After testing it should be delivered to the market in August. That’s a challenging schedule and people are insecure and afraid that they won’t have their own life anymore (9h per day). After the new senior VP mentioned that he hasn’t seen his family the last 20 years and that he is now working 16h a day and that everybody who can’t deal with the new approach should better go (it was a very very American speech). Sara mentioned (she is with [vendor in North American City] since they have been only 20 employees somehow in the 90s) that she hopes that he doesn’t expect her to do the same as family is very important to her. The same with Therry and [other colleague], other people I spent lunch time with. They also said that this is not the way [vendor] used “to be” for them as they are used to a more “European leadership”. But this new guy, he got the allowance from the management to go through all exiting borders and habits. He has the allowance to change everything he wants to (he did the same with [competitor] earlier).

Everything is now about the new approach and
- Less global development teams but trying to develop as much as possible within one Lab
- Rotating team members on at least a yearly basis and no more expert teams. Everything is Scrum at the end (for more info about that look at agilealliance.org). Even the higher management got reorganised and new VPs which are now only responsible for one lab got installed.

Recently I went for a walk with [developer], a project manager here and he says that culture is everything in this environment. He came from Europe 2 years ago as project manager and when [vendor] offered to give him an intercultural training he rejected saying that ‘the [North American city] they are like little Europe. (…) culture is not such a big thing anyway’. Now he said he would have been happy to have taken the chance as he got a cultural shock and that he had trouble leading a team where everybody is coming from a different country
and even continent some already adapting to the laid back culture of [North American City]. He ended up insulting people with his direct German way and going mad cause people said “yes” when they actually had no idea at all and when they seemed challenged by bigger tasks. He said that some people you have to give little tasks and hold their hand as they can’t deal with big tasks (of course this is a cultural thing). He was very interested in my research and asked me to send him some papers about Scrum and culture which I did (for the initial research paper with which I applied in Edi, I was actually looking at Scrum so I had some resources) I also asked him if we can continue another day to talk about his project management experiences here. I am curious what he will say as unfortunately he left [North American City] and went back to Waldorf Friday. He seems very chatty, open and interested asking me “what is the solution to manage so many cultures”. With the Scrum approach he thinks many people won’t survive as people here are not used to work under such pressure and that their main important thing is their family (what is interesting: after he told me that I got an email from Eve, one of Philipp’s [Prof. of software engineering at a North American University] students sending me a paper they wrote about exactly this issue! Scrum and culture! The cultural bit is quite boring but when it comes to the end with development methods and cultures is brought together I was actually thinking that they are sitting here in the lab listening to [developer]!).

In fact the big topic here is how to best develop software accepting cultural issues – also mentioned by the management. Now they try Scrum – and everybody wonders. There are lots of meetings, video conferences etc and people can ask whatever they want and it seems as if they get honest answers. The management seems very grounded and the people trust the management and listen. Looks like they have never been lied to (I wouldn’t believe my managers at [other organisation I worked for] one word as I know at least 50 Percent is rubbish anyway..) what represents also part of this incredible corporate culture. Have I told you that lunch every day is free and that everybody goes for lunch at 12 and then usually for a walk or just stays at the table for socialising? Tuesday some of the guys are going to see a hockey game at the pub and they put me on the mailing list. Beer! :-))

For me that is very unusual as in Germany you don’t go out with your colleagues after work as you don’t want them to know anything about your private life. It’s very competitive and as soon as they find out something often it’s a game of “playing cards” and they might use their knowledge against you. Therefore we don’t drink with colleagues usually and to go out with them for the Christmas meal is a thing of “I have to go there as it is expected”. Maybe this applies most of all to the consulting industry and management where you have many career oriented people....

I am not in the developer team but went to every meeting so far. I am lucky in some way as I am sitting in the part where the developer sit as in my team area there was no free space. Additionally I get along very well with Thierry, a 30 years old French guy who is always explaining me everything that is happing, forwarding me emails. I will try to be part of the 5min Scrum meetings in the morning of his team. However I haven’t really decided how to best do that. The thing is, still I don’t really want to stress the point that I am studying them. As this is all highly confidential (therefore please don’t talk about anything I am writing to you until I finish the study and get the ok of [vendor] what I am allowed to talk about – it’s just fair to [vendor]..) they might won’t tell me anything anymore. I might start with listening to Thierry’s descriptions of the meetings.

Regarding my team: they are doing the support for the software. Therefore I will see also the customer messages. They do third level support – meaning only if first and second level couldn’t solve the problem. However right now I have the feeling that the Scrum thing will be a lot more interesting to study as everything is about that it the moment. It’s a real big issue.

Well, these are some of my undigested comments – let me know what you think and if you have any recommendations...
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Appendix 2: Fieldwork Notes Week Fourteen

[Comments About the Daily Meetings, Week Fourteen]

Michael: 10 min not everybody there. B. was missing. Asked: he didn’t mind since they scrummed for 45 min Friday and he is annoyed by that

Matthew: Started late as usual, took far too long. Left after 25 min and still 3 people to report. Technical discussions and the German big guy just never stops talking

Antoine: 20 min. 6 people. I asked him why he does not have QA [Quality Assurance] and Docu [Documentation] people there but he didn’t remember why or if they are invited. He meets with QA twice a week anyway. Still it seems he is the only one asking the three questions. He does so always at the beginning of the meetings and then he nails people down asking when they will be finished and to the facts. It’s very much controlling. I like it but then it’s not up to me to like it or not. People in the team seem happy.

Michael: Supposed to start at 9. As usual not [it didn’t start at nine as usual]. People arrived even after nine. The one which looks Russian came late. And Thomas too. Still they are not scrumming – hm..

Anne-Sophie: Suggested to her yesterday to go to other meetings especially Antoine’s. Guess it would help her. She says it changed since now she has to control a lot more than before. She tried to keep them off admin work before and support them so that’s the same but she gets high pressure from management since people don’t fill out their daily confirmation and her project is on red.

Today I didn’t go to all the meetings. Didn’t go to Michael but Thomas told me that people complained that it took too long Friday so he said at the beginning of the meeting: just 2 min for everybody and they made it in 10 min. However they started late as usual (around 10 min). To Matthew and Remy I didn’t go either. Have seen their way and will take a break since I am very stressed on not spending enough time for [the team I was working for]. (...)

[Another Day]

Anne-Sophie seems very helpful. So, yesterday in the queue [for lunch] she told me that she is very stressed about the Scrum cause she gets emails and emails about that they are not on time. Today the meeting was shorter. 15 min – maybe cause [developer], the nervous girl was ill the days before and couldn’t comment on everything that is going on. People don’t like to get nailed down so they don’t give proper reports I think. It’s more like a therapy group with a very understanding team master. She reminds me a lot of [a friend of mine]. When she is reporting to the management she never says the names but just the developers and justifies why. Tom says that the problem is that even if he adjusts his progress to the actual one (which is less than the plan) it doesn’t help cause the end date April 28th will not change. Jeanine, the girl who brought the Christmas desert Ice cream said that she is very stressed cause of that Scrum thing and that she doesn’t like it. “I feel like I have to work at the weekends cause I am so stressed that I cannot meet the final deadline (...) I don’t care about the daily confirmation but about the deadline that I cannot make it.” Well, I think she is afraid of the daily confirmation as she mentions before but then she sees the main problem. The final deadline. “then when the testing starts we will just fix bugs, fix bugs, fix bugs”. That’s also what Antoine said in the interview that maybe people will end up using the testing period for going on developing...

[Another Day]

Talked to Thomas at lunchtime during the walk about Scrum. He says people don’t like to be put on the spot and it puts so much pressure on them. “people will burn out and get demotivated”. I told him that if I would have consultants in my house, I would do Scrum to
makes sure that they are working for me. However, not here cause people work only for [vendor]. They are not consultants involved in many projects.

In the Scrum with Anne-Sophie it was difficult ‘cause she announced that I recommended that she goes to the different Scrum meetings to see how they are doing. She will do so and in fact I guess I made a mistake. When I asked her for an interview she said that she first wants to visit others (and also find out if they have so much trouble with the planning) before talking to me. Strange that is.. as if I am the judge.

Also went to Thierry to ask him to sit together with all ScrumMasters – his initial idea. He said he will organize it. The guy from India hasn’t responded but Tom’s secretary. How embarrassing – I did the calculation to CET wrongly and told her that 4pm is 10pm here ;-) Anyway, tonight for the first time since Wednesday sports (its Tuesday). Will go swimming and meet Thomas for beer afterwards. Beer is always good. I could spend hours in the office to find out things.. I guess best to go again on Saturday or Sunday to have quiet time to write up and collect some more info. So many things to discover.. what’s about CRM on demand, unit tests and SOA???? And I have to book the flights home... puh. But it’s ok, I will not get stressed. Just relax..

[Another Day, Again, Talking About the Daily Scrums:]

Michael: didn’t have it (guess they have their weekly meeting)
Matthew: [like Michael]
Anne-Sophie: 13min but less people and still [loud developer] cannot say much since he was ill. He said he has no news and didn’t say what he is doing tomorrow [when he got asked the three Scrum questions of what he was doing yesterday, what he will do tomorrow and if he has any problems]. Anne-Sophie [as project manager] didn’t follow up.
At the end of the meeting she [Anne-Sophie] asked them if they have any special wishes for tomorrow for their weekly meeting. Some commented. (...) So, [these daily meetings] it’s a therapy group but in terms of project management I am not sure.

Matthew sent this:

Hi,

I thought it would be useful to meet for 15 - 20 minutes to discuss the daily Scrum meetings.

Christine has been watching our meetings and I was curious to get her feedback.

Regards,
Matthew

To all Scrum Managers. I am confused.. I thought they will sit together and include me. I haven’t prepared to give feedback. Great.Some more work. But then it’s nice too, since they are asking me. Puh.. but what to say? Guess I will have to cancel Thorsten invitation for food [tonight] once again so that I have time to prepare.

[Another Day]

Michael is never commenting on what he is doing! [during the Scrum meetings], Michael only let his developers comment on what they did but never answered the three questions himself

[conversation with developer in the corporate windows messenger]
[developer] says:

will you give a feedback to the managers about SCRUM?

Grimm, Christine says:
why do you ask?
[developer] says:
because then please tell them to shorten the meetings only to important things !!!
Grimm, Christine says:
was it too long today?
Grimm, Christine says:
I missed it..
[developer] says:
because some people are describing all their life
[developer] says:
I would like [Project manager] to moderate more
[developer] says:
if 2 people are talking together then they can do it after the meeting !!!
Grimm, Christine says:
that is very true
Grimm, Christine says:
in fact I am a bit in trouble..
Grimm, Christine says:
they set up a meeting all together to discuss their experiences.. that’s very good but:
Grimm, Christine says:
Hi,
I thought it would be useful to meet for 15 - 20 minutes to discuss the daily Scrum meetings.
Christine has been watching our meetings and I was curious to get her feedback.
Regards,
Matthew
Grimm, Christine says:
.. great.. that’s not what I wanted to do. I am observer and not ready to do so but I cannot escape. So I worked till half past ten last night (swimming in between)
[developer] says:
well it’s just a short discussion to give your impression from an external perspective
Grimm, Christine says:
yes...
[developer] says:
I’m sure I would have had the same idea as Matthew
Grimm, Christine says:
me too
[developer] says:
the fact is that in our team, half of the people don’t even hear what the others say because they speak too low
Grimm, Christine says:
very true.. but there are other Scrum meetings.. they are all VERY different
[developer] says:
at the end I’m sure everybody is just thinking about what they will be cooking tonight
Grimm, Christine says:
haha
[developer] says:
which one do you prefer ?
Grimm, Christine says:
I cannot tell I think. But there is one which is from my point of view very good
[developer] says:
which one ?
[developer] says:
I guess Antoine !
Grimm, Christine says:
well I cannot tell
[developer] says:
Grimm, Christine says: why?
cause I don’t want to say that. It wouldn’t be fair for all the others letting me participating.
Imagine “Christine compared and said you are very good / very bad”.. that isn’t nice, is it?
[developer] says:
Well, it’s not a matter of good or best or better, it’s not because a team is good in Scrum
meetings is better than another team
[developer] says:
you can be very good in speaking and very bad in coding
[developer] says:
i know several people like this in the lab
Grimm, Christine says:
well, you know it’s a question of the manager how good a team is! How good he
understands his role as ScrumMaster.
Grimm, Christine says:
I will tell you when I am no more in the labs
[developer] says:
I’m sure it’s Antoine’s team, because of Antoine who is a constructive colleague
(…)
[developer] says:
do we have more shy persons in our team than others?

[Another Day]
Antoine: 20min
[Antoine started the daily scrum with] Thanks for your good work last week
When people started discussing he said that the Scrum meeting is there to share information.
That is the purpose rather than reporting to him. So, he raised the question how to best share
information? They didn’t find a solution but one guy recommended that it would be helpful if
their office spaces could be closer to each other.

People [in this team] really talk to each other [during the Scrum meeting] but then, he is
lucky cause he has only 6 people. We went to the small meeting room around the corner
today again. Think it’s a good idea. Nobody was sitting. 2 came late, one was excused being in
a phone conference with another lab.
Appendices

Appendix 3: Oracle and SAP’s Solution Maps
Oracle distinguishes between two areas: Industry solutions and Horizontal Business Solutions. Screen shots from the Oracle homepage (2008) are displayed below. SAP can be displayed with one figure.

Figure 18: Oracle Solution Map (1)
Appendix 4: Published Work